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Monday, 2 January 2017

Visit by David and Catherine today before their trip back to southern Cal-
ifornia. Rémi and Leslie had a chance to talk together about getting into
the medical profession. Rémi ies back to the East Coast tomorrow, for an
interviewWednesday with the University of Virginia.

Message from F. Kerrain:

Demat dit Gweltaz
Kalz a blijadur am eus bet o resev da bostel gant luc’hskeudennoù da
diegezh. Trugarez bras dit. Degemerit ivez, te hag Amy, va gwellañ
hetoù evit ar bloaz nevez, evidoc’h eveljust hag evit ho pugale.
Gwelout a ran ez a war ledanaat. Va merc’h Tre na a zo nevez
dimezet e dibenn an hañv. Gant ur stourmer breizhat ouzhpenn,
Nil Caouissin e anv, moarvat ez eus bet degouezhet ganit klevout
komz eus ar familh-se (e-pad an eil brezel-bed !). Met va merc’h
henañ, siwazh, a seblant kaout kudennoù spered. Un tamm nec’het
on ganti. Ankeniet e vez alies, ha d’ammeno, e chomo dizimez.
Plijadur am eus bet ouzh ho kwelout. Krog on da goshañ da vat.
Spi am eus em bo tro da gejañ ganeoc’h c’hoazh ! Gant va brasañ
mignoniezh

Mot de Pierre:

Bonne année à toi également. Je te rappelle mon adresse mail per-
sonnelle : corbel.pierre35@gmail.com Si on se décide à aller vous voir
(pas sûr que ce soit en 2017), tu seras prévenu bien avant. Juste une
petite question : as-tu reçu le colis de livres que je t’ai envoyé des PUR
au mois d’octobre? Si ce n’était pas le cas, il faudrait que je mène
l’enquête. Je vous embrasse.

Charpin defends and uses the notion of living and dead archives that in
his opinion should replace the meaningless distribution of Mesopotamian
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2 Chapter 1. January

tablets into “private” and “public” collections.1 “Living” were texts that ac-
cumulated and presumably were available to authority and family in palace
and temples until time of destruction by external event. “Dead” is for texts
that were discarded by the ancients themselves and sometimes used in inter-
esting way ( oor llers for instance). Living archives of palaces usually had
a short life of twenty to forty years.2 The living archives belonging to fam-
ilies and that mostly consisted of property deeds had a much longer life of
one to two centuries. Temple archives also had a long life, from about sev-
enty years to one hundred twenty and even one hundred f y. Note that no
duplicate of letters sent were kept in archives. Only passive correspondence
was kept. From the mid-secondmillennium, the texts of treaties were kept:
seeHattusha andUgarit. In Assyria, a matrix of godAššur was kept in “city
hall” (bit ālim), and texts were kept in an annex next to the temple ofNabu.
This aspect of royal archives may have been common and may help explain
the story told in 2 Kings 24 about the text found in the wall of the temple:
rehabilitation of a building conveniently leading to a discarded treaty with
Yhwh.

I just learned of John Berger’s passing in theNYT. Not surprisingly, the
article and obituary on this great gure is “mi- guemi-raisin”. TheNYT is
not pleased to see labor and humble conditions become the center of atten-
tionof a “provocative art critic,” a false label that Berger’swhole attitude and
work defused. See theGuardian’s obit. One canwatch the BBC episodes of
Ways of Seing. Into their labors (Pig Earth, The flag),A Fortunate Man,
To The Wedding,A Seventh Man, are more relevant today than when they
rst appeared. Berger did much of the necessary thinking for us.
Callum and Lucie love to listen to recorded songs. Callum likes what he

calls “rock music,” which is more rhythmic singing and percussion, includ-
ing guitar. This morning, he retrieves a couple of cards I had thrown out
on which I had written words used by him a fewmonths ago during one of
our video conferences. One says “avion,” the other “bunny is funny,” all in
capitals. He reads them without problem, and I can see his eyes starting on
the lef of the writing and moving slowly to the right.

1. Charpin, Reading and writing in Babylon, 101,104–5.
2. Ibid., 102.
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Friday, 6 January 2017

Documentary: German Concentration Camps Factual Survey, by Sidney
Bernstein, 1945, restored, shown in 2014 at festivals in Berlin, Jerusalem, etc.,
and commercialized in 2016.

Sunday, 8 January 2017

I discover today that the o cially released lm made by Billy Wilder and
released in January 1946 was calledDeath mills orDie Todesmühlen, while
the German version I referred to yesterday was done by a di ferent direc-
tor and editor. These are the versions that were issued because they were
less controversial politically. The German expression implicates the forces
of modern technology into the destruction and erasure of what made Eu-
rope habitable. For that reason, as well as for the less obvious tie to the
medieval notion of the mystic mill, Celan used it in his poem Spät und tief
(see 27/2/2010: Ihr mahlt in den Mühlen d Tod der weiße Mehl der
Verheißung).

Yesterday, mention in passing of the possibility of limits to desire(s):
Hayden thinks it is boundless. By allowing and selling a 24/7 fantasm of
presence, our transportation and imaging instrumentation keeps building
and increasing our distance from others and ourselves, in a fuite en avant
of constantly distantiated objects that makes more poignantly frantic the
still-hoped-for possibility of presence. Rémi reminds me this morning that
present-day adults spend about one third of their waking time on digital
“distance reducers/maximizers” (my name for all machinery that moves
and mobilizes us, beginning with daily language). Desire then becomes
regret and even regression. We are creating a greater distance from objects
that we create as projections of selves and which we believe we control via
our putative mastery of discourse, instrumentation, ethic norms, and social
constructions. Transcendence is “ingraved”—I want to say “enshrined,”
“hacked” even—into these projections, yet tends to escape and become
something all its own, part of the construction of distance that no one is
in charge of. So, our distance from the world increases. If desire has as its
main function the unionwith, or proximity of, a present world—including
present as in “giving presents”—, this absence keeps tripping and reshaping
desires as unquenchable. Capitalist institutions rely upon this eeing and
deepening distance and absence, including that from oneself, to o fer their
paying (re)mediations. Kings of ancient times did something similar in
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increasing a divine distance and power that in turn they re-presented and
mediated in temples and altars they kept under the watchful eyes of their
palaces.

Monday, 9 January 2017

I cull a few notes on the origins of sedentary agriculture from a book on the
ancient peoples of southern Mexico.3 Arguments by MacNeish and Flan-
nery regarding modelization of the archaic period have been going on for
thirty years at least. Redating by a more precise AMS technique as well
as theorization on gender and social relations has meant that new models
are emerging. First clear evidence of sedentism (permanent settlement) in
Oaxaca between –1900 and –1400. Indications of social complexity become
more evident only in 850–400 BC (Middle Formative).4 Joyce thinks that
sedentism is not only a matter of su ciently abundant resources but also
of new social relationships. Sedentism’s e fects: investments in xed tech-
nologies and tools (that it was prohibitive to transport before); ceramics;
permanent structures, and reliance on storage facilities. This would allow
for increased competition forwealth and status.5 Sedentismhad an e fect on
symbolic relationship to landscape, which was transformed by xed struc-
tures. Social identity and memory were a fected. Architecture can be used
to create new social spaces (plazzas, ceremonial precincts). Earlier social cir-
cumstancesmay have had an e fect. Themore andmore permanent associa-
tions bound to other xed pointsmean that occasions for social tensions be-
camemore frequent: problem of labor investment, marriages, enforcement
of reciprocity. Early villageswere generally small (1 to 3 ha)with populations
of a few dozen people. Small, nuclear families with 5 people by household?6
Five to ten households per community, typically. Remains: houses, bell-
shaped pits for storage of food, tools and valuables, human burials, ovens.
Burials close to the house imply claims by the family to the land. Abun-
dance of gurines whose signi cance is disputed but can be generally taken
tomean engagement with a broader world. Evidence of buildings for social
rituals?

3. Joyce,Mixtecs, Zapotecs, and Chatinos: Ancient peopl of southern Mexico, 66–83.
4. Ibid., 71.
5. Ibid., 72.
6. Ibid., 75.
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Tuesday, 10 January 2017

Similar re ections across part of the northern hemisphere regarding culture,
economy, and politics. In a super cial article for the NYT, for instance,
Roger Cohen misrepresents a small fraction of the liberal-thinking people
as if it was the whole. I’ve of en noted this weight given to =isms by “lib-
eral” or culturally “lef ” people who lose sight of the much larger issues that
do not impact them directly. I remember Richard Rorty warning UCSC
intellectuals about abandoning the core values of the nation. Cohen and
many others (Lilla whom he mentions) think intellectuals have gone way
too far in adopting facile cultural aspects but do not propose any way to
come together around economic and social values.

Seen from France, the widespread loss of universal ideals and values is
alarming. AsBensoussan says in an interviewwith theFigaro (of all things!):

La République est d’abord une forme de régime. Elle ne désigne pas
un ancrage culturel ou historique. La nation, elle, est l’adhésion à un
ensemble de valeurs et rien d’autre. Ce n’est pas le sang, pas le sol, pas
la race.

There is a real hostility rising in, and making two peoples who fantasize
about their anchoring and seem to agree only on not having anything to
do with each other. Too many intellectuals have expressed their concern
about “amalgams” and their risks rather than a more fundamental interest
for truth (regarding the long history of Judaism, the animosity vehiculated
by Islamic education for a very long time, the situation of many of those
voting for the FN, including now amajority of working class people, etc.).7
For those “sur le terrain,” (urgent care people, police, teachers, etc.), it looks
of en like civil war in themaking. Islamophoby is a particularly inept word.
It is supposed to suggest that criticism of attacks that are also religious is
racist and fascistic. Only f y people at a demonstration in 2012 organized
by imam Chalgoumi af er the Merah attack.

Triumph of sel sh interests, disregard for the common good, that is
where we are in Europe and the US, and in other areas invaded by mod-
ern capitalist forms. Other thing to remember: Arab nationalism, pan-
arab or national, has failed. Islamism is the only ground, whatever reli-
gious and cultural forms it takes. Failure of -isms also (communism, trade-
unionism), joined to disintegrated media. What Bensoussan says about the

7. Brenner (pseudonym of Bensoussan) and Corvarola, L territoir perd de la Ré-
publique, 2002. New edition: Brenner, L territoir perd de la République.
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pre- or trans-colonial anti-judaism, the jealousy that was expressed af er the
Crémieux decree of 1870, is striking:

Travaillant plusieurs années sur l’histoire des juifs dans le monde
arabe aux XIXe et au XXe siècle (pour juifs en pays arabes.Le grand
déracinement, 1850-1975, Tallandier, 2012), j’avais constaté l’existence
d’une culture arabo-musulmane, du Maroc à l’Irak, entachée d’un
puissant antijudaïsme, et ce bien avant le sionisme et la question
d’Israël et de la Palestine. Il existe en e fet, et de longue date, une
culture arabo-musulmane anti-juive, souvent exacerbée par la
colonisation ( mais qui n’en fut toutefois jamais à l’origine). Il fallait
faire de l’histoire culturelle pour comprendre comment, pourquoi
et quand la minorité juive qui s’était progressivement émancipée
grâce à l’école, s’était heurtée à une majorité arabo-musulmane
aux yeux de laquelle l’émancipation des juifs était inconcevable et
irrecevable. Il n’était question alors ni de sionisme, ni d’Israël ni
de Gaza. Et encore moins de « territoires occupés » qui, pour les
ignorants et les naïfs, constituent le cœur du problème actuel. Ce
con it entre une majorité qui ne supporte pas que le dominé de
toujours s’émancipe, et le dominé de toujours qui ne supporte plus
la domination d’autrefois, se traduit par un divorce, et donc un
départ. Il s’agit là d’histoire culturelle. Où est le racisme ?8

Quelques ré exions sur les rapports entre la droite israélienne et Oba-
ma. La droite israélienne a compris dès son premiermandat en 2008 qu’il se
replaçait clairement dans la ligne duprésidentCarter. Les implantations ont
été considérées de nouveau comme des “obstacles à la paix” et la résolution
du conseil de sécurité des Nations Unies 242 (adoptée à l’unanimité en no-
vembre 67) plus les discussions de fond qui avaient mené aux accords d’Os-
lo sont redevenues la base d’accords futurs. Je dis “de nouveau” parce qu’on
avait laissé tomber cette ligne avec Reagan et surtout le deuxième Bush qui
s’est fait emberli coter par Sharon. Clinton était perçu par Israël comme
étant également favorable à la politique d’Israël, perçue comme étant de
“gauche” ou “libérale” alors qu’en fait le parti travailliste a souvent continué
la politique d’implantations de la droite. Voilà d’après moi pourquoi Oba-
ma a été vu tout de suite comme un ennemi. J’ajoute qu’il devenait alors
facile pourNetanyahou et autres de se faire des voix en s’opposant à Obama
de toutes les façons possibles et imaginables.

Il n’en demeure pas moins qu’ont été signés par Obama en septembre
2016 des accords de soutienmilitaire à Israël sur 10 ans quimontent à 38mil-

8. See his Juifs en pays arab . Le grand déracinement 1850-1975 (2012).
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liards de dollars. Entre parenthèses, il y a eu aussi un gros paquet pour Sisi
et confrères en Égypte. Ce soutien est sans contrepartie politique puisque
Biden ou Kerry ont été pratiquement moqués par le gouvernement israé-
lien pendant leurs dernières visites (décisions d’implantations faites et pro-
mulguées ou rendues publiques pendant leurs voyages en Israël). Obama a
donc abandonné ses velléités des premières heures. Il les a abandonnées tout
de suite dans les média et dans ses rapports o ciels avec les autorités israé-
liennes mais on a malgré tout continué à le soupçonner de vouloir faire des
coups bas à Israël, d’où cette pression constante deNetanyahou surObama,
allant jusqu’à l’ingérence dans les a faires politiques US (son voyage “invi-
té” au Congrès, son soutien public au candidat républicain en 2012 pour le
second mandat d’Obama).

Avec Trump et consorts, on peut aller très vite vers la solution mono-
étatique voulue par Nef ali Bennett et autres pour la région. Les bons de
crédit moral tirés sur la Shoah fatiguent, on va en venir à la force pure. Je
pense que les zones A et B palestiniennes (90-95% de la population en 440
villages et villes, 22-23% de la surface) peuvent devenir une vaste prison à ciel
ouvert. La zone C serait déclarée comme faisant partie d’Israël. Voir Vincent
Lemire sur tout ça (siteweb de grand intérêt). Comme l’a écritMartin Indyk
dans un article récent dans leNYTim , Israël devra choisir entre la démo-
cratie et son identité juive.

English translation: Some re ections on the relations between the Is-
raeli right and Obama. The Israeli right understood from his rst term in
2008 that hewas clearly in linewithPresidentCarter. Settlementswere once
again publically proclaimed as “obstacles to peace” and the resolution of the
United Nations Security Council 242 (adopted unanimously in November
67), plus the substantive discussions leading up to the Oslo Accords, be-
came again the basis for future agreements. I say “again” because this line
hadbeendroppedbyReagan administration and especially the secondBush
who accepted to be under Sharon’s in uence. Clinton was perceived by Is-
rael as being supportive of Israel’s perceived “lef ” or “liberal” politics when
in fact the Labor Party had of en continued the policy of right-wing settle-
ments. That’s why Obama was immediately seen as an enemy even though
he relented and didn’t dare go against the backlash in 2009. This change
however was not trusted and he was still suspected of wanting to under-
cut Israel’s policies, hence Netanyahu’s constant pressure on Obama, to the
point of interference in US political a fairs (his public support for the Re-
publican nominee in 2012 for Obama’s second term, and his more recent
“guest” trip to Congress). Netanyahu grossly exploited the tension to gar-
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ner coaltion-strengthening votes at home.
Nevertheless, one may wonder why in September 2016 Obama signed

military support agreements with Israel over 10 years that amount to 38 bil-
lion dollars. In parallel, there was also a large package for Sisi and colleagues
in Egypt. Yet, it was a mistake to grant this support without political coun-
terpart in regard to the rst problem of Israel’s military defense, the status
of Palestinians. Biden or Kerry were virtually mocked by the Israeli govern-
ment during their last visits. Settlement decisions were made and promul-
gated or made public during their travels in Israel.

With Trump et alii, one could go very quickly towards the mono-state
solution wanted by Nef ali Bennett and others for the region. The moral
credit vouchers drawn on the Shoah have lost their worth, Israel will have
to do without external moral justi cation in its use of force, like most states
do. The Palestinian areas A and B (90-95% of the population in 440 villages
and towns, 22-23% of the surface) can become a vast open-air prison. Zone
C would be declared part of Israel. See Vincent Lemire on all this (website
of great interest). AsMartin Indykwrote in a recent article in theNYTim
concerning the status of Jerusalem and the use of the US embassy’s move
fromTel Aviv as bargaining chip, Israel will have to choose between democ-
racy and a Jewish identity.

Thursday, 12 January 2017

Bruno m’écrit :

Trump va découvrir outre l’U.R.S.S. mais la Chine qui balade sa
otte au sud de la mer de Chine obligeant Taïwan et le Vietnam
à faire décoller ses avions et la septième otte à se remuer devant
l’entreprenant ! L’armée chinoise, particulièrement l’aviation est
pressée d’en découdre. Il existe une nouvelle route de la soie en
train via la Russie et ses satellites qui va jusqu’à Londres ! Le Japon
réarme. L’histoire est semblable à un condensateur électrique avec
ses répétitions périodiques.

Je lui réponds que les bruits de bottes ne sont pas seulement ceux de la
Chine. Notre démagogue en chef non seulement prétend rétablir une po-
litique de force envers la Chine mais s’entoure de militaires. Le plus grave
est que l’enrichissement d’une trop petite fraction des populations dans les
pays dits riches en diminue d’autant la consommation de base, ce qui fait
que tant la productivité du travail que les PNB restent bas (sous réserve de
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véri cation des chi fres, car il paraît qu’il y a comme une reprise aux Etats-
Unis et que les salaires sont en légère hausse sur l’année précédente, où ils
baissaient). Je pense que c’est grave parce que dans un climat de problèmes
de distribution de la richesse, la guerre surgit vite commeune tentation ou la
seule solution que les démagogues vont se voir enclins à o frir. Tant qu’on
était dans une logique d’enrichissement avec retombée de grosses miettes
pour les peuples, les bruits de bottes pouvaient se conjuguer avec ceux des
mâchoires de la consommation ! Cela continuera-t-il ? Je ne peux pas ou-
blier que les E U s’arrogent le droit de dominer tout le Paci que jusqu’au
littoral chinois, sans parler de la surveillance satellitaire. Trump au pouvoir
ne va pas arrêter le ot de conteneurs,mais les choix qu’il est en train de faire
augmentent terriblement les risques.

Otherwise

Janet Kenyon (1947–95)

I got out of bed
on two strong legs.
It might have been
otherwise. I ate
cereal, sweet
milk, ripe, awless
peach. It might
have been otherwise.
I took the dog uphill
to the birchwood.
All morning I did
the work I love.
At noon I lay down
with my mate. It might
have been otherwise.
We ate dinner together
at a table with silver
candlesticks. It might
have been otherwise.
I slept in a bed
in a room with paintings
on the walls, and
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planned another day
just like this day.
But one day, I know,
it will be otherwise.

About the ideology of war: I’ve long thought that modern post-
Christian societies labored under a paradox when it came to justi cation of
war. For Augustine, war could only be waged with the goal of achieving
peaceful life and harmonious relationships of equality, not submission
of others to one’s will or that of self to another’s. Christ couldn’t easily
be claimed to be calling for war. The humility and glory he condensed
in his person didn’t allow for Ciceronian proclamations of the superior
right of Rome to conquer the universe or the more hypocritical American
version of a universal “civilizingmission.” Nomatter, divine will, especially
that of the “father” in the blessed trinity, played a fundamental role for
centuries. In modern nations, on the contrary, divine will was abandoned
and war decisions were supposed to originate with the people’s will and
interest(s). Which are? Yet, it seemed that modern nations still needed to
nd moral ideological cover that recalled the Christian message, no matter
the identity of the enemy (helping your neighbor, saving lives, duty of
sacri ce, civilizing mission with a moral bend, etc.). I thought that there
was little di ference between a Reagan and the Romans when it came to
the practice of war, only in the ideological cover. Romans also did need
moral cover, but it was narrowly constructed. In Cicero’s words: “That
the Roman people should be slaves is contrary to divine law; the immortal
gods have willed it to rule all nations” (Philippicae 6.7.19).9 Reagan et
alii claimed a kind of universal, Kantian, duty, with more variables than
Romans or other cultures simply thought unnecessary. In the end, it looks
like Augustine’s view of war as glori ed looting is the right one, no matter
the ideological justi cations given by, say, the Assyrians (gods’ will and
world order), Romans (gods’ will and order), or modern USAwith its own
variant on people’s or god’s will, and the “global order.”

Friday, 13 January 2017

Readings today: Monroe on primitive capitalism (!); Ska on Van Seters on
the Pentateuch; Frahm on Oded in AfO; Christine Hayes on divine law

9. Compare to Virgilius,Aene 1.278–79; 6.794–95.
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(chapter 7 of her 2015 book), andRhyannonGraybill on Ezekiel andDaniel
(a fect and unstable nature of masculinity in Hebrew prophets).

Sunday, 15 January 2017

Leslie, Callum and Lucie ew back to Michigan today. Callum came to
our bed this morning and we had a funny discussion with Bunny about
the correct pronunciation of “volcano.” I explained that people a long time
ago thought very powerful beings made the earth quake or volcanos erupt.
They imagined their lives and made up stories about them. Callum turned
to Bunny and told him about legends! Tonight, a little before 21h00, Leslie
called from the car in Michigan to tell us they had made it and had a good
trip.

Monday, 16 January 2017

The schmoozers discussed contempt Saturday. Jerry held for a practical
view of it that can focus on one aspect of a person’s behavior without letting
it bleed into a feeling of contempt for the whole person. Others thought it
would be di cult to manage to compartmentalize the emotion to a sinngle
aspect. I realized during the discussion that my whole tradition and educa-
tion erects powerful guides forbidding not only the expression of contempt
but even the feeling of it about anyone. Even vice is still within redemption.
The notion of creation and the nature of themessiah forbid ranking of peo-
ple and feelings of despise or contempt, as they are contrary to the idea of
radical equality as it is imagined to radiate in the divine mind.

The complaint some historians of antiquity are wont to express about
a sad lack of information or the regrettable fragmentary aspect of a source
strikes me as curious and illogical. I would understand the feeling in mod-
ern history where one can get access to complete series of information, say
on harbors’ commercial tonnage, but in ancient history? I would think it
is in the nature of epigraphy, archaeology, and even textual remains, to be
fragmentary and even to make it of en impossible to estimate the extent of
the fragmentariness. Such is the case even (or especially?) in the abundant
archives lef by Neo-Assyrian kings and o cials. Charpin estimates for in-
stance that hundreds of thousands of documents have disappeared.10

10. Charpin, Reading and writing in Babylon.
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Here are some examples of this low-key lamentation by Monroe in his
attempt to draw a picture of what he calls entrepreneurial traders in Late
Bronze Levant. So, about portuary activities: “Unfortunately we lack any
maritime ‘bill of lading’ comparable to...”11 Or about a text that could be
seen as a wonderful scrap from ancient life: “This is unfortunately a unique
text whose ambiguities are hard to clarify without suitable comparanda.”12
Regarding Levantines versus Mycenaeans: trade “is so poorly documented
in Aegean sources” not on account of an abhorrance for trade but because
“little is well documented inMycenaean texts,” and “Linear B is such a poor
script for recording a behavior as complex as trade [...]”13Again about social
relations (but granted, this could be talking about the failure of historians to
gather the documentation): “poorly documented [...] liminal relations.”14
Finally, about the risks any interpretation runs: “lacunae and ambiguities
perforate the topic generally [...]”,15 i.e. the commentator’s bucket is full of
holes.

Tuesday, 17 January 2017

David Brooks uses Ehrenreich’s 2007 book in his NYT column today to
argue that earlymovements go from their free spirited if not orgiasticmoods
to a somber frame of mind guided by social concerns.

In her bookDancing in the Streets, Barbara Ehrenreich argues that
in the rst centuries of Christianity, worship of Jesus overlapped
with worship of Dionysus, the Greek god of revelry. Both Jesus and
Dionysus upended class categories. Both turned water into wine.
Second- and third-century statuettes show Dionysus hanging on a
cross.

Statuettes? Or rather a fourth-century amulet that could be a forgery. The
twoworships “overlapped” only in themost general sense. They developed
in roughly the same period and geographic area, though the devil is in the
details. The turning of water into wine is not quite the same in the Cana
story as in the Dionysus stories, pace Broer.16 Yet, a long-standing equiva-

11. Monroe, “Tangled up in blue,” 15.
12. Ibid., 18.
13. Ibid., 35.
14. Ibid., 42.
15. Ibid., 45.
16. Broer, “Das Weinwunder von Kana (Joh 2,1-11) und die Weinwunder der Antike.”
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lence was made between Jesus and Dionysus by Nietzsche.17 Girard argues
that this equivalence is super cial and dishonest. It was rendered possible
by the Religionsgeschichte school of thought for which all religions share
the same features, and especially byHeidegger for whom any kind of return
to “monotheism” was an evacuation of thought and an “obscuring of an
original revelation of being” (with eyes turned into ears). The radical dif-
ference that even Nietzsche saw between Jesus and Dionysus and that he
didn’t even bother to comment on (but Girard made his life’s goal to do ex-
actly that) is that the dionysiac tradition has the god as either the victim of
the Titans or the instigator at the center of the destruction of the victim, a
σπαραγμός. Nietzsche rejected Christianity because it refused su fering and
the mob-instigated victimation that he saw as intrinsic to life. Contempo-
rary critics do not have the honesty of Nietzsche and do not accept that the
story of the passion of Jesus comports a radical criticism ofmyths and hence
all culture. Moderns still today do avoidNietzsche and turnmythology into
a sort of Bible (Jung et al) or turned the Bible into a mythology, blanc bon-
net et bonnet blanc! N. saw ressentiment as the weakening of vengeance.
Perhaps living beforeWW I was a blessing. Girard also asserts in this article
that Heidegger too fancied and glori ed the primitive sacred. He simply,
happily proclaimed the weakening of the old, biblical god, and saw a simple
“mimetic rivalry in the opposition betweenDionysus and the Cruci ed?”18
Girard goes back to Heidegger whom he reads as “demystifying” false dif-
ferences and missing the real one and I add he was followed by the likes of
Bultmann and followers (still today).

Af er reading this paper, one thought: there is a more practical way to
understand both the supra-tragic story of the passion and the tragic element
of every myth. I think it is possible to explain the feeling that story-listeners
and believers have that their lives in any group somehowdepends on a sacri-
ce which is all too of en a victimation. But if cultures arise from the smok-
ing remains of a mythic murder (Moses, God, Dionysus, etc.), and if the
gospel has revealed the “antique road of perversemen,” why is there a Chris-
tian culture? Or must one think that Christianity has fallen into the same
blindness as all other cultures and remythicized its own story?

17. Girard, “Dionysus versus the Crucified.”
18. Ibid., 828.
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Wednesday, 18 January 2017

Talk by Susan Buck-Morss about a new way to remember history. I took
a few notes on what struck me at the moment. What she read of her rst
chapter (in a book to appear soon?) sounded to me like a meditation on
the consistency or bers the present shares with the past. With Benjamin
and others, we reject the notion of historical progress, the idea of historical
stages, and the thought that this improbable historical progress would be
parallel to secularization. To the contrary, the Israel-Palestine nexus cannot
be thought without also thinking Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Christ-
ianity “matters,” as does Islamic thought with its present global reach.

This talk made me rereadW. Benjamin’s last text on history:

Auf den Begri f einer Gegenwart, die nicht Übergang ist sondern
in der die Zeit einsteht und zum Stillstand gekommen ist, kann der
historischeMaterialist nicht verzichten. Denn dieser Begri f de niert
eben die Gegenwart, in der er für seine Person Geschichte schreibt.
(Benjamin, “Über den Begri f der Geschichte,” xvi)

In Dennis Redmond’s translation:

The historicalmaterialist cannot dowithout the concept of a present
which is not a transition, in which time originates and has come to a
standstill. For this concept de nes precisely the present in which he
writes history for his person.

Thursday, 19 January 2017

Hadot’s book on nature has become one of the trusted guides for those try-
ing to understand the relationship ofChristianity to science.19This rich and
precise book makes me wish for another kind of book that would attempt
to connect the evolution of the meaning of nature fromGreco-Roman an-
tiquity to the modern European world, on one side, and on the other the
political, social and economic developments. Is Roger Bacon’s sense of a
nature-machine related to the large economic technological and economic
developments of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and how? Or dif-
ferently put, is Langland’s notion of Piers Plowman as a Christic gure of
salvation part of a slow unfolding sense of the dignity and power of work
and all human activities? And are both Bacon and Langland somehow re-
ecting views of the world that are broadly shared in their times and on

19. Hadot, Le voile d’Is .
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which the discoverers and scientists of the f eenth to seventeenth centuries
will build their views of nature as an immense machine? In older times on
the contrary, it was thought that nature’s assumed hiddenness and sense of
modesty were not to be violated. Some ancient philosophers thought that
going beyond an agriculture of su ciency (that in itself could be seen as a
paradoxical situation) and force nature to “disgorge” its secrets by mining
iron or gold was immoral and caused by greed. This went, on the part of
most elites, with obscuring completely the enormous work that went into
providing for subsistence by making it either despicable or automatic (na-
ture providing abundance of itself).20

The notion of rationality takes di ferent forms in antiquity.21 There is
no linear development. Stoicism has the notion that all belong to the logos
and are to understand and accept their place in the ordered universe. Live
in harmony with it, or else! Aristotelian dialectic and logic were widely ac-
cepted although they remained secondary to the idea of mystical union or
henos . Moreover, the development of apophatic knowledge became im-
portant and was clearly accessible to very few. In spite of these seemingly
narrowly de ned views, there were Christians who thought that everyone
could share in the understanding of the creation and the divine, even chil-
dren, each one at its own level.22 Against the elites’ ways of yonder, they
think of a via universal that is open to all. Yet, in spite of this broadening
or because of their hostility to it, more conservative thinkers proposed the
idea that the being or essence of the divinity were hidden to humans rather
than accessible through the study of biblical revelation and philosophical
arguments. Some of these more restrictive currents go back to Basil, Gre-
gory of Nazianzen, Gregory of Nyssa who propose the doctrine of an “in-
comprehensible” God. The struggle went on and rationalist attempts kept
cropping up, even in Islam with for instance the Mu‘tazilites.

The twelf h of January came andwentwithout any thought being given
to Yvon. Instead, Callum and Lucie lled that day.

20. With the exception of certain technical abilities, if they were practiced as part of a
life of freedom.

21. Article “Rationality” in Bowersock, Brown, and Grabar, Late Antiquity, a
guide to the postclassical world, 661–62.

22. Part of that stream would still include Gregory the Great, and his famous image of
Scripture as a river deep enough for elephants to swim and lambs to walk: Moralia on Job,
section 4.
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Sunday, 22 January 2017

In Deuteronomy and other Pentateuchal books, Thomas Römer detects
the development in the Persian period of the notions of Torah, Moses, and
Abraham as heirs and replacements for the theme of Davidic kingship (dis-
placements of the theme of Davidic kingship?).23 See how this works in
Chronicles. In the same collection by Oehming and Sláma, Auld argues
that the theological story of the northern kings was patterned in a synopti-
cal way af er southern kings.24 Manfred Oehming wonders in his epilogue
to the collection about the paradox o fered by the narrative on kings: pow-
erful and elevated above the people, yet criticized for damnable behavior.
He proposes the concept of basileodicy to deal with this paradox.

Monday, 23 January 2017

Downpour yesterday af ernoon as we go to the inauguration of the M.
Baumgarten Jewish Studies Chair. A new chair on the deck of a listing
ship in spite of appearances. I learn later that history, a well organized
department, has been losing students recently, presumably to the sciences,
via the stem program and general draw to business, economics, sof ware,
health jobs.25 What does Jewish Studies mean today at UCSC and more
critically, as a way to map our history and societies? The friends who have
gathered for the event are all connected to UCSC one way or another.
Murray presents aspects of the history of this program, going from the
sixties to the present. The year 1967 is eponymous, an opening. I see
it as an expansion and a grabbing (vs the of repeated notion that Israel
didn’t want to grab the territories but found no one to talk to: what of
the objurgations by Nahum Goldman in late 1967 if I remember correctly,
and even of Ben Gurion). No word on the other side(s) of this history.
Ksheh ‘oref. All in catalogue form about survival and e orescence. There
was “modern,” then “post-modern,” and new “knowledge.” “A garden
of learning.” The world of Hebrew thought (!), eld studies. In 1983, the
commemoration of Auschwitz (Russian opening) and the beginning of
holocaust courses. An endowed holocaust chair. A list of teachers, thanks,

23. Romer, “Joschija, Moses, und Abraham als Erben Davids: Der Umgang mit der
davidischen Dynastie in der persischen Zeit,” 85–101.

24. Auld, “Righting Israel’s kings: Israel’s kings in synoptic perspective.”
25. I learned about this on 7 June 2017, in a conversation withCindy Polecritti who tells

me they miss me and other lecturers as we providedmany bridge and introductory courses.
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and self congratulations were in order. The commemoration once over,
the question remains: What is Jewish Studies? How can it become part of
the study of the contemporary world? Do its practitioners want to do that?
I still think it is Nahum Goldmann’s position that is the most attractive
and the one with the long vision: being an “unarmed anarchist” who sees
himself as a goy, that is exible, negotiating, thinking of Zionism as not
necessarily beholden to Israel and its narrower politics...

Tuesday, 24 January 2017

In reading Hugh White on Piers Plowman, I get a sense of “the worldly”
in Langland’s contemporaries.26 The Pearl-poet and Julian of Norwich un-
derstand the incarnation to mean that the divinity is not indi ferent to the
su ferings of “sinful man.” The redemptive gure of Piers, which thinks of
labor at its most modest as participating of this redemption and therefore
receiving dignity from it, is more hopeful thanMilton’s view.

Regarding “social assets:” for antiquity, they are not separable fromma-
terial goods, which themselves cannot be neatly separated (as commodities
for instance) from access to land and command over one’s and others’ la-
bor.27 Ancient political systems were not servo-mechanisms.

Ancient kings and court o cers, unsurprisingly, tried to maximize rev-
enue: land taxes, poll taxes if they could, access to and control of luxury
items (trade with twomain goals: luxury goods, of en for religious reasons,
for palace and temple; and metals, especially copper, tin, and silver), elim-
ination of competition, expansion of base, and especially war of conquest
that gave access to metal and labor wealth (soldiery and administration).
So, the master words are: to ensure security, with expansion as part of this,
maximize power, and cooptation of divinewill.28 The frequent attempts to
paste “entrepreneurship”, modern markets, ventures, etc. onto the ancient

26. White,Nature and salvation in Piers Plowman.
27. Altmann, “Ancient comparisons, modern models, and Ezra-Nehemiah,” 106. See

Polanyi, The great transformation: the political and economic origins of our time, 46
(check).

28. So, one can explain security and risk-abatement as a fundamental response of all
those ancient societies to their “ecological niches,” as we are invited to do by Horden and
Purcell,The corrupting sea : a study of Mediterranean history, but without losing sight
of the exploitation aspect (in labor use and protection, in debt, or in trade) and the evolu-
tive circumstances they inherited, as one is invited to do by Bang, “The Mediterranean: A
corrupting sea?”
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societies seem driven by the desire to show that modern capitalism has deep
roots and therefore is like divine power: it already and always was there.

On the question of tribute: if it was in kind, was it necessary (and pos-
sible) to transform it into a more fungible form? What distances were in-
volved? Redistribution at the “borders” of vassal states was probably im-
portant: it went to the army. See Sargon II’s correspondance. Howwas the
tribute organized? In Neo-Assyria, the most important movement by far
was from the periphery to the core.29 Ad hoc measures? Forced exchange,
leading to collapse of center, but not the periphery?30

The deportations were means of getting labor cheaply. Regarding Ara-
maeans, one may perhaps adapt Horace’s line regarding Rome and Greece:
Graecia capta ferum victorem cepit.

Wednesday, 25 January 2017

On expressions of contempt in the Bible, see Psalm 123:4 for instance: רַבַּת
ים לִגְאֵיוֹנִֽ הַבּוּז הַשַּׁאֲנַנִּים הַלַּעַג נַפְשֵׁנוּ בְעָה־לָּהּ שָֽׂ which is translated in the Greek
(122:4) as ἐπὶ πλεῖον ἐπλήσθη ἡ ψυχὴ ἡμῶν. τὸ ὄνειδος τοῖς εὐθηνοῦσιν, καὶ ἡ
ἐξουδένωσις τοῖς ὑπερηφάνοις. RSV has: “Too long our soul has been sated
with the scorn of those who are at ease, the contempt of the proud.” The
divinity is expected to be on the side of those who are objects of scorn and
contempt. The theme is intensely developed by Paul: Romans 14:3, 10; es-
pecially 1 Corinthians 1:28; 6:4; 16:11; andmany other passages. The divinity
itself became object of scorn. This belief meant that politics would never be
quite the same again.

Reading Clover and thinking with him about White’s and Braudel’s
misreadings of history’s two moments or two placements (“positionings”)
in 1789–93 and 1848–51. Is capitalism a force based on everyone’s desire for
survival and therefore theoretically withoutmasters or guarantors. Indirect
instead of direct domination?31 I read it as domination of all. Workers,
“however distant in time or place,” who provide and help guarantee my
survival—including my growth—are my “lords,” my “sirs,” my digni ed,
trustworthy equals. There is a certain willingness in vouching oneself to a
distant other. My notion of debt, guarantee, forgiveness.

29. Graslin-Thome,L échang à longue distance enMésopotamie au Ier millénaire:
une approche économique.

30. Mokyr, The lever of rich : Technological creativity and economic progress.
31. Clover, “Genres of the dialectic,” 437.
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Thursday, 26 January 2017

[continued] How to give an account of ancient Israelite society:

1. even in the centuries preceding the monarchy (LB to IA), was there
domination by some, and how was this domination possible within
kinship systems? Howwere the sustenance of one’s life and the possi-
bility of its expansion guaranteed within kinship structures? Within
small villages and households, what kind of religious guarantee was
sought, and via what kind of imagery? Ancestor cults and divine im-
ages?

2. Under kings, shif to partially direct and indirect domination, with
gods shared more broadly? Ancestor cults rede ned, as was the no-
tionof property and land? Long centuries under distant kings, except
for the short episode of the ethnarchy.

Old notes on ancient economy, af er reading Miller’s introduction to
the book he edited two years ago. How can Yehud be thought of as a place
of economic activity?32 The religious and political aspects cannot be disso-
ciated from the economy. He wants to see what type of market exchange
there was, its relationship to other dimensions, and howmarket economies
evolve. “Market” is baked in the question, and by market is meant mod-
ern capitalist market. He later wonders about the size of the tribute and
whether the military had a positive e fect on the economy.33 Indeed, it did,
as an essential part of the extractive tools! As for the size of the tribute: it’s
safe to suppose that it was by de nition estimated to keep the farming and
laboring population at subsistence level. The local appeal to fairness based
on kinship and religious identity reinforced (at least in part) the overlord’s
political framework.34

Friday, 27 January 2017

How much would it cost the state of California to return to a free public
university education of quality that doesn’t need to resort to privatization
as a stopgapmeasure? 48 dollars per tax-payer in California: see Reclaiming
Master Plan.

32. Miller, “Methods and models for understanding ancient economies,” 5.
33. Ibid., 10.
34. Ibid., 12.

http://www.reclaimcahighered.org/48dollars
http://www.reclaimcahighered.org/48dollars
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On the logic that led kings and priesthoods of ancient states to project
the divinities as distant powers whose presence could be managed by them,
see Assmann:

Der Staat setzt die Gottesferne also voraus—und kompensiert sie.
Noch schärfer formuliert: Wären die Götter gegenwärtig, gäbe es
keinen Staat. Weil die Götter aber fern sind, muß es eine Institution
geben, die den Kontakt mit der Götterwelt auch unter den Bedin-
gungen der Gottesferne aufrechterhält.35 (Politische Theologie, 59,
n. 7)

The kings themselves imitated the gods’ dynamics of presence and absence.
This is how I understand the “lef behind” o cials of the Seleucid king-
dom.36 These ἀπολειλεμμένοιwere so called as they were waiting their king’s
return. Compare the parables, of en involving this tension between faith
and distance.

Tuesday, 31 January 2017

All through the history of cuneiform, it is clear that the ability to read and
write was more widespread than has long been assumed.37 For instance, we
have evidence that some rulers could read and write (especially true of As-
surbanipal). Merchants and some priests also seem to have been able to
handle the necessary documents they relied upon.38 But how widespread
was reading and writing among the elites?39 There is evidence that some
women in nun-temples and in harems could read.40 Finally a quote that
speaks to the di culty of the training: “An unsuccessful scribe, he will be
an incantation priest!”41

As Aramaic alphabetic writing spread from the end of the second mil-
lennium bce on, cuneiformwriting becamemore self-aware of its tradition
and developed a literature of commentaries.

It seems to me that Mesopotamian scholars understood that
cuneiform writing could not rival alphabetical systems, particularly

35. “...But because the gods are far away, there must be an institution that keeps contact
with the world of the gods even under the conditions of the distance from God.”

36. Bazzana,Kingdom and bureaucracy, 304, n. 108.
37. Charpin, Reading and writing in Babylon, 53–67.
38. Ibid., 59.
39. Wilcke,Wer l und schrieb in Babylonien und Assyrien.
40. Charpin, Reading and writing in Babylon, 63.
41. See Veldhuis, “Elementary education at Nippur.”
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Aramaic. Instead of trying to simplify cuneiform, they made it even
more di cult, adding more values to the signs and playing on their
di ferent readings; the decipherment of an omen text from the Old
Babylonian period is much easier than that of the same text as it was
written by scholars of the rst millennium. (Charpin, Reading
and writing in Babylon, 250)

Alphabetic writing had the advantages of speed and economy. It could be
done in ink on papyri, skins, or ostraca. In response to these developments,
the writing of cuneiforms became esoteric. There came to be a limit on the
function of communication. Wisdom became divine revelation.42

We saw Jarmusch’s Paterson Saturday night. Let me recapitulate the
moments in this lm that were the most vivid. The dog, the little house
with a zebra-like black and white decor and its tiny study, the large brick
buildings with potentially sinister underpasses, the bus and its driver of en
lmed from below, the mess of narrow busy streets, the contrast between
this old industrial landscape (oldest planned industrial city in the US, 1791)
and the Passaic river’s fall, still mysteriously grandiose in spite or because of
its being traversed by a metal pipe and a bridge, the frighteningly regular
evening moments at the corner bar, the cool dudes in a fancy black car, the
meeting and short conversation with the young girl poet …

On the peaceful side: the cup cakes, the solidly comforting, englob-
ing presence of time (seven days, the watch in the morning around 6:15am
or spinning fast later on during the day), the stanza structure of the lm,
the reliability of the bus dispatcher, the act and tools of writing, the books
of William Carlos Williams, Wallace Stegner, and others. There is also the
lunch hour the driver takes on the bench before the falls, the meeting of the
Japanese poet and the ahamoment that I took to be the recognition of the
vivid power of words to trans gure even an industrial landscape and give it
a moving universal reach in spite of the seemingly shared untranslatability
of poetic language.

42. Charpin, Reading and writing in Babylon, 52–53.
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Wednesday, 1 February 2017

Trump became president by riding a strong wave of anti-elitism. He played
up the distance from society, culture, media, and political representatives
of either party that many feel in their life. He lled the gap with a TV
presence, a name, an image, and especially a language that seemed closer
to a lot of people—the violent, sexist, and racist language of grabbing and
having hits that can be heard for instance af er a few drinks, while watch-
ing sports, or on the oor of bank exchanges—something that his crowds
thought they could identify with. He fumbled for a while, testing whatever
they seemed to react to positively. He eventually found the themes that had
strong echoes: greatness (which covers any form of nationalism), security
above all (sometimes called law and order), availability of work, and a dis-
tant third, health. Education or social security were notmentioned, though
they are high on the Republican agenda. Greatness? He surrounded him-
self with generals and people easily wrappable in a ag. No dearth of them.
For his cabinets, he played cat and mouse with people thought to be elitist
(Romney for instance) and surrounded himself with very rich people who
by de nition are far removed from the daily worries of people who voted
for him. They are perceived to be above politics and therefore not part of
“Washington.” Security? (Muslim) foreigners on temporary visas or even
green cards and immigrants fromSouthAmerica (reduced toMexico)? Un-
desirable, a wall is needed. It doesn’t matter that a wall is already in place,
that immigration was a complex and harsh system even under Obama, and
that neither Trump nor Republicans (and how many democrats?) do not
want to raise the minimum wage. Health? Immediate cancellation of the
A fordable Healthcare Act, with some hurried replacement that will set in-
sured and insurors on edge. Not further talk of expanding Medicare or al-
lowing it to bid on pharmaceuticals and medical machinery. Rather, shares

23
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of pharmaceutical companies went up yesterday when it became clear that
the goals were deregulation and massive decrease in taxation in return for
an easy promise of some symbolic jobs in the US.

I need to continue this and re ect on the dialectics of presence and ab-
sence at the most intimate, subsistence level.

Books were burned on May 10, 1933 on Berlin’s Opera Square (Be-
belplatz), and in many cities of Nazi Germany. The Christian Bible was
not counted among the “Jewish books,” as far as I can tell. But Torah
scrolls were desecrated and burned in numerous cities on November
9, 1938, the date of Kristallnacht (see Con no). The burning of books
was perversely attached to Martin Luther’s purported publicizing of his
95 theses at the Wittenberg Castle’s church. Now books are destroyed
(recycled) because they take too much room. This is especially true of
scienti c journals, abstracts, symposia papers, etc. All of this can appear
on a screen. Their image is at but searchable (if you know what to search,
which demands fuller reading). This in nite indexing, however, bound
to a notion of grabbing or getting “information,” makes reading of whole
books unnecessary.

I breathe with my pen. My lungs have become the gills of the nib and
the scratching on the paper echoes the wheezing of air in my throat.

Notes on trade in the ancient economy according to Howe, Traders
in the ancient Mediterranean. According to Monroe in the rst paper of
this collection, donkeys were a “rather ine cient means of long-distance
transportation.”1 He mentions their carrying capacity as being a third of
their weight (a f h rather?), that is about 50 kgs, but doesn’t detail the low
consumption of feed, the longevity, resistance to disease, etc. He does note
they are cheap. So, in ground transportation, the “point of diminishing re-
turns” was rapidly reached, but what if the goods were luxury goods rather
than grain. I think of the example of the Samaritan in Luke 10. As for en-
trepreneurship and “incipient capitalism” in the ancientMediterranean, the
author just gives a simplistic de nition of capitalism (super cially Weber
like, a “rational, continual pursuit of pro t”). His approach is to give a cat-
alogue of examples or what he calls “indications”: rationally used weights
with known ratios, the use of symbols (seals), etc.2

Why not add military conquest to this “incipient capitalism:” use of
force was a muchmore e cient way of getting at stored silver, bronze, gold

1. Monroe, “Tangled up in blue,” 13.
2. Ibid., 10, 12.
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in palaces and temples, aswell as at specialized labor thatwould be useful for
more conquest or revenue. In twoways: a) by helping themilitarymachine;
b) by suppressing the local capacity to rebel and therefore appropriating di-
rectly the mostly agrarian goods and local trade. This use of force supposes
that the local political systems have reached a certain level of development
that made them attractive targets for political powers of similar or superior
strength. Not too surprisingly, ancient Israelite prophets—or the exilic and
post-exilic leadership that had to make do without kings and prophets and
edited the prophetic books we have—saw the accumulation that kings and
elites pursued for reasons of security and risk abatement as an unmitigated
disaster.

Thursday, 2 February 2017

[continued, on the ancient economy’s resemblances with modern capital-
ism] The El Amarna letters of a much earlier period are evidence that trade
was a royal matter and did not belong to some kind of incipient capitalism.
“Maritime trading practices were documented no better than in other peri-
ods of antiquity, i.e. poorly.” (Monroe, “Tangled up in blue,” 14) Then,
even if they lef some written traces, practices can’t be evaluated on a very
fragmentary basis.

Trade in the Roman world is examined by Hollander.3 The essay is
a long catalogue of types of traders, materials and goods, transportation
means, etc. A sort of modernized copy of Pliny’s encyclopaedia. If grain
was the most important item in trade, how much of it was being really
“traded” rather than exacted by state for Rome and other cities? Hollander
asks whether there was economic competition, and what was its nature.4
Did a market economy exist? Hollander relies on Temin to say it did. His
de nition of a market economy is that scarce resources are “rationed by
means of prices as buyers compete for wealth.”5He cannot easily nd traces
of the invisible hand of competition, hard as he tries. In the case of wheat,
the prices were not allowed to “ oat” and the record is lled with outcries
at attempts to take advantage of uctuating prices. His analysis of Cato
shows that competition then was political in nature.6 He gives the example

3. Hollander, “Risky business: Traders in the Roman world,” 141–72.
4. See the criticism of Finley about trade by Andreau, “Twenty years after Moses I.

Finley’s The ancient economy.”
5. Hollander, “Risky business: Traders in the Roman world,” 158.
6. Ibid., 160–61.
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of Galerius in Varro’s Rust. 2.3.10: twenty herds of f y goats instead of
a massive herd of one thousand goats. The story implies the need for the
existence of many markets (twenty, with daily sales, before refrigeration,
unless everything was turned into cheese). In this case, the attempt to scale
up was di cult if not impossible, given the technology and the state of
economic development.

Regarding the absence ofmentions of competition noted byHollander
(162), I would say the correct answer is that markets were under political
surveillance and “protection.” How was access to markets obtained, for in-
stance for the sale of slaves, without permission of powerful elites? His nal
question therefore concerns a problem that didn’t exist: “How can a mar-
ket economy lack entrepreneurial rivalry?” (162). He also has a few super-
cial pages on ethics.7 Trickery and bad faith are extensively covered in the
sources, as is trust. To me, these are symptoms of the absence of a modern
market. Slave dealerswere reviled, asweremany others. Hollandermisreads
the “embedded economy”; it was not a kind of consumers’ defense, but the
defense of real estate owners whose status was politically and militarily de-
termined.8 Extra pro ts were made by stepping out of fid arrangements
(or networks of reciprocity and expected loyalty), that is to say, one could
go af er the resources of people one normally hadno “truck”with. Thatwas
tricky and risky in a society where so much depended on trust and piety.

One can agree with the rst conclusion that local autarcy was a myth:
trade was obviously part of any regional economy.9 But does modern eco-
nomics help understand ancient markets’ functions? Supply and demand
questions seem to be universal, but what of price? Finally, the author ac-
cepts that the role of the state was important in creating markets: Rome,
army camps, the lowering of transaction costs, the managing of competi-
tion. I would like to know his opinion on the constitution of the state, the
ties between the fewhundred top elites and ownership of the land and com-
mand of the army, etc.

Finally, the essay byManning. At the end of his essay, he touches upon
the argument regarding the use of shipwreck data to determine volume (and
value) of total shipment.10 In the case of grain, which was the major object

7. Hollander, “Risky business: Traders in the Roman world,” 169–70.
8. Ibid., 171.
9. Ibid., 172.
10. Manning, “Hellenistic trade(rs),” 132.
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of trade, how can one detect its existence?11 A parallel problem remains,
that of the use of stamped amphorae, and of sherd counts on archaeologi-
cal sites. Onpiracy, war, taxes, and trade, he quotes Scheidel and otherswho
argue that themain factor in the increase of trade was the Roman “imperial
state formation.”12 Shipwrecks’ frequency indeed increased. The reason:
the reduction of transactional costs. Lower transaction costs and political
power (not technology) were themain drivers of the increase in volume and
productivity. My translation: predation on a larger scale becomes more ef-
cient. See Bang for a clear argument about the political aspects.
But for the early Hellenistic period, Manning disagrees with Scheidel

about the e fect of third-century bce political changes. Indeed the volume
was up only in the second part of the second century bce and especially
the rst century ce. But lower transaction costs and increased city demand
began in the third century bce.13 He gives the Canopus decree as paradig-
matic: OGIS 56.17–18.14 His conclusion is that trade in Roman times was
an expansion of Hellenistic trade and practices. Hellenistic state building
facilitated later Roman exchanges: new cities, trade routes, ports (Herod!),
and political relationships (Ptolemaic Egypt and Rhodes).15

Among all the theories on the development of the HB that Römer
discusses with great clarity, the theory of Würthwein, Auld, and others, is
attractive.16 The older strata of Dtr editing would be: the book of Kings,
later (in di ferent stages) Samuel and Judges, nally Joshua. Deuteronomy
and the Tetrateuch came later and were in uenced by the stories of the
kings. But how to explain the frequency and cohesion of themes in the
Deuteronomist History (such as “other gods,” the exile and deportation,
the notion of destruction) that are not seen in the Tetrateuch (or rarely in
Exodus)? Deuteronomy to Kings are tightly bound together in relating the
story of a punishment announced by Moses. We still can see the strength
of the Deuteronomistic History, but di ferently fromNoth.

11. He quotes Gobbins 2001. See now Nantet, Phortia.
12. Manning, “Hellenistic trade(rs),” 133.
13. Ibid., 134, 137.
14. See Austin 2006, No. 271.
15. Manning, “Hellenistic trade(rs),” 138.
16. Romer, The so-called Deuteronomistic history, 38–39.
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Friday, 03 February 2017

Iwas interviewed byCharlesH. thismorning as part of a series of short talks
for a new online course at UCSC. The rst interviewwas about the relation
between religion(s) and science, especially between Christianity and mod-
ern science and technology. There is much hostility andmisunderstanding,
but the potentially positive role of religions in regard to science needs to
be examined and their “deviations” replaced into a larger framework. How
so? We know that many cultures reached high scienti c levels, in astron-
omy, mathematics, medicine, hermeneutics. By cultur , I mean large pop-
ulation groups organized politically, religiously, and militarily, of en with a
succession of political regimes that don’t seem to seriously a fect the long-
term development of these people. Think ofMesopotamia from the end of
the fourth millennium bce to the mid- rst millennium bce, especially the
high level of mathematics and astronomy in Achaemenid Babylonia (per-
haps tied toAchaemenid Zoroastrianism,manywould suggest?). These de-
velopments of reason and science, however, couldnot be separated frompo-
litical structures and were subservient to them. City-states elites and kings
made gods more powerful andmade them live at greater distances from the
people (elevated them, with temples and liturgies, etc., as well as with t-
ting cosmologies), while becoming their mediators and the negotiators or
facilitators of their salvi c presence.

The relationship of god(s) to the world is di ferent in polytheism from
that in monotheism. In polytheistic mythologies, the divine powers were
not completely separated from the cosmos. They were somewhat still re-
lated to it, even though the great divine powers of en became astral pow-
ers. What was most important, however, is that they represented order (or
were made to represent it), very much as a re ection of the monarchic or-
der of human societies. In monotheism, or rather the one we know espe-
cially from Judaism, Christianity and Islam, the divinity is a creator that
stands not only outside of the created universe and even time but more im-
portantly even outside of, or rather above, all conceivable political regimes.
Everything observed to obey “laws of nature” is thought to give a sense of
a vaster, hyper-rational divine mind and theoretically one doesn’t have to
worry about being subservient to the political order. Human reason there-
fore can eventually attempt to read this divinemind. That is a major step in
freeing human rational potential. It did take a long time for several impor-
tant reasons. One was the need in the development of early Christianity to
separate the clear achievements of Greek andHellenistic philosophy, math-
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ematics, astronomy, andmedicine from their bondswith polytheism. Once
detached from it, Greek rationalism could be completely appropriated by
Christian scholarship. Another reason for the slow progress was the return
of politics as mediating divine will and transcendence from the fourth cen-
tury on. The reading of divinewill andmindwere to bemodulated and had
to be “authorized.”

I have expanded a bit on the notion of creation inmonotheism as allow-
ing, at least potentially, the exploration of the universe and seeing its rela-
tion to the reading of the divinemind. The consequences of this view of na-
ture couldbe terriblynegative as the critics of exploitativeness rightly have it,
but they could also have extraordinarily positive consequences in expanding
the reach of logic beyond the limits of “propriety” and “decency,” i.e. what
political and social forces norm as such. The idea of universality of the laws
of physics strikes us as self-evident but was it so in polytheism? It does look
like modern rationalism since at least Bacon andDescartes or Copernic and
Galileo is at odds with Christianity. But Christianity here seems to refer to
the re-politicization and mediatization of divine will, whereas it could also
mean the universal grantor and guarantor of reason’s solidity and in nite
capacity.17

In this argument regarding the positive e fects of the monotheistic rev-
olution on rationalism, the notion of creation by a single agent outside of
creation and history is only part of the story. The other essential part is the
belief in divine redemption and radical presence or proximity of the divin-
ity. In other words: the ability to countenance the projection of a bene -
cient and just order beyond any conceivable horizon, while giving meaning
to one’s daily existence, via belief that the passion and resurrection of Christ
were redeeming them and making them part of the divine plan. The no-
tions that people had of their place in the world was slowly transformed by
this conjoined view of a creator who redeemed the world. Contrary to very
ancient views in status-ranked societies of antiquity, all of labor came po-
tentially to be seen as having dignity or redemptive value. By the fourteenth
century, as Roger Bacon was developing his idea of a nature-machine (see
Hadot, Le voile d’Is ), Langland’s poem Piers Plowmanwas describing a
complex world in which human activity itself became redemptive. I think
that it is this view of labor, bound to a theologically-shaped rationality po-

17. While reading Musso, La religion industrielle, 58 and passim, I realize evermore
clearly that the incarnation cannot be studied separately from the notion of creation. The
latter word doesn’t appear in Musso’s index.
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tentially unshackled from politics (i.e. from kings and other self-appointed
mediators of divine will) that permits the further explosion of modern sci-
ence in the f eenth to eighteenth centuries. It was not very clean in prac-
tice when one looks at the technologically advanced Venice of the f eenth-
sixteenth century that purported to defendChristianity while literallymak-
ing a killing on the inchoative capitalist markets of the time. My explana-
tion di fers from Musso’s argument in that it takes it from the ground up
whereas his essay remains a logo-machine taking the notion of incarnation
into its maw but unable to step out of its Platonic, pre-existing ideas. In
Musso’s concept of industriation, I see too much attention given to the in-
tellectual structure as if it preceded institutions or undergirded it, and none
paid to labor and desire.18

Saturday, 4 February 2017

Assmann on Exodus:

I therefore propose to designate the form of monotheism that is de-
picted in the story of the exodus from Egypt and connected with the
name Moses as a “monotheism of delity.” Over and against it, I
set a “monotheism of truth,” which is not fromMoses in the Bible,
but is represented by the exilic and postexilic prophets, like Deutero-
Isaiah especially, Daniel, and others, and has evidently come under
the in uence of Achaemenid Zoroastrianism during the Persian pe-
riod. This monotheism does not t the liberator of Egypt, but the
creator of heaven and earth, besides whom there are no other gods
to defect to. While in truth a ‘mosaic’ monotheism of delity deals
with the existence of other gods—for what meaning would delity
have, if there were no competitors with whom one could be unfaith-
ful to Yhwh?—the other gods do not exist for the ‘monotheism of
truth’, and they are therefore dismissed as ‘idols’, that is, self-made
fetishes and ctions. [...] The separate monotheism of delity and
the universal monotheism of truth exist side by side in the complex,
multi-voice canon of the biblical writings, with the monotheism of
delity constituting the cantus rmus. (Assmann, Exod , 111–13)

Assmann’s idea of an evolution (or is it of two concomitant aspects) of a
monotheism of delity to amore universal monotheism of truth is fascinat-
ing, as is the notion that it was a revolution. It calls for two developments:

18. Desire doesn’t appear in Musso’s index. “Travail” does, though as part of the history
of ideas, not as locus of exploitation and the source of wealth.
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one, the examination of the biblical literature in regard to the reality of this
evolution and its social background (which Assmann explicitly says he is
not concerned with); two, an analysis of the broader environment in exilic
and post-exilic Levant to determine if a starker image of monotheism came
about under the in uence of Achaemenid Persia and its own religious evo-
lution (and he doesn’t wish to do that either, as his goal is a history of ideas
and consciousness, a Sinngeschichte, p. 13). I think, contrary to Assmann,
that both delity and truth were closely connected, as they still are in mod-
ern times, including in our languages (Treuer vsWahrheit, troth vs truth,
foi et vérité).

Have wemade any progress in the kind of questions one asks about the
nature and constructionof the past of the southernLevant? To readArnold
and Hess, it would seem that not.19

Sunday, 5 February 2017

From Ursula K. LeGuin, a quote sent by Sarah Rabkin: “We live in capi-
talism. Its power seems inescapable– but then, so did the divine right of
kings.”20

When was the book of Exodus written, by whom, in response to the
wishes of what authority? Much progress has been made in the past f y
years in the historico-literary criticism of the Hebrew Bible, archaeology of
the Levant, and comparative history of the ancient world. This is especially
true of thehistory ofAramaeans and their political structures. This progress
leads to revisions of the traditional concept of the history of ancient Israel.
The chronological ladder predicated or built upon the Hebrew Bible does
not hold any more. Too many contradictions have nally exploded the no-
tions of a patriarchal history, a sojourn in Egypt and exodus from it, a mas-
sive, one-time, settlement in Israel-Judah, and the idea of a united monar-
chy. There remain questions regarding the kind of society or societies that
existed in Israel-Palestine from the LB to the IA I, how and when they be-
came “states” in the monarchic form, very much like their neighbors were
doing at the same time, and why the small kingdoms of the Levant all sub-
mitted to the same fate.

This move away from conceptions of Israel’s history that privileged the
embedded theological view has two major consequences as far as I can tell

19. Arnold and Hess,Ancient Israel’s history: An introduction to issu and sourc .
20. 2014 speech at National Book Awards.
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at the moment. First, it opens up the history of Israel as being that of the
whole Levant.21 I would go further: one may now read the history of Israel
as paradigmatic of that of the whole Levant. We are actually lucky to have
the Hebrew Bible as a testimony to visions and interpretations that may
have been much more widespread than we think but remained inchoate in
neighboring kingdoms. Second, it anchors any biblical theology in a more
promising ground than a sterile, historicist and a-historical revelation. Rev-
elation itself gets a human face.

So, in the case of the Exodus, like for the rest of the Pentateuch and the
Deuteronomistic history, we can make hypotheses about its real social and
political background. As Schmitz writes, the contemporary situation of the
writer of Exodus is re ected in the text. It is not only a matter of the con-
tradictions that modern critics have found in the book (names, etc.). More
fundamentally the stories of Exodus are, as Schmitz writes, “narrative con-
densation of historical experiences [...] ” that are not those of a slavery in
Egypt, but of “foreign domination, exploitation and unfreedom, for exam-
ple, by the Assyrians, the Babylonians, etc.”22 I would add that there were
good reasons (antiquity, sharing of subjection by all Levantine groups, en-
mity that was still alive in the confrontation with new kingdoms) for the
author(s) to present Egypt and its Pharaoh as the paradigmatic enemy.

In this situation the narratives of the Ex- In dieser Situation waren die Erzählungen des
odus were stories of hope that originated Exodus Hoffnungsgeschichten aus dem Glau-
in the faith in a loving and just God who ben an einen liebenden und gerechten, die
respected human freedom and forgave menschliche Freiheit achtenden und sünden-
sins. The significance of a figure such as verzeihendenGott.Die Bedeutung einer Figur
Moses or a narrative connection such as wie Mose bzw. eines Erzählzusammenhangs
the Exodus is by no means revealed only wie dem Exodus erschließt sich keineswegs
by the fact that these can be proved as (nur) dadurch, dass diese als historisch erwie-
historical or that it really existed. These sen werden können oder dass es sie wirklich
memorial figures have become important gegeben habe. Diese Erinnerungsfiguren sind
to the narrative community of Israel be- für die Erzählgemeinschaft Israel vielmehr
cause the narratives of a possible past pro- deswegen wichtig geworden, weil die Erzäh-
vide a framework for interpreting one’s lungen über eine mögliche Vergangenheit ei-
own identity and developing models for nen Deutungsrahmen bieten, mit dem man
the interpretation of the present. The up- sich der eigenen Identität vergewissern und
dating of narrative traditions up to the Modelle zur Deutung der Gegenwart entwi-
present is therefore not a one-time pro- ckeln konnte.DieAktualisierung vonErzähl-

21. As I hope to argue later, biblical theology can only gain more depth from a more
systematic historical inquiry that looksmore broadly andwithout ontological prerequisites
at the literary and archaeological evidence.

22. Schmitz,Geschichte Israels, 137f; quoted by Dohmen, Exod 1–18 , 76.
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cess, but happens several times as we can traditionen auf die Gegenwart hin ist dabei
observe all through the stages of growth kein einmaliger Prozess, sondern geschieht
of the biblical narratives. mehrfach, wie wir dies an denWachstumssta-

dien der biblischen Erzählungen beobachten
können.

Wednesday, 8 February 2017

Postscriptum by George Bensoussan to his L territoir perd de la
République where he repeats his cry for help—help for everyone—by
everyone, I mean the children, the vast segments of the population that
feel abandoned, and even the so-called elites. It took six months for the
initial book to be heard, or reviled. In it, he and his collaborators detailed
the main reasons they saw for the catastrophic events in France since 2000
or so.

The most important reason, from his point of view, is the long, secular
antisemitism found inMaghreb Islam, which becamemore virulent already
at the end of the nineteenth century when Jews chose to be integrated via
the schooling system, administration, political identity, and even army. and
thereby escaped their fate as “protected minority” within Islam. The root
for this (I would have to check if he talks about that) is religious: the claim
that Islam, af er Christianity and Judaism, makes to be the only faith with
access to nal truths. This antisemitism was worsened by the resentment
of having lost control of their own a fairs and being demeaned and abused
by colonial powers. It reached new levels in the French situation especially
since the nineties. The author argues in this postscriptum that evenwithout
the existence of Israel, this antisemitism would still exist. I don’t disagree
completely, but I think it would not have the murderous force it has taken
in the past twenty years. The policies of Israel regarding Palestine cannot
be factored out. Still, it remains that the author is right to insist that one
cannot explain the surge of violence by the memory of colonialism and the
terribly unequal socio-economic situation found in many banlieu .

He sees a number of social factors at work, mixed with cultural aspects.
The Maghrebi family and community model has seen paternal and male
power diminished and humbled. I would tie these new forms of abasement
to the historical humiliation of colonialism and modernist heyday associ-
ated with enlightenment and separation of powers. Education in public
schools threatens the structure further. Girls may emancipate themselves in
all sorts ofways. Integration and rationalismundercut or sap tradition. The
return to a more virile, anti-rationalist, original (sala st) version of religion
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and culture is tempting. Add the civic and economic troubles, the absence
of jobs, the di culty in landing one when they exist. Legal, educational,
and political institutions lose completely their meaning and are replaced by
criminality and violences, including amongMuslims themselves (inter-gang
and inter-family territorial ghts).

Lastly, there has been the silence and avoidance cultivated especially by
intellectuals and elites (not at the highest level however?). Out ofmauvaise
conscience regarding WW II and especially colonialism, as well as regard-
ing social inequities? and a cheaply acquired bonne conscience translated
by minutes of silence, Shoah reminders and plaques, etc., that become oc-
casions of revolt and insults on the part of angry, radicalized youth. Con-
tempt, or rathermauvaise conscience also regarding the largemajority of the
rest of the population that has to live with a feeling of losing it. The Front
national has become the rst working class movement in France... Elites
andmiddle class avoid having their children in at risk areas, schools, or jobs.

Dans le brouillard, sous les branches ballantes des séquoias
sombres,

j’ai retrouvé la bibliothèque où deux livres m’attendaient :
le rêve mosaïque d’un vieux savant allemand
et le cri d’un juif français sur la faillite de la république.
Les pruniers sont en eurs dans la cour du Pharaon
On attend les cerisiers.

Thursday, 9 February 2017

I’m reading the latest Assmann.23 As I’ve mentioned before, it separates
betweenmonotheisms of loyalty and truth. Indeed, to speak only ofmono-
latry and monotheism as the science of religion tends to do is to miss the
revolutionary aspect of the delity and covenant laid out as ground for peo-
plehood in the story of Exodus. Yet, Assmann is passing a little too quickly,
it seems to me, on the fact that delity was also claimed by Aššur, Marduk,
Ba‘al, and amultitude of other gods, or rather the fact that kings of Assyria,
Babylonia, Aramaean states, and other peoples, were wont to claim it on
their behalf. What was revolutionary in the case of the story of Sinai is that
there are nomediators, or rather that they are not at the origin of the people

23. Assmann, Exod .
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or its kings and donot provide a basis for the religiously claimedpolitical au-
thority of the time. The history of this idea, however, is to be found in the
exilic and post-exilic realizations by various Israelite and Judaean elites that
customary religious con gurations had to change: prophetic types, a whole
people, as well as thoughtful landowners and royal house, priests, etc. And
at that time, this revolutionary leap into the unknown—revolutionary in
the sense that it proclaimed its belief and trust without the usual mediators
or guarantors, and claimed direct access to the divine guarantor—cannot
be separated, I believe, and this is di ferent from Assmann’s view—, from
the notion of creation without intermediaries by an in nitely distant divin-
ity. Both close care (qorban, qerev root) and involvement in all of history
by the divinity in the paradigmatic story of salvation in the exodus story,
and remoteness beyond created nature and time constituted the new, revo-
lutionary map that Israelite and Judaean people drew slowly and painfully
from the sixth century bce on.

The putative polarization between a monotheism of loyalty and jeal-
ousy on one side, and a monotheism of truth and exclusion or falseness, on
the other, still looks too simple to me. It is hard to love the second, which
centers on a creator, says Assmann. He argues that this second, universal
monotheism—a secondary, broader, more common, development—was at
the origin of religious violence. The argument that polytheistic cultures
were not lacking in violent upheavals either is not tackled in the book. I do
not see an either or, but an accompanying expansion. Both sides were rev-
olutionary or at least expressed the need for radical changes in political and
religious de nitions, the side of trust and willing bond, as well as the side
of truth. The notion of creation may be formidable and cold but doesn’t
have to be so. The notion of bonds of trust and loyalty cannot be blindly
followed without examining the truth content of the trust. So, I think
of a twinned revolution in the ancien utopia of an un-mediated divinity.
Covenant law tends to fall into the socially possible and negotiable, while
appeals to truth and theodicy fall on deaf ears. See elsewhere for a sign of
this accommodation, namely the parallel or joined case of both hearing and
seeing metaphors.

Aparté: What was the role of writing in the development or surge of
di ferentiated and monarchically-organized societies in the Near East? Is it
simply a sign of it, and a rising tool at its disposal, perhaps a consequence
of the development of monarchy itself, or is it a cause and did it contribute
powerfully to it by creating and facilitating the distance that the extension
of contracts over land and labor requires when you go beyond an oral and
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reciprocity-based society? It is striking to observe that it was available since
the middle of the second millennium bce to Levantine societies but was in
little use as far as the evidence indicates (why no ostraca: when do they start
appearing?). The evidence becomes very rich and varied from the end of
the ninth century and especially in the eighth and seventh centuries, which
somehow ts what we know about the local power of the kingdoms from
archaeology and a critically examined Hebrew Bible. On the details of this
evidence, see for instance Rollston.24

The question about writing and its connections with socially di fer-
entiated polities is triggered by my reading of re ections on Mesoameri-
can writing and political power in the last chapter of Marcus.25 Marcus’
theory is that among the four writing systems she examined, hieroglyphic
writing came out of the intense competition for prestige in ranked, chief-
dom societies, and helped escalate this competition.26 In regard to heredi-
tary inequity, Marcus raises the issue that even astronomical or ritual writ-
ings could help elite priests connect important events to stellar objects.27

A rst di ference with what one observes in the Near East: the focus
was not on giving the names of rulers and lords, ancestors, etc. Butwe don’t
havemuch in theway ofmonumental writing, except in the conqueringAs-
syrian, Babylonian, and Persian empires, wherewritingwas used in a similar
way. In Mesoamerica, Marcus argues, the elite propaganda had two main
aspects. One, horizontal, wasmeant for a restricted number of elites. It was
done on a small scale and dealt with royal genealogy and names. The other,
vertical, consisted of massive, public inscriptions that were read to the peo-
ple by the nobles (?).28 It is curious to see that the ferocious competition
between nobles can be set in parallel with that between kings of Moab and
Israel: competition (visits though in America?); battles and sacri ces; tem-
ple dedication; and stela commission.

This Philip Larkin’s poem is used as a title by Sidney S. Perutz.29 It was
written for B. Moon, librarian under Larkin at the University of Hull, and
laid by him on her desk in February 1979, on the occasion of the library’s
f ieth anniversary:

24. Rollston,Writing and literacy in the world of ancient Israel.
25. Marcus, Mesoamerican writing systems. Propaganda, myth, and history in four

ancient civilizations.
26. Ibid., 435.
27. Ibid., 436.
28. Ibid., 437.
29. Perutz, Strange reciprocity.
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The daily things we do
For money or for fun
Can disappear like dew
Or harden and live on.
Strange reciprocity:
The circumstance we cause
In time gives rise to us,
Becomes our memory.

Friday, 10 February 2017

About amonotheism of truth that would be detectable in later texts such as
Second Isaiah, see Ammann.30 Ammann concludes (I’m following the re-
view forRBL byChristlMaier) that what she sees as the rst layer of Second
Isaiah (40:12–18, 21–31; 41:21–29*) has no explicit idol polemics. It presents
Yhwhas the creator god andmaster of historywho is above all other deities.
It would re ect the exilic situation of the authors and their knowledge of
Babylonian gods. The notion of false vs true god would come only very
late.

Saturday, 11 February 2017

Assmann makes much of the divine concealment and ungraspable aspect
fromwhich the savior from Egypt has emerged (plus the law giver and land
giver). This emergence is of all time and all places, however. The divinity
“has made his will known to his chosen people.”31 Yes, but what kind of
analytics can one do with this kind of language? To use the believers’ vo-
cabulary may be a consolation but prevents better understanding. It rei es
changes in consciousness that must have been more dynamic and complex.
On the opposition between a notion of divine revelation and that of “nat-
ural religions:” there is no natural religion in the biological sense. All reli-
gions share the dialectics of distance and presence. What is new here (and I
agree withAssmann on this point) is the revelation of the dynamics at work
and the e fort to bypass the intermediaries and pro teers—or rather to in-
tegrate the fact that the normal intermediaries, kings and priests, had lost
their standard justi cations.

30. Ammann, Götter für die Toren: die Verbindung von Götterpolemik und Weisheit
im Alten Testament, chapter 2.

31. Assmann, Exod , 24.
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Sunday, 12 February 2017

Yesterday, I brie y discussed my ideas regarding trust and truth with Hay-
den. meansאמון faithful, loyal and is based on the root whichmeansאמן “to
be rm, safe, trustworthy.” The very common hifil means: “to believe.” As
for ,אמת it comes from the same root-meaning of rmness and trustworthi-
ness. So, we are not in strange territory when we think that credo originates
in the attribution of power to others, material or not, even over oneself.
This small philological sample, to which one could add other languages (es-
pecially English but also German) leads me to suspect that the notions of a
monotheism of loyalty and a monotheism of truth cannot be separated as
Assmann is wont to do in his 2015 book. A phenomenology of trust and
truth might show that they are co-dependent, as might a study of the his-
tory of traditions in Exodus and other books of the Hebrew Bible. The
notion of a divinity demanding delity and involved once in history cannot
be separated from the notion of a creator whomade the world.32 The story
of Exodus shows both a sovereign creator at work (theophany, miracle of
the sea, etc.) as well as the savior who notices the oppression of his chosen
people.

Does the historical reality of the exodus eventmake adi ference in think-
ing about the revolutionary politics of the book of Exodus? No, saysOfen-
genden.33 On the contrary, I think it does actually make a great di ference
to realize that there was a real background to the story, though it is not the
one that a naïve historicist reading of the Hebrew Bible has passively re-
constructed heretofore. The late background, under the Babylonians and
Persians, is that of the loss of political and religious power to outside forces
that have their own powerful political and religious justi cations. So, the
story of the narrow escape from Egypt, the Sinai revelation, the acceptance
of a covenant made via an ur-political, ur-priestly mediator (land vs Torah),
and of the slow progress to the promised land, this story transformed the
real situation (and memory, long memory of subjection) of the people and
provided “them”with a renewed capacity to interpret their situation and to
endure (אמוּנה) without king, palace, temple, conquering divinity, or even

32. Themodern exegesis ofGen 1:1–2:4a surely is right in insisting that this text not only
introduces the notion of time but time as history, as fundamental event open to the future
and in this case, that of the P writer, open to the salvation story of the book of Exodus,
completed by the setting of the moving temple.

33. Ofengenden, “Monotheism, the incomplete revolution: narrating the event in
Freud’s and Assmann’s Moses,” 300.
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priests, liturgy, and images.

Monday, 13 February 2017

“Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they please; they
do not make it under self-selected circumstances”.34 This can also be said
of early monotheism, as it developed in the shadow of small monarchies
that had a vested interest in emphasizing divine transcendence and provid-
ing the necessary mediations for it. TheMoses gure is a blown up fantasm
of ancient kings, an impossible mediator, but still a mediator, at least in the
Book.

Back to ExoduswithAssmann’s book. The axial agewould be the age of
a discovery of transcendence, somethingAssmann thinks is too simplistic.35
The argument, rather, is that some form of transcendence and immanence
was and is always atwork. In fact, the big jump in the development of divine
transcendence would be at the moment of transition between reciprocity-
based societies and monarchies. At certain times, perhaps there is an accel-
eration or more intense moments that look later like discoveries.

One main di ference between the Sinai revelation and other ancient di-
vine communications via dreams, signs, or oracles is that the latter can be
repeated and are part of a continuous, negotiated, partial revelation.36 I nd
this point very important. The revelation at Sinai is repeated once (Exodus
34) and set as a once-in-history event. I would add that there is no sollicita-
tion or request for the revelation at Sinai, it is framed as a self-revelation to
a people who have been dragged to it. I note also, however, that the “tent,”
(whether in the midst of the people acc. to P, or outside according to Exod
33:7–11) the “glory,” etc., the stone tablets and scrolls, are material medi-
ations that could be used in the older “pre-revolutionary” way in ordering
society, including the possibility of the right (messianic) kingwho obeys the
Torah or the power of the priesthood. The latter eventually restored king-
ship, if only for a brief time. Still, it remains that the books of Exodus to
Deuteronomy as we have them now act as a powerful questioning preface
to the tragic story of the kings, including that of Solomon and the dream
he received from the divinity (the only king with a dream in the book of
Kings).

34. Marx,Der achtzehnte Brumaire d Lou Napoleon.
35. Assmann, Exod , 25.
36. Ibid., 30–31.
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This discussion by Assmann of the Exodus as a once-and-for-all revela-
tion reminds me of the talmudic interpretive principle which assumes that
the Torah has been given once, spelled out or not שבעל־פה) (תורה and there
can only be interpretations by exact reading, the gathering of allusions, the
seeking of concealed meanings, and mystical readings. The e forts by such
illuminati as Rabbi Eliezer to knock at the gates of revelation in the famous
story bearing his name were refused by the majority.

The gold and silver that were slipped out of Egypt are perhaps an ironic
take on what ancient conquering kingdoms did to their enemies’ temples?
The golden calf episode gures all the false gods as historical slippage, a
memory or warning of a fall into facility, into politics as usual.

Miriam’s song would be the “earliest piece of Hebrew poetry.”37 What
are the comparanda? Hosea? Archaizing bit? There are studies of Hebrew
that tackle this dating.38

Old-style classical questions are asked about the Exodus by Frevel.39
The Exodus account is not historical.40 Against the reality pointed to by
the Hebrew Bible: fanciful, constructed chronology of Hebrew Bible (430
+ 480!); the routes given for the trekking are contradictory; the number of
people given is also unsettled, as well as in contradiction with what is possi-
ble in the Sinai desert, or with the archaeology of the region; Kadeš, Arad,
Hešbon, Etzion-Geber were not settled until Iron Age IIB; nally, no men-
tion of exodus in Egyptian sources. One could add the strange outlay of
plagues, the eastern wind, the di culty of having a thirteenth-century ex-
odus to a land dominated by Egypt at the time. So, the conclusion comes
hard: amyth rather than history.41 Thatway of formulating it ismissing the
boat entirely. The story of Exodus is fundamentally anti-mythic, but this
means against historically de nable myths that had a lively political use at
the time of exile in the sixth to f h centuries bce. At the end of his pages on
the Exodus’ historicity, he brings upAssmann’s 1998 theory of aMosaic dis-
tinction between true and false that would be inextricably bound tomono-
theism and intrinsically intolerant and violent. Not surprisingly, Frevel and

37. Assmann, Exod , 38.
38. For instance Cook, “Detecting development in Biblical Hebrew using diachronic

typology”; Holmstedt, “Historical linguistics andBiblicalHebrew”; Young,Biblical He-
brew: Studi in chronolo and typolo ; Miller-Naude and Zevit,Diachrony in Bib-
lical Hebrew.

39. Frevel,Geschichte Israels, 58–65.
40. Ibid., 59.
41. Ibid., 60.
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others oppose to this notion of truth vs falseness the notions of freedom
and delity as fundamental aspects of the “Exodus founding myth.”42 As I
have said above, I don’t think it is a question of the one without the other
but rather of a larger question of the meaning given to one’s catastrophic
history, which is at once a question of courageous delity (though recon-
structed as something new), of trust in a creator whose creation act cannot
be dissociated from his salvation acts, and of t (truth? congruence) with
the hidden aspects of what looked like the history of “losers” (I’m writing
under Trumpian in uence).

Frevel’s book was published in 2016 (though the RBL review gives the
date as 2015). He does cite Assmann’s Exod book of 2015 where the lat-
ter defends a more complicated version of his Mosaic distinction, with an
original, politically revolutionarymonotheism of delity (Treue), and a sec-
ondary monotheism of truth, that he claims arose under the putative in u-
ence of the zoroastrianism of theAchaemenids. Frevel doesn’tmention this
change, however. Assmann and Frevel are moving in the same direction, it
seems.

Frevel thinks that these ethical questions of trust, freedom, and truth,
however, cannot be entertained in a “reasonable” history of Israel. I’m less
prudent than he is and think that questions of trust and truth not only had
the capacity to lif the people, if not unify and shape it, as somethingbroader
andmore signi cant than the conquered littlemonarchies of Israel and Juda
could provide, but that their structuring has lef traces, precisely in political
and religious imagery and texts. That is de nitely a large and worthwhile
question for the historian.

As for his conclusion: uncertainty regarding the person of Moses but
certainty about the Egyptian origin of his name = “born, child,” or “god X
bore him”).43

Wednesday, 15 February 2017

On loss and the limits of language. The verb is used of certain classes of peo-
ple and objects. I lost my parents, two brothers, some friends, but I didn’t
lose YvesDerriennic, my neighbor. I don’t think I can say that I lostDonald
(Nicholl), even though he became close tome. I talked very of en with him,
learned much from him, admired him, and we visited each other in our re-

42. Ibid., 65.
43. ibid., 64; he follows Manfred Görg’s interpretation.
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spective Wales and Brittany, yet it would be making too grand a claim and
imply that he somewhat belonged in part to me. I could say that “in him
I lost a friend,” however. “We lost Kennedy” (to violence) is possible too,
for almost anyone in the world who attached to his life a messianic qual-
ity that many believers could share. As for objects: I lost keys, car, temper,
etc., i.e. control of my daily life. All appropriated extensions that I claim
to be part of my circumstantial self. Or, one could say that they all “went
missing,” which with its absence of personal subject seems to me to re ect
older, pre-subjective ways of talking about the worldwithout supposingwe
appropriate and own it. In Biblical Hebrew, themainmeaning of אבד is “to
become lost.” The forms with a personal subject refer to destruction, in the
pi‘el or hif‘il. Di ferent in Greek: ἀπολλύω means to destroy, to kill, also
to lose, and is fully declined, it seems. So, di ferent views of loss in various
cultures and languages...

Friday, 17 February 2017

Serious storm this morning, a tree down on Almar, power knocked out, I
have to watch wires and branches above me as I walk toward the ocean.

Lost, to lose, get lost (go missing), to perish, see .אבוד TheNew Yorker
article on loss (February 2017) is strikingly modern in using “I.” It doesn’t
realize how recent is the capacity that people have to see themselves as sep-
arate economic and social selves or units. Like properties, they could lose
anything deemed to be part of themselves. As I wrote yesterday, Biblical
Hebrew is less inclined to see property and propriety behind the losses expe-
rienced by people. Things “gomissing” or lose themselves in that tradition.
When the verb is used in the third person, it refers to the god punishing and
ruining a people. On the other side of my attempt to read a modern spirit
of acquisition in the article, I notice ancient Greek seems to use “lose” as we
do in modern European languages. To be revisited.

Other: Amy learned yesterday that results of the blood test she did a
couple days ago are a concern. Bilirubin is high (x2), AST and xxx? also
very high, as is phosphatase. More tests are needed to identify the cause,
including a scan.

Assmann refers to Berner’s commentary as an example of diachronic
analysis, and to Markl’s as an example of synchronic one.44 In his third

44. Assmann, Exod , 80; Christoph Berner, Die Exod Erzählung; and Dominik
Markl,Der Dekalog als Verfassung d Gottesvolk .
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chapter, he rightly rejects the old construction J E P, and looks for the
Priestly fundamental document, at the time of the refoundation of the
temple, with a theology and history spanning from the creation of the
world to the creation of theUr-Tempel, so ending in Exod 40.45

Saturday, 18 February 2017

I continue my reading of Assmann’s second chapter of Exod , on the pos-
sibility of de ning a historical background. The question of historical re-
ality leads nowhere.46 The author’s goal is not what the Mosaic tradition
has kept of the real events (he says “Geschichte”), but how the traditions
have answered the call of the past and transformed them, from “then” un-
til today. So, not “What happened in Exodus” (!) or “Who was Moses in
fact,” but “Why is the story told, in what light, and what intention?”47 He
seeks a symbolic rather than a historicist interpretation, etsiMos non dare-
tur, as many are wont to do regarding the books of Jonah or Esther. Ass-
mann, especially in the third chapter on the stages of development of the
Exodus story, is actually keen to nd the proper historical backgrounds for
the di ferent stages of the tradition. My own thought, and perhaps this is
also what Assmann aims for, is that it is di cult to dissociate the histori-
cal background from the symbolic meanings. So, plenty of questions: Why
Moses? Egypt (vs a salvation from Assyria or Babylonia)? Passover liturgy?
The covenant? The laws as we have them? The promised land? The long
trekking?

Again a bit later: if we drop the historicist search, then we can question
the meaning of the tradition.48 I agree with the critical view of historicism,
which becomes an uncritical catalogue of loose “facts” recast in a simplistic
theodicy. But another inquiry is possible, the one aiming at the real back-
ground of the traditions, and the study of the signi cance of the develop-
ment and reception of this story.

Sunday, 19 February 2017

Cite Amos 9:7 in introduction to the chapter on empire and exilic period:
יִם מִצְרַ֔ רֶץ מֵאֶ֣ יתִי֙ הֶעֱלֵ֙ ל אֶת־יִשְׂרָאֵ֗ הֲל֣וֹא נְאֻם־יְהוָ֑ה ל יִשְׂרָאֵ֖ בְּנֵ֥י י לִ֛ ם אַתֶּ֥ ים כֻשִׁיִּ֨ כִבְנֵי֩ הֲל֣וֹא

45. Ibid., 81–82.
46. Ibid., 54.
47. Ibid.
48. Ibid., 55.
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יר׃ מִקִּֽ ם וַאֲרָ֥ מִכַּפְתּ֖וֹר ים וּפְלִשְׁתִּיִּ֥
Hosea rails against the adoption (Verehrung) of foreign gods while

Amos criticizes injustice and oppression.49 The “prostitution”with foreign
gods and injustice, tomymind, are two sides of the same coin. As Assmann
sees in the case of the Mosaic revolution which demands the bypassing
of political intermediaries and pro teers, the texts by Amos and Hosea
rail at the political system of their times (or the schools af er them dared
to write these condemnations), and its expansion of religious a liations
and political mediations. Two “directions,” one cultic-theological, the
other social-ethical, as Assmann writes page 91. Both eminently political
and economic. Both quite easy to integrate by any monarch in the name
of unity and delity (or loyalty), and renewal (necessary in any ancient
monarchy), though not imaginable as accepting of a king-less Exodus story.

Is the absence of Exodus themes in Isaiah a clear sign that this tradi-
tion was at home only in the northern kingdom?50 This is entirely possible
though the history of prophetic traditions would need to be examined. Did
levitical circles spread the tradition? I think that the seventh century would
be the earliest date for this expansion. The levites’ sociological setting: no
property of land, small animals and herds as resource, and their work as itin-
erant culticworkers, locally anchored and taught, not yet uni ed around the
priesthood and Jerusalem... So, indeed, peculiarly apt for the spreading of
traditions, as much as prophets or more so even.

Rise of divinity cults as we know then from the Neolithic on: Cau-
vin, mentioned by Héna f, has a wide-ranging book on the passage to pre-
potteryNeolithic in theNear East, broadly understood.51Hismainperspec-
tive, in linewith that of Leroi-Gourhan and others, is that human ingenuity
and imaginative power rather than blind economic forces need to be taken
into account when explaining such things as the rise of gods and goddesses,
sacri cial systems, or transformations of divine imagery.

Some things I noted. One, that the theme of a goddess on a throne
of twinned panthers appears in Anatolia at the beginning of the Neolithic
and lasts until early Levantine monarchies. The other main theme of the
period is represented by bulls. As for orant gures, does their verticality
precede or follow the agrarian turn?52 The beginning of humanization of

49. Assmann, Exod , 90–91.
50. Ibid., 91.
51. Cauvin,Naissance d divinit , naissance de l’agriculture.
52. Ibid., fig. 22:1–2.
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male divinity and the cult of ancestors (deposits of skulls for instance) hap-
pened in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB). The start of domestication
during the PPNBwould have occurred because of the existence of previous
ideas of virility and domination over the animal world, not for economic
reasons.53 Cauvin’s discussion of the rectangular house plan (vs the easier-
to-build circular one) reminds me of the most important question regard-
ing the four-roomhouse: not its ethnic style but its relationship to family or
household and work.54 Nuclear family of four to ve members as demog-
raphers of ancient agrarian societies propose, and di ferentiated household
(helper? slave?).

Monday, 20 February 2017

J’ai reçu, monsieur, votre nouveau
livre contre le genre humain [....] Il
prend envie de marcher à quatre
pattes quand on lit votre ouvrage.

Voltaire à Rousseau, 30 août 1755

Here are a few notes I took on the modern situation of university li-
braries as I wanted to understand why and how our research science library
at UCSCwas emptied ofmost of its books tomake the whole building suit-
able for computer-assisted group teaching and socializing (a café). I read
papers and a book by Darnton.55 What is the future of public and digi-
tal books, and of public access to them? What are the consequences of the
complex settlement between Google and publishers and authors? I feel my
own background in all of this is amateurish and narrow: a knowledge of
biblical books, their editing, manuscript tradition, and by extension an in-
terest in writing systems, Mesopotamian dead and live archives (Chauvin’s
paradigm). More broadly, however, I have some sense of the revolutionary
power of the codex in antiquity and since, Mediaeval scribal culture, mod-
ern printing, the development of private and public libraries especially in
the USA (thanks to Je ferson and Madison especially), and nally the mar-
velous access to digital forms of Dead Sea Scroll texts, Perseus texts and im-

53. Ibid., 127–28.
54. Ibid., 128–29.
55. Darnton, The case for books: Past, present, and future; Darnton, “Google & the

future of books”; Darnton, “Six Reasons Google Books Failed.”
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ages, Assyrian archives, etc. Surprisingly to me, however, this extraordinary
access to specialized documents concerns collections and topics developed
in an unsystematicway. Public access to the sumof knowledge—an enlight-
enment ideal—is threatened by new forms of digital shaping and packaging
of text. This issue is being solved by default, I fear, in a chaotic and danger-
ous fashion, because of nancial pressures that merge with cultural changes
and that shif everyone toward a rent-a-document model with temporary
access and no permanency or ownership of even rights over the copy.

We seem to be regressing toward the “privilege” world of the ancien
régime, with a system of rules and permissions that is subservient to domi-
nating forces ( nancial power today). To be a librarian seems to be all about
money andpower. Yet, theuniversity proclaims an ideal of public education
and enlightenment.

The storing of text, image, and sound becomes a tool for rent accumu-
lation. Copyrights and patents have long been issued for short periods of
time. The trends have been to lengthen intellectual property rights consid-
erably and shape access to them as short, renewable rentals. The principle
regulating public and university libraries so far was public welfare before
private pro t. The opposite would be a Reagan-likemodel of private pro t
trickling down to public welfare. The notion of a mechanism that suppos-
edly would be more realistic and neutral in its e fects is actually driven by
a moral choice: priority to nancial accumulation. Limits are supposedly
removed by saying that greed and e ciency are open to all. The market
fantasy. In this model, the inherited, unpaid (gif ed?) science of past gen-
erations is put at the service of capital. It is less spectacular than Trumpian
era’s raids on everything public in education, health or environment, but
the same logic is at work.

Copyright was created in 1710 (statute of Anne) to encourage learning
and discourage monopoly. It was set at fourteen years, renewable once for
a total of twenty-eight years. It was enshrined in 1774 and adopted in the
US with the twenty-eight year limit. In 1998, following the Sonny Bono
copyright extension act (or “MickeyMouse” Protection Act), the right was
extended to the life of the author plus seventy years. Most books published
since 1900 are still not in the public domain. In practice, 1 January 1923 is the
cuto f date formany books because this is the date when books became sub-
ject to copyright. The decision makes it possible for companies to digitize
their properties and rent out copies for short-term use on the basis of the
number of users and time (annual fees?). Subscriptions to journals are paid
by the institution, which in turn raises fees and tuition or charges depart-
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ments and research funds (multiple times to UC campuses, for instance: to
“groups”). The costs vary according to the capacity of the branch of knowl-
edge to make money: medical journals are expensive, chemistry publica-
tionsmuch less (ten times less?). The content of journals costs little or noth-
ing to journals: it advances knowledge (?) and careers. One result on the
holdings of libraries, according to Darnton, is that 25% of libraries’ acquisi-
tion budget is spent onmonographs, instead of 50%. University presses are
also feeling the pinch: see University of California Press.

Still, it is astonishing to contemplate the di ference between the access
wehave today to enormous knowledge repositories and the large initial cost.
Problem: how can we digitize things fully and work toward wide public ac-
cess? Congress is apparently not interested in defending the public interest
(latest aspects of this question: the defunding of National Endowment of
the Arts and Humanities; the push to come regarding modulated paid ac-
cess to digital goods; and the introduction of the pro tmotive in education
as elsewhere).

Darnton then explains the role of Google in all of this. Fortunately,
the settlement of Oct. 28, 2009 did not hold (Book Rights Registry, with
Google getting 37% and other distributors 63%). But the worm was in the
fruit. De-duplication, such as that seen at the Science Library, does increase
the opportunity for oligopolies (Wiley’s, Elsevier, Bertelsmann, and a very
few others) to charge rents for the foreseeable future.56 The combination
of much longer copyrights and digitization, with the absence of “ rst sale”
rights obtaining for print materials acquired by libraries, creates a golden-
egg hen. A print copy, on the other hand, is acquired by a library for a very
long time, hundreds of years, if no “weeding of books” occurs.

About our present situation at UCSC: Was the algor ithm used for the
weeding correctly designed? Why the haste? Was the haste part of a plan to
make sure there would be no objection to the removal of books? Was ex-
ternal adviding sought? Which? Is Hathitrust.org planning to make access
open to non-paying public libraries? We need a correction to the failure of
Congress to digitize and create a National Digital Library. Darnton thinks
it is too late now. The openness of stored knowledge is not determined by
private suit.

56. Two conditions I see needed in the future: the total sumof these rents should be com-
mensurate with the present expenses for library collections and even staff (not building)
since these should tend to zero; secondly, public access should be negotiated by university
consortia, since there will not be a National Digital Library, by Congress’ default.
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Darnton gives six reasons why Google Books failed in the end (Judge
Chin’s decision of 2011):

1. The original plan for searchwas abandoned. Itmade opponents part-
ners.

2. The opt-out possibility was a mistake;
3. Competition was not in place for orphan books; the legal protection
worked exclusively to the advantage of Google;

4. There was also the problem of copyright holders outside the US;
5. There was a problem with the class action suit, it was not inclusive;
6. nally, there was the problem of info gathering on readers.

Tonight, Amy receives a message from her doctor at PAMF regarding
her new blood test, recommending the postponement of travel plans until
the doctor and a gastroenterologist have had a chance to see her and deter-
mine what is happening. It seems that it could be autoimmune hepatitis,
origin unknown. Very good news later, when the results of the echography
comeback: everything seemsnormal (liver, veins, gallbladder, pancreas, kid-
neys).

When Lucie saw me this af ernoon on screen, she waved her hand and
said “tadkozh” twice, clearly enjoying making a bond. She has been “talk-
ing” a lot, especially saying a long Hi.

Tuesday, 21 February 2017

Warfare was endemic inMesoamerica, usually for the acquisition of tribute,
material resources, and labor (or hostages to be sacri ced).57 The timing of
battles was arranged by astrologers who picked dates that did not interfere
with harvests.58 The four societies studied in that book seem to have gone
through expansionist cycles of about two hundred years. Fragmentation
was also cyclical. See especially her chapter 12 for an anthropological theory
of writing.

Amy has an echography test of her liver today. There might be a biopsy
later, af er visit to her doctor tomorrow, and visit to a gastroenterologist. We
may need to change our travel plans, from this Friday to next week or later.

David Brooks’ column today pretends to discover that the anemic rate
of production (labor productivity and GDP?) and the vague lack of a sense

57. Marcus, Mesoamerican writing systems. Propaganda, myth, and history in four
ancient civilizations, 433–34.

58. Ibid., 434.
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of adventure are the sources of our social and political ills. He hardly men-
tions inequality nor does he question the notion of growth. Growth of
what? would be a crucial question. The key issue is the recognition of our
interconnectedness, the expansion of our notion of neighbor to the whole
world.

Continuation of notes on Assmann 2015, who sees four main stages in
the development and writing of the Exodus tradition:

1. the myth, that he detects in Hosea and Amos, whose dates are close
by the Assyrian conquest (730–10).59 It is a story of slavery and liber-
ation with demonstrations of power, whose echoes would be incor-
porated in Exod 1–15. He would add the choice of the people, the
covenant, and the idea of promised land, because the original myth
is hardly thinkable without a beginning (liberation), a middle (the
covenant), and a solution or end (the gif of the land). I don’t see
why one couldn’t have the liberation story alone...60

2. The development of Deuteronomy, in two ancillary stages: under
Josiah’s reign (2 Kings 22) and in exile. He makes an interesting
comparison with the end of the old kingdom in Egypt, at the end of
the third millennium bce, that was followed by a literary owering.
*Deut is close to Jeremiah. Ur-Deut emanated from circles that were
opposed to palatial politics of compromise, especially submission
to Assyrians (in their period of weakness), and the penetration
of Aramean or Assyrian practices and ideas.61 Assyrian weakness
and the very youth of the king (a child) may have provided the
opportunity for opposition circles to link the future of the people,
in a dire situation, to its trust in the god’s covenant and laws. That
implies that laws were already collected in some form?

Wednesday, 22 February 2017

Frances sent us an email today regarding aQuaker advocacy group opposed
to more Pentagon spending that visited Sen. Feinstein’s SF o ce yesterday:

Our Santa Cruz Advocacy Team made a lobby visit to Sen. Dianne
Feinstein o ce today to talk about our opposition to an increase in

59. Assmann, Exod , 88–91.
60. I would especially expect a story of divine punishment to be first—Deuteronomy

like—, a “I told you,” followed by the story of liberation out of divine mercy.
61. Assmann, Exod , 92.
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Pentagon spending in the new budget. Members,Mimi Edgar, Nora
Diane, Eva Leuthold, Betty Devalcourt, Cathleen O’Connell & Car-
olyn Levering visited with Tom Paulino, the Field Representative in
the San Francisco o ce of Sen. Feinstein. We brought a wealth of in-
formation about the issue of Pentagon Spending to share with him.
We shared articles that documented the waste, fraud & abuse of tax-
payers’ dollars within the Pentagon. The Pentagon suppressed an in-
ternal report that found $125 BILLION in wasted over ve years, ac-
cording to the Washington Post. The Pentagon wastes more money
in a single year than the entire budget of other cabinet agencies. It
the only cabinet agency that unable to audit its financials. Yet

there is a law that was passed in the 1990’s that requires all agencies to
complete an audit. Besides it is morally wrong to increase Pentagon
spending while programs that allow Americans to meet their basic
needs face deep cuts. We ask of Sen. Feinstein to oppose any increase
in Pentagon spending until an audit of its department is completed.
If you would like to know more about our work on this issue, any
one of us would love to share our weath of information on this af-
front to ourQuaker values. Of course wewould welcome you if you
chose to join us. (My italics)

Notes on Assmann (contd.). Check the reasoning Ska makes on the
switch in the naming of the land and soil. Assmann detects echoes, how-
ever faint, of the Hyksos and the Amarna period (Akhenaten), echoes that
wouldhave resonated amongCanaanites or Israelites for a long time.62He is
asking much of memory. No in uence, however, fromAkhenaten’s mono-
theism (or henotheism). About the ḫap/biru, he notes that oppression at
the hands of Egypt did not only occur in Egypt but also in Canaan.63

Conference on “Digital space and di cult history: Curating the
African American and holocaust museums.” The presenter on the
National African American museum gave a historical overview. It is a
strikingly long story beginning in the early twentieth century and only
recently brought to conclusion. John Lewis introduced a bill every year,
struck down and opposed by the likes of the infamous Helms.

62. Assmann, Exod , 62–66.
63. See Hendel, “The Exodus in biblical memory,” on the long-term effects of this

colonization.
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Thursday, 23 February 2017

John Lynch, Gary Miles and I just watched B. Ehrman lecture on the post-
resurrection stories (resurrection has ameaning all its own, cosmic, not sim-
ply a lif ing or raising). Ehrman insists that christianity as amovement starts
only from the belief in the story of the resurrection. The event pointed at by
the stories is not an object of history. Only the reports or stories can be re-
placed in a historical narrative. The visions that seem to have played a most
important role can be explained (one can try at least). It is not enough, how-
ever, to examine themby themselves and dismiss them as neurological noise
(Ehrman doesn’t say that, but he reduces them to the status of common
event by comparing similar events in the history of religions mode). I think
the important historical question is whether (and why/how) expectations
might have led to early visions or hallucinations, and—separate cause—
stories of further visions in uenced by literary and religious customs of the
time. Did Jesus’ intensity in actions and words, the trustworthiness of his
life, and the awareness of a largermeaning of his death, cause these stories of
recognition af er he died? The one cause pursued by Ehrman is the apoc-
alyptic Weltanschauung that he thinks was shared by Jesus. That reason
alone, however, is external and doesn’t explain the absence of a longer en-
during movement af er John the Baptist’s death, or af er other messianic or
prophetic gures mentioned by Josephus in the decade or so leading to the
rst Jewish war.64
According to Cauvin, domestication did not happen in the Pre-Pottery

Neolithic B (PPNB) for economic reasons but rather because ideas of
virility and domination of the animal world preceded.65 L’esprit précède,
l’économie suivra. See my “notes” on domestication in Labor and gods. I
think I already noted this argument earlier.

More notes on Assmann’s Of god and gods. He seems to think about
ideas of transcendence as breaking through episodically, thanks to trauma
of one kind or another.66 I see it as a basic part of human life: a constantly
renewed dialectics whereby with language, tools, social relations, and val-
ues, one creates and structures a distance such that all our e forts to reduce
it to “being natural” fail and have to compensate for this failure with “ g-
ures of style.” Otherwise I’m agreed with the author on the revolutionary

64. I am not convinced that the Mandaeans were or are such a movement, as has been
argued for instance by Buckley, The great stem of souls; Buckley, “Mandaean view.”

65. Cauvin,Naissance d divinit , naissance de l’agriculture, 127–28.
66. Assmann,Of God and gods, 79.
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e fect (e fort and quality?) of the seventh to f h centuries. The covenant
theology bypasses the usual politics in response to Israel’s trauma, shared
eventually by Judahites.67 In this paradigmatic story Egypt is the gure of
false politics. There cannot be a political representation of the divinity af er
these events.68 The separation of “church” and “state” occurred only under
Babylonians and Persians. Priests were in charge, however, with a temple at
the center, at least from the end of the sixth century bce. So, though Israel
became enlarged by its new de nition (at least potentially)—its limning by
the acceptance of the covenant—it still remained ethnically de ned for the
most part.69 And the old politics of religious representation would come
back under the Hasmoneans and the Herods, though not full blown.

The radical change of view was not so much anti-state (Assmann
86) as anti-king, or at least against the king as religious gure (except as
a mythic messianic gure, later on). Hence: writing was entrusted to
other hands (with the two vivid examples of Josiah in 2 Kings 22 and the
anti-king Moses’ direct access to divine writing);70 Moses and the laws as
mediators; the temple before palace and above it; the divinity visible to
all; the dispensation of customary laws, however limited, without a royal
mediation = a covenant directly made with the people; and no image that
could be beauti ed and manipulated in the interest of extracting wealth by
powerful kings and elites. That is, the unity of the people preceded their
installation in the new land and the di ferential accumulation of wealth by
di ferent groups.

The invisibility of divinitieswas encouraged, however, as the state devel-
oped, and their presence “channelled” via protected temples, liturgies, per-
sonnel.71 This distancing by self-removal (astralization?) was key to chiefs,
kings, etc., who therefore arrogated to themselves the role of mediators and

67. Assmann,Of God and gods, 83.
68. Ibid., 86.
69. Note for myself: Egypt was a convenient foe in the story of Exodus not only because

of the old memories presumably circulated in northern Israel and Aramaean states from
old, but because the actual oppressive empires were two and soon three in the immediate
Erinnerung of the new Israel. Assyria’s or Babylonia’s oppression were not old enough or
typed enough in memory, and all too fresh to serve a mythic purpose, though Exodus is all
about them.

70. I correct myself: it was the authority behind writing that was at stake. The writing
circles haven’t changed, but they developed a different notion of the authority behindwhat
they did. This too may have had an effect on the diversity and abundance of theological
writing.

71. Assmann,Of God and gods, 87.
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guarantors of a necessary presence (with the tithing system, it works as a
kind of rent). Assmann does not su ciently see (here?) that transcendence
itself was shaped by kings and state elites. All e forts to channel it in richer
images, temples, liturgies, andmyths, contributed to this progressive dialec-
tical deepening of an absent/present divinity. The key issue in the story of
Moses and the golden calf (with Aaron in charge!) was not the dynamics
of absence and presence, which is a capacity that de nes all humans, but its
mediators: kings, temples, prophets, priests, or even the Mosaic text.

On sacrifice: Oncemore, withHéna f and others. A little-discussed and
important aspect of sacri ce is that the animal that is o fered is from a do-
mesticated species, “à quelques exceptions près.”72 Animals belonged to
the household: bull or ox, sheep or goats, donkey or even horses (but the
latter not sacri ced in Levantine societies). What was the logic at work?

AsHamayon, quotedbyHéna f, shows regarding theBuriats of Siberia:
domestication implies appropriation.73 Immolation is made in a relation-
ship to spirits (ancestors especially) to repay a debt. Better rain and thicker
grass are expected for the future herd, in an investment that unfolds in time.
There is a vertical strati cation, and a new category of spirits, the ancestors
(what are the marks of this cult?).74 How do we explain the passage from
ancestor spirits (another kind of transcendence, I’m convinced, as we see
in several cultures) to broader, more transcendent gods? Larger, monar-
chic societies? I suspect it is neither the economic factor nor the religious
one, considered separately, but the interaction of what we poorly glimpse
and attempt to capture via those two words. The notion and culture of
ancestors seem to have brought about a coeval social stratigraphy, a hierar-
chy. Interestingly, liation becamemore important and replaced, at least in
part, alliances that were based on kinship. Consider in this light the vocab-
ulary of “house” that appeared in all rst-millenium Levantine kingdoms.
Filiation became important because what had been acquired needed to be
transferred within the household rather than just the group. What autho-

72. Henaff, “Repenser le sacrifice. Nouvelles approches anthropologiques,” 264; see also
Testart,D dons et d dieux: anthropologie religieuse et sociologie comparative, 73–74:
“On ne sacrifie jamais que ses dépendants”, not because of weakness but because they are
part of the person who sacrifices. The animals have been appropriated, self-same(d). What
does Testard say exactly? I find that Hénaff is insisting on important aspects but somehow
too theoretical about them.

73. Hamayon, La chasse à l’âme, 737.
74. Descola, Par-delà nature et culture, 413–14.
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rized that? The appropriated product of labor needed to be protected and
kept in the narrowly conceived group. Sowas this the fundamental dynam-
ics of ethnic division in LB to IA, still?

Another consequence was a greater distance from the non-human
world, especially wild beasts, assimilated to foreign enemies. Domesticated
animals became part of the family (see house plans again). Sacri ce then
was the o fering of something of oneself, life as then undissociable from its
animal enablers (explain in detail).75

This o fering of self needs to be eshed out in terms of hours of care and
amount of risks run by ancient farmers. Questions remain: Why immola-
tion? Why violence? Why not thanks and request but also expiation? Why
communion? And why did sacri ce disappear eventually?

Many stories imply that the power over plants and animals was “stolen”
from divinities. I do wonder if the divinities themselves and their area of
domination were enlarged by the same token, that is, by the telling of such
stories. So, there would be a need to negotiate with these divinities, at-
tribute to them the need for a house, food, etc. Self-giving and abnegation
were an investment whereby more technology, services, etc. were invested
toward a better future which of en consisted above all in a guaranteed con-
tinuation of existence. I suspect that part of the logic of gif and counter-
gif was the enlarging or broadening of the gods’ sphere and an excuse for
reshaping society. It was done as debt. Immolation meant that no immedi-
ate return was expected, no pro t realized. But what of the old problem of
communion and sharing?

H. underlines two aspects of this problem. a) Domestication was done
to provide meat to humans. I don’t think that it was the main function ex-
cept in case of famine. Even the pec provides wool, milk and cheese, skin,
horns. Animals were an integral part of agriculture, they are a continuum
with the human working force. How is one to kill them? How is one to eat
such closely related a nes?

Is it because the animal becomes divinized or part of the divine world in
sacri ce, and it then can be gif ed by the gods and shared? What of Girard’s
idea, at least the spectacular representation and the avoidance of violence

75. Henaff, “Repenser le sacrifice. Nouvelles approches anthropologiques,” 268. Re-
garding his note 3 on human sacrifice: contrary to Hénaff, I don’t see it as an exception,
for a society where domestication of animals that were needed to help with the survival of
agrarian groups could not happen (verify). H. notes that Mesoamerican societies with hu-
man sacrifice were agrarian and did not have domesticated animals. I think that the same
logic was at work.
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or its channelling? No, I think that envy, so problematic in societies partly
structured by honor and shame (class di ferentiated as appropriation pro-
ceeds), can be at least tamed or managed by both aspects of sacri ce: whole
o fering and communion. I explain elsewhere what was at issue: capital, a
capacity to ensure and provide as much life as possible.

Héna f doesn’t ask the theological question regarding the end of sacri-
ces: all is given and paci ed (paid)? Without remainder?

Friday, 24 February 2017

Assmann’s thoughts on the nature ofmyth and its dynamic di ference from
canon are thought provoking.76 The driving element in the selection of the
story is not unity but a binding force Assmann doesn’t explain. I assume
he means the community’s members’ faith in each other. What then of the
unity of monotheism as a structuring factor? The unity is dimly perceived,
heard, therefore “canon” can only be an arrangement.

Assmann has a clear discussion of the “message” that the setting ofGen-
esis and Exodus stories in a continuous tradition implied for the people by
the end of the sixth century and the beginning of the f h. Two important
aspects:

1. The Exodus traditions of salvation and election (I would add of
covenant and cult) are set in the light of the creation and its unique
agent. Assmann speaks of creatio ex nihilo, but this interpretation,
however old, may not go back to the sixth- f h centuries. Indeed,
Exod 1:7 f uses the language of Genesis 1–3. Both stories came about
co-dependently and reacted to each other.

2. The Genesis’ story of the forefathers founds and frames the (late)
notion of an allochthonous people who are not part of the au-
tochthonous people. The wandering Israelites would not have
anything in common with the settled people of Canaan. It explains
the separation that occurred under the Persians (a third stage in
the development of the Israelite consciousness, af er that of the
monarchies, then the broadening of the concept of Israel as sharing
a special trust, under the twin shock of the conquests of both
kingdoms).77

76. Assmann, Exod , 101–106.
77. See Sloterdijk, Im Schatten d Sinai.
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I think this framing of Genesis and Exodusmight be evenmore com-
plicated. The separation of Abram from his family and fatherland is
also an unconscious return westward toward a land given once, the
Edenic land, an allegory for an idealized ארץ from which everyone
has drif ed eastward.78 Abram pre gures or rather underscores the
“return” of Persian-period Judaeans and Israelites to a physical and
allegorical arets.

As I have already said a couple of times, I don’t think a “monotheism
of trust” can be conceived apart from a “monotheism of truth” and its re-
jection of other gods. The coming out of Egypt and the desert crossing, in
Hosea style, are at the same time a story of liberation from all political in-
termediaries and pro teers, as well as a story of separation. It would be in
error, according to Assmann, to think that biblical monotheism developed
from a narrow monolatry to a universal form.79 I think that the notion of
direct covenant with the divinity and faith in that god were natural devel-
opments, however revolutionary they were at the same time. The key issue
is to trace the moments in the development of this radical, “apolitical” or
a-monarchic, salvation story that de nes the rest. I don’t think it likely that
the notion of creation of the world and human beings “in the beginning”
of time by a single divinity would be secondary. To my mind, the stories
of creation and exodus are two sides of the same coin, the accepted fall into
an open history, as vs a mythic view where one is stuck at the origin and its
reenactments.

A question to be located perhaps in the chapter on debt: should the evil
eye be part of my discussion of reciprocity and debt? See John Elliott.

Saturday, 25 February 2017

Sur le sujet brûlant de l’Islam et l’islamophobie. Le Michigan est un
état où il y a beaucoup d’immigrés arabophones, chrétiens, musulmans, et
autres. Je viens de parler à Leslie qui se demandait pourquoi un vieil ami
chrétien de sa famille s’était mis à envoyer des messages haineux sur l’Is-
lam pendant la campagne électorale (sur facebook, je crois, entre autres).
Il a voté pour Trump et semble d’accord avec Bannon et autres. Pour expli-
quer ce genre de réaction, je pense tout de suite à une explication de l’aspect
chrétien de la question, et surtout à la possibilité que nombre de chrétiens

78. On arets and adamah see Ska’s remarks.
79. Assmann, Exod , 112.
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abandonnent la dialectique de la faute et du pardon pour n’en retenir que
la faute qu’ils ne peuvent supporter—qu’ils ressentent comme l’abandon
d’un idéal—et qu’ils s’empressent de voir dans les autres. Le christianisme
devient un aspect culturel, super ciel, bien qu’encore puissant aux Etats-
Unis et lié aux institutions et à la “mission civilisatrice”.Mon explication ne
me satisfait pas, cependant, car comment lire dans le secret des âmes ?

Quant à l’Islam, je constate qu’il lui est pratiquement impossible de
faire sa propre critique historique dans les circonstances actuelles, depuis
le dix-neuvième siècle. La critique historique lui vient de l’extérieur, dans les
cartons, camions et trains de nations plus ou moins post-chrétiennes que
le Coran a rme avoir laissées derrière lui puisque d’après sa vision théolo-
gique le judaïsme et le christianisme, bien que basés sur des révélations que
l’Islam tient pour vraies, se sont éventuellement fourvoyés. Et on peut être
assez d’accord, puisque toute religion instituée et auto-proclamée ne peut
être qu’une sorte de déraillement ! Mais ça ne peut pas servir d’excuse ou
de justi cation pour l’absence d’auto-examen de l’Islam, ce qu’il a tenté de
faire à sa façon, dans desmouvements sociaux ou spirituels que je ne connais
pas malheureusement, via des organisations comme les frères musulmans,
quoiqu’on pense de leur politique.

J’ai l’impression de vivre un monde à deux ou trois vitesses. La dignité
des hommes en prend un sale coup en Islamdepuis les débuts de sa confron-
tation avec le mondemoderne des deux siècles derniers. Ça n’est pas une ex-
cuse pour ne pas exiger des Musulmans le respect des lois dans les états où
il y a séparation des religions et de l’état. Cette dignité est bien fragile aussi
aux Etats-Unis où on peut observer le sentiment d’inégalités économiques
et culturelles qui vont s’aggravant, le rejet des élites, le rabotage de la digni-
té humaine (du travail en particulier), la di culté du patriotisme dans un
monde global. Ça explique le vote pour Trump, je crois, sans l’excuser. Les
raisons que je viens de donner pour le vote Trump me paraissent être très
proches de celles qui agitent le monde musulman, d’où son antisémitisme,
son mépris pour les cultures modernes. les violences internes et externes…

Sunday, 26 February 2017

Many notes af er further reading of Assmann’s Exod . Interesting remark
by O. Keel regarding the Canaanites as personifying the past of Israelites.
Hosea and Deut/DH try to excise their own past via a claimed separation
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from contemporary conditions.80
Good paragraphs on labor, in comment on Exod 1:6–14.81 Compulsory

labor or corvée was as normal as military service in modern times. Monar-
chies monopolized construction and artisanal work.82 Corvée was a kind of
tax, as were rents and other fees. This forced labor was especially important
during the three to four months of ooding of the Nile. Priests were ex-
empted. Sowe are talking about the domination by a higher class of the vast
majority of the population via forced labor, rents, and taxes. Harder work
was even imposed on prisoners or Semites from Palestine in stone quarries
especially. Compare the story about Solomon:

King Solomon conscripted forced labor out of all Israel; the levy
numbered thirty thousand men. He sent them to the Lebanon,
ten thousand a month in shif s; they would be a month in the
Lebanon and two months at home; Adoniram was in charge of the
forced labour. Solomon also had seventy thousand labourers and
eighty thousand stonecutters in the hill country, besides Solomon’s
three thousand three hundred supervisors who were over the work,
having charge of the people who did the work. (1 Kings 5:27–30)

I note that the stories concerning “Egypt” or Solomon and Rehoboam are
not extraordinary but re ect realities of ancient labor exploitation. Story of
the vengeance by the “people” in 1 Kings 12:18.

Exod 5:6–9: genuinely Egyptian?83 I think it was common. Egypt used
sun-dried bricks for construction. So didMesopotamia. And the same tech-
nique, with the tempering, was used for pot making. The story of harsh
forced labor would then lead to demands of justice and absence of exploita-
tion: Deut 15:9; 24:15. Human slavery would be impossible for God’s ser-
vants and the release from bondage would become a practice. See Deut
15:12–15; 16:9–12; Deut 5:6–21 on sabbath. A desire for freedom and inde-
pendence from obligations to neighbor is a rmed. But this could already
be practiced by kings, at least temporarily, for all kinds of reasons. It was
enshrined as a near-right at enthronement of new kings, at least in Meso-
potamia. It is clear that a post-monarchic leadership (see Nehemiah) has

80. Assmann, Exod , 116.
81. Ibid., 125–26.
82. This reminds me: write a few pages or at least paragraphs on avodah’s meanings and

its tilt toward service. Write especially on the uses that taxes and rents were put to: building
of palatial and temples, undissociably linked;

83. Assmann, Exod , 129.
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been rede ning brotherhood. Many commentators think that it was nar-
rowly constructed in terms of ethnicity, but one would have to take into
account the sharing of the Exodus-based belief and trust as ground for this
ethnicity-in-being. See Ruth’s story for an interesting commentary. The
laws of gleaning are also (re)shaped with the story of slavery in Egypt in the
background. But these were old customs under the kings, kept and broad-
ened (or rather: put on another basis) af er exile: Exod 22:20; 23:9.

All in all, it seems tome that the details onwork in Egypt are perfectly at
home in Israel (monarchic Israel but not only) as are the so-called “Canaan-
ite” religious customs.

As for a foreign origin as claimed by Deut 26:5–11. [note rst that the
“foreign” element here is subverted by divine authority and call toAbraham
and Moses]. I think that the idea of a promised land is radical indeed but
turned into an evenmore compelling argument of the antiquity of the own-
ership of that land by writing and enshrining it as an ancient divine law, so
justifying the return as well as the rebuilding of the temple at the end of the
sixth century. This argument worked particularly well in the ancient world
where the politics of allegiance to power centers were uctuating (the terri-
torial limits of ancient empires appear hazy in comparisonwith the scienti c
mapping of modern empires). In other words or from another angle, the
length of years of presence on the land, if not supported by spelled out di-
vine authority and conquest (tantamount to divine blessing and authority
or will), was no argument for possession.84

Monday, 27 February 2017

The empathy and mercy to be shown the poor or foreigners were now
framed as a necessary component of the exilic political situation, whereas
it had also been practiced by kings though in a narrower and somewhat
unjust situation of domination, in a race with competing elites. Note
that the story of exploitation by Egypt sets things in hoary antiquity and
conveniently in a country that the Achaemenids found di cult to govern
and keep in their power.85 Assmann is too ready to see the declarations

84. In this regard, Cataldo’s analysis of a golah’s priestly desire for authority and power
over land can be reshaped and broadened.

85. I note that the other two periods that can arguably provide the background for stages
in the development of the Exodus story were the end of the eighth century (interest of
northern Israelite king in defending himself against this close neighbor); and the end of
the seventh century, developed above, when Assyria was weakened and Egypt was rebelling
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regarding the foreigner as urbi et orbi declarations when in fact they
concerned the “foreigner within your walls or house,” i.e. the classical case
of metoikos situation, a standard di culty of the ancient world, veering
quickly into slavery if no protectors were found. The exploitation of
Canaanites in the legends concerning David and Solomon do not seem to
pose a problem, on the contrary, for the story-tellers, who can be trusted to
be late narrators-theologians aware of the Exodus story and Deuteronomic
law.

Assmann spendsmuch time talking about historical Egypt even though
he knows that the real exploitation byAssyria and Babylonia of people con-
temporary with the writers is what themyth (or remembrance) of slavery in
Egypt is pointing to.86 Rash optimism at the top of page 138: only a self-
reflecting society, like that of ancient Israel binding the story of its origins to
the notion of justice, can present humanity become an empathetic society
and thereby push through human rights as well as deal with the challenges
of globalization. It is interesting to reread this in light of Gauchet’s book on
Le nouveau monde.

Discussion of Moses’ childhood and Sargon’s myth pages 142–43. Ass-
mann mentions the reversal that the story of Moses’ birth does of the com-
mon legendof hidden royal origins.87Moseswould thus be a sort of Sargon,
chosen by God to rule over His people. One would expect Moses to be en-
throned. Signi cantly, however, he is not. The exposure saves Moses from
the king’s murderous order. While Sargon is apparently exposed to protect
his mother from shame (she was a high-priestess, a virgin therefore?).

Assmann doesn’t see another aspect of the story, the ironic displace-
ment or reapplication of the traditional frame. This structure engages us
to think of the Levite parents of Moses as the royal house (or palace), the
pharaoh as the vicious, unjust regent, and the pharaoh’s daughter as the
humble water-drawer Akki (or gardener, forest inhabitant, etc.).88 There
is noOedipus-likemeeting with the unknown father (unknown also in Sar-
gon’s story: son of gods?), but a double meeting: rst as the killing of an
Egyptian who stands for the usurper/tyrant, which triggers a further sepa-
ration fromhome, in the non-watery desert, where he discovers he is the one

and putting pressure on its “glacis.”
86. Assmann, Exod , 137.
87. Ibid., 143.
88. Though she is the ultimate palace insider. There is an ethnic dimension too, I think,

to this setting of Egyptian women as attracted to Hebrews, as in Joseph’s story.
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to save “his” kingdom. He himself is a kind of Akki, water-drawer, .מוֹשה
Second at the burning bush, where Moses doesn’t become a king but re-
mains close to the divinity and is its direct expression, in writing (!).89

Assmann also cites the seventeenth to sixteenth legendof a secret predic-
tion made to Cheops regarding the royal destiny of three children. Triplets
are born af er divine conception by the wife of a high priest. A servant
woman is about to tell Pharaoh about it but falls in thewater and is eaten by
a crocodile. The rest of themissing story can be partly reconstituted. Three
kings of the f h dynasty stopped the previous tyrannical regime of pyramid
builders and switched to a divine-inspired regime, with the construction of
the sun god temple. The end of the papyrus probably told how Cheops
tried to get rid of the three and failed.

This story leads to a discussion of the building aspects of the reigns of
Cheops, Ramses II, and Herod.... I would add all kings! Assmann seems
to abandon the notion of a precise historical background and roams free
through centuries. The point is well taken but should be systematic, i.e.
applied to all ancient monarchies and theorized (e.g. it should cover David
and Solomon in the legends constructed around their reigns on the basis of
seventhor sixth centuries’ contemporary knowledge). Josephus cannothelp
but supply the missing “prophecy” to the (bad) king that would destroy
Egyptian kingship and make Hebrews strong, supplying the motif of evil
king or tyrant.

Concerning Moses’ name, A. mentions the meaning given in the story
and based on the verb mashah, to draw. The problem seen by everyone
is that the formMosheh would mean the “puller,” not the “pulled.” He
denies this easy etymology by saying: “Of course, we know today that the
name is Egyptian and simply means “born,” from msj, “to bear,” and oc-
curs usually together with a god’s name.” Precisely the problem. Assmann
struggles with this naming issue: he suggests that the story-teller found the
tradition of the thoroughgoing Egyptian name and tried to adapt it. I think
the explanation is that there was an awareness of Egyptian msh endings as
meaning “born” but the real driver of the story was the legend of a hid-
den royal birth, a presaging salvation by a water-drawer (here the inverted
Pharaoh’s daughter), and the ability of the name-sound to evoke and play
both sides, the royal and humble beginnings in inverted form.

In my interpretation therefore, the story’s ironical reversal extends to
the naming. When the Egyptian princess thinks she is giving an Egyptian

89. Only writing offers the possibility of a tradition bypassing kings.
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name to Moses (from the Israelite point of view), she inadvertently gives
a “Hebrew” name that is in fact a program, as ancient names were wont to
be. It serves as a kind of announcement or prophecy for a “puller,” a kind of
midwife.90 While the divinity got the people out of Egypt, Moses “pulled
it,” as Psalms 18:17 says. I add that the philological attempts to maintain an
Egyptian origin for the name Moses, however justi ed by the couleur lo-
cale given by other names in the story, appear to be motivated by historicist
claims (or some af er-e fect). They fail to understand the literary element,
its inversions, and the meanings the story had for the ancient audience.

On the promise of the land.91 Assmann addresses the question of self-
de nition of the people only by covenant but a) doesn’t su ciently insist
on the singularity of an ethnos that was de ned before being in a land, yet
coming from that land. He does see the allochthony but doesn’t see that
the ancient Israelites were actually autochthon .92 b) he doesn’t notice or
remark—as far as I can tell—on the fact that the divinity appears outside of
“its” land, which is spectacularly abnormal though became a possibility in
Ezekiel and af er. This appearance of the divinity outside its land doesn’t
preclude the need for a “house” (or tent), though of course not built by
kings. The rules of support of this “temple” and its personnel are set in
hoary, a-monarchic, antiquity.

Name of God: Assmann suggests that the root ,הוה meaning to blow,
is the root of its name.93 Still, apt remarks on the philosophical potential
of the LXX’s ἐγὼ εἰμι ὃ ὤν, and the living, historical aspect of the “name”
transmitted toMoses in Exod 3:12. Huizinga: history as accountability over
a society’s past. Archives and annals don’t do this. Neither does journalism,
or rarely so. I don’t seemuchof it in Israelite history either, except prophets.

Final thought: to transform the meaning of work, I mean the indig-
nity it of en incorporates, into service to a greater good, that is what Exodus
aims for, and the gospels even better in its wake. This seems to me the only
possible answer to modern economic forms.

Callum’s birthday. Amidst our play this morning, I found myself ex-
plaining a little gurine representing amediaeval soldier and going into silly
unneeded details regarding the weaponry. At another moment, Lucie goes

90. See the work by this name.
91. Assmann, Exod , 158–63.
92. This defense of a special kind of allochthony was a convenient way for priests in the

golah to set their own authority, following divine will, over quite material aspects of the
society. Here, I’m in agreement with Cataldo.

93. Assmann, Exod , 168.
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to the play train, touches one of the trains, and says “mine” clearly while
turning to see the e fect on Callum.

Tuesday, 28 February 2017

Assmann goes a little far in evokingThera, an Israeli novel on this event and
its consequences, af er Velikovsky...94More puzzling and open to all sorts of
interpretations: “The truth of this story [sci. the exodus] does not reside in
the factuality of the recounted past but in its meaning for those who tell the
story.”95Theostensible facts are not to be found. But there are certain social
and historical facts that the writers live, feel and even see around themselves
and that they point to obliquely. The key issue was the necessity of by-
passing the politics of monarchy which were politics of accumulation. The
monarchy and its ruination were facts. To invent a society without monar-
chs and pharaonic gures was a wish or dream. Hardly believable that the
writers did not refashion the story and knew they were doing so. Choices
made: the whole people are involved (vs only priests, elites, royal family);
the Moses leadership; the story in Egypt; the idea of direct covenant; the
packaging of 22–24 code; the design of pre-temple tent and priesthood; the
view and use of writing as guaranteeing permanency of the law. It feels like
a program.

About the de nition of the Israelite ethnos (called then the Hebrews,
which is even broader), three things mean that the late writers were both
reacting to their situation and transcending it.96 a) the proclaimed, direct
choice by the divinity (maker of the earth!) of this people, not via kings or
other mediation; b) the promise of a land where this people may dwell, so
not according to the usual derivation of propriety and derivation of one’s
“culture” by the haphazard chances of one’s geography; c) nally the o fer-
ing of the covenant and law to everyone. The circumstance, however, is not
a free choice: this people is in the desert, saved from oppressors, between a
rock and a hard place!! This people is called to be a holy people, a people of
priests, i.e. a people strictly separated from the paradigmatic seven peoples
that constitute the real pre-exilic past that the Israelite and Judaean monar-
chies shared with them. Deut 7:6: יְהוָה ׀ בָּחַר בְּךָ אֱלֹהֶיךָ לַיהוָה אַתָּה קָדוֹשׁ עַם כִּי
ה׃ הָאֲדָמָֽ עַל־פְּנֵי אֲשֶׁר עַמִּים הָֽ מִכּלֹ סְגֻלָּה לְעַם לוֹ לִהְיוֹת אֱלֹהֶיךָ

94. Ibid., 192.
95. Ibid.
96. Ibid., 230.
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I’m much less inclined to see a revolution here than Assmann is. The
holiness and priestliness of the people is a claim that follows from the new
political situation that consists of bypassing kings who used to channel and
capitalize on this holiness and access to it. Theoretically yes, Israel in Exo-
dus becomes the avant-garde of piety and justice in the world, but practice
didn’t change regarding other peoples, and inside Israel only prevented or
suspended (or put pressure on) the elite’s attempt to be the mediators.97
The re ection and struggle on what this holiness consisted of would con-
tinue for centuries. The history of Christian and post-Christian nations is
bound to it, though indirectly.98

Other matter: in response to Murray B. who wants to get dates right
on his own version of the development of Jewish Studies at UCSC—the
investiture speech he gave on the occasion of the chair named for him—, I
wrote the following:

We met in Kibbutz Mizra. I got there on my own in June 1971,
the 19th I believe, and knew no one. I was grati ed I could be in
the Ulpan and work in the kitchen or farm. The reason why I got
there is a long chain: I had not gone back to the grand-seminary to
continue toward the priesthood af er I came back from Palestine
where I taught kids in the Jerusalem La Salle Brothers’ college near
the New Gate, from 1966 to 1968. I was an “auditeur libre” at the
École Biblique at the same time and found a passion for ancient
history. Upon returning to France, I stayed in my parents’ farm
and helped them—they were tenant farmers—, while teaching and
doing odd admin jobs in a local agricultural school. 1969-70 saw me
resuming my studies in history at the Rennes university, travelling
back to my parents’ farm to help while trying to keep my distances
from the extraordinary, tumultuous social student movements
that were still in full swing as an unfurling of May 1968. By 1971
(second year ofmy studies) I felt quite lost. I didn’t knowwhat I was
going to do, I knew the seminary was not for me but I still thought
of some form of intellectual and priesthood service, though not
through the Jesuits or the Dominicans. I also didn’t trust the social
movements I saw and to which I was deeply sympathetic. I studied
Marx quite a bit. That is what led me to try to nd a non-religious,
non-francophone kibbutz, and Mizra was a great nd. My meeting
with Amy was on September 7, af er I spent a while in the kibbutz,

97. Assmann, Exod , 230.
98. See Manent, L métamorphos de la cité, on Augustine; and more recently,

Walzer, In God’s shadow: politics in the Hebrew Bible.
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still wondering about my “vocation,” and nally realizing that
my “call” was to take another form. One might call it a series of
zigzaging blessings!

Bruno C. sur Trump:

Vous avez hérité d’un sacré numéro : mélange de Ieltsine et d’Amin
Dada ! Je ne savais pas que Lénine avait des racines juives et surtout
Mongoles. Il a la troisième paupière de Gengis Khan ! On parle
d’enterrer sa momie. Le communisme russe est la conséquence de 3
siècles d’impérities des dirigeants. Abolition du servage en 1865! Je
comprends lemépris qu’avaitMarx pour son “état demode asiatique
de production” ! Un général du K.G.B. écrit sous Poutine “ Nous
sommes des barbares asiatiques”. Passer d’Ivan le fou à Poutine est
une hypothèse gratuite. Ils aiment encore Staline ! Leur addiction à
l’alcool va jusqu’à boire du Kérosène ! 5 heures sur le centenaire de
ces fous, barbares et de leur révolution : je vais dormir après avoir
vomi ! Bruno

Je lui réponds:

On va enterrer Lénine ? Cela m’étonnerait que ça se fasse vite : le
peuple a besoin de toucher des reliques, même àWashington dont la
machine politique (chambre + sénat + maison blanche + agences +
éminences grises) entoure leMall, une sorte de cimetière de héros ou
de références aux héros (musées), avec le cimetière d’Arlington pra-
tiquement visible de l’autre côté de la rivière. Le système politique
dérive sa force de cette proximité des morts érigés en batteries d’ac-
cumulateurs ! Les catholiques ont toujours su ça… Les protestants
croient être au-dessus de ce culte des saints, ils y sont retombés en
pire. —Gildas





3 March

Thursday, 2 March 2017

Back to Exodus via Assmann. The author is right, I think, to say that a
di ferent notion of time and history arises in light of the belief in the story
of Exodus and the covenant. Iwould add that the same is true of the story of
Genesis 1–11. The story of the kings cannot remain annalistic but becomes
subjected to judgment. Thiswas donebyAssyria also but under supervision
of the palace. This sense of a value of history, especially the history of a
people, must have gained some of its intensity also from the notion of a
creator outside of time and space.

Friday, 3 March 2017

Judaism and Christianity share the notion of an exclusive, exacting bond
with a just, demanding, and caring God, but di fer on the extent of its ap-
plication: a people chosen from the nations, for Judaism, and a universal
call across nations of the world for Christianity. They also share a sense of
duality in political life, since all members of the covenant can be divided,
right through the individual soul, as living divine commands and love, or
not.1

Or le projet chrétien, si je puis dire, vint à se déployer dans unmonde
où les « nations », toutes les nations ou presque, se trouvaient dé-
jà réunies politiquement dans le cadre de l’empire romain. De sorte
que l’Église chrétienne, quelle que fût son indi férence ou sonmépris
pour le « monde », se trouva fort dépendante pour son action mis-
sionnaire d’un développement politique spéci que, singulier même,
en vérité extraordinaire, et tout à fait de ce monde, à savoir la consti-
tution de l’empire romain.

1. Manent, L métamorphos de la cité, 292.
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On glory and Trump: the principle at work in pagan politics is glory, that
is, public praise and shame. In Christian and post-Christian polities (see
Hobbes regarding glory), it is conscience, and it should be enough.

While reading Assmann, I realize that Albertz has recently nished
a two-volume commentary on Exodus. His rst volume of 2012 is listed
among the commentaries the author used.2

Saturday, 4March 2017

Lucie is de nitely understanding much of what I say, both in English and
French, and I have to be careful about it. She names all members of the
family pretty distinctly.

Monday, 6March 2017

A healthcare plan is in the works. What is kept of the private-insurance
scheme passed under Obama? Previous conditions cannot be gamed by in-
surance companies; children can be kept on their parent(s) plan until age
26; cross-state insurance kept? What is changed in the House plan:

1. eliminate the employer and individual mandates, that is, get rid of
penalties for people not purchasing insurance, but increase cost of in-
surance for people letting their coverage lapse. The smaller size of the
pool and the likely sign-up for insurance by older and sicker people
will bring about higher premiums, allowed in any case by the di fer-
ential between older and younger people—see below—).

2. insurance companieswill be able to charge up to ve times higher pre-
miums for older people—especially age 50 to 64—than for younger
people who can be expected to pay the same as now, something like
3,000$/yr,

3. there will be health plan tax credits up to a certain revenue, although
45% of working-age people supposedly do not pay taxes,

4. give limited block grants to states for Medicaid insurance (for poor
people) from 2019 on and thereby trust that states dominated by con-
servative politicians will renege on support of people who need it
most,

5. eliminate support for Planned Parenthood,

2. Albertz, Exod 1–18 ; and Albertz, Exod 19–40 . Both reviewed by Johnstone
for RBL in 2015 and 2017.
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Onewonders what health insurance companies are thinking. I presume
that from their point of view, the main question will be whether the higher
premiums and payments that they can collect on older peoplewho aremore
likely to get insured, paired with pickier, even more complex and unfath-
omable plans, will be worth losing access to a larger pool, since poor and
younger clients who are presently in the pool thanks to Federal Medicaid
payments and IRS penalties will drop out or be dropped from it. The Con-
gressional Budget O ce cannot be of any help since it was not asked, con-
trary to usual rules, to provide a nancial analysis. According to conserva-
tive estimates, between 8 and 12 million people would lose their coverage
(The A fordable Health Care Act expanded coverage to about 20 million
peoplemore). I hope it is dead on arrival, even if thanks to ultra-right repre-
sentatives’ opposition. The reactions on the right and extreme right, how-
ever, may be to bemoan this new plan conceived in the dead of the night
as Obamacare 2.0, eventually pass it with even worse provisions, and turn
around against it as something inherited and un xable. In parallel to this
wreck of a health plan, a tax project is in the works, a so-called destination-
based tax plan, probably dead on arrival also, though a cover for more tax
decreases for capital.

Tuesday, 7 March 2017

I received another crazed comminatorymail fromBC, presuming to explain
his insulting mails to Pierre Toulouse (who helped him some in the past, or
could have), denying any role in the tragedies of his family (and who could
pretend to know the concatenations of feelings and despair?), and fantasy-
ing aboutmy silence, Amy’s lack of response (he doesn’t knowher address, I
don’t read her themails I receive fromhim, and she fortunatelywouldn’t re-
spond anyway), or what Rémi and Callum should be doing. Dreams upon
dreams. The most interesting aspect is the uninvited denial of drug use,
whereas I am fairly certain his main downfall was drug addiction, an addic-
tion I witnessed in Santa Cruz, during his summer visit of 1991 with Andres
and Hugo. I answered:

Je n’ai pas été choqué et n’ai pas commenté puisque je ne connais pas
Pierre Toulouse.
Quant à Rémi ou Blaise, cela fait assez longtemps que je ne me fais
plus de souci pour eux. Et j’espère encore plus ne pas leur en causer. Il
m’est arrivé de m’en faire pour Rémi quand il faisait ses auditions et
que le nombre de clarinettistes en orchestre payés un salaire correct
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me paraissait – et encore plus à lui ! – minuscule (60 dans le monde
entier payés correctement ? Combien prennent leur retraite chaque
année ? 300 candidats au top niveau par place ? C’étaient les données
du problème).
Je viens d’avoir mon frère François au téléphone. Il va aussi bien que
possible. C’est un grand soulagement de le savoir en France et non
aux USA où les politiciens se tâtent pour savoir qui peut être le plus
cruel et le plus corrompu dans la destruction de ce que nous sommes
bien obligés, par défaut, d’appeler notre système d’assurance santé.
–Gildas

François actually sounded okay. I was glad to have an echo of his and Julie’s
voices. As she said, it was magical to be able to talk to each other at such a
great distance.

[Assmann notes continued. See 28 February for previous notes]. Ass-
mann is right to note that a di ferent notion of time and history comes
about in light of the exodus and covenant theology.3 Egypt’s oppression
was not presented as a punishment of the sins of Israel and Judah but as
preceding all of that. It followed the “fall into history.”

This was done in the prophetic style (but why were the prophetic texts
we have so uncritical, most of the time, of the kings?). The history of the
kings did not remain annalistic but was subjected to judgment. Assyrians
too developed a sort of history, from or for divine consumption, but at the
hands of the palace scribes. I have the sense however that this notion of time
cannot be separated either from the concept of creation and particularly the
ectopic situation of the creator. With this kind of idea, the world and what
it contains were likely to be imagined as having a “beginning” and “end”, or
points of origin and end. Texts for this in the HB?

The divine history of Israel is separated from that of the nations: a holy
people vs nations (Exod 19:6; Deut 7:6; and see also Num 23:9). The no-
tion of a people not de ned by kinship, land, language, monarchy, but by
divine law (or will) is new.4 It was prepared by incremental steps. Heine’s
“portable land” and this recognition of Israel as prototype of humanity are
more radical because of the fall of the second temple and the enshrining of
a people without political means at the heart of Christianity for centuries.
Freud’s de nition of Judaism in 1935 was wide o f the mark: eine Schöpfung
d Mann Mos .Wide o f themark? Except in that its notion of creation

3. Assmann, Exod , 231.
4. Ibid., 232.
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is the right one, though it needs to be taken into a di ferent, more precise
historical direction. An objective genitive, as in the creation of mosaic hu-
manity?

But what does the concept of a direct bond between its god and Israel
mean? A unique bond god-Israel, separated from all gods and from all peo-
ples. Assmann repeats his historical staging theory with an earlier mono-
theism of trust and choice (with many other gods in the background) and
a later monotheism of truth.5 I repeat that this is too radical a di ference in
my opinion. There are passages in Exodus regarding the creator. And the
warnings concerning the other gods in Deut already supposed their empti-
ness or lack of power and lack of truth (as able to deliver the goods: our idea
of truth and beauty have evolved also). The power of the divinity in the
book of Exodus can be assumed to be coupled with that of the creator and
the notion of a plan (as is clear from Genesis 1–3, P also, if a di ferent date).

On the notion of 6.ברית Of course, if the god is the direct partner in
the bond (without kings and his court or attachedmilitary and landowning
elite), as he is in the stories of Noah and other patriarchs, a “cement” needs
to be supplied: the love command, where love may be better translated as
respect?7 Note that the election is one way: the god chooses the people,
they don’t shop around, and it is a male electing a female (note adamah in
Deut 7:6), who is threatened with punishment in Deut 6:5, etc... In all of
this, the land, even in exile and af erwards, remains most important. The
“portable land” metaphor has its limits, even af er Heine, in modern times.

Torah as remembrance.8 He goes back to Nietzsche’s view of natural
memory (remembering and forgetting as necessary partners), and a “mem-
ory of the will.” There would be no memory without blood, martyrs, or
sacri ces? Su fering would be the greatest help to mnemonics. Nietzsche,
Freud, Mann, Hobbes, o fer pessimistic views of human nature, against
modern anthropology, and the biological necessity of bonds of empathy
at an early age. But the tendency to forget is a given, so an e fort to stabi-

5. Ibid., 233.
6. My note: It was normally given freely (part of hesed?) or expected as trust and fidelity,

enforced too (honor code, the close watch of neighbors in kinship relationships). It was
in danger of being systematically abused in politics, since the latter consists for a great
part of increasing one’s symbolic and physical power over as many people as possible. It
therefore entails a distance from networks established by more traditional networks such
as neighbors, kins and tribes.

7. There is a discussion of the meaning of ahavah to be referenced.
8. Assmann, Exod , 235ff.
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lize systems (? language, social grouping, ways of working, values or norms)
needs to be done: memory. What of a bond with a divinity?9 But knotted
in two directions, as inDeut 6:5 andLev 19:18? Is there a priority of one over
the other? Not in the story of the Samaritan in Luke 10.

Important: the remembering of the covenant triggers thanks, which in
turn may release others from their bonds. Here comes in view the problem
of themodern world with its absence of thanks and graces. They are seen as
super uous to direct economic, access to one’s life support and more. The
prior covenant via palace and temple(s) was broken by history. A sham?
Owing to the forgetting of the central god. As Hosea 8:14 says: ישראל וישכח
ארמנתיה ואכלה בעריו ושלחתי־אש בצרות ערים הרבה ויהודה היכלות ויבן את־עשהו
And in the same realm of thought, Deut 6:10–12, according to which any
conquest is due the god. It could be the Assyrians talking, except for the
claim regarding Egypt.

Then an account of the *Deuteronomy nd in Josiah’s temple, and the
“realization” of a complete, collective, massive forgetting. It explains the
catastrophe of 587. The Deuteronomy would be the escape from a massive
forgetting. It would be the justi cation by exilic elites of their own stead-
fastness and hope of salvation. The length of time explains the need to insist
on remembering. It becomes a de nition of the people that can be enlarged
to “Israel.”

Assmann brie y compares this situation with that of the Greeks.10 No
myth? But in Greece we have a similar political revolution and the devel-
opment of social laws directly voted on (according to the later traditions on
Solon), instead of laws collected by elites and scribes, and still assigned to
divine will. Versus scattered myths in Greece and no collective ethnos?? It
is actually a perfect example of a parallel development.

Aside suddenly on the memory of the Shoah narrative and how nor-
mative it has become in the past thirty years.11 I think habituation has also
become stronger, and amemory of thememory is complicating things. Ass-
mann seems more positive regarding not only the avoidance of other geno-
cides but the positive development of human rights. The superabundance
of marks of memory doesn’t equate remembering. Many forces are at work
that chip at this capacity and willingness to remember, including the draw-
ing of moral credits (by the Israeli right especially) for immoral bene ts.

9. Assmann, Exod , 237.
10. Ibid., 239–40.
11. Ibid., 240.
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In the same discussion, I notice this unfortunate expression, traumatischen
Erfahrungen.12 Trauma alright, but “experience?” “Undergoing?” All of
this, in spite of the best of intentions, is allowing a falsememory. According
to Assmann, the practical fallout of the memory of the exodus (i.e. the life
together under the covenant and the revolutionary de nition of a people)
would parallel the translation of the memory of the Shoah into the devel-
opment of new norms of humanity and justice. Perhaps. Onemay wish for
a new Jesus whowould soon remind the elites of their failure to live truly in
the memory of the events. So, as for Christianity later, the text, commen-
taries and liturgy do remind people of a broadening but practice doesn’t
necessarily follow.

Note on monotheism of faith and truth:13 most of ancient religious ac-
tionswere driven by expectations, but trust that if humans kept their side of
the bargain (however determined: mostly cultic), the gods would too. The
importance of faith or trust correlates with the perception of power and au-
thority (Zeus, Marduk, and kings attached to these gods). The notion of
creator of the universe (with no gods attached to it) introduced something
new. The other gods were part of the world, however “eternal” and “upon
high,” and arrangements with them were networking a fairs, negotiations.
In other words, the notion of creation cannot be easily separated from that
of trust and faith. With a single creator god, endowedwith absolute author-
ity, there is a rupture in the relationship. The salvation event and covenant
are not only amatter of one-way choice, but the relationship can only be un-
der great tension since the remembering and hearing or obeying can only be
partial...

Hosea, Ezek 16:3–22, Jer 3:1–10, gure Israel as a young woman born to
be engaged and married to Yhwh, but who erred and prostituted herself.
Whether we are in a polytheistic or monotheistic world, not only fertility is
everything, but its control is paramount. The covenant in this case is one
way, and can only be breached one way too, and severely punished by cast-
ing out the woman / people on the land. This looks like a pre-stage of the
exodus story, but seen from a people who have been in the land for however
long they can remember.

12. Ibid.
13. Ibid., 244.
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Wednesday, 8 March 2017

Callum went to his routine medical exam this af ernoon and passed with
ying colors. He got two shots and did not complain much, according to
Leslie andAmywhowentwith him. Hewas able to read all the letters when
his vision was being checked. His size and weight are 3’5” and 39 pounds
(61 percentile). I stayed home with Lucie. For her nap at around 1:30pm,
I went through the little ritual we have in the evening: some reading with
the light on, then light out, singing and “marking the spot...” There was
a little crying sometimes, but also the surprising sitting up af er I nished
singing “au clair de la lune” in order to clap! Later on, af er her one and
a half hour nap, as a powerful wind was blowing through the tree canopy,
she and I went for a walk. I keptmy head up, worrying about branches. She
understands the French words and sentences about “voitures, la lune et les
nuages, les branches des arbres...” and a few verbs like “tu viens?”

Assyrian treaty model (Asarhaddon, 672) was applied by *Deuteron-
omy writers to the relationship between Yhwh and his people.14 Is it real-
istic to imagine this copying or modeling under kings, Manasseh or others,
if the king’s role was done away with? The king, who represented both the
god’s will to the people and the people’s interests to the god, is eliminated
from the Israelite covenant theology. How early was this possible?15 It is
not su cient to say: “The covenant concept makes kingship super uous.”
Again, who could or would spell this under Manasseh? And even under
Josiah, how could this be done, presumably by a group of elites concerned
about themilitary and economic situation, without antagonizing thewhole
palatial apparatus, and leaving some trace of the con ict? The interests of
the royal house, would be directly threatened. It is di cult to imagine how
the absence of the king in the drawing up of the covenant could occur with
enemies at the border. Its Sitz im Leben is rather the complete loss of palace
and temple, meaning the radical impossibility of even returning to kingship
af er the peripatetic changes of 620 to 587.16

It is regrettable that Assmann does not ask questions about the social

14. Assmann, Exod , 250.
15. See Assmann, Herrschaft und Heil: politische Theologie in Altä pten, Israel und

Europa, 63–71.
16. Give the detail of military action and changes in the royal house. A possible back-

ground for the eliding of the royal role in covenant theology, however, would be its origin
in northern Israel, as argued by Assmann and others, and the influence of such ideas on
Judaeans by the second half of the seventh century. Still...
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and political background of the initial *Deuteronomy. It leads him to think
that it was a “new, particular, emphatic, and precisely democratic people’s
concept.” Two circumstances prevent this remarkable change from being
democratic as the author proclaims. One is that the enemy was at the door,
or rather (my view) completely dominated the kingdom and as usual re-
moved most political and military elites, though not all. Some of those lef
may have been responsible for *Deuteronomy. The second one is that the
whole story of the exodus is far from being democratically inspired, or oli-
garchic for that matter. The people’s main role in the story has been “to
groan,” to which the divinity eventually responds. We are to suppose that
for many generations, this god did not express any concern about the peo-
ple, its lack of proper laws, customs, or rituals. So, the people discover
that they have a leader, are pushed and pulled into eeing, do recognize the
“voices” of the theophany, half believe in the promises or the durability of
Moses... But where is it indicated that, be tting a democracy, the people
chose or debated the laws and customs, or especially their “election?”

The priestly authors were certainly not democrats as this word is usu-
ally understood. What were their social situation and interests, including
their concern for the people? Without a royal house or a temple, they dis-
covered that they (how many were not exiled?) could imagine a religious
and political form broad enough for all Yhwh believers, able to incorpo-
rate the best of the past (laws and rituals), likely to distinguish themselves
and endure in the vast empires of post-exile(s), and not in need of kings
(since governors were given af er all). Fast forward three centuries to circa
200 and the question of an independent political leadership shows clearly
that the religio-political regime was not a democracy but rather something
all its own, a theocracy, as Flavius Josephus wrote, with kings who could
such or were cagey about it.

The people act as the other partner of the divinely-initiated pact, not
Moses, the elders, Aaron or the Levites.17 And indeed the role of the fam-
ilies and small networks was crucial for the continuation in exile of laws,
rituals, customs, calendar, etc., as Albertz showed in numerous works. But
theneed for leadership is assumed as anundercurrent of the story of Exodus,

17. Assmann, Exod , 251. Hence the Hebrew word for covenant, ,ברית which means
link, tie, bond, from the verb baroh (= to bindor tie) was translated as διαθηκή. This kept the
idea of unequality between the partners. ברית could have been translated in any number of
ways: by συγγραφή (written contract, tie, partnership); συγγραφοδιαθήκη (wedding contract
signed by both sides’ representatives); or διάθεσις (command, disposition, as in “disposition
of property” through inheritance, “will” or custom); or ὁμολογία (agreement).
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whetherMoses’, Aaron’s, elders’, Joshuah’s, and they are presented as divine
delegates at one point or another, so at least super cially, they are not so dif-
ferent from kings. But if there is no change in the intensity of power, there
are signi cant di ferences: the palace is gone, the temple and the priesthood
stand on their own—which is even more radical than the doing away with
kings—there is no image, and perhaps even more crucially, the writing of
laws and even annals or wisdom, now impossible under the authority of
palatial structures but presumably still done by the same schools of scribes,
is claimed to be of divine origin.

The metaphors of brideship and sonship were common and very an-
cient.18 [Here Assmann reviews the spectacular rites andmyths used to nat-
uralize the divine authority of kings and prevent their questioning].19 I
think the notion of farmer and his (wedded) land has to be examined (see
monographs on topic), and perhaps there is something to be gained by a
study of the Hebrew Bible’s use of land (earth to nation) and soil.

In ancientNear Eastern kingdoms, sonshipwas presented as amatter of
choice, not of simple generation (“dynastic right”).20 The Egyptian model
is that Pharaoh was the son of the highest god. Gods chose for themselves
kings in their sons.21

[NB: speculative idea: when did the notion of messianic, just king re-
turn, or did it never quite disappear, even in the sixth century? The book
of Chronicles provides a clearly rosy view of David et al. What circles were
behind this restauration?] Was there an evolution of thought in expression
of the divinity’s election of people as “son” (not daughter)? Negative in
Hosea, Jeremiah, or Ezekiel, positive in Exod 4:22–23, though in the con-
text of Pharaoh’s rst-born, and for the service of the god. Of course, not
as a part of curse-blessing dynamics, since the writers know the curses are in
another scroll... Israel as chosen, rst-born son, instead of a king’s son? No,
rather the logic continues: Yhwh is king, direct rule, everything else stays

18. Assmann, Exod , 251.
19. See Lapinkivi, “The Sumerian sacred marriage”; also Pongratz-Leisten, “Sacred

marriage and the transfer of divine knowledge.”
20. Assmann, Exod , 251–52.
21. Sociological translation: the harsh authority of the father could be renewed and the

divine love and compassion, especially toward an ‘abandoned’ or ‘exposed’ son—of one of
the many wives in the royal house—was expected to be demonstrated in the new reign,
especially at the beginning, through forgiveness of debts and some defined “felonies”. The
son, still, also represented and continued the existingkingship inasmuch as itwas the source
of order, in imitation of the stellar powers in the universe.
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in place, including the son who is a vicar, or executive of divine will. A cor-
poreal sonship, with a metaphor of brothers, and compassionate laws that
are anchored in divine will. They became marks of “sonship” and “broth-
erhood.”

So, in practice Yhwh became king and governed people via justice
and laws, while the people became also king, when chosing to be Yhwh’s
covenant partner.22 This remark seems hasty, when there is only a passage
for such a “choice.” As for the expressions of a holy people and a kingdom
of priests, how exactly is the genitive to be read? possessive or descriptive
genitive? In any case, the choice goes one way. The whole chapter 19
delineates the conditions of access: there are clear divisions, even without a
king. In two words: no proximity. On the contrary, the distance is greater
and the proximity or mitigated presence as di cult of access as before.
The approach of the source of authority needs to be negotiated by new
intermediaries: the temple and its limits, rst of all, and Moses and the
text that stands for him. A consequence of the covenant and law giving
at Mount Sinai is that the divine kingship has no reenactment and no
second giving of the law (copies or second editions are possible, however,
fromDeuteronomy toMishnah). Hence exegesis and commentary became
necessary.

There was a theological transformation of law into i divinum, rather
than retaining the customary structure, namely, that lawwas the purview of
kings and administration.23 Right, “the thought of external, timeless laws
was unthinkable.” It was a practical, changing matter of great importance
to the palace, a most important task and privilege that kings would not re-
linquish. Indeed! How could one believe then that Josiah’s court did so
(I insist on the corporate form of ancient social structures)? Most impor-
tant is not the transfer to Yhwh of the law-giving role but the social re-
organization this i divinum entailed.

Assmann insists that benefactions, care of the poor, empathy with suf-
fering people, the needy, widows and orphans, the weak, slaves, and for-
eigners, were a new development.24 I see all of this di ferently, more in the
nature of a progression. Yes, in the post-monarchic period, there is a recol-
lection in the law codes of the most positive (salvi c) aspects that were ex-
pected of kings, and an extension on amore systematic basis, without the el-

22. Assmann, Exod , 252–53.
23. Ibid., 253.
24. Ibid.
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ement of social and economic advantage that was pursued by kings through
their benefactions. But these benefactions did exist though they couldn’t be
but quite limited, under kings and in post-exilic imperial provinces. Yet, in-
deed, nothing could be like before, but the socio-economic realities did not
change dramatically as Neh 5 shows clearly.25 Assmann claims that these as-
pects of kingship were part of ancient wisdom and not of law. But what of
proclamations of freedom from debt and other social measures? They were
“law” as pronounced by kings upon enthronement for instance. Kingswere
not simply looking for social harmony as part of wise ethical concerns but
used these declarations bound religiously to their salvi c powers as part of
practical calculations of future wealth (or maintainance of revenues). The
removal of the kings of small areas by empires takes care of that level of ex-
ploitation. The social laws of the books of Exodus andDeuteronomy clearly
expand theprophetic call (develop), but the conditions of life under empires
until 164 bce and again af er 63 bce do notmean practice of those laws was
ideal.

Assmann quotes the critics regarding the existence of these social com-
mands in ancient wisdom and the fact that they did not appear suddenly
thanks to monotheism.26 Assmann’s answer is that their being anchored in
divine right gave them much more strength. “Thus is introduced a vertical
axis in the moral fabric of human life together.” Yes indeed, but what was
the reality?

Another aspect of kingship that was transferred to Yhwh was the par-
ticularityof his act of salvation—not as a creator bringinguniversal redemp-
tion.27 He is a national god and the people are “his.” Not a god outside of
the world but an engaged one who dwells among his people.28 This pres-
ence or in-dwelling makes kingship super uous. Again, I disagree with the
author’s conclusion and formulations: this is making virtue out of neces-
sity. I’ll repeat myself: Once the kings were irremediably gone (twice, and
at length), and once the temple was gone—for a long time, before its re-
establishment—, one either slowly disappears in new social formations or

25. Actually, as I argue elsewhere, and to the difference of ancient small kingdoms, there
was little reason in an empire to set breaks on accumulation by competing elites as long as
they didn’t threaten the political center and actually helped tribute collection and cultural
acceptance or public order.

26. Assmann, Exod , 254.
27. Ibid., 255.
28. I still detect a tension between the creator and the savior, which was resolved locally

for the time being.
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nds an explanation for the events and away to continue a tradition outside
of what cannot be brought back, i.e. kings. To have one’s traditional god as
king, however, a god so powerful that he used kings of other powerful na-
tions to clean up a history gonewrong, is not quite a democraticmove, pace
Assmann. It is revolutionary, granted, and de nitively a story of hope for
oppressed Israelites and Judaeans.29 So, when A. writes that “Diese revolu-
tionäre Konzeption konnte erst au ommen, als es in Israel keinen König
mehr gab,” the revolutionary element must be tempered by the reality of
socio-economic life under kings and later under empires. This revolution,
then, is a model for modern world religions only if it is broadened to its
universal dimensions.30

On the ten commandments... There is a caesura between the ten com-
mandments (Exod 20:1–21) and the law code (20:22–23:33). The rst are
heard by everyone, the rest is transmitted throughMoses. So, the ten com-
mandments are more binding. The laws are not “revealed” but given.31 Fi-
nally, a passage where A. remarks that אמת refers to both truth and trust.
And I agree, auctorit and verit are indissociable here. Why separate
them earlier in the whole rst part of the book, except to avoid criticisms
of what was read or misread in his previous book as his binding of intoler-
ance and violence to monotheism? Still, it remains arti cial. It is possible
to provide another answer to the critics.

Indeed, the story of Exodus and the covenant is a revelation of a future
hidden to the people, more exactly the world.32 Again this idea of above
and beyond the horizon, hidden ways in the present (given the complicated
relationships). Revelation not so much to the knower as to the believer?
About the stone tablets of Exod 31:18. Two sides, one regarding duties to
the divinity, the other to fellow people.33

29. Again, on this god as a lord of history: how can this be without a change in his
powers as creator?

30. Page 256. I think Assmann would agree with this idea.
31. Assmann, Exod , 256.
32. Ibid., 259.
33. That is how it was believed, but there is only a human side, except that some of the

laws were obvious though still “arguable.”
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Thursday, 9 March 2017

Assmann repeats his argument regarding the monotheism of faith (other
gods are an option), vs that of truth.34 He refuses the term “monolatry”
for this monotheism, because it obscures the unique case presented partic-
ularly by Exod 20. Monolatry may have existed here and there, including
in the background of Israel’s monotheism of faith, but the latter is new and
unprecedented.35 The other gods do not simply disappear from view, they
are forbidden.

[Again, the socio-economic reasons for this exclusiveness should be ex-
amined. I nd it signi cant that the Egyptian gods are not mentioned:
another sign that the writers were only concerned with “Canaan?” Even
pharaoh is simply called king.36 The Israelites (or Hebrews) in the story
are oppressed slaves but have no religion until Moses discovers their god in
Exod 3:6 (god of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob) and calls on Pharaoh. How
does one explain the rhetorical ploy that the whole of Israel was in Egypt?
Exod 1:1: the house of Jacob, eleven houses, seventy heirs to Jacob (plus the
two of Joseph): the whole lot. The verse about political change in Exod 1:8
is puzzling. The people of Israel are supposedly constituted as one, 1:9. The
reality of the seventh to sixth centuries was di ferent: the people were not
united, yet submitted to the same horrible history, with a common anchor
in the faith in Yhwh. It was not only an elitemovement. Nothing could be
done without the people, who may have had the stronger belief. How did
the faith (trust) in Exodus salvation and covenant story spread among the
people? The role of Levites (and priests) must have been the major force,
as Assmann and others have suggested. But how and why did they them-
selves have this conviction? One element of the answer may have been the
previous (prophetic) criticism of multiple alliances (necessarily struck with
other gods), which may have been strong among elite landowners as well
as commoners. The other element could have been the oppression at the
hand of political and military societies that were clearly non-yahwistic and
polytheistic. Their victories could only be explained from inside Israel by
Yhwh’s will (anger, punishment, salvation).]

So, a covenant between one god out of many with one people out of
many?37Not quite so dramatic. This god out of many has more power and

34. Assmann, Exod , 263.
35. Ibid., 265.
36. Check where king, where pharaoh.
37. Assmann, Exod , 265.
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uses other powers to his ends. On images: my rst thought is that images
and statuary were removed in war. Second thought: this divinity enjoys a
much greater roaming space and realm and is at a greater distance from his
people. The “presence” is nowamasked image, behind a cloud orענן) ,(ארפל
or behind a veil (Moses’ and temple’s). So the expression “all images” refers
to other gods? It will get the broadest of understandings in Islam, a fairly
narrow one in Judaism (depending on the period and context), a very nar-
row one in Christianity where the divinity is conceived of as fundamentally
the word.

The covenant cannot have mediations.38 Assmann defends “zeal” or
“jealousy” as part of divine love... This is completely understandable as pro-
jection of reactions to the situation of the seventh to f h centuries, but
there is no reason to defend it on theological grounds.

The Deuteronomy is stronger than Exodus in promoting Sabbath
rest.39 Deut connects it to the liberation from Egypt and turns the Sabbath
into the sign of the new society. The Exodus version attaches sabbath to
divine creation and rest, makes it part of the cosmic order, and turns it into
imitatio dei. Hence the work of six days would be an echo of creation.40
In Exodus, Sabbath is part of a new myth, with human creation and rest
framed as an imitation of divine creation and rest. It would give meaning
and dignity to life. But again: what of work as punishment? And isn’t
Gen 1 actually about a society without work? And more problematic: the
divinity doesn’t work, he creates or makes, and the human pair is to lord it
over other parts of the creation.

Okay, the non-priestlyDeuteronomy version goes in the opposite direc-
tion.41 Oppression and slavery were historical realities, not mythical ones,
and they or the liberation from them were not to be forgotten. P is more
recent than Dt. P’s interests from Gen to Ex are: the world’s and people’s
development, with the creation of theworld and that of the temple as book-

38. For political and cultural reasons: that is how kingship functioned, by managing
presence of authority at a distance. Assmann addresses this question elsewhere: Assmann,
Of God and gods.

39. Assmann, Exod , 267.
40. Think about this issue. Note the Babylonian rituals attached to new moons. Note

also the punishment attached to work in Gen 2–3: why was that element kept? In Exodus,
the priestly version is indeed quite different from the version in Deut. Did “work” here get
new meaning? Did this story of Gen 1–2 precede the writing of Exodus or come about at
the same time?

41. Assmann, Exod , 268.
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ends. Assmannnotes theDeuteronomic bend of Jesus inMark 2:27–28 (καὶ
ἔλεγεν αὐτοῖς· Τὸ σάββατον διὰ τὸν ἄνθρωπον ἐγένετο καὶ οὐχ ὁ ἄνθρωπος διὰ τὸ
σάββατον· ὥστε κύριός ἐστιν ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου καὶ τοῦ σαββάτου.). The Sab-
bath was unique in the ancient world.42 Theword comes from shab/pattu,
full moon festival in Babylonia. It is an exilic development in Israel (see Al-
bertz). The Sabbath command is not simply a suspension of work, it is a
command not to work. It is framed as a positive command, however: Re-
member or keep! Respect! It was the most signi cant command in the
shaping of Judaism.43 The Sabbath became a kind of portable temple.44
Note that the rst commands in the ten commandments come with com-
mentary, as would be t new laws, whereas the “social duties” do not need
any justi cation.

Assmann tackles head on the issue of herem war and violence.45 Both
Exodus and Deuteronomy share the notion. Is (was) violence exacerbated
by monotheistic faith? Moderns have nally felt that they need to re-
evaluate wars of conquest (their own long series of...) and have re ected
back on the herem wars declared on Canaanites as if it still concerned
them. The modern passion in this question is driven by the feeling that
religion must be separated from war. Both modern believers and non-
believers agree on as much. Religious wars of the past are condemned as an
abomination (a reversal of herem!) by Enlightenment critics, or explained
on another basis by modern believers who have swallowed the historical
bug. So, for instance, Canaanites can be explained as recent interlopers
who were much less deserving of life than older Israelite claimants (this is
Michaelis’ thesis), or theywere simply so far behind civilization’smarks that
they deserved to disappear (Herder). Both of these recent avenues re ect
notions of peoples and races that would have a long, noxious posterity. Or
even better, Israelites were simply doing what the divinity wanted... All
options are still alive in the modern Israeli-Palestinian con ict.46

On the faithful god of Deut 7:6, הנאמן .האל Faith or trust are the cen-
tral value of such passages. [NB the religious declarations on neighboring
peoples could not be put in practice, in reality, and it was safe to howl af er
Canaanites: not a mythic brand, but quite a product of the imagination, it

42. On the history of the Sabbath, see Grund,Die Entstehung d Sabbats.
43. Assmann, Exod , 269–70: follows Benno Jacob.
44. Grund,Die Entstehung d Sabbats, 185.
45. Assmann, Exod , 278–79.
46. Ilany, “From divine commandment to political act.”
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seems] I agree that the rhetoric of elimination is partly to be explained by
the cultural situation of competition in the empire(s). The notions of en-
mity and friendship were transformed and hardened by the new de nition
of divinity and relationship to him.

The context of the sharp, agressive exclusive attitudewas sharedbyDeut
and Exod.47 The religious aspect explains the con ict, as the re-structured
faith nds it necessary to separate itself from customs that were its own or
close to its own in pre-exilic Israel, especially under the kings.48 This was
especially true of returning groups who found it essential to avoid mixing
in order to rede ne identity. The expressions of violence can be understood
or excused—from the easily demanding modern point of view—as the will
to gain self-respect and resist culturally and religiously the oppression at the
hands of powerful kingdoms.49 Yet, what of the economic aspects, namely,
themoral authority over access to Yhwh—corporately de ned, thoughnot
by king—but nevertheless critical?50 So, I agree, violence was the cost of an
“energic and nally successful search for a refoundation of Israel af er the
catastrophe.”51

[NB the fact that this kind of violencewas absolutely impossible against
the new masters may explain a transfer of hostility against neighbors, how-
ever theoretical it was (as EzNeh indicates). The stories of rebellion in the
desert against Moses’ authority were not fanciful in this regard: dignity or
safety, food, and water? Order in the provinces was paramount (framed as
demonstrable trust, by the way). In other words, the enmity triggered by
the separation of “friend and enemy” could only be exercised toward close
neighbors, insiders really. Theywere not needed as potential help or friends

47. Assmann, Exod , 280.
48. See Ackerman,Under every green tree, however, about the complexity of practices

and beliefs. Exodus and Deuteronomy were the ideals of elites and these new beliefs and
practices spread only slowly?

49. This is what the elites shared with the “people,” and made the story of Exodus the
only possible myth or “program.”

50. There was no attempt by Assyrian, Babylonian, or Persian kings to change culture
and religion, as Holloway and several other writers have shown. I do not think the cultural
pressure came from those kingdoms. Or rather, the economic andmilitary pressure of em-
pires needed at least the tacit help of local elites and religious bodies (priests and scribes).
The separation from immediate neighbors continued an older criticism (the Yhwhmove-
ment) that had social and economic reasons. It also provided increasing authority and even
political cover to elite groups whose interest in the community at large (write “large” as a
faith open to northern Israelites) reinforced their own social and economic interests.

51. Assmann, Exod , 280.
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as they could be under kings. In the new dispensation, they were enemies
or potential enemies, not potential friends. Yet, how does one explain the
status of the toshav and the gêr?] So yes, polarization was one way of self-
de ning the people, and there was no need for an indolent god.

In chapter 9, Assmann raises the religious dimension of the question
of belief vs unbelief, whereas M. Walzer gave a political interpretation.52 I
think the proper approach is not to separate the political and religious inter-
pretations. The question of trust, especially in enduring (secular) imperial
conditions, remained a paramount aspect of daily life.53

Friday, 10 March 2017

One needs to think about the issue of mutual aid in exilic and post-exilic
situations. Nehemiah 5 is only one of the elements that needs to be evalu-
ated. Another one is the list of so-called social laws, no matter the practice.
Did the priestly and landowning circles share with the rest of the people not
simply a negative desire to separate themselves from other nations on a new
basis, but also a positive one in this new revolutionary project, as Assmann
has it? This would be for three main reasons, as far as I can tell:

1. to endure in dignity, that is, to continue to keep to customs and be-
liefs that were deeply shared and which exile showed to be di ferent
from those of other peoples (dignity stemming in this case from val-
ues chosen on their own terms).

2. for elites to retain a typeof authority andmediatingpower thatwould
be needed by the imperial powers, or be useful to them, yet could not
be easily targeted or abused (because of their corporate nature).

3. to protect the people from abuses of power by re-threading or bas-
ing networks of trust on a new basis. Practically speaking: mutual
aid made it di cult for outsiders (governors primarily) to penetrate
local society. Trust was needed at all levels because of the distances,
the di ferent cultural conditions, and the di culty of measuring eco-
nomic outputs.

Further note: How broadly and quickly were the books of *Exodus and
*Deuteronomy accepted in the sixth to fourth centuries?54 I assume they

52. Assmann, Exod , 306–7; see Walzer, Exod and revolution
53. On trust and power, see Luhmann,Trust and power; andHosking,Trust: a history.

See my journal for 2015, 25 October.
54. Start with Carr, The formation of the Hebrew Bible.
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were authored and circulated by very small groups at the beginning. In this
case, did the conditions seen by Van den Toorn as essential to the re-writing
process apply and how so? These conditions were the existence of amotive,
the decision or protection of authority (normally a king), and a practical oc-
casion (such as the wearing out and disintegration of a scroll, or more radi-
cally, come to think of it, its loss or purported loss). The motive was clearly
there: to provide both an explanation of the exiles’ situation and reason to
hope, with a promise of renewal or re-foundation. The authority, however,
could not be the king or the Achaemenids (unless one accepts that the Per-
sian administration wanted the “law” properly edited and copied). Could
it be divine authority and its supernatural need for revelation? What was
the occasion? On the problem of dating the origin of the main books of
the Hebrew Bible, and their late dissemination, see my notes and remarks
in Journal 2009, under Schenker, Toorn, etc. These texts became scripture
only much later (late Persian or early Hellenistic period). A question that it
will be important to consider is the role of the temple in the f h and fourth
centuries bce in shaping the holiness of people, priests, calendar, and texts,
by contiguity or metonymy.

Final re ection on Deut and the law.55 Exod 21:12 to 23:9 is a collection
of laws that it was the prerogative of kings previously to de ne, proclaim,
and enact or defend (I would add cultic laws). Since DeWette in 1806–7, it
is accepted by most that the book found during repair work on the temple
was the Deuteronomy. This however does not mean that the present book
ofDeut or even an older version of it is to be dated to 622 bce. Both the date
and the story can be a pious ction. In any case, Deut represents accepted
revelation and a theologized idea of justice. This book e fects the passage
from royal to divine justice. Whereas royal justice and kings’ codes were ad
hoc constructions andproclamations (eminently guardeddomainof kings),
divine law is universal and eternal. Nothing is to be added or removed, as
Deut 4:2 proclaims, with a change of voice (the lord’s commands vs I): לאֹ
אֱלֹֽהֵיכֶם יְהוָה אֶת־מִצְותֺ לִשְׁמֹר מִמֶּנּוּ תִגְרְעוּ וְלאֹ אֶתְכֶם מְצַוֶּה אָנֹכִי אֲשֶׁר עַל־הַדָּבָר תֹסִפוּ
ם׃ אֶתְכֶֽ מְצַוֶּה אָנֹכִי .אֲשֶׁר

Assmann reviews at length the repeated revolts andmutinies recounted
in Exodus and Numbers. My own views follow, in response to his. The
worst rebellions are not those brought about by hunger or thirst but those
caused by political strife, such asNum 14:2–4 andNum 15:39–16:3. The rst
revolt involves everyone against Moses and Aaron and is based on the fear

55. Assmann, Exod , 290.
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ofmilitary destruction. What the people wish for is a leader that would take
them back to slavery in Egypt. The second story is potentially a more dan-
gerous example (from the elites’ or priests’ point of view) as it involves self-
appointed groups that claim authority by questioningMoses’ and Aaron’s.
The solution to the rst story’s problem is political andworldly: destruction
and fear, relenting af er Moses’ intercession, then a mix of mercy and radi-
cal punishment. The punishment and destruction of the mutinous groups
in the second story are even more extensive. The power of the “revolution-
ary” state cannot be divided.56 Assmann’s discussion of Moses’ death and
burial outside of the promised land is on the mark: a) no further role as law
mediator once it is complete (no change); b) no grave known, and there-
fore no relic cult for the super-mediator, and I add no descendance either
(though one could argue that the Aaronides are such). As Assmann says,
the story implies that the divine presence accessible through temple and text
were enough.57 This idea of a divinity that dwelled in the land may have
entailed the thought that there could not be any further imparting of the
divine will via a mediator who would likewise live in the land.58

Assmann speaks of a problem of belief and unbelief, but the stories
of rebellion in the book of Numbers are actually re ecting the political
dangers of being lef without kings or clear mediators af er the kings’
demise. The nature of the stories indicates to me that the political discus-
sions priestly groups of the sixth or f h centuries could have about their
situation were not about democracy as Assmann argued before (page xx?)
when discussing the revolutionary transformation of the relationship of
the people with the divinity, but about the proper mediation between an
authority considered to be invisible and his people. These were expected
to be holy to be sure—that is, without defect or failure—, but still needed
to be led like a lost ock throughout the story. This is not a revolutionary
metaphor at all but a classic way that kings had and have of representing
people under their authority. It seems to me that priests and elites hadn’t
moved very far from a monarchic regime. The mediation, though invisible
in name and erased from the stories, had concrete instantiations that could

56. In the story. What authority could actually be exercised under the Achaemenids,
after the temple was rebuilt in Jerusalem?

57. Assmann,Exod , 318. His parallel with Solonwho left Athens for ten years after his
radical reforms is off the mark, I feel. The real originators of Exod 20–23 were not gone,
nor were their descendants by kinship or status.

58. End of prophecy, therefore. See Anthonioz, Le prophétisme biblique: de l’idéal à
la réalité .
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cause repeated problems. The looming question of trust, so fundamental
in all political regimes, was indeed completely reshaped by the Exodus
and Torah writers. What was revolutionary, however, was not the doing
away with kings since they were replaced by other authorities (who had
to be careful not to be claimants), it was the possibility presented to every
believing member of the covenant to continue to live a life of dignity and
reciprocal responsibility. This new, meaningful life was guaranteed by the
communal approach via temple and scripture of a god who, while dwelling
among them, was universal and powerful enough to be the mover of the
chaotic history both Israel and Judah were going through.

Saturday, 11 March 2017

Three years ago, JF passed away at his desk. I’m 71 today, another prime,
and feeling more strongly this sense of pouring out my body into streams
of letters. We went out for lunch to “Sweet Lorraine” with Dale and Gail.
Tonight, we are having dinner with Dale, Gail, and David at Rémi’s and
Leslie’s. Pete Seeger is on and Callum is intently listening at his song on
whaling.

Françoise-Thérèse called today. She is in her new home in La Roche,
a comfortable apartment with three little rooms and a terrasse, close to
friends and family. They (she, Aziliz, Paco, and Alana) are going to the
Nice area (“arrière-pays”) next week and visit François Éliès who lives in this
region with his companion and children. He calls regularly and considers
Françoise-Thérèse and Benoît his in-laws. She also found a handyman who
will nish the tiles and woodwork in her Runan house.

Sunday, 12 March 2017

Monotheismwas the secret engine of history for Goethe.59 It led to intoler-
ance, con ict, opposition and violent repression, still according to Goethe
af er Hume. For Goethe, the history of unbelief began with the story of
Exodus.

Freud:60 The central tenet of Freud’s idea of the beginning of all reli-
gions was that it consisted of the guilt and need for reconciliation that arose
out of the murder of the father gure.61 This was applied to biblical mono-

59. Assmann, Exod , 324.
60. Ibid., 327–29.
61. Spelled out in Totem und Tabu, 1913.
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theism in Der Mann Mos und die monotheistische Religion (1938), ac-
cording to which Moses was murdered by Hebrews who could not accept
any longer the highly moral demand and the imageless, disincarnated ab-
straction he was announcing. Moses wanted to save Akhenaten’s mono-
theism by eeing to Canaan. The killing was repressed in the unconscious
andMoses was transformed into theUrvater by collective neurosis. A rst
conscious rebellion led toMoses’murder. A second, unconscious rebellion,
consisted of the repression of this murder and led to the revelation of the
Mosaic monotheism, withMoses transformed into gure head.

Ernst Sellin, in a forgotten book published in 1928, imagined Moses’
murder at Shittim, and thus in uenced Freud’s late writing on the sub-
ject.62 He expanded the idea and attached it to the theme of murder of
the prophets that appears for instance in Neh 9:26: כוּ וַ־־יַּשְׁלִ֤ ךְ בָּ֗  יִּמְרְד֜וּ וַֽ וַיַּמְר֨וּ
נֶאָצ֖וֹת  יַּעֲשׂ֔וּ וַֽ יךָ אֵלֶ֑ ם לַהֲשִׁיבָ֣ ם בָ֖ ידוּ אֲשֶׁר־הֵעִ֥ גוּ הָרָ֔ יךָ וְאֶת־נְבִיאֶ֣ ם גַוָּ֔ י אַחֲרֵ֣ תְךָ֙ אֶת־תּוֹרָֽ
גְּדוֹלֹֽת׃

In this book, Assmann responds to the harsh criticisms leveled by Old
Testament scholars at his reconstruction of monotheism’s origins and na-
ture. Inhis famousbook,Mos the E ptian, aswell as inothermore recent
books (2006 and 2010), his critics contend, he casts biblical monotheism as
being dependent on ancient polytheistic religions and not original. I don’t
quite see that aspect in his work, certainly not in hismore recent books. His
main point was to show that monotheism was a revolution against the reli-
gious politics as conducted in all ancient kingdoms, and paradigmatically so
(from the point of view of Christianity and post-Christianity) in Pharaonic
Egypt. So, derivative in that sense perhaps, and not dropped from heavens.
Assmann is also taken to task for exaggerating the role of the laws of herem
and holywar, as well as the laws of exclusion, and not seeing the importance
of the laws of hospitality, brotherly love, and tolerance. False accusations
again... Does monotheism mark an ethical breakthrough? I would rather
say a political breakthrough and agree with Assmann in that aspect.

Another aspect to re ect upon: the origins of antisemitism keep being
fought over by scholars. Is it part of a long, religious (Christian and there-
fore Biblical) history, or is it sui gener ? Shouldn’t the fact that manyNazis
were irreligious or even opposed to Christianity make us look for other ex-
planations? The neo-paganism that nazism was associated with, however,
appeared in a long-christianized country where belief, preaching and study
of the Bible were prominent. Note also that Nazis did encourage the burn-

62. Assmann, Exod , 330–33.
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ing of books, the destruction of Jewish places, and the destruction of Torah
scrolls, but not of the Christian bibles. And it is not monotheism that was
the main drive behind the Shoah or other horrors, but the fact that its de-
mands, via the gospels, were unbearable, and its living representatives (in
negative image) reminders to be gotten rid of.

Monday, 13 March 2017

Three to four inches of snow this morning. “Znow” said Lucie. We learned
today that Rémi “matched.” He will learn Friday where he’ll be for his in-
ternalmedicine year—a requirement of all dermatology departments—and
where he’ll do his specialty. For the single year of general medicine, he ap-
plied to hospitals in the area. It will give them time to prepare for the move
they’ll presumably have to do in a little more than a year.

Tuesday, 14 March 2017

Assmann (cont.) comments on Num 9:15–20.63 Yhwh’s presence among
the children of Israelmeans that traditionalmeans of privileged access to the
divinity were not anymore necessary: dreams, apparitions, revelations. To
me, it is the mobility and the fact it is presented as happening in the desert,
outside of Yhwh’s land that is remarkable. This presence is modulated as a
combined מִשְכָּן and a הָעֵדֻת ,אֹהֶל habitation or dwelling and tent of witness-
ing, both together forming the holy temple,ׁהֵמִּקְדָש. I add that both roots of
mishkan and ’ohel point to the mobility associated with tents, but the ver-
bal nounmishkan has taken over some xity, as Num 9 makes clear which
associates itwith staying, or dwelling, inhabiting. Itsmeaning remains short
of the bayit and themoshav (from yashav, to sit), enthronement.64

Assmann remarks that the Exodus myth was at home in northern
Israel—with the notion of mishkan and ’ohel—while the Zion royal
ideology characterized Juda.65 The story presents the desert’s mobile holy
tent as original and preceding the real fixed temple of history to which
the kingdom was attached. Of course, the reverse was the case. We have
evidence of the same radical move being made in Ezekiel, which Assmann
does not use in this regard. The shekhinah theology, Assmann writes (af er

63. Ibid., 354.
64. Assmann notes that the Semitic root shakhan was borrowed into Greek as σκηνή for

tent, hut, stage.
65. Assmann, Exod , 355.
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Janowski et al) is much more recent than the Zion theology—which may
date to the tenth and ninth centuries—and is a transformative consequence
of the loss of state, city, and temple.66

Assmann doesn’t use Ezekiel much, surprisingly, since it is where these
themes of mobility of divine presence, departure and appearance outside
its holy residence, desert, and Egypt appear. Other writers venture com-
parisons between Exodus and Ezekiel, as if they had been written centuries
apart, and without realizing Ezekiel makes sense not only as very close in
themes but in historical background to the book of Exodus.67 In particu-
lar, Idestrom (af er McKeating) doesn’t see that the theme of divine mobil-
ity, though a classic one, is given extraordinary importance in both Ezekiel
and Exodus and needs to be explained as a single phenomenon and inter-
pretation.68 Idestrom, however, raises the issue of the dating of the books
of Exodus and Ezekiel in her conclusion.69 She rejects the possible anteri-
ority of Ezekiel over the priestly source of Exodus, suggested by Lust.70
She also presents Zimmerli’s suggestion that both P and Ezekiel drew on
a common priestly tradition, and the closely related view of McKeating.71
Review this relationship of Ezekiel to Exodus, especially Ezek 20 and 23, af-
ter Zimmerli.72 Review also the problem of Ezek 40–48, the program of
restorationparticularly studied byLevenson.73 Exodus 20–24 andEzek 40–
48 (the only laws in the Bible not placed in the mouth of Moses, as noted
by Levenson) are closely related: see Blenkinsopp.74

Wednesday, 15 March 2017

Hebrews 11:1: Ἔστιν δὲ πίστις ἐλπιζομένων ὑπόστασις, πραγμάτων ἔλεγχος οὐ
βλεπομένων· Faith the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of
things not seen. Perfectly rational de nition of any religion, of any ideology
promising delayed grati cation. Now, if one could show how this works in
the day-to-day relationships of people and why it is necessary to have “di-

66. Assmann refers to Janowski, “Ich will in eurer Mitte wohnen.”
67. Idestrom, “Echoes of the book of Exodus in Ezekiel.”
68. Ibid., 500.
69. Ibid., 506.
70. Lust, “Exodus 6: 2-8 and Ezekiel.�.”
71. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1: A commentary on the book of the prophet Ezekiel, Chapters

1–24 , 52.
72. Ibid.
73. Levenson, Theolo of the program of restoration of Ezekiel 40-48 .
74. Blenkinsopp, Ezekiel.
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vine” guarantees (or at the very least why secular guarantees are not su -
cient).

New books on the Frankfurt School, Habermas, andAdorno, reviewed
by Samuel Freeman in the March 23, 2017NYRB (pages 63–64). What is
the nature of the alienation of workers who do not own or control “the
means of production?” They are alienated from their labor, the products,
other people (their neighbors), from themselves? How can this be? How
can it be hidden from those who work, or accepted by them? In ancient
society, the masking was made by a religion of salvation and punishment.
When reading Exod 32 on the episode of the Golden Calf, I’m reminded of
a sentence in W. Benjamin’s thesis VII: Es ist niemals ein Dokument der
Kultur, ohne zugleich ein solch der Barbarei zu sein.

Onemay condemn the cultural industry from a safe distance as Adorno
and others did, but for what purpose? Or more broadly one may criticize
our alleged freedom to choose food, clothing, housing, work, transporta-
tion, health, education, pleasures, as being ersatzen, illusions... I do agree
with Adorno’s criticism of the modern ideology of the self and its related
claims on authenticity at the hands of Heidegger or Sartre. The social re-
alities, now and then, are to be taken much more seriously. Historical cir-
cumstances andmaterial or social realities play amuchmore important role
than is usually tolerated in theories of the formation of consciousness. The
self’s constitution of reality is not a free game, as if it was a super-agent that
eventually tosses the dice.

Theoretical discussions of capitalism bring me back again and again to
the possibilities opened by our on-going economic and technical develop-
ment. In brief, we are freed from Egypt, that is, from the shackles of a very
constraining society in which survival is everything for the group, be it vil-
lage, family, nation. Hundreds of million of people are being led out of
Egypt in that sense and taken to the anonymity and freedom of large cities
where their sense of value and delity to kin and friends can still be exercised
for a while, until they or their children cave in and serve ... the golden calf.
One would like to believe that modern capitalism is not by itself a moral
corruptor and further believe that it is possible to escape the “emptyness of
consumerism” and save “true human values” from the corrosion of desires
that are freed from moral judgment and made to serve the machinery, à la
Ayn Rand, Ryan Paul, or Trump. The high road would be to see beyond
appearances (top of Sinai, beyond the clouds, or long painful meditation in
the desert) and peel away what is presented as a perfect exchange of value
symbols. It would be to reexamine needs, reshape demand and production,
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and rebuild the exchange on an authentic basis.
Habermas, according to this article, chose communication and dis-

course rather than labor as the distinctive feature of humanity. I don’t see
a need to rank capacities that are of the same nature and, with Gagnepain,
I would add as belonging to the same plane our capacities to suspend,
restructure, and re-invest structure person and value, over and over again.

We just sawMa vie de courgette at the Royal Oak cinema, a remarkable
lm that made me think of François’ children and Amy’s students.

Thursday, 16 March 2017

Assmann cont. Another innovation was the change from a case-by-case
closeness to God, as in the patriarchal stories, to a permanent presence that
was formalized by the existence of a sanctuary, priesthood, and cult. This
seems very close to other peoples’ practices, or a continuation, except for
twodi ferences: a) no king is in charge of defending ritual laws and coopting
the “powers”, and b) the self-criticism of the state institution is embedded
in the story. No image, no name even, no capitalization ofmetal andwealth
in metallic form.75 The divinity continues or rather expands its role at the
center of the society, in space and time (though both temple cult and Sab-
bath take a new dimension). But there is still a table of sacri ces, furniture,
an image of absence in a separated room (holy of holies), and a calendar.
In the stories about patriarchal times, there are altars and sacri ces but no
temples.76

Sanctuary, priesthood, and cultwere an innovation, saysAssmann.77 So
that kingship will then be presented as an “act of normalization” in regard
to other nations in 1 Sam 8:5.78

75. Assmann, Exod , 355.
76. At least not obvious, but the allusions in Gen 22 are clearly focussing on Jerusalem.
77. Assmann,Exod , 356. In this sense, there is a continuation of everything we know

about ancient agrarian societies, and a return to what existed before the end of the palace-
temple institutions, but on a new basis.

78. gh: On the face of it, it would have been counter-intuitive to present sanctuary,
priesthood, cult, as innovations under any imperial regime concerned about local political
leadership. How could something so fundamental to ancient political authority be pre-
sented as something new under the Achaemenids? All ancient regimes tried their hardest
to keep the “old” going or to re-found it. The solution to this problem is that the Moses’
story places the basic events of Israel’s identity and structure in hoary antiquity. It makes
everything original and the source of everything else by virtue of being bound to a Egypt.
Hence perhaps the unnaming of the Pharaoh, which has puzzled commentators occasion-
ally. Cynical: Egyptian archives could not or would not be consulted to check the claims,
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In the priestly story, the temple has no precedent except the creation
in Gen 1–2:3a.79 The construction of a xed abode is even delayed and re-
moved from royal prerogatives asmuch as feasible (gh: themythic Solomon
is tolerated for it). I agree with Janowski and Assmann: P aims to bring di-
vine presence closer to people, without king intermediaries (controllers),
without prophets (attached mostly to kings), as a permanent in-dwelling
presence. Yet, it is still a dialectics of presence and absence, with both terms
deeper or more encompassing than ever, managed from that point on by
priests. The Biblical evidence is clear (Ezekiel, Numbers, and Leviticus) that
priests’ material conditions were considerably improved af er the exilic pe-
riod.80 Both creation and tabernacle (in Exodus) share a number of struc-
tural features (six days and a seventh, all work completed, Moses sees the
work, etc.).81

Why did this “true” religion di fer so little from heathenism (or from
“that of the nations?”).82 Am I disconcerted by the notion of in-dwelling
(that is, closeness, binding of divinities to locality)? On the contrary. It is
highly conditional, rst of all. Secondly, priests and eliteswere limited in the
changes they could bring. It is not local democracy that they are bringing
or shaping, especially given their situation in the Persian empire. Indeed, as
A. writes—and I have written before—there is an intermediary other than
the king, and that is the Levites (Num 18:22), as well as the temple, cult, etc.
even the torah is an intermediary. Egalitäre Ideal ein « Königreich von
Priestern »?83Hardly, as A. recognizes: there is a hierarchical principle still
at work.84

Discussion of heathenism orHeidentum.85 It is a cult of inworldly, im-

while Cuneiform archives could?
79. Assmann, Exod , 356–57.
80. See de Vaux in his Institutions of the Old Testament on this, as well as Schürer, vol.

2.
81. Surprisingly, Assmann does not ask why P presents creation and temple in this way,

as bookends to its story. It does take care of a political problem: justifying temple without
palace or kings, while embedding it in a most ancient story reaching back to the origins
of the world or the old (failed) wisdom of Egypt.

82. Assmann, Exod , 358.
83. Ibid.
84. With substantial benefits in terms of dignity, power, and economic subsistence, as

I suggest in the previous paragraph. Assmann does not address this issue at all, though he
mentions Fried and others.

85. Assmann, Exod , 359. Etymology of “heathen” not settled, according to OED.
Possible origin in Greek ethnos, via Armenian, which scholarship has shown influenced
Ulfilas, and passed from Gothic into other Germanic and Saxon tribes where the word
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manent, local deities.86 yhwh in the sanctuary full of his kavod, is con-
crete, visible and manifest (symbols as Pascal would say). Divine demands
are quite concrete, ישראל בני ,בתוך not on topof Sinai or in heaven. Th con-
tradicts the notion of an image-less, invisible, transcendent divinity. Lots
of gures and materials! Where is the di ference?

Assmann sees the di ference in the particular conditions that the divin-
ity has required for his in-dwelling.87 These conditionswere: a) the holiness
of the life-changing statutes tobe kept to forma “kingdomofpriests;”Rules
of purity and obedience of commands...88 A sort of unio mysticawas being
conceived?89 b) the other condition is absolute delity.90 The story of the
Golden Calf makes this clear.

The golden calf represents people’s attempt to ensure divine proxim-
ity on their own terms.91 Moses gone, the contact with the divinity is lost,
there is a need for sacri ces (making the divinity), rejoicing, etc. The cult of
forbidden images is equivalent to apostasy.92 Note that Exod 32 has “your
gods” in the plural (prudence). Summary of religion in this chapter: image
of needed intermediary of power (steer), altar of sacri ces, and feast. Exod
32:26–29, one of the proof exts used to bind violence to monotheism.93 Fi-
delity to the covenant preempts kin relationships (so do material interests,
as David or Herod show).

Only the memory of real su fering has staying power (Nietzsche). Ass-
mann does not remark on the fact that Moses’ call for destruction goes to
the Levites, a kin system. It looks like them vs the people: levites as holy

appears everywhere with the meaning of pagan . The connection with “heath”, peoples
living on the heath, was made at some undefined point.

86. I’m reminded of the dressing of the statue of Mary in the Guingamp basilique: local
women were clothing, washing, dressing the statue. The question is that given a dialectics
of presence and absence at all levels of development of a person and society, how is one
to describe the particular formation of the exilic and post-exilic period, and why it was
peculiar to Judah and Israel?

87. But we do know that other gods could become unhappy with their care too, at the
hands of kings, and migrate, at least temporarily.

88. Assmann, Exod , 360. I note that rules of purity may still involve social ranking.
89. No, the distance andmeans of presence were kept and still managed, just differently,

with different mediations. It was not so much idealistic and utopic as a practical answer to
a condition of servitude and threatened disappearance that would indeed threaten priests
who already had a sort of central definition under the later kings.

90. I note that this was exactly what Achaemenid kings required of their elites or agents.
91. Assmann, Exod , 362.
92. Ibid., 363.
93. Ibid., 365.
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warriors, though only within their own nation.94 On the steer image in
Bethel, see Uehlinger.95 Yhwh was not only an astral, weather symbol,
but also lord of state, kingship, and land. But was it bound to the Exodus
liberation theology? Anyway, it was abandoned in post-exilic time, when
the lord of the land was the king of kings. Yhwh became the lord of the
world, covenanted to Israel.

A. does not make much of the passage about Moses’ request to see the
divinity face to face (Exod 33:20).96 This passage is about the new form that
the intermediaries between the transcendent divinity and its immanent ap-
pearances will take. Formally, little has changed, pace Assmann.

On the formula, ואמת חסד 97.רב See also Num 14:18; Ps 86:15; Ps 103:8;
Jonah 4:2; Joel 2:13. The last word is translated as fidelity as well as truth.
The author seems to force things, given his elimination of “covenant of
truth” as the intolerant and more violent aspect of monotheism, when he
tries to show as here that in “biblical theology,” faith and truth correspond.
Of course they do, and not simply in biblical theology, but in the deep, et-
ymological sense of truth in English, as well as אמת in Hebrew, which goes
back to the notion of steadfastness, duration, in other words delity as well
as truth as in true to one’s word, and especially in the built-in and assumed
truth of whatever one “believes” in.

Discussion of a “book of the temple.”98 The comparison of Ezek 40–
48 to Exod 25–40 by Bark.99 Assmann thinks of the post 720–670 period
in Egypt (four Assyrian invasions) as background to the “book of temple”
that would be similar to Exod 25–40. The P book is edited (?) at the end
of the sixth century, with the third part of Exodus projecting the new foun-
dation.100 There is a double modeling: the image of the model shown to
Moses by the divinity, in uenced by the Solomon’s temple (also a literary
development), and now behind the reconstruction. Justi cations of the sit-
uation? Only the people’s guilt could be considered (not that of the kings
in Exodus... except as extensions of Pharaoh): either sins, forgetting of the
laws (DtH) or idolatry (by the priesthood and P, Hosea, Ezekiel).

94. Special corps as in Deut 33:8–9.
95. Uehlinger, “Exodus, Stierbild und biblisches Kultbildverbot.”
96. Assmann, Exod , 372.
97. Ibid., 373.
98. Ibid., 382–87.
99. Bark, Ein Heiligtum im Kopf der Leser.
100. Assmann, Exod , 386.
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Assmann’s conclusion:101

1. On narrative, historical and performative truth. Today we are
not in the position of Freud looking for a historical background for
Moses. He is for us a ctional or literary gure and the question of
his historicity or ethnicity can be laid to rest. He lives in the head and
heart of people (not only Jews). The same goes for the story of the
exodus. The reconstitution of its date, a eeing, perhaps an annual
commemoration, have little to do with the Exodus of the Bible. The
proper question is about “the historical circumstances of its literary
growth” (390) and even its enormous in uence over centuries [gh:
since Christianity started].
A ctional or literary approach of the story is not helpful either. Fic-
tion is too period-bound and relaxed to entail the kind of transforma-
tive action that the story of Exodus has haduntil now. The literary ap-
proach, if it means an aesthetic sense, that doesn’t be t the prophetic
books (391). And even less the Torah part, which is to be understood
as an unmediated revelation of divine will toMoses. This text founds
Judaism (and other religions), which constitute a truth that doesn’t
depend upon archaeology.
A. adopts the concept of performative speech, which transforms real-
ity in the performance itself of the story.102 The story telling provides
a foundation in the making (391). It provides an identity.

2. Revelation. By this revelation, Exod introduces a new thor-
oughgoing idea, not of the type characterized by its intermittent
occurence, as divinisation or other expressions of divinewill (singular
or plural). Rather it is meant for all times, for each and all. The
absence of a Hebrew word (vs a discourse) for Revelation is not
fundamental.103 Five steps in the deployment of this revelation:

a) the name and the call of Moses at the burning bush;
b) the ten plagues as display of power and the miracle of the sea;

101. Assmann, Exod , 389–402.
102. gh: tautological? He doesn’t speak here of liturgy, but my argument is that the

major transformation of ideas came within the ritual Paschal enacting of the Exodus story
for centuries done first at the Jerusalem’s second temple, and much more importantly in
thousands of churches, not in the knowledge or reading, even by exegetes or lawyers, of the
book of Exodus.

103. AsAssmann says, there is noword for freedom either though the story of the exodus
is first of all about being freed from slavery.
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c) the revelation of the law and the covenant at Sinai;
d) the revelation of the tent sanctuary;
e) revelation and renewal of covenant af er the crisis;

The rst two occur in Babylonia and Egyptian political regimes. The
third one, which presents a secular law code and customs as a direct
divine revelation, without king or prophet, is entirely new and with-
out parallels (393). This central act places the life and constitution of a
people at the level of absolute, eternal truth. This proclamation is not
directed to Moses but the people.104 The theophany underlines the
directedness of the revelation (not really via Moses). The three great
law codices depend on it: the covenant law, law of holiness (Lev), and
Deuteronomic law. This act or revelation is as fundamental as the act
of creation of the world by divine word.
How tomake sense historically of this step? This is the real historical
question, not the historicity of the exodus itself. It requires the end of
the kingdom(s) (394), the loss of state, kingdom, and sovereignty.105
The *pre-P didn’t know the Sinai-pericopes. Its narrative must have
spanned the stories of exodus or freedom, election, and entry into
the promised land. They belong together. The story of the covenant
at Sinai, however, probably didn’t precede but took time to develop
af er the fall of the kingdoms. It helped maintain the identity of the
exiled community in Babylonia, and could help with the search for
some autonomy.106
The theologizing of lawmust have taken a few decades (394).107 Two
distinct traits: the radical di ference between royal proclamations of
law and divine law, and the di ference between law and wisdom (or
ethics). The idea of divine justice existed, but conceived as ethics, so-
cial responsibility, care of the poor or a icted, solidarity. For all the
rest, kings were in charge (395). Af er the fall of the kingdoms, the
royal law or jurisprudence was integrated into divine social and cultic
law.

104. gh: hm, it is clearly for the people, yet one-directional; and not basisdemokratischer
Direktheit.

105. gh: I would add temple and prior roles for priesthood and prophecy.
106. gh: Ezekiel’s visions and re-imagining of the law and temple support the idea of a

long development of the notion of direct revelation.
107. How many? Was the most important trigger the rebuilding of the temple ca. 520

bce, or rather in the early fifth century? The question is disputed.
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These transformations come from the goal of autonomy (395) under
the conditions of Babylonian exile and Persian lordship. The solu-
tion foundwas to transform ancestral laws and customs as divine law.
Autonomy passed through theonomy.108

3. Out of Egypt. If the theme of Exod is revelation, why then the
theme of emigration from Egypt?109 Because Egypt represents the
past one leaves behind. This has three dimensions:
a) Political in that it is a revolution, i.e. violent exodus from sacral

kingship and birth of the chosen people of God and new form
of political society.110

b) Religio : the relinquishing of poly- or cosmo-theistic world
based on the embedding of gods and men in the world,111 and
an irreversible movement toward a new form of symbiosis of
transcendental and singular, the chosen people.112

c) The letting go of a given mythic time order, in which the past

108. gh: the ideological change and adaptation to new conditions had three potential
aspects: a) it served to keep the people bound to each other on a new basis, including even
northern Israelites (this because of the past shared history and theological evolution); b)
it allowed an implicit critical view of the overlords’ ideologies without threatening their
immediate interests in any way; c) finally, it potentially redefined the ideology of an elite
of priests who were in a new and challenging situation. They shared with other elites the
criticism of past kingship at the same time that they were instrumental in helping with
the subjection and tribute due their new overlords. Assmann’s position, page 395, seems
naïve: Man war zwar Vasall d persischen Großkönigs, lebte aber doch in der Freiheit d
göttlichen Gesetz . That would have been true perhaps for priestly group redefining them-
selves as in charge of the religious and political mediations. And perhaps it was perceived
as a source of pride and dignity by the people who worshipped at the temple in Jerusalem,
when they compared themselves to neighboring peoples in the Achaemenid kingdom.

109. Assmann, Exod , 395.
110. I note again that this “revolution” is imposed by history, and that the election of

a people out of many nations indicates that a cosmic worldview has been assigned to that
god.

111. Note the change in notion of sin from that point on.
112. I note also that these religious and political aspects were inseparable. I frame it dif-

ferently: Exodusmoves from a politico-religious order in which the political has long been
masked by a religious ideology of divine presence managed by the palace, to its separation
and therefore its critical status as a sphere of judgment by the god and its people. In other
words, this is the reversed situation from the old ideology in which kings and/or gods did
the judging. Assmann expresses this, quite unfortunately to my mind, as a move from his-
toria divina to a historia sacra. The political aspect becomes separable. With Christianity,
as Manent writes in his 2010 book, the problem will become even larger and deeper, as any
citizen is under pressure to respond to two allegiances.
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is in front, and the future “behind,” at the origin, toward a his-
torical time (a destiny) with one’s future in front in the shape of
a promise.

4. Exodus as political myth and model for ethnogenesis. Three
aspects also (decidedly!): as emigration from an imperialistic state; as
election for a special mission; and as occupation of a promised land.
The Exodusmyth [myth in the sense of a future turned into a perfect
past] is the basic political motive behind nineteenth-century nation
building, which is bound to the notion of ethnic delimitation and
special purpose in the world.113 The idea of chosen-ness is somehow
in play for every nationalist movement.114
Inmodern times, the national state became a theological idea, though
of en without the theos (but replaced by a hypostasis of the people).
The idea preceded the state, whereas ancient kingdoms were consol-
idated as religious ideas (post-fabricated).115 No word for “people”
in Egyptian, but two in Hebrew (however, this note by Assmann is
questionable, as he reverses its direction in his argument about free-
dom or revelation: no word for this in Hebrew, yet a rm reality!).

5. Exodus and monotheism. The Exodus has deployed a fundamen-
tal myth of monotheism.116 A. insists again on the existence of two
types of monotheism: the one in Exodus doesn’t deny the existence
of other gods, to the contrary.117 Its leading idea is delity, loyalty to
the liberator from Egyptian bondage. Other gods use those that they
“freed” for their own service.118 Thismonotheism emerged out of the
related ideas of election and covenant.119 Not the natural and uncan-

113. See Weber (Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft 239) = Weber, Economy and society, 241–
45.

114. Smith, Chosen peopl . Sacred sourc of national identity.
115. Assmann,Exod , 398. Obvious in the structure of palaces and temples: see Assyria.
116. Ibid., 399.
117. The idea of election or choice on the part of the people would lose its sense.
118. Assmann doesn’t expand on this anywhere that I see. Ancient kings spread the

divine domaine (or distance)—including their capacities as liberators—in order to exploit
people who didn’t fit into the local framework of clans and local reciprocity. They did this
in parallel with their conquests of larger territories occupied by necessarily foreign peoples,
or at least un-attached to the original conquering ethnos.

119. Hmm. Israelites chose Yhwh? Was there really a choice when history was so catas-
trophic? Or rather doesn’t the choice reside in the fact that Israelites didn’t succumb to the
neighboring cultures and kept “faith” in their own god, for a number of reasons, regardless
of appearances of failure?
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cellable matter of creation but love (engagement?) between Yhwh
and people.120 “The entrance in the covenant presupposes the exo-
dus from something else.”121 I.e. a separation: exodus and covenant
belong together. This is di ferent from the notion of creation indeed.
Incipit exire qui incipit amare (Augustine). I wonder now if this no-
tion of chosen withdrawal and expectation (exodus) is not also the
counterpart of the notion of expulsion we nd in Genesis 3. The-
ologically, it allows the unending negotiation over punishment and
hope in the actual politics of Israel.
Wrath and treason/sin are like shadows to light. The monotheism of
delity has remained the dominant element in all kinds of develop-
ments in all Abrahamic religions.122
The notion of creator, di ferently, precedes everything and makes all
depend on it.123 The old myths of Israelite cosmologies [supposed
to exist. Scraps?] were reframed by P. But for Assmann, the meeting
of Babylonian and even Persian theologies of creation in uenced the
priestly version.124
No delity or wrath in Genesis.125 Assmann compares the Egyptian
idea of the “one god” from which everything has emerged (hervorge-
gangen). This is di ferent from created. “Emergence” indeed means
that everything has its place and that no freedom exists. The world
precedes. Creation on the other hand allows a displacement and a

120. Note: the notion of creator as applied to Genesis implies a choice, with the creation
of human beings in that story very different in spirit from that of Babylonian stories. See
Romans 13:1–7 for how it might affect the citizen who believes in the one god.

121. Assmann, Exod , 399.
122. I am convinced that what is at stake is the dialectics of distance/absence and pres-

ence. Fidelity and truth are the rail-guides in this risky expansion without kings.
123. Assmann,Exod , 400. But the cosmicmyths ofMesopotamia and Egypt were very

different fromGenesis. The story inGenesis incorporates a tradition other than the priestly
one. It is closer thanGen 1 to the cosmogonies of the neighboring peoples. But inserted (or
kept) in a P framework such as given inGen 1–2:4a, it becomes a story of choice also. A sort
of reverse of Exodus, in that the expulsion andmovement eastward fromEden is due to the
choice of non-divine will. I’m pushing here, because Eden is a womb-like place, and the
movement toward knowledge is that of a child exploring the world and separating from
parents and home. “Sin” as a missed target and the better recognition of the “target” as
such, as well as the possibility of better approximation, is constitutive of human life. BTW
see new work on writing of Genesis, on history of traditions.

124. It is surprising that he does not see that the idea of an outside creator and of a
different purpose for humans can be seen, as much as Exodus, as a counter myth.

125. Obedience to divine voice in Gen 2–3? Abraham in 12?
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returnwithout its being a replicationor an absorption into the “one.”
Perhaps the Egyptian theology of creation can be called a “cosmogo-
nic monotheism.” The monotheism of Israelites, a late formation,
was very di ferent, even radically so. Assmann seems to think of the
creator god as a superfetatory monotheism of truth that would have
been an extension of the other monotheism, that of delity.126 It
would be an absolute.
The book of Exodus draws a narrative arc that leads from the worst
misery to the highest form of election [with the nuptial metaphors
in the background], from godlessness of Egyptian oppression (?)
to unity with the god (?). For priests, instead of an entrance in the
promised land (pursued in other books of Num and Josh), the next
step was the tent-sanctuary, the entrance of Yhwh into dwelling
with and among his people (with a house, clearly, but with a story
that could justify the dwelling as an action rather than a building).
This was contrary to other cultures where gods resided in “god cities”
[add gh: under the watchful eye of kings], and provided local and
social order. In P, temple and cult were set as unmediated presence
of the god.127 Instead of a temple-city, there is tent and camp; instead
of a xed order, there ismobility and to be “en marche,” and there is
direction (toward the promised land).128 Instead of cult images, the
living and in-dwelling of Yhwh in the form of his glory among the
people. Yes, but...
P combined Exodus, with its outward and inward movement, to the
book of Genesis.129 Both books form a grand arc from creation of
the world to the temple as a second creation or its completion. The
temple re ects the experience of the exile: a) by not being attached to
a place (to a text?), but rather to a people who form the holy place,
allowing Yhwh to reside in them or among them [that is certainly
the logic]; b) as sealed books, this Yhwh also lives in the mind of the

126. To avoid the criticisms his first book was subjected to by theologians and especially
Jewish scholars such as Richard Wontin of NYU or is it Columbia?

127. Temple? Priests? No kings were of course possible in the sixth century. Seemy other
notes on mediation and its new forms.

128. Note that A. makes little of the fact that the people is defined before being in the
land. Assmann thinks that all cultures have a sense ofmigratory origins and therefore does
not see allochthony as actually revolutionary.

129. Inverse movement as i say above.
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reader or listener and enables diasporic Judaism.130
This concept of religion has spread and changed the world.131 Reli-
gion became ineluctably separate from culture (politics?). Greatest
story with richest of consequences.

Friday, 17 March 2017

Leslie and Rémi went to Wayne School of Medicine’s matching day event.
Rémi got into his second choice residency program, in the department of
dermatology at Washington University’s school of medicine in St Louis.
This year, he will be doing his transitional year at Henry Ford Hospital,
ten minutes from Ferndale. We babysat the kids most of the day. They are
in the hot tub at Gayle’s and Dale’s, while it’s snowing.

Why was Egypt chosen as the focal point of a story of the remolding of
politics and religion? A few ideas:

1. There were old Canaanite and perhaps Phoenician traditions circu-
lating regarding Egypt’s cruel domination. The best evidence would
be iconographic.

2. Egypt representedmore fully and distinctly than other kingdoms and
cultures themythic and cosmotheistic spirit that all ancient kingdoms
shared in various ways. Egypt was the perfect touching stone for an
analysis of exploitation, military interests, blood-thirsty royal house,
and mind-spelling religion and culture (particularly its culture of an-
cestors).

3. Babylonia, Assyria, or Persia even more problematically, were too
close historically and less recognizable as culturally integrated units
to be typical enough.

4. Add to this the requirement of hoary antiquity as implying authority.
The revisionist or revolutionary priests thatwrote the story of Exodus
do not (or cannot) do away with the basic logic of mythic thinking.)

5. More directly, there were episodic resurgences of Egypt’s threatening
and oppressive role from the end of the ninth century to the end of
the seventh century. Add to this its numerous revolts against the

130. I would add a most important aspect: the importance of liturgical reenactment, as
no amount of reading would change perceptions in the massive way paschal rituals have
over centuries of practice.

131. Which would have been impossible without Jesus and the development of Christ-
ianity.
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Achaemenid kingdom, and the possible cooptation by Judah of a
anti-Egyptian role on the far-western border of Persia.132

Saturday, 18 March 2017

Flocons de neige épais depuis ce matin, les trottoirs couverts de neige
fondante. J’ai dormi dans la chambre de Lucie (“overnight”). Elle se réveille
vers 6h00, se rendort jusqu’à 7h15 environ, se parle (“whale,” da ba da...),
s’aperçoit que je suis dans la chambre et me tend les bras pour sortir de son
petit lit. Elle avale à pleines cuillerées, de lamain gauche, des ocons d’avoine
préparés par Amy (Babi-sh), qu’elle aime beaucoup à cause des raisins secs
coupés en petits morceaux.

I need to explainhow sacred kingshipworked in thepast. Classical topic.
One needs an account of temples, priests, prophecy, as practical ideology
that builds and shapes the distance from the gods, the more to mediate
their power in the present time for the “believers.”133 State and gods were
equated (need other words). Examples are the king of Babylonia and Mar-
duk (see Francfort, Holloway, etc.), the king of Assyria and Aššur. With
passages and transactions as kingdoms expanded or changed populations.
The gods themselves were cosmic forces, parts of the world. These forces
were chosen because they represented order (or they were shaped in that
direction). Egypt is a perfect example according to Assmann 397: cosmoth-
eism, equation of god and world, immanence of divine forces in the world.
Assmanndoes not explain at all themovement of transcendence one detects
in the evolution of pantheons. Limited transcendence perhaps, before Ex-
odus, but still dialectics of transcendence vs immanence. Inescapable even
in Exodus.

Assmann concludes that the book of Exodus brought new ideas regard-
ing god and man, man and society, and time and history. Indeed, Exodus
and Genesis are revolutionary, though within limits...

132. I’m thinking of Fantalkin’s thesis: Fantalkin and Tal, “The canonization of the
Pentateuch I,” and Fantalkin and Tal, “The canonization of the Pentateuch II.”

133. The gods’ transcendence and power are represented and emphasized by expenses
that are capitalized out of the exploitation of labor of people who believe in these gods’
power. Namely: those seeking a basic security in production and reproduction. In passing:
reflect on the nature of myth; the golden age is at the origin, decrepitude in the future,
so not cyclical repeats as much as regenerations that are never quite the same? The exam-
ple of Augustus and the celebration by Horace and Vergil of his golden age is studied by
Schreiber,Weihnachtspolitik. Luk 1–2 und d Goldene Zeitalter, 30–32.
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On autochthony and allochthony, see Assmann 398: I am surprised he
does not see that de ning the people qua people before they have a land is a
remarkable step for people who have lost the land they presumably thought
as having always been theirs (or not having had to ask themselves the ques-
tion as property of land was highly dependent on the larger investment of
labor made in a denser demography). He seems to think that all people
thought of themselves as having recentlymigrated (he is perhaps in uenced
by the modern situation). The evidence from classical Greek stories is that
they seem to know they have moved from somewhere else but talk of their
land as an Ur-possession. See Loraux. The problematic Romans with their
Aeneid and migration from Troy is pointing to the survival of an ancient
divinized culture, not the revolutionary exodus of an enslaved people. The
myth of Trojan origins takes a di ferentmeaningwith late antiquity nations
converted to Christianity...

Sunday, 19 March 2017

Overnights again, with Lucie complaining several times during the night,
perhaps because it was too hot?

Monday, 20March 2017

Last night, as I’m going back down af er reading a book on trains to Callum
and I hesitate a bit at the top of the stairs, he tells me from his bed, “Be care-
ful, tadkozh.” I answer that I’m always careful in stairs nowadays, especially
steep ones, to which he responds, “I was just giving you advice, tadkozh.”
Today, another remarkable expression fromhim: we are together outside in
the lot near the house. He is playing with the articulated shovel that is lef
there year round. He was attracted to it today because he has just seen trac-
tors andmechanical shovels working in the large site near the market where
he and Amy did light shopping. As I stand near him, he suddenly tells me,
“I want to be alone. I would like a little bit more personal space.” The adult
formulations come shapedby the loving, supportive, and respectful rapport
he has with Rémi and Leslie. He learns from their speech and its relation to
the world.

Twice or three times today, he has talked about his regret we cannot stay
longer. I nd it admirable he can talk about it without being prompted,
and that he is grasping much better the distances in space and time, while
beginning to understand they can be bridged “in the heart.”
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Thepoliticalworld looksworse than ever. The liberal papers relentlessly
pursue the mechanics of politics and revel in drawing attention to the ab-
sence of rules, the chaos, lying, corruption in the new government. Agreed,
butwhere is the analysis of the situation in broader terms? It does give some
space to analysis, for instance to defenders of a single payer health program.
But it doesn’t provide systematic studyof theproblemand clearly shies away
from calling for such, exactly like the leadership of the democratic party.

Tuesday, 21 March 2017

Detroit airport and plane. The garbage men waved at children glued to the
windows. Lucie waved back, but a bit late. The bright sun melts the last
snow eddies (?). Callum comes down at 8am. I close our door so he can
knock on it. He asks us several times to stay, another day? At one point his
eyes water. We both aremoved. I go to him and kiss him on the forehead, as
Rémi did on mine earlier this morning on his way out to the hospital. I tell
him we all live in each other’s heads and hearts: a direction for the future,
our small exodus toward a promised land...

Back home at 8pm af er sharing a wonderful dinner (soup) with Susan
and Noreen.

Thursday, 23 March 2017

Checked mail, paid car insurance, and entered 2017 realistic gures for this
year’s budget. The lilac is in full bloom, the irises about to burst out. We
missed our “facetime” session with Callum and Lucie tonight (about 5h30
when it is 8h30pm over there), because wewere busy visiting with John and
Sheilah Lynch, going to the bank to cancel unused credit cards (my “busi-
ness” one), biking to the university to go and get a book onRoman law and
Babatha’s archive, etc.

Saturday, 25 March 2017

Copy of my card for Amy today:

Dear love,
This twenty- f h ofMarch 2017, discreet violets have returned to the
garden, as have irises, scented lilac, and creamy cala lilies. Luminous
blossoms cover the library’s cherry trees. You reappear everymoment
of the day and year. Your eyes, voice, spirit and name, they give joy
and hope to all around you, eternally so.
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Tuesday, 28 March 2017

I’m taking notes on Lemaire and others.134 Lemaire is exceedingly precise
anduseful in specifying chronology of events and reigns, aswell as calling at-
tention to basic problems in the evolution of consciousness, such as mono-
latry and monotheism, relationship of outside communities to Judah, lit-
eracy in Elephantine, and social situation in al-Yahudu. His bibliographic
notes are exhaustive and up to date (to the minute, including a number of
items slated to appear).

Liz broke a clavicle in a biking accident during a race in San Dimas on
Saturday (early af ernoon?). Blaisewas still racing at the time. Shewas taken
to a local hospital’s emergency room. The pain was taken care of (mor-
phine?). At the time they thought the bone might need to be reset, but
they decided to drive home that night. Soon, however, they decided to stay
in a hotel room and drive home Sunday. They did that, got to an ER in the
evening, and were able to secure an appointment for today with an ortho-
pedic surgeon at Stanford. Blaise told us last night that he played the bad
patient’s role. Amy told him it was called being a patient’s advocate. We are
in touch with Pat andMike. We are waiting to hear from Blaise.

Friday, 31 March 2017

NYT article on “The strange persistence of guilt” by David Brooks. Under
the borrowed authority of MacIntyre’sAfter virtue, he begins by bemoan-
ing the lack of metaphysical underpinning of modern morality. By this he
means, I think, the absence of an external authority (and presumably its hu-
man surrogates), as well as a will residing in that external agency. We have
the feelings of right and wrong, but no organizing system lef : no religion,
and no enlightenment or post enlightenment ideology. He thinks it led to
moral relativism. Yet, at the same time, he is surprised, or feigns to be, by
two things: one, ethical issues generate great emotions, and two, a sense of
guilt hasn’t disappeared and actually seems to have become even more dif-
fuse.

134. Lemaire, Levantine epigraphy.
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Sunday, 2 April 2017

Lots of weeding today, which is still doable but becoming harder. Reading
of Elayi.1 The rural economy of Phoenician cities was still little known in
1990 (31). Note that the dating of sources is much less important when de-
scribing the economy. Sources, as always, are inscriptions, archaeology, and
comparison.2 I note an interesting remark, page 53, on the Tyrians having
supposedly attached their statue of Apollo with χρυσᾶς σειράς (Diodorus
Siculus 17.46.6). It might discourage the occasional robber but not invad-
ing armies (gh).

Did the Jerusalem temple have its own domain? In a 1969 presenta-
tion published in 1974, Doeve argued that Cyrus allowed Judah to become
temple territory and that this situation explains the subsequent history of
Judaea.3 Note that Roland Boer seems to accept that the Jerusalem temple,
even before its conquest by Neo-Babylonians, controlled much land. The
weakness of Doeve’s argument is apparent from the comparisons and notes
he makes in the rst two pages of his essay. He speaks of all ancient temples
in theOrient as owning domains that provided themwith revenues.4 Later
on, he supposes that the restauration of the temple meant that a fairly large
share of the temple domain (?) was put at the disposal of the people.5 He
gives no evidence such as contracts of rent, etc. The rest of the article details
the subsequent history of the second temple without saying anythingmore

1. Elayi, Économie d cit phénicienn so l’empire perse.
2. For Judaea and Israel, of course, one needs to add the Bible.
3. Doeve, “Le domaine du temple de Jérusalem,” 118–27.
4. ibid., 118. Note 4 compares their situation also to that of the Church. But then he fa-

tally weakens his own argument when he says that “le temple de Jérusalem s’appuya surtout
sur les apports des croyants, tandis que beaucoup de temples païens eurent recours princi-
palement à la possession et à l’exploitation de biens immeubles.”

5. Ibid., 120, n2.

107
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about the nature of this supposed temple’s domain.
When did the palace economy of Sidon and other Phoenician cities lose

its prominence?6 KAI 14.2.18–20 provides clear evidence that the king’s
palace and city institutions were not separate. In the early seventh century,
the royal economyof oldwas still in place. For the re-foundation of the tem-
ple, however, ca. 520, according to Esdras 3:7 (but isn’t Esdras to be dated
398?), the political and economic authorities were not the Tyrian or Sido-
nian kings but the “Tyrians and Sidonians,” for whom would be provided
food, drink, and oil.

Under what conditions and how did the city emerge as a leading body?
Was it mainly caused by the decrease of royal authority, itself brought
about as a consequence of military loss and subjection to Assyrians, Neo-
Babylonians, and Persians? Furthermore, partly in reaction to this major
continuous pressure coming from Mesopotamia, did the colonization
ventures in the westernMediterranean involve citizens muchmore because
these projects couldn’t be undertaken by the king alone?7 Elayi mentions
the uncomfortable position of the king of Sidon and his mother under
Persian power. They needed to show their power to the Achaemenid
administration, while their real authority in Sidon was limited (I would
add: precisely because they needed to show more power to the Persians
than they actually could claim). Question therefore: were there changes
in religious a fairs? Did temple authorities, normally subject to kings,
emancipate themselves as they did in Judah?

See Elat, note 11 page 61, about the impact of tribute and booty on peo-
ples under Assyrian power.

Two large questions are touched upon at the end of the booklet. 1) the
kind of sea commerce (export? import? transit?) and especially its role in
the transport of agricultural production (grains from Phoenicia proper and
evenmore from theneighboring areas: Galilee, Sharon, Judaea). 2)The evo-
lution of the economy of Phoenician cities in the Persian period? Elayi con-
cludes that a demographic and economic expansion took place. She gives
the examples of Sidon and Tyre especially.

6. Elayi, Économie d cit phénicienn so l’empire perse, 60–61.
7. See Bondi, quoted in ibid., 61, n10.
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Tuesday, 4 April 2017

Again, back to the question: did the Jerusalem temple, before or af er the ex-
ile, control (own?) land?8 The most obvious texts concern the subsistence
of priests-levites af er the exile. These texts very generously provide them
with a substantial portion of o ferings and sacri ces made at the temple,
while forbidding an “inheritance,” or land-holding. Was that meant glob-
ally, as an ideological part of the theoretical division of the land into tribal
land-holdings, or were levites really prohibited from owning land locally as
families? These texts are: Deut 18:1–8; Num 18:20; Ezek 44:28 about priests-
levites: ם אֲחֻזָּתָֽ אֲנִי בְּיִשְׂרָאֵל לָהֶם א־תִתְּנוּ ֹֽ ל וַאֲחֻזָּה חֲלָתָם נַֽ אֲנִי נַחֲלָה לְֽ לָהֶם .וְהָיְתָה The
Vulgate reads the verse as follows: erit autem e heredit ego heredit eo-
rum et possessionem non dabit e in Israhel ego enim possessio eorum. Two
di ferent words used also in LXX, corresponding to heredit (κληρονομία)
and possessio (κατάσχεσις). Zadokite priests were part of all levites but some-
what separate, charged with greater closeness to Yhwh, and entitled to a
greater share of sacri ces and o ferings, according toNum 18:17–18. See Lev
25:23–34 on the redemption of land property (including farmsteads in vil-
lages, considered like land, Lev 25:31). Houses in walled cities were subject
to limited redemption rights, and could be owned in perpetuity. Levites,
however, had permanent redemption rights on their houses (in their cities,
nowallsmentioned), and on the grazing lands “depending from their cities”
(i.e. on which they had grazing rights?).

Wednesday, 5 April 2017

The support of Israelite temples, their control over land production, and
the support of their occasional andpermanentpersonnel (priests), were part
of the religious and political structure. They changed as the structuring of
power changed. Archaeology and textual analysis of the Bible suggest an
outline with three main periods: a period without kings, from about 1200
to 950, the two to three centurieswith kings, from950 to about 600, and the
period of incorporation into large kingdoms, from 600 to the Hasmonean

8. See remark about Doeve, previous day in this journal. See Milgrom,Levitic 23-27 ,
2186–88. Note about Milgrom’s considerations on yhwh’s perpetual right to universal
property or limited to the land of Israel: the expression of divine land rights, revolutionary
for a subject former kingdom, was also a convenient way for priests to assert their own
rights on the on-going production of crops and herds, while defending a complex popular
ideology of punishment and protection (salvation and redemption).
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period. For classic exposés of the evolution of temple installations and their
priestly personnel, see de Vaux and Schürer’s accounts.9

The rst period was characterized by the modesty, diversity, and pluri-
locality of religious installations. See archaeological studies on temples in
Arad, tell Dan, etc. Problem: thinness of evidence as specialists have recov-
ered, so far, little evidence of religious buildings (hard to interpret). Were
there priests? How can one avoid the romanticism ofRobertson Smith and
Wellhausen about the pristine nature of Israel’s beginnings? Or is it the lat-
ter’s Hegelianism one should bemoan? Hegel, à tout prendre, needs to be
reconsidered. [Aparté: a short conversation with Nathaniel D. this morn-
ing reminds me that today’s political discourse needs to examine or return
to the question of human nature (and I don’t mean its neurology, though
this is part of it, but rather its potential as thinker, maker, and moral per-
son), while returning to Marx and his dialectics. Macro and micro levels at
once.]

The word “control” that I used above is not quite appropriate because
it supposes a one-way, willful political direction, when the evidence indi-
cates that things were actually more complicated. What I think needs to
be described is the structuring of power along a continuum palace-temple
that provides some good to its “people”, in terms of perceived fertility and
security.

Thursday, 6 April 2017

Message de Françoise-Thérèse:

voici d’autres photos de mon appart je reviens de Runan où un ou-
vrierme fait qqs travaux de nition dans lamaison, installation poêle
à bois, carrelage, et aussi des réparations dehors. Nous avons passé
une très belle semaine à Breil sur Roya, tu peux visionner un album
photo sur le site “l’oeil de paco”. La semaine prochaine, vacances sco-
laires, Alana passe quelques jours avec moi et ensuite je pars une se-
maine en Irlande avec un groupe familial.
Je vous embrasse, FT

Dernier couplet d’un sonnet attribué à Lupercio ou à Bartolomé
Leonardo de Argensola:

9. Vaux,Ancient Israel: its life and institutions, around pages 380 and after; Schurer,
The history of the Jewish people, chapter on priests, with an interesting first page that fol-
lows Wellhausen.
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Porque ese cielo azul que todos vemos,
ni es cielo, ni es azul: ¡lástima grande
que no sea verdad tanta belleza!

Wednesday, 12 April 2017

In the plane to Dublin and Paris, af er Amy drove me to the SF airport.
It’s an Aer Lingus ight, cheaper by about $1,000 than the usual airlines
like Air France, United, American, Delta, and others, that charged about
$2,700 at this busy timeof the year for the roundtrip toParis. Webought the
ticket yesterday as I decided to go and see François inRennes. His condition
has worsened since Friday. According to Julie’s call on Sunday, he hasn’t
been eating and has a bronchi infection on top of his urinary infection. He
felt pain in his abdomen and tried to cough but couldn’t. I suppose this
is caused by his Parkinson. Monday, the doctor decided to continue the
antibiotics (stronger ones?), strengthen the pain control (morphine?), and
continue to hydrate. She said a kidney had failed and they were going to
make sure he is not in pain. He hasn’t been eating since but now can rest.
It seems unlikely that he will be able to come out of this episode, and if he
does he will be greatly diminished.

Memories of François (I have recorded a number of them in this jour-
nal). I remember himplowing the eld behind theTi-Ruwith three horses.
I was looking at him from the entrance to this eld giving on the covered
“hallier” we used to get to two of our elds, or to the Le Berre eld a little
further. This path continued westward and made a right angle southward
towards the farm of the Pennecs. All of this has become a “plain.”10 How
old can François have been? 16? 18? which means that I was 7 or 9? I think
the old talus in the middle of this eld had been already removed by hand,
not a tractor. I have a short memory of seeing the removal of this talus, and
it must have been before seeing François’ ploughing. It had taken the work
of several men, many days, and probably a considerable number of bottles
of cider to disperse the earth of this talus. No treasures were discovered.

The seder Monday evening with Noreen, Susan, and a few other

10. Aside: how does this erasure of “talus” (“arasement de talus”) help people in any way?
Does the extra production brought by the symbolic use of huge machinery—pace its costs
and reframing of agriculture as the ground of dislocated desires—justify the removal of all
trees and environments in which I observed birds and a somewhat uncultured series of trees
and bushes? How can zoos or botanic gardens foster the same recognition of the cultic vs
the uncultivated?
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friends, was a serious a fair. Susan had redone her old ha ada and made a
wonderful document with photographs of important national, local, and
family events. She asked me to speak a little about Exodus. I started by
answering the question, “What is di ferent that night/tonight?” I started
by mentioning the e fect that the celebration of Exodus and its liturgy—a
broader category than the family seder—have on the memory of the
people. No amount of reading by intellectuals, exegetes, or even homilies
will engage and shapememory by themselves. Next, I recognized the theme
that we are more likely to discuss in our times, the liberation from slavery.
I said that the other themes were as revolutionary or perhaps even more so
when one considers their consequences in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
The powerful divinity and covenant revealed at Sinai and its relationship
to the promised land are essential parts of the story of liberation or rather
salvation. It is a revelation through history. The main text was written
by people concerned about the meaning of the catastrophic events in ca.
700–600 bce. What was the role of the divinity? That of the kings?
There was no Torah to answer these questions and it is the raising of such
vital problems that led precisely to the formulation of Deuteronomy, the
so-called Priestly document, and Genesis.11 Their answer (partially) was
to remain faithful to something that had been hidden and needed to be
brought out, though through many struggles, sometimes violent, as the
story implies. This delity and trust were the only way, they thought, of
surviving and making sense of the collapse of state and temple, which were
the twomain institutions that conveyed divine will and purpose until then.
Furthermore, the eventual re-foundation of the temple couldn’t be done
on the same basis as before, which was the relative satisfaction of needs for
fertility and security by kings doing “the divine will.” Without kings, or
rather with more formidable kings far and above, the temple needed to be
re-invented as the center for a new polity renewing its trust in an evenmore
supreme king, the divinity, directly.

Kings used to be the obligatory, jealous mediators of this divine will.
They controlled inspiration or revelation (prophetic utterances), culticmat-
ters of great importance for everyone because they were believed to bring
and protect life. They administered justice (or were responsible for those
aspects considered to be public), and ensured order, including military de-
fense.

The story of Exodus is revolutionary in that the forbidding presence of

11. I chose to follow Schmid, Römer, et al, rather than Van Seters.
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the divinity is not “managed” by a king and “He” choses the people directly.
It is mediated by Moses but even he disappears at the end of the story and
has no direct descendent. Aaron (his older brother) will be the ancestor of
the priesthood but is not given the limelight. The divinity reveals itself di-
rectly, the law is also given directly and broadened as being a fundamental
part of the existence of the people, not as the product of a religious and po-
litical negotiation. Writing, that is, the writing of the law, is either divine
or human, but not under the control of kings or similar authorities. The
people are promised a land conditionally. They do not become a people
because they have a land and a biology from which they spread—though
in reality that is what happened—, but because they became engaged in the
process andpromised to remember and obey laws and rules thatweremeant
to establish justice and peace as envisioned by the deity, not by kings. The
vanishing of Moses at the end of Deuteronomy—like that of Elijah and es-
pecially Jesus in the tomb—means that the “founder” cannot be turned into
a source of relics and approached or transformed into a king-like mediator
of sorts through his later worship.

I note also that the king-less politics demanded a new calendar: not the
tax year or the king-enthronement year (check if this was always in Septem-
ber or October), but a year shaped by this revelation, with the meaning of
its sacri cial rituals reframed. That theme also (to be checked) is related to
the sustained attempt to go beyond biology and set kinship networks.

What to think of this question about the role of the priesthood in an-
cient Israel, triggered by the reading of Assmann’s commentary on Exodus:
Whywould the priesthood of Judah develop the idea ofmonotheism (mod-
ern frame of the question: reveal or have access to hidden powers of the
deity, in ancient parlance?), and turn the royal mediation into a covenant?
And why not neighboring peoples?

Thursday, 13 April 2017

The Dublin airport is empty most everywhere. Perhaps because it’s around
noon? The exception is the gif shop and eatery area where there is some
movement. I’m at the gate for the ight to Paris which is due to take o f in
about one hour and we are two passengers in the waiting room. The plane
from sfo to dub was not quite full either: two empty seats near me and in
the row above.

My challenge, once incdgParis, was to nd a cell phone store and check
prices: US re ex. I discovered I could buy theOrange mobicarte holiday at
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any “bureau de tabac” for an imposed price and did install it immediately.
I call Amy and Julie. Julie suggested that we go and visit brie y François

immediately as soon as I arrive. She has a pass to the hospital, given the sit-
uation. It took us a while to nd the right door at the clinic (a medicalized
facility for Parkinsonians, Alzheimer patients, etc.). He was sleeping and
semi-comatose, resting on his lef ear. His breathing was regular. He is get-
ting oxygen, antibiotics, and is being sedated (morphine) and hydrated, as
described above.

Friday, 14 April 2017

Je lui ai rendu visite ce matin. L’hôpital est bâti sur pilotis et je découvre
à la lumière du jour qu’il y a un petit étang sous les bâtiments. Les colonnes
ne sont pas exactement parallèles, ce qui fait penser que la construction
s’est faite à la va-vite, mais l’équipement hospitalier semble très correct. La
chambre de François est bien isolée. Les soins sont très bons, l’esprit des
soignants excellent, me semble-t-il. Sa respiration était encore régulière. Cet
après-midi, alors que Julie et moi sommes avec lui depuis 14h00, les choses
ont évolué un peu.

Presque 15h00 ce vendredi saint aux Chênes Blancs, chambre 154, et
François respire un peu plus irrégulièrement que hier dans la nuit lorsque je
suis arrivé de Paris, ou ce matin. Il y a des petites pauses dans sa respiration.
Il reçoit déshydratation, paracetamol (tylenol pour la èvre), morphine et
antibiotiques (o oxacine). Julie et moi avons parlé d’arrêter le traitement
antibiotique puisque l’infection ne semble pas être maîtrisée et que l’espoir
qu’il s’en sorte est in me. Nous sommes d’accord qu’il n’est pas nécessaire
de continuer et François avait dit à Julie de ne pas continuer si une telle
situation advenait. Nous en parlons aux in rmiers, puis au médecin qui
ajoute qu’il faudrait alors aussi diminuer l’oxygène et l’hydratation. Il y a
messe maintenant en bas, dans la “salle de culte”, messe en remplacement
de la messe de Pâques qui est dite le dimanche. Un peu plus tard dans
l’après-midi, le prêtre vient rendre visite. Il connaît François depuis qu’il
a été hospitalisé en septembre dernier. Visite aussi un peu plus tard d’un
jeune in rmier stagiaire qui s’est pris d’a fection pour François les dernières
semaines. Il vient dire au revoir car il va en vacances et doit travailler dans
un autre hôpital. Amy me dit un peu plus tard au téléphone que François
pourrait vivre encore deux ou trois jours au maximum.

Because of our sense that F’s breathing was becoming irregular, we de-
cided to relay each other tonight. Julie would go back af er a short meal and
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I would replace her af er sleeping a few hours. I slept a bit af er 8pm and
then heard a car door slam. I thought she was back. She had forgotten her
keys and calledme. It was about 22h00. I went down andwe embraced. He
passed away at about 19h45, very shortly af er she went back. A doctor came
to certify the death. We beganmaking a list of things to do tomorrow. Julie
has texts prepared for the obituary, the church, and the mass. She wrote
them six years ago when both had cancer.

Sunday, 16 April 2017

Af er nishing typing the liturgy Julie wants to use for Tuesday’s ceremony,
I go for a walk at 6am, towards the Rennes railway station that is being re-
built. The streets are still deserted. The birds, especiallymagpies and turtle-
doves, are singing everywhere. Wherever there is a bush, awisteria in bloom,
an arbre de Judée, even a TV antenna or a chimney top, birds are singing.
Their chatter, cooing, and chirping echo o f the tall buildings or walls of
houses, through the streets. I’m almost thankful for the existence of these
hundreds of walls that act as a gallery for birds.

Long day yesterday. There was an appointment at the funeral home
withwhichFrançois and Juliemade a contract a fewyears ago. It took care of
everything, including putting an obituary in the Ouest-France paper. The
hardest part for everyone was to see the “dépouille mortuaire” in the late af-
ternoon, on the eastern side of Rennes. Francois was recognizable, but the
mortuary mask was disturbing to Julie, and his hands looked very white,
plastic like. I thought of Yvon’s bruised head, the stone quality of a body
rolled by the waves at the Royau. There wewere, Julie, Christophe, Halima
and Ilias, Jean-Christophe and Nathalie, and a couple of visitors. Strange
place where Bach concerti played in closed loop, doors were locked with
codes, and one did not sit in the nondescript sofas and chairs. The old cus-
tom of the wake (la veillée mortuaire) has become completely unnecessary,
especially on a paschal weekend of resurrection when very few people will
come.

Julie and I went to the Paschal mass celebrated in the Saint Benoît
church right near their house. The assembly was diverse: Africans, people
from the Middle East (I think I heard Arabic and Turkish), Spanish-
speaking people. The liturgy was conducted by a couple of old priests and
women who led the readings and singing. Af er lunch, I went for a brief
moment to Pierre Corbel’s for dessert. MG’s mother was there, very digne.
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MG’s use of vo to address her reminded me of our Breton custom in the
Hamel family.

Wewent back to themortuary chapel around 16h00. No onewas there.
Julie fussed about F’s costume, the knot of his tie, his hands.

In the evening, I calledNicolas because Iwas concerned that theywould
all feel constrained to come to the funeral, as Christophe red an sms asking
Cédric if he would be coming. Nicolas didn’t know who would be coming
and said they would have to decide the next morning. I tried my best to
put him at ease and not to pay toomuch attention to C’s objurgations, that
we understood some had to work and school was back in session in their
region. The next day, he called to say that he and Elodie would be with us
and to ask whether we could put them up at night, which indeed was easy
to do.

Monday, 17 April 2017

I bringmy computer toLa maison de la copie et du secrétariat and have to
get help to arrange the pagination correctly on my four-page pdf. I have a
hard time focussing on the task. We now have about a hundred copies for
the liturgical part and twenty or so for the cemetery. I’m glad I can use my
typographic skills. I go backwith a friend of J and F to themortuary chapel.
He is a very religious man who was part of a prayer circle with them. The
face had changed color a bit. I simply follow Julie and help her as much
as I can. The best moment today was the preparation of tomorrow’s cere-
mony with two older women and the priest, Paul. Julie was asked to share
a few things about François. She told elements of stories I knew but her
recounting of the adoption of C and JC revealed many new things to me.

Everything is closed today. We think there won’t be too many people,
perhaps one hundred?

RuedePenhoët, temps gris, âcre odeur de tabac, boutiques et cafés, lles
ou garçons habillés demanière si dégagée que c’est inimitable.Malek Taouk
en face fait breton. Grande bande a che des PoutineBro qui vendent pou-
tine, burgers, bagels.

Tuesday, 18 April 2017

Nicolas and Elodie arrive ca. 11h30. We go again to the mortuary chapel for
the levée de corps and then proceed en cortège through the streets to the St
Benoît church. Many members of the Hamel and Gourhant family have
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come fromquite a distance. The liturgy is a proper background to themost
important moments, especially the moving testimony by Christophe, who
is speaking in public for the rst time. We motorcade to the cemetery, to-
gether with the many cousins: Jeannette, Jean-Yves Hamel, Alain, Hervé
Que feulou, Guy, Henri, their wives...

Notes on Schiavone.12 The author makes many suppositions at the
beginningofhis book, in adetached tone that is tting for our secularworld.
He shows awareness of the politicalmachinery and themilitary calculations.
There is little social analysis (i.e. of the purpose of the occupation and the
social structures) but a re-situating of it at a hopelessly re ned and cultur-
ally meaningless level. For instance, he speaks of the encounter of “Hel-
lenism and Hebraism, with the Roman power in the background.”13 In
the same page, he supposes that if both Hellenic and Jewish cultures had
not been more receptive to each other, the course of the West would have
been di ferent, as well as the relationship between Judaism and Christian-
ity. There wouldn’t have been a Christianity, actually. Or, in fact Jewish
and Hellenistic-Roman cultures met, and that is whywe had Christianity.

Schiavone repeats the old (Josephan) saw thatHerod’s building projects
“met the needs of the urban proletariat”!14 Was Herod really opposed to
the Sanhedrin? Hemarried early into royal/priestly families. He hellenized
what could be hellenized! The full return to regality was impossible, espe-
cially for priests, given the criticism of monarchy inherent to the Hebrew
Bible.

The Roman prefects of Judaea “had inherited from Herod the power
to appoint the high priest.”15 All were usurpers in the eyes of many (includ-
ing priests), according to any interpretation of the Torah. Good analysis
however of the di cult position of the high priest.

Regarding the function of the harbor of Caesarea: Schiavone doesn’t
say clearly enough that it was a port facilitating extensive military move-
ment, like Ptolemais.16 He misreads the popular reaction to the episode
of the standards in Jerusalem as “wily,” orchestrated.17 Rather, the peo-
ple were responding to a provocation. Schiavone follows Josephus closely
in his description of the non-violent or submissive and sacri cial posture

12. Schiavone, The end of the past: ancient Rome and the modern West .
13. Ibid., 70.
14. Ibid., 73.
15. Ibid., 79.
16. Ibid., 81.
17. Ibid., 87.
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taken by the demonstrators. He adopts the Roman point of view on cul-
ture and order.18 Though he of en follows Josephus naïvely (? or perhaps
there is an ideological side I don’t see clearly enough?), he alsomisreads him
at timeswhen convenient. About the testimonium flavianum, he thinks the
sixteenth-century editor, who removed it, was prejudiced.19What about the
nineteenth century editor, who restores the text but is critical? According
to Schiavone, the fact that the passage is present in all extant manuscripts,
aside from its style, is su cient to establish its genuiness. He doesn’t men-
tion its absence fromOrigen. There is no reason to suspect Tacitus text, but
there is very good reason to suspect Josephus and separately themanuscript
tradition of his works, as they were preserved only by Christianity—for its
own purpose, a point made by Vidal-Naquet in his preface to the French
translation of the Jewish War—because of the Deuteronomistic and [fake]
prophetic tone.

On Jewish theocracy:20

Theology and politics thus welded into a single “machine”: the
“theopolitics” of the Jewish people, which permitted human power
only in subaltern forms.

He sounds like Nietzsche but misunderstands a main driving point of the
Pentateuch, namely not to let kings and elites set the agenda by claiming di-
rect or semi-direct access to revelation. Or framed positively: look for true
sources of authority and life. The nal version of the Torah at the hands
of P made virtue out of necessity. It rendered kings or monarchy impossi-
ble. Hence the problem of Hasmonean transformation into ethnarchs at
most, and the problem of Herod, nomination of high priests, etc. All the
latter claimants to authority were contravening the vision set forth in Exo-
dus. Human power, therefore, could not be over other persons.

For Jesus,

the Romans are not the oppressor of his people. The question is for-
eign to him, and this is one reason why the catastrophic outcome of
the revolt of 66 did not sweep away the nascent Christian tradition.
(p. 118)

This is how the gospels present him. Jesus indeed is not a zealot. He sees
beyond the high priesthood, Herod Antipas, or Pilate. It’s all and the same

18. Schiavone, The end of the past: ancient Rome and the modern West, 91–93.
19. Ibid., 93–94.
20. Ibid., 110.
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to him. More generally, however, the messianic beliefs about Jesus began
early (long before the revolt) and took another meaning and depth in the
crucible of the war (I imagine). The question of Roman oppression was
not foreign to him or his disciples later: it simply took a local form, or was
graf ed on a long history already mapped politically and very severe regard-
ing any claimants to unjust pro ts. Other thing: necessary death of Jesus,
as in John? I just don’t agree. The life of Jesus and its end, one may easily
argue, has a logic to it, but who is to tell that it is not a story of complete
trust, complete belief in life, yet driven also by heroic courage in the face of
compatriots who became enemies?

Pilate would have miscalculated the degree of hostility that Jewish tem-
ple authorities had for Jesus?21 I don’t think so. It is about the temple and
the nature of the authority over it. Both Pilate and the temple authorities
were on one side, no matter the presentation and defenses in one’s or an-
other’s favor. The question is why Jesus was perceived to be more danger-
ous than Barabbas. In Jesus’ call for a permanent displacement of divine
presence (its extension, properly), the authorities were right to think that
the temple structure, their power over the people via their appointed care
of it, and the bene ts they drew from that position, were at stake.

At last something I can wholeheartedly agree with: the ancients’ ratio-
nality was “granular” “compared to the totalizing force of modern reason.”
One needs to pursue the thought of modern reason as owing much of this
totalizing force, precisely, to the Christian view or, put in other words, to
the reframing of transcendence and immanence.22

“John, who o fers themost reliable, rich, and detailed reconstruction of
the passion” (page 164): rich and detailed indeed, but reliable?

Wednesday, 19 April 2017

Long conversation in the morning with Nicolas and Élodie, prodded by
pictures and especially the copybook where François gave a few years ago
a summary of his life (I made a scan). Elodie is wonderfully open. She is do-
ing well but concerned Nicolas tends not to express his feelings and keeps
things inside. I talked to her about this summer and said it was not the ideal

21. Ibid., 140.
22. ibid., 151; on this topic, compare the absence of this particular theme in the otherwise

detailed analysis of the role of reason in the rise of modern industry: Musso, La religion
industrielle.
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time for us as Leslie and Rémi are in transition. It would be nice to arrange
it so Chloé and Callum could use each other’s language!

Lunch together, with the family of Jean-Toph. Williams is quite hand-
some and funny, really doing well; I worry Marine doesn’t get the same at-
tention and has self-image problems, Nicolas, Elodie, and Julie. Christophe
came laterwith Ilias. Ilias is a handful, very remuant! He and I becamequite
a pair. Af ernoon Christopher, Ilias, Julie and I went to the cemetery for a
visit.

Then, I borrowed the car to go and see Bruno for an hour and a half
before going back to Julie’s, take my things and go by val to the gare where
I took the train to Guingamp (Aziliz came to get me, with Alana). Nicolas
and Elodie lef at about 3pm, when we went to the cemetery. Bruno can
barely walk. He asked me to go with him get the papers and food at the
nearby Intermarché, because it would mean taking the car to go about 300
meters. Mind going strong of course. I lef him just in time to get back to
Julie’s, get my things and take the subway...

Train at 18h30 for Guingamp, where I have a long and strange conver-
sation with a woman who has just come back from Cuba. She speaks very
sof ly and I have to guess what she says from her expression and the little
knowledge I have of Cuba. I’m happy to be picked up by Aziliz and Alana,
and I eat a wonderful, light, quiet dinner with them.

I feel so relieved to be here and know I’ll take a long walk when dawn
comes, in about an hour and a half. I’ll call Julie because I felt she was under
great stress yesterday. The obsèques were perfectly organized, more people
came thanwe expected, in spite of the vacances de Pâques. I helped a lot and
went along with what Julie wanted, or always made sure everything we did
waswhat she or Françoiswanted. Lots ofmovingmoments. She has friends
and possibilities (I asked her about them), but she needs to rest right now
and takes things more slowly.

Thursday, 20 April 2017

I had my rst good night of sleep even though I woke up early, at 4am.
I went to bed early last night. I like FTH’s apartment a lot: modern, con-
venient, large bathrooms, two bedrooms upstairs, a living/kitchen down-
stairs, a nice o ce that can double up as a small bedroom, full bath upstairs,
shower downstairs, up to date in terms of insulation and heating... I’ll take
pictures.
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Today, some work at the café in La Roche where I meet Hervé le Gar-
dien. I began typing François’ copybook. Then long walk to Tréguier, with
some pleasures such as listening to magpies and admiring the bright-yellow
elds of “navette,” but also the unpleasantness of walking some of the way
along the highway. Back at the apartment, I’m tired, go to rest for what
I think will be a moment and wake up at 19h00, as Aziliz and Alana are at
the door, ringing the bell...

Friday, 21 April 2017

To Lannion in the morning, Gwalarn where I’m to meet a student, then
lunch at Guy’s and Joëlle’s, and in St Quay at the Cotels in the evening.
Guy gives me a copy of anOuest-France article on our grandfather: on the
grainy picture, I can recognize many of my cousins. We talk about the fam-
ily, especially children, and the tragedies that happened. Tante Jeannette
(his mother) drowned herself in the Lannion river (the Leguer) at eighty,
a couple years (check) af er her twin sister Yvonne did the same. Yvonne
had come to stay with her for a little while. One morning, she couldn’t be
found... Much to tell about her too. In case I haven’t already written what
I know: tuberculosis bout in her teen-age years, shemeets her husband Yves
Que feulou at the sanatoriumofTrestel, they have ve children, Yves begins
to drink heavily, no cash in a very small commerce of coal, fertilizers and
other agricultural goods, he dies at age 44, the children eventually leave for
Paris, the Alps, or unknown places. Religion gone, friends and family gone,
her twin sister Jeannette her only recourse, but she too deeply miserable.

Notes for now: Jeannette not allowed to remarry by her husband’s fam-
ily af er he died near Cherbourg. A freak wave (lame de fond) sunk the
military ship on which he worked on maps. He almost made it to the coast
but died of exhaustion. She is lef with her baby twins, Guy and Yves, a year
and a half. She is deeply unhappy and as Guy told me, she forms a sort of
couple with her sister Anaïs who is a little older. Anaïs is very short and
considered somewhat retarded (which I never saw: I remember her voice,
her sense of humor, her work). When Anaïs dies (date?), Jeannette is even
more saddened. The grand-father, Nicolas Gourhant, was not easy, on top
of this. Her other son, Yves, becomes alcoholic and comes to live with her
in her last years. A hell for her. Guy tells me he was incontinent until age
24. Other kids, at school or even in the army (he volunteered and then be-
came a policeman), don’t make fun of him. He meets his wife Joëlle, the
incontinency disappears instantaneously.
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Saturday, 22 April 2017

Light fog over the Trégor. I come to the local café with the croissant
I bought at the boulangerie. There is a brocante near the river. I’ve been
invited byHervé for lunch. I go visit our tomb in Pommerit and look at the
owers on the way: lilacs and especially primevères, bluebells, an occasional

ophrys in bloom, gorse, and even the bright navettes or the emerald wheat
in the elds. At the cemetery, I talk brie y with Michelle Thomas who
retired from farming. They had a farm on the road to Hengoat and
I remember going once to their place (to sell billets de tombola?). I give a
little water to the owers on the Hamel-Gourhant tomb.

Sunday, 23 April 2017

In the train to Paris. Françoise-Thérèse, Alana and I ate lunch at their
Runan place. The oor is done. There remains: putting back the kitchen
implements in their place and painting. We talk about the Gourhant side
of the family. Alana looks forward to playing with the little neighbor. I was
going to forget: we go to the little city-hall so Françoise-Thérèse can vote.

Eventless ride to Montparnasse and to Malako f where MC and JL are
preparing to listen to the election results. The polls turn out to have been
exact: Macron ahead, Le Pen scoring slightly less than hoped for by her sup-
porters,Melenchon doing a very good score with his newmovement, Fillon
and especially Hamon losing badly. The comments by journalists and “ta-
bles rondes” are empty of content. The speech byMacron is a fog of words
except for the passages on Europe and the quality of education. No details
whatsoever. I learn inLeMonde that this very organizedman, though leery
of being seen with bankers or politicians of the “sérail,” is seen at La Ro-
tonde with Attali, Cohn-Bendit, etc., af er the rst round of the election.
He is clearly aiming for the législativ . Themainquestion forme iswhether
he’ll be able to transform the score he is going to get in two weeks into real
political authority, that is, is he going to be able to surround himself with
new faces as he promises and avoid the sharks that are going to surround
him and who come from the industrial and banking elites as well as from
the politicians who have been played by him?

Monday 24 April 2017

At MC and JL, political reminiscing. I work in the morning, then lunch
with them, subway to Porte de Clichy, great conversation with Christian
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Chomat, and late visit to the basilica of Saint-Denis: magni cent Suger’s
work, especially the choir and the stained glass windows or what’s lef of
them af er reconstructions. I did nd the Moses/Paul window in St Pére-
grin’s chapel.

Recent book by Ober,23 translation of The rise and fall of classical
Greek. Decentralized collective intelligence would have led to an extraordi-
nary economic development. What incited Greeks to cooperate without a
centralized chief state? Ober’s answer to this question is that a particular set
of institutions existed (came into being? i.e. we have the equivalent of a tau-
tology?). Rules of justice (Solon?) encouraged capital investments and low-
ered transaction costs: the usual recent extended explanation for what used
to be called forth with a simple word, trust. Also, there was a spirit of com-
petition between cities that helped innovate. What of the absence of kings
and the presence of oligarchies, as well as slavery? Looting of neighboring
states? And are we overly fascinated by the Athenian evidence again? Ober
does address issues of imperialistic exploitation and slavery. Then, why did
the fall of this complex “eco-system” occur under the Macedonian kings?
Adaptation by those kings of innovations made by Greek cities and turned
against them?

I enjoyed reading Tesson (Sur l chemins noirs) but found him super -
cial at times and of en meanly divisive in his judgments on the use of mod-
ern technology. Still, page 29, interesting comment on the return of wolves
in “hyper-rural” areas. I would suggest that the wolf is more likely to be
found in such areas not so much because it avoids humans but because it
can more easily live o f traditional agriculture. Page 32, remark on lyophili-
sation “dans les tuyauteries de la plomberie cybernétique.”

Tuesday, 25 April 2017

Yesterday (Monday), I worked in the morning, In the af ernoon, I visit
Christian Chomat and his wife who have a wonderful apartment near
Porte de Clichy. We talk about travels, cultures, their work for Caritas,
children, and especially about our respective fathers who were in the same
stalag 1A from 1940 to 1945. Why didn’t they learn German? Did they
nd a kind of relief or peace in doing their work well (one a farmer, the
other a woodworker), even though it was “slavery?” Christian has many
documents, many of themwritten by his father in a very tiny hand (pencil),

23. Ober, L’énigme grecque.
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probably because paper was so rare. They wrote on various materials.
The most moving document is a gray piece of cardboard, about three by
three inches. Much of the writing, Christian tells me, concerns mundane
matters. Mundane to us, yet inseparable from the essence of things when
so close to hunger or death, especially since these were lived in friendship.

Around 5pm I went by subway to the St Denis basilica. I had never vis-
ited this extraordinary abbey and royal cemetery. At rst sight, there is a
vivid contrast between the people milling about on the parv and the mag-
ni cent basilica. At this late time of the day, we were two or three visitors,
with the fourth to thirteenth century crypt, the lavish tombs of the French
kings (at least those of the sixteenth century), the fabulous wall of light sur-
rounding the choir, all to ourselves. The crypt if very cold and gives the
feeling of being able to imagine the beliefs of early (converted) barbarian
christians. The exhibit in the crypt ties the graves of kings and queens to the
action outside on the parv : kids of all races playing together, a lm being
made, music... I spend some time contemplating the stained-glass windows
ing the Chapelle de la Vierge, and especially the scenes withMoses and Paul
which I need to study (Suger).

Return to Malako f by 19h00, conversation with MC’s sister, whisky,
and trip to therer. I don’t remember her name (!), or the visit of her daugh-
ter in California, years ago... In the Caspis’ house?

Thismorning, af er breakfast at the hotel, I go to thecdgval linewhere
two beautiful hostesses ask me if I can help a hemiplegic person who walks
on crutches. His chariot is loadedwith luggage. Hemay be coming from an
African country but I don’t ask him. I help him along, right to the counter
of his airline (Brussels Air) and discover the di culties of navigating escala-
tors, nding the right elevator, going around a couple times to nd Hall 5
in Terminal 1 when you have to take a couple elevators. When we get to his
counter, about 40 minutes before the scheduled departure time, he is told
the position is closed. Another Africanman is in the same position. I try to
reasonwith the o cial, but nothingworks. The airport has specialized help
for disabled people: why didn’t this man call them, the employee wants to
know.

Van Seters detects three models for reconstruction of the history of the
Biblical text:24

1. an analysis and reconstruction of fragments, saga-like sometimes (he

24. Van Seters, The Pentateuch: A social-science commentary, Page?
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refuses this term), cycles of stories, that formed blocks of texts. These
individual narratives were then collected and edited. The larger
blocks were eventually combined, at the end-stage of composition.

2. the supplemental model starts from a basicUrtext of the Pentateuch
or Hexateuch that would have been expanded over time. This is the
model eventually favored by Van Seters. It can restore creativity at all
stages and doesn’t invoke a redacting activity that Van Seters rejects
as unnecessary.

3. the strata or sources and documents model. Here, inconsistencies
(or what are taken to be such) lead to the analysis of long narrative
sources that are independent of each other though of en parallel.
They would have been combined by redactors later in a nal form.
In thismodel, the problems of coherence and cohesion are attributed
to the redaction level.

Friday, 28 April 2017

Some sort of bug caught upwithme yesterday and I had to rest. Thismorn-
ing, I wake up at around 3h30, read theNYT, and decide to walk up to the
o ce in Cowell. It is almost 5h30 when I leave, 6h20 when I arrive. On the
way, I salute a man who is untying the trailer from his rig. A few minutes
later, he honks lightly as he passesme onHagar. The sun is not out yet. The
sky is orange in the east and purple violet to the west. In the o ce, I read a
number of reviews of books in the Review of Biblical Literature series.

Saturday, 29 April 2017

I correct a number of texts, readMusso, video-conference with Callum and
Lucie, go at noon to the Humanities courtyard where I nd three or four
colleagues and hardly more alumni, glide home...

Sunday, 30 April 2017

We have breakfast at the Cowell provost’s house this morning and meet a
number of alumni. There are quite a few people, which shows how impor-
tant the college life was to students. A distant memory now, or at least such
a di cult slog, as I realize when talking to Noriko. Here too, students are
makingnoise about transforming the library into a social space... Thewhole
university except the labs could become a huge (YUGE?) lounge and series
of cafés with fast debit wi ... I also had a conversation or rather listened to
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a monologue of PK who doesn’t seem to realize at all how much his topic
of interest and obvious crave to be published are not appealing to anyone.

Email de Christian Chomat et deux photos de papa prises à Hambourg
en 1942 et à Berlin en 1945:

J’ai été très heureux de vous rencontrer et vous remercie d’avoir fait le
déplacement. J’espère que la visite de la Basilique St Denis s’est bien
passée et surtout que vous êtes bien rentré « safe » à votre Californie
d’adoption.
J’ai eu pendant 5 jours 3 puis 5 de nos petits-enfants à présent repartis
et je pro te du calme après la tempête pour vous écrire.
Il se trouve que l’un de mes petits-enfants s’est passionné pour l’his-
toire de son arrière-grand-père et a remis en ordre toutes ses lettres de
captivité. C’est maintenant un énorme tas bien classé avec quelques
lacunes qu’il sera encore possible de combler avec des cartes postales
et des petits carnets peu lisibles. Les lettres se lisent donc il reste à ou-
vrir ce chantier !
En attendant, j’ai ressorti un album photo de mes parents ainsi que
quelques photos non classées mais avec des indications de dates et
rarement de noms que je vous fais parvenir en PJ. Je mets tout de
1940 à 1945 bien que je ne pense pas que vous soyez concernés par
tout.
En revanche je pense qu’il y a une bonne chance que vous reconnais-
siez votre père. Je crois le voir sur la photo de 1942 Hambourg B999
à droite en bout de barrière mais c’est à vous de me le dire et de voir
s’il se trouve ailleurs.
Je vous signale aussi que sur le groupe Yahoo on peut trouver un al-
bum photo allemand du Stalag 1A dirigé par le sous-lieutenant Sau-
vant. C’est bien sûr un ouvrage de propagande où tout est impec-
cable. Le stalag a été détruit depuis et il ne reste qu’un champ (photo
jointe)
Ce sera tout pour ce soir, bon 1er mai !
Amicalement
Christian

He appears on two pictures: Hamburg 1942 (4.1) and Berlin 1945 (4.2).
I do not know if theHamburg picturewas taken before theAllied bombing
Papa spoke about so of en. The Berlin picture, I imagine, was taken before
the onslaught of Soviet troops into East Berlin (Pankow).
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Figure . – Jean Hamel, second row, left.

Figure . – Jean Hamel, second row, second from R.
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Monday, 1 May 2017

Aorta ultrasound test this morning: everything normal according to results
received tonight. I am still readingMusso: by avoiding the type of dialectics
Marx or Gagnepain used, he is forced to go back to allegories andmirror ef-
fects turned into causes. Not very satisfying and highly repetitious. It is a
two-dimensional analysis (Incarnation repeated bymagic at di ferent bifur-
cations: monasteries, manufactures, and modern industry). Strange to say,
its main claim about the impact of the incarnation on the supposedly most
secular phenomena (industry) has no esh: no labor, no transformation by
the bodily use of techniques (by body Imean a continuousmind andbody),
no hope and vision at that level, but on the contrary free- oating ideas of
incarnation and industriation. In other words, no incarnation in that book
in spite of what is repeatedly claimed on each page.

Thursday, 4May 2017

Reading Musso is frustrating. The book is indeed repetitious, as I said yes-
terday, and full of quotes that mask an avoidance to explain or give a proper
historical context to the main concepts. For instance the following three,
of the utmost importance for his purpose—religion, nature, Incarnation—
are not explained. Their full-blown existence is taken for granted. The fact
that the notions of religion and nature greatly changed in the f eenth and
sixteenth centuries is not given its proper due. The concept of creation by
a single god seems inadvertently addressed, even though it appears in many
of the quoted thinkers. On the contrary, incarnation is presented as a free-
oating idea somehow magically allegorized or reinserted in various forms
of “industriation” when its main import is the life and death of Jesus. Fi-
nally, the notion of faith is also presented as a pure concept rather than the
fundamental cement of the lives of millions of people over the long history
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of Christendom. And strangely, I add, Christian regions other than Europe
receive no attention whatsoever in the shaping of this gloriously European
advent and ourishing of logic and technicity.

Friday, 5 May 2017

Rémi told Amy that Lucie surprised himwith a couple words today. When
he put the usual barrette (a blue one) in her hair, she said, “two!” Then, as
he was going to put a grey barrette on the other side, she said, “No, blue!”
She doesn’t mince words...

Tilling on Paul’s christology, reviewed by Kugler.1 I note that the use of
the word “christology” in uences this reader right from the start, as it re-
quires me to struggle with the innate intellectualism of the concept—as if
Paul were rst of all a technical theologian—rather than pay attention rst
to how important were the practices that his communities followed (Hur-
tado), or how close he hewed to Jewish, non-Alexandrian, views. He reviews
the literature and movement of ideas quite completely. He pays particular
attention to Fee, Hurtado, Bauckman, and his results reinforce those views,
particularly the latter’s, it seems (check on this aspect). His work is impor-
tant in that he insists on considering thewhole Pauline language rather than
simply focussing on titles and simple expressions. What of “culticworship,”
underlined by Hurtado, however? Another lack: there are examples of g-
ures in ancient Jewish monotheism participating temporarily in the divine
aspects, without being identi ed with it. This is clear from the work by
Schäfer and others. The di ference between Paul and Philo is instructive in
this regard. In any case, Tilling’s argument convinced the reviewer (Kugler),
namely that “the pattern of Christ-relation language in Paul” is exclusive to
the relationship between Israel (and its individuals) and Yhwh.2 The fun-
damental text he uses is 1 Cor 8:1–10:22. Note that Tilling’s language of “re-
lation” is strange for a relationship normally quite precisely de ned as an ex-
clusive covenant between Yhwh and Israel. See Assmann3 most recently
on this point.

I just signed up for the Library Symposium scheduled for the 31st of
May.

1. Tilling, Paul’s divine christolo .
2. Ibid., 73.
3. Assmann, Exod .

https://library.ucsc.edu/charting-the-future
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Sunday, 7 May 2017

Macron66.1%, LePen 33.9%. Progress since 1969whenChirac (“the crook”)
got 82% vs 18% for Le Pen (“the fascist”).

Même conversation ce soir sur maisons, appartements, décisions de
grands-parents sur l’aide procurée aux parents ou enfants et petits-enfants.
Que de calculs, que de complications.

René Char, lecture aérée, étoiles...
Quelques heures avec Gary Mils aujourd’hui, à écouter son histoire,

raconter les nôtres, élections en France, repas, l’apprêter pour sa sieste... Il
va beaucoup mieux.

Monday, 8 May 2017

Macron and his friends are going to face great di culties in building a
workable coalition in the house of representatives in June (= Chambre des
députés). He has to co-opt ex-socialists from the center and lef and beg
them to run for and with him. And at the same time he has to nd center
and center-right incumbents or people he can work with. In other words,
he has to woo many people still de ned by their party’s machines and echo
chambers. I’m not familiar enough with the inner workings of the parties
and regional politics to venture a prediction but I think the window of
opportunity Macron has right now (the large numbers that voted for him)
will close quickly. He is quite aware of it and said so on Friday night before
the nal run.

The larger issues are economic and cultural. Trust within institutions
like schools and health system, corporations, and political groups, was
maintained according to a mix of religious and political makeup of France
until the eighties. Even more important, probably, was the heritage of
the “trente glorieuses” (post-WWII thirty years) that had brought signif-
icant economic development to French people, right into the seventies.
Super cial perhaps but mappable and vouchers of stability. This trust
and hope are under considerable pressure, including among immigrant
communities. Systems of rationality inherited from the Enlightenment,
reinforced by a top down education system (Sciences-Po or ENA, af er
Polytechnique et al) that shapes Macron and other elites, cannot generate
trust or delity and hope, or at least I don’t see how they can. Religions and
political systems (various -isms, a phenomenon of en analyzed especially
since the so-called fall of communist political entities) have become very
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marginal. However, rather than creating enthusiasm, the faith placed in
social calculus fosters suspicion. The description of the sober reality of
migratory ows—as in Hervé Le Bars’ book—doesn’t make a dent into the
emotions poured out over the topic.4 Once more, emotions are in danger
of replacing political analysis and commitment.

I think about those matters with my very recent experience of the
French health system and end-of-life apparatus in mind. My older brother
passed away in April. He was in a medicalized unit for which he paid about
2,000€/month on top of the payments by the national health system, in
a very complicated situation in which one is lef to wonder not so much
who owns but who pro ts and how much. For example, special bedding
is sub-contracted to private companies or mixed (national/private) com-
panies. It seemed very murky to me, in spite of the regulations for which
France is famous in the US. As for death: the mechanics of funerals and the
contracting with private companies that sell an ersatz of dignity for very
high sums of money have become ubiquitous. There was also a Catholic
funeral mass in this case. It was celebrated by two priests in their eighties,
helped by two able older women. The cost was small, 180€. I should
mention that all through this process, from hospital to the cemetery, the
people we met (nurses, doctors, insurance agents, Catholic priests and
lay workers) were helpful, supportive, and trustworthy. Nevertheless,
I have a sense of drif in which human lives, characterized in the case of my
brother by delity, steadfastness, judgment, and strenuous work or social
involvement, have become near-pure matter for the maw of nancial and
production systems that escape rational judgment even while justifying
themselves as rational. It is especially grating to consider that my brother’s
values, not simply his work and productivity, could be relied upon by such
partial systems and turned into nancial advantage and power over others
(he was a site supervisor, working on big concrete sites).

My sense ofwhere all of this is going is rather somber, in spite of the high
score by Macron (66.1% vs 33.9% for Le Pen). I did see some genuine signs
of hope, that is, people working indefatigably to repair the fractures that are
so prominent in French society. Macron is well aware of those fractures and
repeatedly mentions their healing as the rst order of business. I hope we
are lucky enough to see all people of good will come round to this kind of
program and ensure its viability.

This morning, I meet RM and his grandson John at Kelly’s. Richard

4. Le Bras, L’âge d migrations.
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is writing more short stories and continuing his research and teaching of
mathematics.

Tuesday, 9 May 2017

Legendre andMusso have been looking for re-incarnations, replays of a sin-
gle idea that has no esh on it at all, as they clothe it in their ethereal recon-
structions. Musso writes in the allegorical mode or is it just a simile that
he applies mechanically throughout his “vision”. The history of the idea
of industriation would be an image of the Christian notion of incarnation
because thewords “body, corpus, corporation, incorporation” appear so of-
ten. But the notion of incarnation and industriation are nothing without
working/thinking bodies. Much thinking is elucidated but detached from
the body. Labor is almost nowhere to be seen. The dignity of labor, in-
cluding that ofwomen’s bodies—as inMary’s story inLuke andMatthew—
seems to be the big forgotten element, especially prominent in its mediaeval
redemptive aspect.

Thursday, 11 May 2017

About the rst paragraph of my resurgent Cana paper: I assume that the
audience or community was aware of the two competing views of history
that wine symbolized by virtue of its aspects, production, conservation, and
the pleasures it elicited and stood for. The more general view was that the
best of one’s history was at the origin of time, in an unretrievable golden
age that one could only hope to approximate under enlightened, powerful,
generous kings (such as Solomon? There is entropy even in that history of
kings). Pockets of golden-aged nectar were reserved for the wise and pow-
erful (i.e. justi ed by divine ideology), and vinegar for everyone else. This
view was the broader one, more widely shared than just in the Hellenistic
world or its Roman stoic reincarnation. The minority view expressed in
much of the Bible and in the gospels is that the golden age is in themessianic
future. In Genesis and Exodus, there is no past golden age but a di cult,
narrow straight towards a permanently adjustable life (Mizrayim!).

Saturday, 13 May 2017

Blaise tellsme last night that his paper at a Chicagomedical conferencewent
well and will be featured in a publication (abstract?). He also was inter-
viewedWednesday by Genentech for a position as pharmacist/researcher.
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Sunday, 14 May 2017

Notes onLeBras,L’âge d migrations. He starts with the September 2016
government’s project of dispersing 9,000 migrants in the whole of France:
1.5 migrant per 10,000 inhabitants! Loudly refused by most. The book
looks at the evolution of themigratory phenomenon: it has become global;
stereotypes re migration (desires and fears) haven’t evolvedmuch and disre-
gard the education and progressive factors; studentmigrations have become
very important. Climatic changes and aging of populations are also factors.

The very old con ict between sedentary agriculture and herders
explains some of the fears. The desire to migrate has been measured by
Gallup in 2008–10. About 51M people would plan to immigrate (especially
to the US). This is a much larger gure than the actual number of yearly
international ow, which concerns about 10M people.

The greater the revenue, the lower the desire to emigrate in a given year.
For someprofessions likemedicine, there is a clear hierarchyof desired coun-
tries, with the US at the top (very few US doctors emigrate). The number
of students who are studying abroad is increasing: 2M in 2003 in the entire
world, 4.2M in 2013, about 2% of totals. The West dominates, beginning
with the US (784,000 registered students in 2013, i.e. 20% of all foreign stu-
dents in the world, followed by the UK, Australia, France, and Germany,
then Russia, Japan, and Canada). Note that Latin American students are
less likely to be mesmerized by the US and Cuba exerts a considerable in u-
ence.5 Cultural imperialism has replaced the colonial power grid.

Migration caused by climatic events and changes has led to the use
of politically loaded vocabulary. Such migrants are considered “refugees”
and placed under the 1951 Geneva convention for refugees. One side of
this debate is that industrial countries seem to accept their responsibilities
in creating this kind of migration. Another side, however, is that the
term “refugees” allows modern governments to lump them together with
political refugees and justi es harsh measures meant to control refugees
from southern countries. Finally, the broadening of the category of
refugees allows a renewed (negative) debate on the responsibilities owed
political refugees in virtue of the Geneva convention of 1951. The real goal
may be to change the latter.

Finally, children or migrants? France vs Germany... The 27 European
countries may see their population go from 440M to 420M by 2050. To

5. Le Bras, L’âge d migrations, 73–75.
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counter this de-population, 38M more migrants would be necessary in the
coming 35 years. France, Sweden or Irelandwould not need to increase their
migrant population. But is the diminution of the population a threat (eco-
nomic threat)? It is not proven. Yet, immigration could be a remedy to the
aging of the population (as well as a solution to population and economic
problems of countries south of the Mediterranean Sea?)? If Europe were
to invite migrants to try to keep the present ratio of active workers in the
economy, one would need 385M migrants by 2050, i.e. 11M per year. The
present rate is tiny in comparison.

Conclusions. The poorest people don’t have themoney, educational re-
sources or the connections, to seek security elsewhere. The richer countries
like France do see their educated young migrate: about 200,000 go abroad
every year. Some of its best prepared (?) citizens will be replaced by the best
educated citizens of poorer countries (or of countries situated below in the
world order). Globalism at its beginningmeant capital movements looking
for cheap labor where it was. Now, in a second movement, professionals
are migrating to countries where they can ful ll their dreams or aspirations.
They threaten not so much the poorest people in rich countries as the mid-
dle classes who are amajor part of the opinion and voting public. The book
ends with a Macron-like question:

Pourra-t-on les rassurer [les classes moyennes] en améliorant l’édu-
cation et les possibilités de promotion, les persuadant ainsi d’entrer
comme les autres dans le vaste circuit de la mondialisation ? (Page
144).

End of notes on Le Bars’ book.
I would add another more important question: can this global eco-

nomic process that is worshipped by everyone in industry, government and
now education be seen at last from the only angle that has a chance to bring
a true re ection on human dignity? Can it be seen at last as a chance to
realize that we are all made of each other, all indebted to each other in an
in nite number of ways, all ready to respond to others’ generosity with our
own gif s, beyond quanti ers, and that our will and capacity to respond to
each other are actually the main question?

In the introduction to my book on labor and gods, I need to argue why
I assume a unity of topic along centuries of lives. Is this unity an illusion
of modern, Christian or post-Christian optics? And if so, is it to be aban-
doned and replaced by a simple concatenation of unrelated events? The
main reason for assuming a certain unity is that belief in the biblical god
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and its theological underpinning, in the three monotheistic religions, has
gained a particular weight in modern views of the world, even those critical
or religious traditions. I mean that the textual tradition, the political and
religious developments attached to it, even the aesthetic and architectural
realizations have long had an aura of unity symbolized by the single words
commonly attached to them: Judaism, Christianity, Islam. Yet, the story, if
properly examined, has no internal compulsion behind it, in and of itself.
Neither Christian end of history sort of things, or Hegelian subsuming un-
der or submission to an unfolding spirit of history.

Then explain what are my presupposés, including the dialectic view of
JG in all sectors of human life.

Monday, 15 May 2017

I slept on a cot in Gary Miles’ room at Dominican Hospital (part of the
“Dignity” system). We talked about history, family, life and death deci-
sions. He has to be catheterized every four to six hours (more frequently
last night), his body and limbs occasionally rearranged. My role was to be
there for companionship anddo small things forhim such asplughis phone,
rearrange the pillows under his tibias, etc. I woke up at 10h30, 00h00, 3h30,
and 5h30 and managed to sleep in-between. I found the cot comfortable,
actually.

Amy is sometimes to the lef of me, which is a surprise. This morn-
ing, on our bike-ride to the university, we talk about disparities of salary at
UCSC, and the deepening gap between the advertised purpose of the uni-
versity and its practice. For instance, there is much talk about being a “His-
panic” institution, while underpaying the manyHispanics working dispro-
portionately at the bottom of the salary scale (28K?). This salary scale, to-
gether with the tuition increases, makes it very hard to pay for a good uni-
versity. Of course, there are attempts to correct inequities, but the overall
picture is not favorable. The university contributes to the widening gap in
income and life satisfaction (=happiness, the old white whale of enlighten-
ment?).

A propos de Musso, La religion industrielle. Ce gros livre continue de
me donner le fort sentiment qu’il évacue le travail et que son auteur se met
dans tous les états pour prêter à l’entreprise une dignité arti cielle qui lui
manque par nature en la réincorporant ou plutôt en la rattachant à l’idée de
l’incarnation. Je dis idée, puisqu’il la dénature aussi à vrai dire d’une autre
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manière en la nommant “mythe de l’incarnation”.6 La question que j’ai est
que la transformation sans reste de l’incarnation en pure idée et l’automa-
tisme de son impression sur les formes sociales, spécialement la structure
industrielle et gestionnaire qui s’est développée depuis le dix-huitième siècle
évacue le travail comme si celui-ci n’était également qu’une idée et ne pou-
vait avoir de corps que ses hypostases en science, ingénierie, et gestion (ce
qu’il appellemanagement, pasménagement !). Il s’essaie àmarcher sur l’eau.

En insistant à temps et à contretemps que l’idée mythique de l’incarna-
tion a été hypostasiée sous les di férentes formes du monastère, de la ma-
nufacture, et de l’usine, il fait l’impasse sur l’idée de création, qui est in-
dissolublement liée au monothéisme tardif et qui, liée à l’incarnation, est
un nouveau moteur de cette distance que la raison humaine se permet de
prendre par rapport à la nature. La rationalité scienti que telle qu’elle s’est
développée est di cile à comprendre sans les développements de la théolo-
gie chrétienne dans l’antiquité tardive (la reprise du platonisme en particu-
lier) et à l’époque médiévale. Musso le dit, mais sans voir que la création et
sa corollaire d’agent divin externe au monde est un antécédent nécessaire.
L’incarnation ne peut se penser sans la création. Il est assez facile de par-
ler allégoriquement de transsubstantiation, transmutation de la Nature, et
transformation historique de l’humanité, encore faut-il que la nature puisse
avoir été pensée comme telle.7

Musso parle trop rapidement de transfert plutôt que de continuité
quand il cite Augustin de Narbonne au sujet de la transformation de l’eau
de Cana en vin et des changements dans la nature ou de par l’industrie.8
Celui-ci suit Augustin d’Hippone qui parlait du vin comme d’un miracle
renouvelé en permanence (pluies annuelles, etc.). Musso parle de “transfert
de la transsubtantiation”mais il s’agit de continuité plutôt que de transfert.
Le “grand Corps” qu’il voit comme étant habité par une Incarnation

6. PourMusso, l’incarnationd’un sens absent (le dieu) en unprésent (Jésus commeChrist)
est unmythe ou une “symbolique instituante”, arrimée ouficelée à une logique instituée (on
fait avec ce qu’on a sous la main) : Musso, La religion industrielle, 56. L’histoire—je veux
dire la matérialité—qui a mené à ce point qu’il appelle symbolique est complètement éva-
cuée. Je ne crois pas au “mythe” de l’incarnation, mais je crois que cette foi anciennement
constituée ne peut pas être simplement évacuée comme étant quelque chose de complète-
ment irrationnel. La “folie de la croix” paulinienne a de bien bonnes raisons d’avoir eu lieu,
sans folie, si on analyse les évangiles et la situation de ces petits royaumes au premier siècle.
Il ne s’agit pas seulement de “foi” au sens étroit de la politique qui a suivi mais de fidélité
qui engageait toute une vie.

7. Ibid., 59.
8. Ibid., 60.
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plastique (je conserve sa majuscule), je l’imagine au contraire caché, comme
le travail exploité et ses productions sont cachés ou ensevelis sous d’autres
formes. L’auteur me paraît être ici un pur produit de l’industrie à son sens à
lui d’industriation, de processus, il est fasciné par sa propre machine. Pour
lui, “Derrière les récits opère une logique” : divine ? de hasard ? jeu divin ?

Il mentionne la création de temps à autre sans voir l’importance du
concept, l’in uence qu’il a eue au l des siècles, et combien son histoire de
l’industriation lui doit.9Quant à ses citations deChenu,Gilson, Ellul, Illich
et Michel Henry, il me semble qu’il les prend à contresens en s’appliquant
à lire ce qu’ils disent de l’incarnation comme s’il en allait d’une série d’idées
(la chair : Henry).10

Il y a cependant des lueurs, par exemple ce passage :

La religion industrielle est le résultat, sur longue période, en
Occident, d’un processus d’industriation fait de rationalisation et
d’abstraction et de projection/incarnation pour « donner corps »
et agir dans et sur le monde. Il y est toujours question d’incarnation,
d’incorporation et de désincorporation, pour passer d’un Corps à
un autre, ou pour extirper, à partir d corps au travail, des corpus
standardisables. (Musso, La religion industrielle, 99. Je souligne.)

Où l’on voit, bien que ce soit très limité (l’utilitarisme de la dernière phrase),
qu’il n’est pas facile d’éliminer complètement la chair, l’exploitation, et l’in-
justice. Rare lueur.

Musso parle à répétition de cette “architecture duciaire” comme d’une
construction intellectuelle, un mot qui pointe vers un corps mort et une
croyancemythique au-delà de toute réalité.11 Et lemonde de lois qu’il décrit
est un monde créé :

Dans la matrice chrétienne, Dieu crée la Nature parfaite et l’homme,
créateur à l’image de Dieu, peut prolonger la création par le travail et
la technique. (101)

Mais cette “nature” (un participe futur actif) est suspendue, elle est une re-
structuration, puis un réinvestissement qui cherche à être “naturel” mais ne
peut l’être complètement. Comme le dit Erich Fromm cité plus loin,

9. Musso, La religion industrielle, 66–67.
10. Ibid., 68–86.
11. Ibid., 100–1.
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L’Homme a fait de lui-même unDieu parce qu’il a acquis la capacité
technique de procéder à une “seconde création” du monde qui rem-
place celle du Dieu de la religion traditionnelle. On peut également
dire que nous avons fait de la machine un dieu et que, en la servant,
nous sommes devenus des dieux. (103, réf. àAvoir ou être, 178)

La grande question : comment expliquer le déblocage en Europemédié-
vale ? Musso parle du “nouveau culte du travail” et de la technique comme
moyens pour préserver la prière. Il y a toujours de ça dans toute technique,
cad la création d’un otium. Mais on pourrait en parler aussi comme d’un
continuum, le travail et la prière comme continuation et interpénétration.
Musso martèle des formules comme celle-ci : “La rationalisation est alors
mise au service de la foi,” et de citer Bergson sur la mystique et la méca-
nique.12Mais il oublie la chair des chrétiens ou christianisés : il fait complète-
ment l’impasse sur la vision du travail comme rédempteur ou y contribuant
en continu avec la prière. Et il ne voit pas que tout ceci (son industriation)
est préparé par la foi dans la création du monde par un dieu transcendant
dont l’incarnation élève ou restaure la dignité de l’homme jusque là réservée
à quelques élites ou sires.

Après Pierre Legendre, il parle d’une Schize entre règles du croire et
celles du vivre (les deux cités et leurs exigences ?) comme “une faille ense-
velie” (111). Mais cette faille est au contraire déjà mise au clair par l’Exode où
il faut choisir entre alliance révélée et les avantages de l’esclavage dans une
Egypte caractérisée par une terre qui précède et un régime monarchique
qui se dit intermédiaire obligé des dieux. Elle est renouvelée, de nouveau
en clair, par l’appel du “Royaume de Dieu” dans les évangiles. Cette “faille”
n’est donc pas ensevelie, ou dumoins pas très profondément. Il est étonnant
de voir le christianisme présenté comme une foi sans loi, sans “préceptes.”

Musso ne comprend pas que c’est la dépendence de l’autre, y compris
par le salaire, et non le travail lui-même, qui avilissait et était servile.13 Il cite
Cicéron sur ce point (Traité d devoirs 1.42). Il ne s’agit pas de dédainpour le
travail, au contraire,—bien qu’il y ait le problème de la technè commemagie
et détournement de la nature—mais de manque de liberté et de dignité. Le
travail et la technique seront éventuellement revalorisés sur une autre base,
mais ce n’est certainement pas seulement par une incarnation désincarnée,
je veux dire par un travail sur la raison ou la logique. La rationalité n’est pas
seule en cause ! La clé du problème présenté par les anciennes économies est

12. Ibid., 109.
13. Ibid., 126.
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donc l’idée de dignité humaine telle qu’elle se fait jour (= ancienne idée de
révélation) au travers de la croyance en une Création et Incarnation, ce qui
libère le potentiel du travail comme valeur (calculable).

Pages 134–35, paragraphes assez confus sur la Genèse et la vision du tra-
vail qui y transparait. La réhabilitation du travail dépendant ou surtout ser-
vile et la restauration de la dignité humaine se sont faites lentement. Parmi
les grandes étapes selon moi : la foi dans le récit de la création, la passion et
résurrection (“surrection”, à la Gauchet ? il n’est pas su sant de dire l’incar-
nation), la séparation de la science grecque et des mythes, le sentiment que
la raison ne pouvait être fondamentalement en désaccord avec la foi et donc
son développement à son service, sa séparation éventuelle dans un monde
où surplus économiques commençaient à se faire jour... Curieux que Mus-
so voie l’importance de la création (135–36), probablement parce qu’il paraît
suivre Gilson, mais n’en fasse rien ou plutôt n’en tire aucun développement
ou conclusion.

De temps à autre, au l de pages assez sèches, réapparaît le travail, par
exemple :

Les monastères bénédictins, dèles à la règle de Benoît, sont fondés à
l’écart des villes, généralement dans des fonds de vallée que lesmoines
ont pris le soin de défricher et de mettre en valeur avec le concours de
frèr convers (du latin convers , « converti »), en charge d tâch
domestiqu , ainsi que de serfs ou de paysans libr . (149. Je souligne)

Les pages sur l’abbé Suger et la période “charnière” des cathédrales illus-
trent les failles du raisonnement de Musso, spécialement quand il s’agit du
travail. Elles rappellent combien la dialectique deMarx est la seule approche
possible.14 Interruption et conversation avecMiguel qui travaille dans la cui-
sine du café où j’écris. Il me dit bonjour, “Toujours à lire et à écrire ?”—“It
is a job, I was trained for that,” I answer, as an excuse for my sitting, abi-
lity to draw on a retirement fund, be respected, etc. What form could the
conversation have taken in 1134?

Le monastère institutionalise “le travail, l’économie et la technique”,
mais la transformation en réalité précède l’arrivée de ce que Musso appelle
“des quasi-entrepreneurs”.15 Ceci est un jeu de mots. Le concept moderne
d’entreprise s’est donné des marques de dignité sur le dos des “croyants.”

14. Musso, La religion industrielle, 180.
15. Ibid., 184.
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Un peu plus loin, un autre ratage à propos du rôle des humains dans
l’œuvre de création :16 ce qui est fondamental ici, à mon sens, est que le
monde ne peut être transformé en nature ouvrable que parce que l’élément
divin comme l’élément humainn’y sont plus et le transcendent, au contraire
du mythe où il est partie vivante et agissante du monde. Cette vision bi-
blique du monde et de son créateur a des raisons politiques dont l’histoire
est encore à faire.

La gestion et la technologie pratiquées par les monastères médiévaux
n’en fontpas des rmesmodernes, contreRodneyStarkqui est cité parMus-
so.17 La très grande di férence à mon sens est que les monastères n’étaient
pas liés à une structure de marché moderne où les servo-mécanismes sont
supposés ajuster les besoins et désirs aux ressources, sans aucun reste—c’est-
à-dire avec zéro à payer, et comme si ces deux pôles que forment les besoins
et les ressources étaient naturels alors que tous deux sont fabriqués et fuient
la nature ou la refont. C’est confondre apparences et réalité.

Tuesday, 16 May 2017

About forgiveness as a radical idea, “an impossibility that requires imagina-
tion,” as re ected by Karen:18 Why did her family save their letters? The
putting away, I imagine, is more than a possible claim on forgetfulness. It
is “pro fered to the future. Th what we did. Do not forget . Please
forgive .” There is also the literary accomplishment, the recognition that
a real e fort to be true permeates these documents.

Wednesday, 17 May 2017

Paper by Martin Devecka on Socratic economics, via Xenophon’sMemo-
rabilia and Plato’s Symposium. The main argument as I understood it was
a version of the notion that politics was for those freed from unavoidable
obligations? Read Xenophon.

16. Ibid., 190.
17. Ibid., 191.
18. Yamashita, Letters to memory, 14.
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Thursday, 18 May 2017

I nished Karen’s book.19 I read it as a gif that broadens my questions on
past lives. History as a series of problems, the rst being, by what right do
I think of lives as part of a collective body that can be pointed to in words,
in imaginary collective tensions and intentions? The letters are sometimes
highly formal though passionate. They are clearly lif ed by belief. Passages
I liked especially: the story of crutches that his father had to use af er in-
juring his leg jumping over a fence. More ominously, the silence of pastors
and professors in Evanston when a Japanese-American family was about to
rent a professor’s house. The mentions of Niebuhr. Most disturbing: the
reference to Lilian Smith’s Strange fruit. Odd: the reference to Alexis Car-
rel (147): he was clearly famous or infamous with his ideas about genetics
(L’homme cet inconnu). On Mao and revolution vs dinner parties or art,
see 125, the destructive fury of a passion for justice if not tempered by...
measure? peace? putting oneself in the place of the other, no matter the
position?

Friday, 19 May 2017

I need to think about this text by Gagnepain in regards to the question
raised by the schmoozers about what would purportedly characterize hu-
mans, and that is, their future-orientedness:

qu’est la culture, c’est-à-dire l’ensemble des processus grâce auxquels
l’homme implicitement analyse sa représentation, son activité, son
être et son vouloir, à travers un réseaude signes, d’outils, de personnes
et de normes qui ne semanifestent que réinvestis. Lamédiation dont
nous parlons à ce propos n’est nullement la capacité de nous forger
l’alibi multiforme d’unmonde auquel réellement nous appartenons.
Par la négativité qu’elle instaure, elle y introduit le discret et, ajoutant
nos lois à ses lois, nous permet de le transformer. L’homme n’est pas,
en unmot, seulement ce que la nature l’a fait. Il est aussi et spéci que-
ment ce que par son langage, son art, sa société, son droit, il se fait.
Loin de tenir, en e fet, désormais, le rôle de référence suprême etmo-
nolithique que lui attribuait naguère l’humanisme en l’identi ant -
nalement à la seule cohésion du discours, la raison, plus volontiers,
nous apparaît comme une rationalité éclatée ; ses divers modes lo-
gique, technique, ethnique, éthique sont autant d’instances par quoi
nous créons la distance qui nous confère l’humanité.

19. Yamashita, Letters to memory.
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Sunday, 21 May 2017

Last Thursday, Trump at a press conference with Santos, the president of
Colombia. He was asked questions on the on-going investigations, on the
nomination of the special counsel. Santos was asked for his opinion re-
garding the wall idea. DT took over and spoke to his base (“witch hunt”),
went on and on about the accomplishments of his visibly crumblingWhite
House, spokemuch too long about Venezuela to the point that I wondered
if he was confusing Columbia and Venezuela.

Dark thoughts come: the humiliation anddisorder that an “imperial or-
der” can foster, how hard the fall can be for most. What are the options for
DT? He is cornered and puts a brave face on the mess, like Nixon or Clin-
ton before him. Further thought: “Thank God his love of money, gold,
and the power to buy fame is still there. The desire may still be there, his
presidency as another way to accumulate goods, if not to keep creditors at
bay.” Strangely comforting thought. If this desire to ght for recognition of
his quantities (“big, very very beautiful, huge, many many, greatest...”) was
gone, if this superego went away or the path to it was removed, what would
happen? Would there be adanger of seeingDTappeal to theworst instincts,
to the sort of destructive mob feelings Karen alludes to in her book, regard-
ing theUS internment camps, discrimination, andmuchworse the “strange
fruit” of racism, or the shoah? DT is still in the electoral mode, stuck at the
38% or so level of approval. It is his permanent mode, courting the biggest
number of people possible to acquire means to court even more people,
etc…. What will happen if the Coulters, Savages, Bannons, et al, abandon
him or he is forced to jettison them? There are signs it is happening. Many
voters in the Republican party may begin to think of the Pence option as
warranting an impeachment procedure or a forced resignation. Everything
looks solid still, these options far in the distance, but the fall could then
come fast, as for Nixon.

Beautiful wedding of Tim and Laurie this af ernoon. Claire Bras-
Valentine o ciated and said wonderful, true things about each person’s
life. The ceremony started with a Santa Cruzan thing, a women’s circle that
celebrated earth, water, crystal... Tim asked me to think about something
biblical for the event. I realized he wanted something that could sound
biblical enough with the overt Christian marks deleted. This morning,
while I was still thinking of Corinthians (a no-no because of its overuse),
Ruth, or the story of Hannah in Samuel, and realizing any of these texts
involved a preachy or lecture-like tone, the cooing of the doves on my
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morning walk made me realize Song of Songs 2, with some erasures (no
gazelles, stags, or honey), was still the best text, especially when sung.
It is a celebration of nature with some dark tones somehow receding in
the background. Amy sang the tunes (modern arrangements) and we
alternated the reading of a few stanzas.

Monday, 22 May 2017

While reading Vidal-Naquet,20 I note the story Glaucos told about his
ancestor Bellerophon. He was sent to a king of Lycia with a message con-
taining “murderous signs,” not quite the kind of letter Uriah brought to
his army commander. In the story about David (2 Sam 11:14), no need to
write in ciphers, sinceUriah, the brave and totally obedient soldier, could be
trusted to carry the scrolled and sealed message without opening it. David
simply “wrote a document,” אוּרִיָּֽה בְּיַד וַיִּשְׁלַח אֶל־יוֹאָב סֵפֶר דָּוִד וַיִּכְתֹּב בַבּקֶֹר .וַיְהִי

Wednesday, 24May 2017

Summary of Descola’s pages on forms of attachment, production, protec-
tion, and transmission: Descola.21He examines six types of relationships:
three in which there may be an element of reversibility (exchange, preda-
tion, gift); and three that are univocal (one way?) (production, protection,
and transmission). Are exchange and gif —pace Levi-Strauss af er Aristotle
and Seneca—to be conceived as belonging to the same set of phenomena?22
About the gift, Mauss was following his own tradition, and LS af er him, in
interpreting it “as resting upon the obligations of giving, receiving, and giv-
ing back.” Does this conception match the observed practices? Literally
speaking, gift “has” no reciprocal. See Testart who di ferentiates exchange
from gif .23 The obligation to pay is purely moral: if gif entailed an obliga-
tion, it would cease to be a gif .

Exchange requires a counter-move.24 It is bi-directional. It is better to
conceive of it as exchange and not reciprocity, as the latter can happen with
gif s, even though they are not required, on the contrary. Both exchange and

20. Vidal-Naquet, Le monde d’Homère, 21.
21. Descola, Beyond nature and culture, 321–35.
22. Ibid., 312–14.
23. Testart, “Les trois modes de transfert”; see also Testart,Critique du don: étud

sur la circulation non marchande.
24. Descola, Beyond nature and culture, 315–17.
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gif are universal (or common at the very least). Exchange and gif don’t can-
cel each other. It looks like gif is at the center of things for many groups.25
Trust is a fundamental value of such sharing societies. Trust is a situation
of dependence freely entered into. Gif and sharing are unconditional, ex-
change is a tacit or contractual obligation.

About predation:26 not a moral matter at root. Even with livestock
raising and deferred consumption or products transformed by agriculture.
I agree that predationneeds to be analyzed as one formof subsistence behav-
ior in environments where predictability is di cult to achieve. The moral
problem arises when predictable incomes (by kings and elites especially)
mean that predation and its risks are not necessary for the group at large.
WasHobbes right that homo homini lup ? No, this was a naturalized view
of competition in a new market economy. Predation is widely attested, es-
pecially in Amazonian societies.

On producing, protecting, and transmitting (all one way?).27 Is con-
sumption just a moment in the process of production, simply enabling the
larger process of production? Can this model be applied universally? It
would be better to speak of procurement for hunter-gatherer societies, not
production. What of China, as interpreted by François Jullien? A mutual
relationship, with no beginning or end, and no external agent, therefore
a self-regulated process.28 With the biblical notion of creation and Greek
philosophical dualism, there is no ontological equivalency between pro-
ducer and what is brought into being. In other societies like the Achuar,
one cannot speak of “produits du sol” but of things transformed. Baskets
are bodies, for instance.

On protection:29 long disquisition on pastoral societies of East Africa
and the Mediterranean. Descola’s mention of the Georgics brings out the
political problem in all its clarity: the “pastoral treatment” of people, with
obedience and slavery, brings security and is clearly opposed to the central
meaning of the Exodus story.

Transmission:30 The dead get a hold (are given?) over the living by fili-
ation. This has taken the form of a debt only in certain circumstances (de-

25. About gift and sharing, see Norit Bird-David on the Nayoka, “A giving environ-
ment.”

26. Descola, Beyond nature and culture, 318–19.
27. Ibid., 321–24.
28. Ibid., 323.
29. Ibid., 325–27.
30. Ibid., 329–32.
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pending on the means of subsistence). It implies genealogies, though these
are not universal.31 Access to land, exercise of political responsibilities, well-
being, all of them depend upon ancestors. Authority comes from subordi-
nation to ancestors. The survival of ancestors (I frame it di ferently: the
survival of the political arrangements dependent upon this kind of medi-
ated transcendence) depends upon the liation’s sense of being indebted to
them. Such collectives are able to claim land and ethnicity on this basis.

Thursday, 25 May 2017

Meeting on role of Judaism and Jews in social revolutions, from 1917 to
Bernie. Luminaries: Alma Heckman presented Bettina Aptheker, Tony
Michels, Arie Dubnov, Lior Sternfeld, Joel Beinin, Orit Bashkin, Nathaniel
Deutsch, Peter Kenez, Bob Weinberg. Twenty-nine people attending,
including the eight presenters. About ten students, ten people from town.
Bettina begins with portraits of indomitable women who were radical
world-changers. She reads some of her letters that point to an indefatigable
concern and work for the neediest. It reminded me of Amy and the way
she approaches personal needs. “Radical compassion”, as Bettina called
it. It reminds me also of Dorothy Day and others whose lives beckon.
Later on, there is a discussion of la “question juive” and what looks like
a paradoxical situation: modern Jews who at least since the nineteenth
century are perceived as radicals (and may perceive themselves as such),
yet want to reach normality. Bettina interjects that to frame everything
in terms of questions, as it was done so of en in the communist party of
her youth, comforts the notion that there is a center elsewhere. I would
add that it obfuscates the real question which to me is the source of
this extraordinary attention to others for themselves: a sort of inverted
protestantism, with works without the faith, or rather a faith against
faith? Peter Kenez asked why Jews are disproportionately represented in
radical movements. He thinks it is partly a response to antisemitism, a
commitment to learning, and perhaps a smidgen of messianism (à la Marx
or à la Benjamin). Brushing history against the grain?

31. I note that ancestor cults were or are a form of transcendence, a way to weigh on the
living’s labor, structure it, give it differentiated value, from a point of view that is “beyond”
and is/was coopted and reinforced by centralized political systems such as those that succeed
themselves in China.
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Friday, 26May 2017

Lucky: I see Bettina this morning at the library and tell her my reactions
to her intervention. What is the source of this non-stop attention to the
world, which doesn’t eliminate a matter-of-factness that sometimes veers
into stubbornness?

Monday, 29May 2017

Reading Rosenstock.32 Cohen thought of monotheism as expressing
a new way of thinking about the relationship between the deity and
the world rather than as a reaction to polytheism. The singleness of the
being or essence of the cosmos formed an important step both for Greek
philosophers and Hebrew thinkers. Cohen traced the rise of this idea of
the uniqueness of the deity’s being. He sees it in the self-a rming being of
the burning bush story. Cohen sees Parmenides’ being as lacking capacity
to expand in time and space, as neuter or too abstract. TheHebrew god is a
person (as Pascal staked his life on). This personhood is persistence in unity,
,אחדות and especially inmaking-oneself-one, .יחדות In Cohen’s view, Greek
immortality of the soul is a negative expression of the spirit that denies
its end. In Hebrew monotheism, immortality becomes an a rmation
of another, chosen, end. The purposefulness of life belongs (spreads?)
to the divine self-a rmation of unity. This is framed in Leviticus as an
injunction, to be holy. To be holy is bound to the future, not enthralled to
the past or some kind of golden age (as in most of Greco-Roman wisdom).
Time will be future and only future.

Both Cohen and Peterson shared in their criticism of Philo’s substan-
tial view of the world as in need of a monarch. It also explains for me a
startling di ference between Philo and Hebrew prophets or visionaries, in-
cluding those of the late period (eschaton thinkers of various stripes). Philo
thinks one can have a mystic fusion with the divine, as his notion of the di-
vine and of the world are actually less radical than those found in Exodus or
the Hebrew prophets. For him, the world might exist even apart from the
deity, it seems. Yet, for Cohen, the world is not a sempiternal appearance of
multiple beings, but a perpetual renewal originating in its creation.

I realize now that Assmann’s commentary on Exodus could very well be
wedded to Cohen’s concept of a “messianic transcendentality.” And in rela-

32. Rosenstock, “Monotheism as a political problem: The critique of political theol-
ogy out of the sources of Judaism.”
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tion to this sort of transformative view of the divinity and the creation, see
Keel and Schroer.33 They observe that their initial 2002 publication (sec-
ond edition in 2008?) was misunderstood by some critics, especially those
of the reformed tradition, forwhom the opposition of a creating god and its
creation is paramount. The creation accounts in Genesis retain something
of the widely shared notion of the divinity of the world.

Tuesday, 30May 2017

Note on Keel and Schroer: they challenge the notion that Exodus and its
theology have some sort of priority over Genesis. Indeed, the concept of
creation by the divinity is more important than Musso is willing to grant
(or is blind to). The reason for this importance, however, is not the divine
aspect of the created world itself. There is continuity, as the writers devised
the history of the world and that of the Israelite people, from the creation
to the end of the Exodus story, with its re-imagining of the temple and a
re-envisioned life in the world.

In a review of a new book on the Letter to the Romans by Rodríguez,
Philip Esler keeps expressing an hesitation to term all too quickly ethnic fol-
lowers of part or all of the Torah precepts as Jews. I understand the need
to stay away from the fraught and loaded word Jew and Jewish since these
words point to religious, cultural, and social aspects of modern Jewish peo-
ple that made little sense in the Greco-Roman world. But to use Judean in
parentheses is not very helpful either as it seems a) to erase all too quickly
both the possibility of a religious and ethnic unity in the ancient world—
however fraught thismayhave been—andb) the continuity claimedby later
Judaism through the centuries. There has been an extensive debate on these
issues, and the stream of books on the Letter to the Romans is not helping
much. Still, I nd Esler’s further consideration of what ethnic choices im-
plied in antiquity very interesting:

He [Rodríguez] presumably takes this view because of the persis-
tence of the notion that the Ioudaioi of our sources were adherents
of a religion, Judaism, whereas in fact (whether you call them Jews
or Judeans) they were members of an ethnic group (which did
include religious beliefs and practices but only as part of a larger,

33. Keel and Schroer, Schöpfung: biblische Theologien im Kontext altorientalischer
Religionen; now translated into English: Keel and Schroer,Creation: Biblical theologi
in the context of the ancient Near East .
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more inclusive identity). Becoming a Jew/Judean through circum-
cision and adoption of Jewish/Judean customs meant adoption of
Jewish/Judean ethnic identity, not the adoption of a separable and
separate Jewish religious identity (which was nonexistent in the
rst century CE just as surely as Judaism is a category error for this
period).

He doesn’t seem to see however that to choose this broader identity by
whatevermeans was politically fraught, as it was joining a conquered ethnic
group whose apparent political and military power had crumbled. His
quotation of Philo about proselytes (De virtutib 102–3) makes clear how
risky and tightly bound to very special circumstances it was to become
“Israelite” (perceived even then as Jew, with attaches to Judean). This is the
more so as this commentary on an Abraham-like choice made by proselytes
was written by Philo before the Jewish war and the divisions it implied
within and without the Judaean and Jewish communities of the time.

Wednesday, 31 May 2017

Julie called me this morning and gives me news of the family. She seemed
content, busy with various administrative tasks stemming from François’
death, and still inhabited by the strong feeling of his presence. Christophe
and Halima have begun the ramadan. Jean-Tophe’s and Nathalie’s family
came last Sunday to her house to celebrate Mothers’ day. I tell her about
Blaise’s hiring as a pharmacist at the Lucile Packard Hospital in Palo Alto.
Blaise told us about it yesterday. It is a well-paid position, about twice the
money I was earning at the end of my position (I told him thrice, mistak-
enly).
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Friday, 2 June 2017

A recent book by Esther Fuchs about the meaning of feminist interpreta-
tion for the broader eld of Biblical studies serendipitously reminds me of
what Marx and Marc Bloch say about the need to prioritize the study of
structures and relations before analyzing their evolution, and especially the
need to guard against historicism: « L’anatomie de l’homme donne la clé
de l’anatomie du singe. » (Marx, quoted by Descola, Par-delà nature et
culture, 13–14) One needs to give all its weight to “regressive history” (Marc
Bloch), i.e. interpret the present in order to better analyze the past.

Monday, 5 June 2017

Haudricourt s’est demandé si les dieux et rois de la Méditerranée orien-
tale ont pris la forme de pasteurs et protecteurs de troupeaux et de peuples
à cause du mouton plutôt qu’à cause d’une capacité innée des humains à se
construire une transcendence :

Est-il absurde de se demander si les dieux qui commandent, les mo-
rales qui ordonnent, les philosophies qui transcendent n’auraient pas
quelque chose à voir avec lemouton, par l’intermédiaire d’une prédi-
lection pour les modes de production esclavagiste et capitaliste, et si
les morales qui expliquent et les philosophies de l’immanence n’au-
raient pas quelque chose à voir avec l’igname, le taro et le riz, par l’in-
termédiaire des modes de production de l’antiquité asiatique et du
féodalisme bureaucratique. (Haudricourt, «Domestication des ani-
maux, culture des plantes et traitement d’autrui, » 50)

Il me semble que ce qui est indiqué (ou qu’on peine à indiquer, qu’on ima-
gine plutôt) par les mots de transcendence et immanence est à ré-analyser
d’une tout autre manière. Avoir des animaux et des plantes domestiques
a dû exiger quelque chose comme une domestication des croyances, une
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transformation du sentiment que les chasseurs et cueilleurs avaient de faire
partie d’un monde que se partageaient corps et esprits sans a-priori.

I haven’t written about Monday the f h of June 1967 and the adum-
brated memories I have of the rst days of that week. Not six days. A list
of the clearest ones will include: the story of the squad of Jordanian soldiers
stationed on the Ottoman wall above the noman’s land. So, I realize, rst a
map. Ottoman and modern walls, some Herodian stones, a jumble of veg-
etation, poor Jews from Morocco and other Arab countries, where streets
and amost expensive real estate nowo ciate. The highwall nearDamascus
Gate, onmyway either to the Barclay’s bank right near, and especially along
Nablus road to the EBAF.

Figure . –Nabl Road, 2000, by a ada (Google Earth)

Figure 6.1 looks back south towards Damascus Gate. At the end of the
street, to the right, was a Barclays Bank o ce, a post of Jordanian soldiers,
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and a high cement wall hiding the no man’s land and making you believe
Israel was a fantasm. Its name could not be mentioned in conversations.
In French we used “l’Auvergne” to refer to it, because of a well-known bad
joke, perhaps antisemitic, on “sale homme”, supposedly pronounced “šale
homme” in Auvergnat dialect...

Notre-Dame convent, looking noble still in its semi-ruined state and
kept virginal for future prayers and demonstrations of divine love, perhaps
sheltering IDF soldiers we never saw. Until a few days before the 1967 June
war, when a fewmenwere seen consultingmaps in the open on the roof op.
We interpreted this unusual, bold-looking attitude, together with the pass-
ing of small airplanes over East Jerusalem—taking photos?—as part of the
preparations of the invasion by the Israeli army of Jerusalem and the West
Bank. We, that is, the brothers and foreigners in the Old City. There was
no doubt since the closing of Tiran Straights and especially since KingHus-
sein had been forced to go and kiss his mortal enemy, Shuqayri (replaced by
Arafat in 1967 as president of the PLO),

Entrance to the college. Smooth stone-slabs. Abu ‘Atta’s café. Early
June: school year over. Thoughts of going toward “Mesopotamia,” even
Iran. Tensions high. Le Monde not always available. I missed the usually
brilliant articles by Éric Rouleau.

Tuesday, 6 June 2017

Still debating the merit of the fundamental structures thought by Descola
to preside over (direct? frame? cause?) our understanding of ourselves and
the world (I didn’t say “in” the world, as I don’t want to intimate any nat-
uralist idea). Descola seems to be closely aligned with Gagnepain’s thought
when he sees identi cation and relationship as fundamental (though not
exclusive) structuring of the experience onemay have of the world and one-
self.

News this morning: af ermath of terrible attacks in Afghanistan (one
hundred and f y victims), London, Manchester, Paris... The Caliphate
and isis (daesh?) are losing ground in Raqqa’s area. Who knows what
will replace it once everyone recedes in the shadows? Qatar is being ostra-
cized once more by Saudi Arabia, the United Emirates, Bahrein, Egypt, and
Yemen, probably because of its attempts to play by its own rules between
Iraq, US (a big basis and operational command), and Iran. The US presi-
dent’s visitmayhavebeen the catalyst. Any increased tensionmay look good
to Trump, these days. In the US proper: less health safety, increased polit-
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ical polarization, increasing inequities in access to jobs, education, health,
decreasing stability of the economy. Most jobs are without security and
consumption is at or low. Meanwhile, much capital ows to destructive
or non-producing sectors like armament and security (includingmuch sof -
ware).

Wednesday, 7 June 2017

An attack by Sunni jihadists occurred in Iran today, only a few days af er the
visit by Trump to Saudi Arabia, Israel and Europe. TheUS—or the present
government—havedecided to support an agressive SaudiArabia, Israel, and
even Egypt to a much lesser degree. This is adding oil to the re, as the ji-
hadist philosophies are in great part bound to very conservative views of
Islam directly anchored in Saudi Arabia. The Saudi dynasty is directly sup-
porting a hard-line Islam for political andmoral reasons. It is the only cover
for a corrupt dynasty put inplace and long consolidatedbywestern empires.
The burning question of justice and dignity for all is completely masked by
these kingdoms and dictatorships, and framed by western governments as
a sui generis entity, terrorism. Iran was attacked today by these “terrorists.”
Qatar has been aggressively isolated by Saudi Arabia et al, for many reasons
among which the main one is that Qatar follows its own piper about Iran,
Israel, the Muslim Brothers, and the gulf, and needs to be reined in, from
the Saudi point of view. In the US struggle to eradicate jihadi land control
in northern Syria and Irak, Iran is a de facto ally, even though it is for di fer-
ent, more long-term reasons. I think Iran has common interests also with
Turkey regardingKurdistan, even though thismay change. AndRussia and
Iran have long-term common interests in the whole region. It seems the US
present government has raised the danger level without getting anything in
return.

Is there evidence that the kings of Israel, Judah, and Aramaean states,
proclaimed freedom from debt or slavery? Anything in Ezekiel? Could
priests and other elites have borrowed the idea from Babylonian customs?
But then, why would they have felt the need to enshrine this as a long-
respected custom? DidAchaemenid kings publish similar rescripts on their
enthronement?

I agreewith Frahm’s review thatOded could or should have hierarchized
his analysis of the reasons that Assyrian texts gave for war.1 Chapters 8, 11,

1. Oded,War, peace, and empire; Frahm, “Review of: War, peace and empire. Justifi-
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and 12 should have been gathered together. The documents are given with-
out any context. The reasons given for war appear to be eerily stable and
last over centuries. Were they that stable and uniform? Was there a di fer-
ence of approach in theAssyrian texts regardingBabylonia vs “very di ferent
peoples?”

On prozbul andwhether itwas fully justi ed under Biblical authority or
an innovative taqqanah, see the excellent discussion by Hayes.2 The con-
clusion or summary of Hayes in regard to the relationship of taqqanot to
Torah law is given page 306. Hayes gives later her general conclusions on the
di culty encountered in applying universal truths.3 Divine law could be
modi ed according tomoral critiques, whichwas a scandal from theGreco-
Roman viewpoint. The reason was that the Bible located the divine in his-
tory, not in nature. It was not universal, static, or uniform. And another
great di ference was that divine lawwas unwritten for the Romans, whereas
it was written for the rabbis. I add that it is the fact that it was given once
andwritten as part of this “once” that makes interpretation and adaptation
so crucial in the Biblical and rabbinic traditions.

On Levi-Strauss according to Descola:4 He conceives of culture as a sui
gener reality separate or distinguishable from nature, and nds in it an in-
exhaustible fount of analysis and symbols. At the same time, under the in-
uence of Boas and others (the German-American school), he becomes and
remains a relativist who refuses to rank cultures according to moral values
or on an evolutionary scale (i.e. vs Enlightenment).

Note that the notion of a singular “culture” (civilization) gets much of
its power from its opposition to “nature.” When declined in the plural,
cultures lose that polarity and can only mean by themselves, unless force-
fully ranked, whichwas abandoned for several reasons: political problem of
Kultur and Nazism; ebbing of Christian views of history; de-colonization;
capitalist globalization that seeks its advantages by drawing from multiple,
weak, sub-national centers; i.e. from the weakness of modern states. Still,
theGerman-American notion of culture (Boas, Sapir, Lowie, Kroeber, etc.)
took over also for epistemological reasons: development of a method be-
tween idealism and positivism.5

cations for war in Assyrian royal inscriptions, by Bustenay Oded,” 240.
2. Hayes,What’s divine about divine law?: early perspectiv , 294–99.
3. Ibid., 325–26.
4. Descola, Par-delà nature et culture, 114.
5. Descola,Beyond nature and culture, 115; see especially Rickert,Kulturwissenschaft

und Naturwissenchaft. NoGeistwissenschaften in the title.
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L’ethnologie tire une inspiration constante d’une opposition [nature
/ culture] dont la plupart d peupl qu’elle décrit et interprète ont
fait l’économie. (Descola 130; my emphasis)

Note to be integrated in chapter on labor and monarchy: in Meso-
potamia, temple labor supply came in part from giving refuge or protection
to poor people, crippled, orphans and widows, and ransomed citizens.6
Temples also coerced citizens into service.

Thursday, 8 June 2017

Fossils of homo sapiens dated to 315,000 years have been found at Jebel
Irhoud inMorocco, together with Levallois int tools.7 This dating means
that homo sapiens is much older than thought previously (195,000 years).
The discovery in Morocco also means that homo sapiens may have lived in
a much wider area than previously thought (East Africa and South Africa),
at a much earlier date, and with already developed tool systems.

Eight o’clock. A turtle-dove is singing, the sky is dark and it might rain
even though this is the month of June. I have planned to take JPL to the
UCSC library for breakfast.

A foreign policy catastrophe is unfolding in the Persian Gulf that may
lead to an even more dangerous situation. Two events just occurred: one,
the attempt by Saudi Arabia a few days ago to isolate tiny Qatar a few days
af er a visit by president Trump to the Saudi king in which he promised
$110 billionworth ofweapon systems, someofwhich are quite sophisticated
according to the reports. Two, an attack by sunni jihadis on the parliament
and the Khomeini monument, both in Teheran. These attackers probably
came from the Iranian small sunni minority.8 TheWhite House’s reaction
to the rst event was to support the Saudi side and act as if Qatar was the
only supporter of jihadists. The reality is that all state actors in the area
support their “favorite” ones. What was the trigger in the WH’s reaction?
Vanity alone? vanity and real estate interests in the Emirates? Or sheere
stupidity?

The Saudis have long been upset by the independently minded Qatar
leaders. They aremostly annoyed by the practical tiesQatarmaintains with

6. Chirichigno,Debt-slavery in Israel and the ancient Near East, 41.
7. See Nature’s article, dated 7 June 2017. One scholar cautions coming to rash conclu-

sions about the tools, as the deposits in the cave may have undergone a number of distur-
bances over the millennia.

8. Later news reveal that they were Kurdish sunnis.

http://www.nature.com/news/oldest-homo-sapiens-fossil-claim-r ewrites-our-species-history-1.22114
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Iran, that are basedmostly on their sharing a geography and especially a large
natural gas reserve in the Gulf. This doesn’t prevent Qatar from providing
the most important air and logistics base to the USA (Al-Udeid, 11,000 sol-
diers), providing nancial and armed support to the Saudi ght in Yemen
against the Iran-supported Houtis, or exactly for the same reasons in Syria
against the Alawite regime. Yet this is not enough for the Saudis, or ap-
parently the WH. Qataris are at fault in Saudi and Egyptian eyes because
of their support of theMuslim Brotherhood (though they hedge their bets
there too), their embracing of the Arab Spring in 2011, their support of Al
Jazeera, and their unabashed “modern” embrace of everythingWestern, in-
cluding football!

The attack on Iran triggered immediate messages of sympathy from the
whole world, except the Gulf’s royals and …the White House. Hours went
by before a horrible message came out expressing sympathy for the victims
but blaming the attack as punishment for past and present use of violence
by the Iranian government. Exactly the tenor of Iran’s view of the attacks
on the US in September 2001. Not only is this “not diplomacy” but actu-
ally it is a dangerous acceleration of the con ict. TheNYT editorial today
advocates diplomacy regardingQatar, but the much larger problem is Iran,
which must be re-integrated among the nations and has recently become a
de facto ally of the US in the struggle against sunni extremists. TheNYT
itself has long been a conservative and reactionary voice about Iran. It has
nally accepted the policy of containment devised by the Obama adminis-
tration, if perhaps grudgingly. But in this latest diplomatic spat between the
Saudis and the Qataris, it only mentions Iran as a reason for the dispute. It
doesn’t try to analyze the changed situation the main actors of the area nd
themselves in: Iran, Turkey, the Kurdistan, Irak.

Friday, 9 June 2017

The newspapers are full of the Comey story. The positions on whether
Trump obstructed justice in trying to in uence the FBI director and later
ring him depend on the political allegiances. I suspect the crude acts of
Trump should not simply be read psychologically as narcissistic behavior.
Neither should they be seen as thuggery. Rather, this “thuggery” should be
replaced in its larger context of a global struggle for mastery of investment
ows and returns that involves many entities.
Another piece of news: the British Prime Minister Teresa May lost her

gambit of a couple months ago in which she decided to call a snap election.
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Her conservative party got 318members elected andwill have to share power
in a minority government with Northern Ireland’s Democratic Unionist
Party. No coalition government possible apparently. The lef did very well
under Corbyn. Consequences: a di cult, more complicated, but still nego-
tiable “Brexit,” withmeetings beginning soon; likely tensions, at least politi-
cally betweenSinnFein (pro-European) and theDUP; and rmrelationship
of Scotland with the UK.

About vanishing footnotes and their e fects, a passage that describes our
situation at UCSC:

Now scholars don’t worry so much about footnotes. The empha-
sis in the Internet age has been more on access to data rather than
retrieval thereof, with academics promoting that access via technol-
ogy initiatives that have all but transformed some university libraries
into computer centers with gourmet co fee rather than learning cen-
ters with expert archivists. The phenomenon of vanishing citations
seems more like a technological glitch— a downed server or corrupt
le— than a lapse in methodology. The typical student, professor
and researcher now seems to overlook the disappearance of primary
sources in an article or a document, rather than questioning where
those sources went or trying to recover them, merely because the In-
ternet glitches so frequently, that the convenience of online research
would be severely undermined, if we kept our meticulous ways. As
we will learn, the tilt toward convenience over substance has put at
risk peer reviewand scienti c process uponwhich research, invention
and innovation have been based since the Enlightenment. (Bugeja
and Dimitrova, Vanishing Act, 2)

A few words to Bruno about our political morass:

Je suis de près les péripéties de notre agent immobilier international.
On espère que l’enquête qui est dirigée par Mueller, ex-patron du
FBI, mènera à unemise en examen et à une démission forcée ou non.
Mais ce sera long parce que le parti républicain a trop peur de se faire
déborder par les 30 à 40% qui ont voté pour Trump et donc se tient
coi. Si les a cionados de Trump donnent des signes d’abandon (il y
en a eu sur Fox, une télé très réactionnaire, je ne sais si elle existe en
Europe), les républicains se précipiteront vers la sortie. Pour le mo-
ment, les sondages disentque 80%desRépublicains sont encorepour
Trump.Mais ces sondages sont-ils ables ? Ce château de cartes peut
s’e fondrer d’un moment à l’autre mais tout le monde se tient encore
par la barbichette. Je ne puis te dire qui tirera la chevillette et quand
la bobinette cherra !
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Saturday, 10 June 2017

Schmoozing this morning about books, racial prejudices, culture, meaning
of retirement. Elliot recommended Every brilliant thing on HBO. Other
things recommended recently: Michael Mann on kingship. Think about
French “dépouille mortuaire.” Spoils. Let go of everything.

Sunday, 11 June 2017

NewfromLucie: we are onvideo callwithCallumandLucie. WhileCallum
is looking for one of his trains, Lucie leans a napkin against her bowl, sticks
her hand and arm under the makeshif passage and says, “tunnel!”

During a brief conversationwith FrancesN., I realize that thrif y behav-
ior is a topic worth discussing. How do modern individuals evaluate the
salaries they receive, the choice at least some of us have in deciding what to
use them for, the role of retirement plans and health programs. I read today
that the annual sumof $35bnwould be enough to remedy the hunger prob-
lem (Iwouldn’t say solve, as su cient local production and just distribution
would presumably remain an issue). Europe apparently wastes upwards of
$125bn per year in the tossing and destruction of expired-date food. Thrif
can go together with expansion of proper use of time, exploration, intense
social life.

Descola defends the duality ofwhat he calls physical exteriority and inte-
rior spirituality on the basis of two intertwined arguments (as I see them).9
Most basic is a universally felt sense of self as discrete and autonomous. This
universality of an “I” and “you,” in whatever detail these are conceived con-
cretely, for instance as individual versus non-individual, can be observed
linguistically. But universality of the feeling of sel ood is not su cient.
It needs to be inhabited or eshed out (my words)! And indeed it can be
argued that the universal sense of self is characterized everywhere by a com-
mon feeling of disjunction of an “immaterial” self from the physical one.10
Common experiences of it are meditation, prayer, memory, dreams. More
seriously, there are linguistic traces of this duality in all languages and tra-
ditions. The one exception is the modern Western scienti c view that the
sense of self can be explained physically, i.e. biologically or neurologically.

9. Descola, Par-delà nature et culture, 171–72.
10. How so? All of this, however grounded in linguistic aspects, could be self-persuasive

and yet entirely wrong. See Damasio or Dennett.
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Discussion of human nature by Descola.11 Even Condillac could not
abandon the idea of an irreversible threshold that only humanswould be ca-
pable of reaching (? the formulations are strange, the questions somehow
sound self-ful lling). In his 1735Natura naturae, Linné frames the genus
homo in a gradual taxonomybut separates it nevertheless from all other gen-
era because of its reputed capacity (ontologically based?) to re ect on itself
(the nosce te ipsum). It seems to me that Gagnepain is solidly on the side of
a continuum animals-humans, and asked the rarely asked question, which
is, “What makes humans into a particular sort of animals,” rather than the
question on a radical di ference between genera (of en answered now by
a radical absence of di ference).12 I wonder if even Gagnepain, by positing
a dialectical relationship that is not available to other animals, is not ulti-
mately separating humans from other animals. Yet, one can’t either trust
Montaigne’s skepticism in hisApologie de Raymond de Sebonde.

Harari’s recentHomo de plays with predictions of the collapse of the
barrier between animals andmachines,What is one to think? Another form
of Cartesianism? Will biochemical processes take second seat to big data
that have been submitted to new barrages of algorithms? Will liberal hu-
manism and its granting of a special privilege to human capacities, desires,
andneeds, becomeparochial or even go extinct? It is easy to see the dark side
of a three-century old enlightenment and show how its belief in the power
of reason—a large river or rather eddies—may have excused if not helped
bring about the rise of communism andmarxism. Harari is not really mak-
ing serious, weighted arguments. He is writing for a general reader who is
wont to toss large ideas on complicated topics that are not amenable to uni-
vocal answers. The takes on parenthetical topics like obesity or sugar—a
grave danger—mean that I can safely leave thebook aside. Andmore impor-
tant, the para-scienti city seems to be a simplistic cover for the acceptance
of traditional social frameworks and the absence of real political thinking.

Last Monday (see above), I began writing my memories of the 1967 so-
called six-day war. I continue with as many details I can muster. I’m espe-
cially interested by the shapes and sensory aspects of my souvenirs, includ-
ing the changes they have undergone in f y years, andmost importantly—
when I can identify them—those that have been erased or have fallen by the
wayside.

First, what happened during the preceding weekend of June 3-4, 1967?

11. Descola, Par-delà nature et culture, 248–49.
12. Ibid., 249.
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I don’t remember anything directly, except a generally shared feeling among
the brothers at the Collège des Frères that war was coming, and Israel would
soon be occupying East Jerusalem and the region. There was absolutely no
doubt about that among all of us. The only question was when, which
for us meant a matter of days or even hours. First the practical details: the
school year was just over and we had time now to re ect upon the situa-
tion in a rather free fashion. The basics of the situation that shaped our
understanding of the events to come were simple. First of all, there was our
geographic location. We were at the western most corner of the Christian
quarter, which is dominated by the Latin patriarchate and the Franciscan
order, the Custodians of Catholic interests in the region since the Middle
Ages. I shared a room in the main building that looked over the Ottoman
wall (right belowus) to the 1948noman’s land strip and to the ruinedNotre-
Dame convent building.

Figure .–View of the Frèr College, 2000, by travelwithpavel.com (Google
Earth)

Secondly, there was the broader event, the Cold War, which helped
shape the alliance between Egypt and Syria and form the United Arab
Republic (UAR). The USSR supported the UAR and Nasser’s aggressive
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foreign policy. This support however, perhaps because of the lack of clarity
about US policy, thanks to the latter’s interference in the Suez crisis of 1956,
may have been misread by Nasser as giving him free rein in cornering Israel
despite the ominous presence of the Sixth Fleet. Our conversations at the
Collège went along these lines and others. They were the conversations of
“stratèges de chambre.”

So, and this is themore ominous event, therewas the closure of the strait
of Tiran by Egypt. This was known to be a cas belli for Israel. I didn’t
know then what I learned later about Israeli strategy—and it makes sense
for that period of history—that one essential character of it was the need
to strike with full force so as to leave no doubt about the consequences of
any bellicose attitude among Arab neighbors. No half solution, no second
guessing of the “rapport de forces.” It could be felt, however, even without
knowing much about the history of the 1948 war, just by looking at a map,
that a show of power and especially the conquest of all of Jerusalem would
occur. The reading of Éric Rouleau’s brilliant, deeply informed articles in
Le Monde helped shape one’s opinion on the dynamics of the con ict.

[need to date all of this and provide maps or photos]

Monday, 12 June 2017

[continued] Shukeyri, president of the PLO, was the questionable repre-
sentative ofPalestinians at the time—reports abouthim inmynarrowworld
were negative—who had to submit to the pressures of the ColdWar.

In the days leading to the 1967 war, King Hussein came to meet and
advertise his support to Shukeyri (with a famous kiss: when exactly, and
where?) as a sign of his total commitment to the Palestinian cause as well
as to the Egyptian-Syrian coalition. The pressure on the king could be ob-
served locally. First, there had been the extremely intense demonstrations
inNovember 1966 (I saw the one on FridayNovember 25, 1966, af er prayer
at the mosque) af er an all-out, disproportionate retaliation by the IDF in
response to an incursion near Hebron (Samu’a) in which three (two?) IDF
soldiers had been killed. These incursions from Jordanian territory (Cisjor-
dan)were extremely rare, in contrastwith the usually impotent attacks com-
ing from the GolanHeights where the Syrian army posed as a liberator that
put to shame their southern neighbor, Jordan. The Jordanian king was re-
puted to have on-going communicationswith the Israeli leadership andwas
not trusted by Palestinians. But in this case, Israel’s use of extraordinary
force in its response was condemned by the UN and the Security Council.
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The US were not pleased because it threatened the king who was a reliable
ally. This Israeli action was criticized by some within Israel. It has been per-
suasively argued that it was one of the major events leading to the June 1967
war.

Right before the war, I sawmuch smaller events that increased the pres-
sure on the king and were signs of the approaching events. On Saturday
June 3, the French radio is inaudible: jammed by the Israelis? In the af er-
noon, there is a meeting at the consulate of the directors of French institu-
tions. We are being evacuated. But as “detached military,” I need an order
that certainly has little chance of arriving in time. Moreover, we are nomore
exposed here than elsewhere ... Indeed, starting yesterday, the situation has
become serious. Moshe Dayan has been appointed Defense Minister yes-
terday and diplomacy seems to have failed completely. For us, it feels like
being on the eve of a night game in a scouts’ encampment: will they attack,
will they not? Where will they come from?

On Sunday June 4, a small plane ew over the old city area, perhaps
taking photographs. It is the only time I saw small planes over the old city.
Another day, close to the war too but I don’t remember the date, we saw
soldiers looking at maps on the roof op of Sainte Anne, which dominates
the Old City. They didn’t hide their presence at all. We interpreted these
small details as indications of the self-con dence and more ominously for
us as signs of the approaching war.

Mondaymorning, I go early to the École Biblique where I am an “audi-
teur libre”. The plan is to keep studying theAegean civilizations. I go down
themaze of narrow streets and paths, pastAbuAtta café, the dentist’s o ce,
the barber’s, the Franciscan convent and school, avoid the shuq, and arrives
at the Damascus Gate. To my lef , the high wall separating East Jerusalem
from the Israeli city. I probably looked at the newspaper kiosk at the start of
Nablus road, perhaps gave a couple of coins to thebeggingwoman seatedon
the sidewalk a little further, and walked up to the right side, along the stone
wall, past the “tomb”, to Saint-Etienne. There was less tra c than usual
on the streets. Past the metal door, the garden of the famous Dominican
School was a haven. The Frères’ college was all stone slabs and walls, except
for the great bougainvillee at themain entrance. Saint Etienne, on the other
hand, had trees, owers, palm trees, grass, porticoes... These were the two
places where I spent all of my time. Teaching, preparation and corrections
kept me up until 1am usually.

I went to the famed library where Imay have been the only student that
morning. At 8:00 am, I learn that one or several Egyptian armored columns
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have tried to force the Sinai border. The Israelis opened re, and pursued
the Egyptian army in their territory while planting mines . According to
Egyptian sources (relayedby Israeli radio), the Israeli air force bombedCairo
and the main cities. The Israelis claim that two Mig 21 took to the air and
fought each other! One got the other and the rst onewas shot downby the
Egyptian air defense. Radarswould have spottedEgyptianplanes approach-
ing the coast. I will learn later that all of this was unreal. The Egyptian air
forcewas in fact completelyneutralizedon the groundbypreventive attacks.
At 10:15 am, I leave the EBAF library. Father Benoit came to tell us that the
war had begun between Egypt and Israel and that it was prudent to return
to the College. Everyone was running in the city. The shops closed in a few
minutes. We had to go around the city and found theDungGate still open.
From there, it was easy to go through the ex-Jewish quarter (destroyed in
1948), the Armenian quarter, Davids’ tower and the closed Ja fa Gate, back
to the College.

There, a few brothers were listening to the BBC in the common room
on the rst oor where we gathered to read papers and work. I began typ-
ing notes from courses by De Vaux. I don’t remember how long I worked.
There was some shooting which I recognized as such because of the events
of the previous days, but I didn’t think at all about danger. I kept working.
I just remember looking around at one point and realizing I was all alone.
I thought about the situation. I was behind a thin, partly window-paned
partition, in a hall completely open on its northern side to Israel and Notre
Dame building, across the no man’s land. I thought there might be soldiers
there who wouldn’t know what to make of my presence. My imagination
took over and I became scared. I mademyself small, wrappedmy things up,
and went to the basement where all the brothers and sta f had gathered.

We didn’t leave this basement Monday to Thursday morning. Did we
sleep much? I don’t remember. The noise on Monday was loud. Some
time Monday, while gathered around the radios, we heard that the Israeli
troupes were entering the city. Or was it Tuesday? We also heard (Frère
Émile or Frère D.?) that by noon, on Monday, o cers of the Arab Legion
(Jordanian Army) ed back to Amman in civilian cars, by the king’s order.
We later learned something rmer or more likely about the ve or six men,
Bedu from Kerak, perhaps Christian, who were stationed on the Ottoman
wall right near the College. We worried they would come into the college
and make the situation even more dangerous for all of us. They were en-
couraged by local people, we heard later, to abandon their position and take
civilian clothes. They refused and were killed right near us at the Knights’
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Palace, a couple of themon the roof, af er the buildingwas torched by ame
throwers. When I could get out on Thursday af ernoon, for a three-hour
walk between curfews, I realized the street right near the College was cov-
ered with shells. At one point Tuesday or rather Wednesday, we inspected
damage on the rst oor. It didn’t seem the college had been a direct target
(because it was a foreign institution) but there had been damage, particu-
larly by a few self-propelled grenades that drilled through the walls.

[other things todescribe: 1) learning aboutmassmedia andpropaganda;
2) the stunned Palestinians and hopes for a few months; the friendships; 3)
the position of a NahumGoldmann]

Tuesday, 13 June 2017

Monotheism, according to Cataldo,13 is

The institutionalized product of a (religious) community’s attempt
to realize its desire of authority over the broader social-political body
in which it exists.

The reality theword denotates can be expressed thatway, that is to say, there
is a reframing of authority from within the society (if the golah is consid-
ered to be part of the ethnos), but what of its binding to new forms of trust
and delity? This is a more complicated question requiring a more com-
plex analysis. Why did others, for instance Samarians, accept it, however,
especially in the form of the Torah? I understand also that

the monotheistic perception of God [...] was initially de ned in re-
action to themultiplicity of competing authorities by a solitary com-
munity desiring authority for itself.

This is a negative viewof the Yahudu community in Babylonia and itsmem-
bers in Yehud. This take on reality would have had little chance of expand-
ing. The monotheism of the exiled community may have been the rst ex-
ample of monotheism. It was prepared, however, even if there are ruptures
in its development rather than a smooth evolution. Furthermore, it is likely
that the “monotheistic perception of God” was a more complex and varied
object than what is implied here.

“When we speak of “land,” therefore, we refer to those spaces in which
desiring production as material production occurs.” (Cataldo, Breaking

13. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 2–3.
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monotheism, 158) Isn’t it primarily about survival? Deleuze and Guattari
are in another world. There is a shaping and distribution of power in the
“production,” right, but its analysis needs to be more concrete. So, indeed,
the architecture of Jerusalem is an important object of analysis: a new tem-
ple without a royal palace above it? Why walls and temple featured as con-
tentious objects of desire?

Cataldo frames his approach as a deductive theoretical approach in
which DG’s desire production is the main concept, with “historical and
material peculiarities” as the ground for veri cations of conclusions. A
good example of this theoretical framework looking for examples is that
of “reverse socialization” (= resistance and substitution of its own norms
and ideas by golah community).14 The theoretical framework can be
questioned from two points of view: rst, is it more than a collection of
ideas culled from Deleuze, Foucault, Bourdieu, and accessorily Marx and
Weber? Second, aren’t the ideas of these modern thinkers all too quickly
presumed to be directly applicable to an ancient society? Page 8, however,
the author is looking for theoretical structures andmodel from thematerial
conditions of Persian Yehud. So inductive here. Which approach does he
really follow? It looks to me like it is deductive.

His basic approach is that monotheism is “a consequence of a material
contest over land and authority.”15 My question is about this context, the
“human desire for authority.” Doesn’t it also have a history. Why kings al-
ready? Why a single Yahweh by the eighth to seventh centuries? I agree that
monotheism was not a “necessary logical, evolutionary “next step” out of
polytheism [...] but was a consequence of chance material circumstances.”
Let us see the detail. Further, “it developed from the periphery of mate-
rial power.” Yes, a marginal phenomenon. But Cataldo insists that mono-
theism’s basis is exclusivity, which in turn demands a single god. I still think
that the exclusiveness is an artefact of social and religious conditions and is
not primary. And in the absence of kings, it is a good practical solution to
a di cult problem. “Monotheism, in short, is a consequence of a material
contest conducted at themargins of power.” (12) Cataldo’s approach is con-
fusing as one doesn’t know if it is deductive, inductive, or both at the same
time, ad libitum.

14. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 56.
15. Ibid., 6.
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Wednesday, 14 June 2017

On pledges, hypothec, etc., see Neufeld.16 One would have to determine
rst the structural role played by social di ferentiation and the loosening of
bonds within a traditional kinship system. I suspect that the investment
of more labor per land unit (terracing, product di ferentiation, raising of
more animals, etc), together with a willing, family-based, shouldering of
risks rather than staying within the security of reciprocal and honor valu-
ation, led progressively to a sense of private property.17 This process would
be enabled by general political andmilitary conditions (loosening of the au-
thority of city states in the very early IronAge), and a demographic develop-
ment. We have archaeological evidence of the physical transformation (ap-
pearance of villages, destruction of city-states in southern Palestine, changes
in the iconography).

Still, how can one be sure that private property developed as a conse-
quence of more intense, family-based, investment in the land, and at the
expense of common property. Howmuch of this landwas still held in com-
mon, and how did the common kinship-based system accommodate more
narrowly de ned household-based interests? The archaeology of Iron Age
I villages indicates a certain uniformity and equality of distribution: houses
uniformly distributed in circles, with no encircling wall or evidence of clear
social di ferentiation. Wehave nowriting from that period, however, except
some gra ti and names on knives. The language of brotherhood that is fea-
tured so prominently in Deuteronomy and Ezra-Nehemiah is from amuch
later period—sixth to fourth century—and is trying to revive a broader feel-
ing of kinship based on new principles (Exodus story essentially?). This
kinship was always there but di ferently structured and it was threatened
by new political and social events.

Note also in Neufeld (a few pages before) the discussion of social cleav-
age. The pledge of the cloak has a remarkable social aspect that few com-
mentators expandupon. To lack a cloakwas to bewithout dignity or honor,
and thereforewithout the virtues and ethics (including trust) that were nor-
mally granted to all those with “cloaks.” The cloak was a kind of hypothec,
not owned yet really, but a step towards debt slavery.

A study of the origins ofmonarchy in the Levant needs to start with li-
ation and inheritance. In tribal and kinship systems, was there a set liation

16. Neufeld, “Socio-economic background of Yōbēl and Š�miṭṭā,” 88–89.
17. As observed and theorized by Netting after Boserup.
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system as the one we see used by all Levantine kings?18 How strong was the
cult of the ancestors? Any trace of it? Systems of private property and in-
heritance may have competed all along Israelite history with the notion of
commons and complex reciprocity.

There are questions of private ownership in Biblical texts purported to
be older (that is: preceding theAssyrian andBabylonian conquests). I think
particularly of the buying of Ephron’s property by Abraham in Genesis 23
and the story of Naboth’s vineyard that was so desired by Achab.19

I need to reshape Neufeld’s conclusions in view of the new theories on
biblical authorship, dates, and background. I would particularly feature an
analysis of the greater need for putting breaks on accumulation under Baby-
lonians and especially Persians.

Were there foreign warriors in Israelite monarchies (what would “for-
eign” mean, actually?)? See the following passages: 2 Sam 10:7; 8:18: 20:7;
15:18–19; 6;10; 1 Kings 1:38, 44;

Before reading Cataldo, start with Deleuze and Guattari,20 on the
land as machine. See also mymarginal remarks onmy copy ofL’anti-Œdipe
(ex libris of N. O. Brown), pages 292–93:

Le téléphone portable à oreillette nous transforme en schizos. Je parle
à une image au milieu d’une foule. Je reconstruis une savante struc-
ture etm’e force de la fairemarcher et plus jememobilise, plus je dois
colmater les brèches, rassembler, sans limites, ce qui est fracturé à l’in-
ni. Conversation de client monté au supermarché : “Où es-tu ? Ah.
Mais alors, si tu... On fera comme ça... Si tu veux. Mais quel est ton
projet ? Appelle-moi au cas où tu changes d’idée. Tu as mon numé-
ro. Appelle-moi sur skype si je ne réponds pas. Ma pile est presque
morte... etc.” Le démoniaque Légion ? Pas seulement vrai du capi-
talisme mais plus étendu. Au dehors de la ville, habitant sa maison-
tombe, au milieu des représentations de morts comme société, nu,
enchaîné, le possédé incarne la vérité de la ville et non son envers. Il
sou fre, eux non.
Les agriculteurs “font pousser” des molécules et produits de lait de
vache hybride dans une série de tubes et de ux, depuis le colza, lu-
zerne, oumaïs deMonsanto et Pioneer, en passant par la mamelle, le
tube, la réfrigération au gaz, la poudre de lait, la graisse pour ... vélos,

18. This is made clear for instance by Dion, L Araméens à l’âge du fer.
19. SeeRussell, “Abraham’s purchase of Ephron’s land in anthropological perspective.”

See his upcoming articles and book.
20. Deleuze and Guattari, L’anti-Œdipe, 170–80.
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moteurs, peaux... dans une succession d’images qui toujours repré-
sentent quelque chose d’autre et ne s’arrêtent jamais, même dans la
mort.

Cataldo gives his working hypothesis page 38:

monotheism is a consequence of an original con ict—one that
produces a concern for the division between member and non-
member—within the material sphere. Analyses of monotheism
must be equipped not only to identify monotheism’s origin in the
material sphere but also to explain its development from compact
to complex forms, which entails a shif from a dependence upon
the material to the ideological. This shif was brought on by
monotheism’s concern for its own acquisition of authority over the
social body.

I don’t see how a “material sphere” can be separated from an ideological
one. Cataldo assumes that monotheism failed to ful ll expectations that
were material and went ideological. This is the reverse of my idea: clear
catastrophes that could only be explained by a mix of divine and human
causes. Hence the deepening of the arguments and the beginning of a read-
ing of history as having somemovement and depth. Yet broader failure and
an Ezekelian explanation of the events, presented as vision. One could look
at all of this as a play for the captation of authority, which is reasonable, but
what of delity to a past structure, however reconstructed? The same prob-
lematic situation is that of priestly families in the rst Jewishwar against the
Romans.

Thursday, 15 June 2017

I worked late last night, trimming the hedge and cleaning a bit around the
owers. I nishedwhat I had planned to do in near darkness. I nd it a little
disconcerting that I’m able to work very quickly and in systematic fashion
with solidmaterials, be they soil, plants, lumber, pipes, wires. I’mnot struc-
tured at all when reading and writing: I let myself be distracted by the latest
book or theory. Part of it is that I want to know it all even though I know
my time is counted.

The “lawn” is gone already. I only water the trees and owers. This
morning, I woke up a little achy from the repeated climbing on the lad-
der and carrying it here and there. At about 10h00, though, I felt sick: a
stomach bug, it seems. I feel much better already. I watched Ida by Pave̵ł
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Pawlikowski and think I understood the desire for “l’absolu” that the large,
castle-like, isolated convent represents. The most stunning moments were
the visit to the farm, the raremoments of a fection betweenAnna (Ida) and
Wanda, and especially two scenes having to do with the nality of things:
the prostration of the young novices at on the slabs before the altar, and
Wanda’s last moments (buttering a toast and adding a little sugar as we used
to do sometimes in Kervilgoch, listening to Mozart’s Jupiter, and walking,
almost dancing, through thewindow. Iwas less impressed by the excavation
of the bones from the forest though moved by the re-burial in the decrepit
Jewish cemetery. The music, above all Bach’s Ich rufe zu dir, Jes Christ
and Coltrane’sNaima, played respectively byWanda’s turntable and by the
young man in the hotel dancing hall, was moving.

Friday, 16 June 2017

I woke up this morning at 1h30, put the garbage out under the wondrous
starry sky, with a half moon already high on the eastern horizon.

Page 45 of Cataldo is about the reshaping of social norms bymonotheis-
tic expressions. He says it in a needlessly complex way: “rejection of the so-
cially established order.” It was more complicated than this, since the kings
and the temple authorities were dismissed and publically humiliated.

For Deleuze and Guatari, no pure “nomadism” following “ ows” and
picking their subsistence o f them.21 There is always a “socius” that forces
sharing, for instance by asking that the hunter doesn’t consume his own
game. The soci enforces the “prélèvement” on the state. So, this makes
me think that one of the roles of kings and priests was to secure the soci
and defend the “lif ing” of a share for everyone’s bene ts, so long as it was
framed as a share for the divinity. Was this a constitutive role? Was this
“lif ing” justi ed as a detached, divine share?

Regarding the so-called myth of the empty land, I tend to agree with
Oded who accepts that the land was not empty but that the returnees
“integrated” Judaeans (I would add Israelites) who were not exiled.22 That
is quite di ferent fromCataldo’s idea. Oded gives a general argument about
Judaism being a religion of memory, “not a religion of inventing myths,”
but rather against myths.23 See my questions regarding Assmann and

21. Deleuze and Guattari, L’anti-Œdipe, 174–75.
22. Oded, “Where is the myth of the empty land to be found?,” 55–74.
23. Themeaning of “Judaism” needs to be specified in relation to time and place. “Reli-

gion” too needs to be explained, more in line withCataldo, but in amuch broader fashion.
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the role of priests in developing the Exodus story. It remained a story of
power consolidation while being a memory and an e fort to be faithful.
Humankind has a long history of living with contradictory visions of self.

Saturday, 17 June 2017

We’ll be going to San Jose airport in half an hour or so. The day is already
warm. The sun projects the rose bush in moving shadows on the living-
room’s curtains.

“Imperial governments tended to recognize that order was best main-
tained” via local political organizations.24 The author doesn’t discuss the
reason for this, which is economic: it was easier and better, in terms of “re-
turn” and absence of political problems (?) to farm out or rent out the col-
lection of tribute (farming out here = a given sum; while renting out = a
share of proceedings, a kind of sharecropping at the provincial level. Any
evidence of this kind of choice being made?). The approach to laws and
torah found in EN andZechariah, however, needs to be explained in amore
complex fashion than Cataldo’s. Of course, as he and many authors con-
clude (evidence?), the land was not empty.25 The economic arguments of
Joel Weinberg, however, need to be seriously examined.26 I think it is likely
that priests and other elites formed complex networks. They were divided
into a central stratumattached to royal government and therefore exiled (ev-
idence?), and into local groups that could still be attached to Jerusalem’s in-
cipient centralized authorities. Of course, they did not build their authority
by appeal to charisma, as Zechariah and his naïve readers might think. The
texts most closely connected with the priests, Exodus rst and foremost,
are very di dent about this and express many reservations about author-
ity, including priestly leadership. The gure of Moses himself shows that
the authors do not simply have ideological, manipulating perceptions of
“charisma.” They also were thinking about being faithful (however creative
they were in their remembering, pace Oded), about justice for the whole
community (while they thought about it in strati ed ways), in-gathering of
people (including Israel), and themore so because they found themselves in
the di cult situation of intermediaries.

24. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 62.
25. See his note 74, p. 63.
26. Cataldo cites his own article as a critical analysis ofWeinberg: JSOT 28 (2003):240–

52; and Carter, The emergence of Yehud in the Persian Period, 294–307.
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Page 65, a more concrete discussion of the divine rule of Yhwh as
utopia. Themanna-giver divinity, however, doesn’t seem to be confused by
the authors of Exodus with the practical divinity of settled land. Again, the
interpretation of the manna and desert story as being a fanciful ideological
ploy by a golah lacking control over land and its “surplus production”
(whatever that is) is a stretch. The repeated insistence on it is particularly
striking.

Cataldo implies there is a serious di ference between the golah people
and the local society.27 Yet they shared yhwh if I’m not mistaken, what-
ever they put behind the word. See Morton Smith’s Palestinian parti .
How did the satrapy see the potential con ict between Zerubabel, son of
Shealtiel, and all the -yah people? The onomastics may be signi cant in
this case also. See Edelman.28

The new vision of yhwh was forced by circumstances. The Exodus
was revolutionary in that it bypassed kings andmade salvation from Egypt,
covenant and law, the promise of the land, and the building of the moving
temple, entirely believable as a map for the dire situation. It explained why
things could go wrong (with the help of Deut and 1–4 Kings), yet didn’t
univocally fashion a “kingdom of priests” (though it was tempted). In re-
gard to this whole discussion on the rise of the monotheistic ideology, it is
important to remember that EN and Zechariah or Haggai need to be read
in the context of the Exodus story, which I assumewas well accepted by that
time.

Did the golah leadership really ignore the economic and social condi-
tions of the land? The restoration program featuring the temple at the cen-
ter doesn’t necessarily forget the economy. The temple is one way of net-
working deeply into the local society, via the priestly and levitical families.

Sunday, 18 June 2017

Callum has more complicated ways of trying to get what he wants. For in-
stance, af er his af ernoon nap, he asked Lucie if she wanted to see some
videos so that hemight share. He also can express his feelings inmore depth.
When I asked himwhat di ference itmade to have Babish andTadkozh here
rather than on video link, he answered that sometimes with the video it was
sad because it did not allow you to hug. He choked a bit at the thought.

27. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 68–69.
28. Edelman, The origins of the “Second” Temple.
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Monday, 19 June 2017

NYRB has an article on one of themost in uential architects of last century,
Louis Kahn, who died in 1974. The writer argues that Kahn’s vision of ar-
chitecture as art and his accomplishments in monumental buildings were
squandered by a new generation of professionals who accepted to respond
to corporate demands for blandishments. An example of his style is the Salk
Institute at La Jolla. Surprisingly, no matter his uncompromising views on
commercialism, he died almost half amillion dollars in debt. The article de-
votes quite a few super cial paragraphs to his a fairs. Very good article on
Israeli-Palestinian situation byDavid Shulman, according towhomNathan
Thrall and Matti Steinberg seem to share the same realistic view that only
coercion will bring Israel to its senses...

Golah and ammei ha-aretz are religiously, not economically de ned.
Nothing surprising here, since ancient societies did not separate economic,
social, and religious aspects, ormade out of themquantities and forces (or at
least not as we do). What is surprising perhaps, is that a view thatwas highly
critical of mythological approaches to political realities remained mired in
the basic mode they framed social structure. One could even argue that
theymade itworse by positing a single transcendental source rather than the
multiple, competing centers of polytheistic thinking (including proteiform
monotheisms).

Cataldo thinks it is uncritical to accept the notion of a temple economy
in Yehud.29 The simplest explanation of the texts we have is that the agrar-
ian economy of Yehud could and did function without a temple, since its
rehabilitation and completionwas done only at the beginning of the Persian
period. The local temples, in general, provided the imperial revenue admin-
istration with the local experience, knowledge and authority it needed. See
Schaper on this.30 Obviously, it would not be in the interest of EN to ex-
plain the economic and income aspects of the Persian administration. The
religious aspects would be the only ones of interest.

Cataldo 92 speaks of “surplus” in relation to Neh 5:1–11, which is con-
fusing: was thewhole of production a surplus, or only a fraction of it? Is the
misery expressed by the complainers due to exploitation by locals and Per-
sian administration demands? Most importantly, are both bound to each
other, i.e. are the local elites tax farmers of sorts and needed by the local au-

29. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 90.
30. Schaper, “The Jerusalem Temple as an instrument of the Achaemenid fiscal ad-

ministration.”
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thorities as go-betweens? How were the rates set? How was the collection
carried out? It may well be that maximal exploitation was meant to extract
something lesser, negotiated “religiously.” The short explanation given of
an assertive “aristocratic class” does not explain the dynamics satisfactorily.
Oppressionwas certainly part of the social relations.31 Meaning: there were
means of exploitation: primarily by the lif ing of a share of the rent, which
a fected subsistence needs, by extracting even more labor through debt, in-
terest, pledges, debt-slavery, in return for “protection”? These means of ex-
ploitation were extensive, that is to say, they reached beyond the limits of
local villages and certainly beyond the household’s mutual aid and even the
classic self-help (though it still worked at elite’s level).

I wouldn’t quite say that “a surplus producing machine” à la Deleuze
and Guattari replaced local mutual help. Or the surplus was actually quite
limited in the sense that the rent system forced investment of all household
labor to yield the socially-de ned subsistence of bureaucratic elite, and the
low, threatened subsistence of the producers themselves. The word “sur-
plus” does not t. How could one determine what subsistence could or
should be? Ancient elites advised belt-tightening. At the heart of the prob-
lem, andhere I agreewith the thrust ofCataldo’s argument, is themateriality
of subsistence.

Kinship and loyalty, those things that once bound tribes together,
had been replaced by the cold, functional gears of, in the words of
Deleuze and Guattari, a surplus producing machine. (Cataldo,
Breaking monotheism, 92–93)

This is true of the modern period. But the problem of kinship and loyalty
in antiquity, isn’t it what the golah party and others (see Albertz) tried
to solve precisely because not doing it meant “cold, functional gears”
of empire and loss of identity and capacity of resistance? The Yhwh
monotheistic party was proposing a transcendent being that may look
“cold” and manipulative to moderns, but they insisted on fidelity to it as
nullifying the delity enjoined and enforced by their masters. The role of
local leaders and elites was crucial in this regard, and confronting them
in an Exodus-shaped story—however ideological (how else?)—aimed at
protecting a more broadly-conceived people. I therefore disagree with the
main argument of Cataldo who sees the golah party as tricking the locals

31. On class, see Gottwald, “Social class as an analytic and hermeneutical category in
biblical studies,” 4.
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into submission to their authority. That this claim of authority was also
there cannot be disputed. Abuses could follow (as will be seen much later
in Hasmonean times), but I think that the main part of the expansion of
Yhwh’s power was more broadly shared because it made economic and
political sense to the locals. To imagine that the transcendence the golah
leaders insisted on as a sine qua non was pure trickery is going beyond the
evidence. A better explanation is still the notion of a kind of negotiated
truce between Israelites, Judeans, golah and settled ammei ha-arets, calling
everyone to revere this new portrait of Yhwh and giving a better, more
uplif ing explanation of everyone’s history.

On Neh 5:1–11. Cataldo is right that 5:3–4 doesn’t refer to temple taxes.
How did the assessment of taxes work, actually? C. is confused here. His
note # 35, page 93, is silly. Part of the argument regarding yahwistic mono-
theism is that it was a serious attempt to build kinship and delity on an-
other basis, with a set of laws that protected or at least aimed at protecting a
people potentially uni ed by faith in a kinship-like status (but more expan-
sive than traditional clanic structures). Hence its demanding aspects and
its heterogeneity. What needs to be explained is how this “reconstruction”
of faith without kings could be attractive to all Israelites who shared a vari-
able Yahweh belief.32 The whole text is highly ideological, clearly. But the
return of property and the cancellation of debts (with time limits not spec-
i ed) were a standard part of the adjustment of the production forces done
by all exploitative societies of the ancient world. I don’t think it was threat-
ening at all.

“economic equality [...] betweenmember and non-member is not con-
sistent with the monotheistic identity.” (96) Evidence can be found for it,
or at least for minimizing the ramping up of inequality. But what is needed
here is a proper analysis of property and debt. This page shows a strange
understanding of agrarian economics. We don’t know if the x alluded to
byNehemiah was permanent. Most likely not. What we have inNeh 5may
be a glori ed account of a switch to a di ferent organization and author-
ity over taxation. Freedom and return of property and debt-pledged labor
called forth the Exodus and Deuteronomy texts on the matter. It may have
attempted to moderate accumulation of land by a few non-priestly elite.

32. By the way, the author seems to assume an early date for Exodus: see note 38, page
94.
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Tuesday, 20 June 2017

I’ll need to write on the Charybdis and Scylla problem entailed by a proper
analysis of the situation of the priesthood in Persian times. On one side,
Assmann’s view of Exodus as a revolutionary, democratic even, refounding
of fidelity, while passing over the use and abuse of power and authority by
priests and other elites.33 On the other side, scholars like Cataldo who turn
the priests into ideologues who thirsted for power and authority over ma-
terial conditions.

Cataldo’s thesis in his 2009 book was that the term “theocracy” could
not t the reality of Yehud because Persian control over it was heavy
handed and local autonomy was limited. In other words, perhaps “theic”
but not “cratic”. Loyalty to the empire had to be demonstrated. Local
temples were part of the scal administration. The local leaders were
serving at the pleasure of the masters. His analysis of the Biblical and
extra-biblical evidence (al-Yahudu, Našar, wadi ed-Daliyeh, Elephantine,
Haggai, Zechariah, EN) points to the fact that there were governors almost
all the time and that priests wielded little in uence. It may be right that
Yehud cannot be called a theocracy. Yet, the possible in uence of the
priests and more broadly of a Yahweh movement is played down all too
quickly. How does one explain the power of the high priest in later times
(Hellenistic and Hasmonean periods)? In his review, Grabbe calls for a
more nuanced explanation. The Elephantine documents reveal that the
high priest in Jerusalem wielded some in uence.

Cataldo misreads the role of ideology in ancient society andmakes con-
fusing statements.34 He obscures the role of mythic ideology in monarchic
Israel and Judah. Of course, Judah was not led by priests. But an explana-
tion of the evolution is needed, namely, that priests had a leading political
role from at least the fourth century on (see below on Johanan the Priest).
The enmeshing of royal and priestly authority started earlier, at least un-
der Josiah at the end of the seventh century bce. One needs to reconstruct
its evolution. Cataldo is so intent on seeing priestly golah religion as a for-
eign body that he gives a completely confused interpretation of the econ-
omy both under the kings and af er.35

To sustain the idea of an absence of priestly power, he re-interprets the

33. See index under “priests.”
34. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 98.
35. Useful as foil, however, to a degree.
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early coin of Johanan theHigh Priest.36 Barag’s article reviews silver coinage
from the end of the Persian period and beginning of the Ptolemaic reign.
The particular small silver coin with the vertical inscription, “Johan(nan)
hakohen,” is similar to types struck by Yeḥezkiyah the governor (without
the name for governor) and shows that the high priest’s status was equal
to that of the governors named by Persians. They date at the earliest from
mid-fourth century bce. Barag considers it likely that this Johanan was
the grandson of the Johanan named in the Elephantine letter of 408 bce
to Bagoas (Yehud governor), Nehemiah 12:22 and Josephus’ CA 11.302–39.
The silver coin, with its inscription and imagery (owl andmask), means that
this high priest controlled the government at that time. Was this typical of
the end of the Persian period, and related to sagging fortunes of the Achae-
menids in the area since the independence of Egypt (351–45 revolt of king of
Sidon Tennes)?37

Cataldo does not seem to realize how important and howmaterial loy-
alty was for any government or power, from any larger landowner to o ce
holders. It was a sine qua non, and that is precisely what elites and priests
could guarantee in their ownway, while at the same time building “ delity”
as an ethnic and universal ideal.38 So, Cataldo misreads the intent of the
book of Exodus when he writes: “While freedoms would have been per-
mitted for local territories, they could only be conducted within the frame-
work of this priority.” (My emphasis) This is a complete misunderstand-
ing. Priests could demonstrably deliver “ delity.” They argued that their
tradition (exempli ed by Exodus, Genesis) was in good hands. Imperial au-
thorization was only indirectly necessary for this claim of authority.

Cataldo uses “market economy” very loosely about Jerusalem.39 Also,
was it a utopia that the “nobles” would submit to sabbath regulations be-
cause of the consequences for the whole people? I believe it may have been
contested and begrudged but still e fective pressure, precisely because of the
people.

About the intermarriage of local grandees and golah families: it was
part of the evolution, no doubt, and an issue of “land ownership” (better

36. See Barag, “Some notes on a silver coin of Johanan the High Priest.” Compare
Qadmoniot 17, nos. 2-3 (1984): 66–67. Check. See also Israel Numismatic Journal on this
coin.

37. See Elayi,Histoire de la Phénicie: Barag, “The effects of the Tennes rebellion on
Palestine.”

38. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 99.
39. Ibid.
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described as “land control” or land access). The problem: how legitimate
were the claims by all actors, and how can that be ascertained? In ancient
agrarian societies, all conquered landswere controlled by the conqueror and
farmed out, or rented out, to (temporarily) authorized or habilitated par-
ties. Which were these? The answer must be: those capable of showing
that they could deliver “product” of land and labor while keeping order—
read ideologically, but with material components—. Intermarriage was a
solution to the problem of sharing of authority, and an area of contesta-
tion. Ownership is misunderstood by Cataldo, therefore.40 This authority
did need con rmation and trust was most important.

The temple was rebuilt in the f h century rather than the sixth.41

Wednesday, 21 June 2017

Morning scene: Lucie comes to our bed where we create “tunnels” which
she pronounces /tynɛl/ when speaking with me and /tʌnl/ when talking to
Amy. Callum comes with Michigan Bunny and Bunny Bleu, who speaks
French. The game this morning was di ferent: it was a lawn-mowing expe-
dition done with a special machine.

Thursday, 22 June 2017

I agree with Carol Meyers’ 1991 review of Smith-Christopher.42 Some
of the characteristics of the exilic experience closely associatedwith the golah
group, especially priestly, could be regarded as being those of the non-exiled
people both in Judah and Israel. They shared in the catastrophic series of
events and its political, economic, and psychological e fects. This would be
certainly the case ifNeh 1:2 (“thosewho remained...”) does refer to Judaeans
lef in the territory of Judah af er the exile. Japhet makes this argument.43

40. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 100.
41. Ibid., 103.
42. Smith-Christopher, The religion of the landless: The social context of the Baby-

lonian exile.
43. Japhet, “The concept of the remnant in the Restoration period: on the vocabulary

of self-definition,” 439; discussed at length in a note by Cataldo, Breaking monotheism,
214, 94n. The obvious meaning of Neh 1:2 is that Nehemiah asks about the Judaeans who
remained from the exile = were left after the captivity. NSRV translates: “I asked them
about the Jews that survived, those who had escaped the captivity, and about Jerusalem.”
Cataldo proposes a forced interpretation: namely that they “weremade a remnant”, which
the Hebrew does not say. It would concern Judeans who had been exiled, transformed into
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On the con ict between the golah and the non-displaced people, seeHaggai
2:10–14.

Last chapter of Cataldo has another unwieldy title: “The monotheistic
body within view: understanding the parameters of the model.”44 It starts
strong and wrong: “As this work has sought to show, a material-based con-
ict over land and authority was the initial catalyst for the development
of monotheism.” (218; author’s emphasis) What of the Yahwism of the sev-
enth and sixth century, the dates and background of Exodus andDeuteron-
omy?45 This would have been triggered by a failure to “acquire absolute
control over land and authority.” There couldn’t be much control over
land by a conquered people, only partial control. That is why the ideologi-
cal claim that only the divinity had real control over land—writ large, that
is, in the form of creation of the world—is a way to avoid the su focating
reality of conquest and slavery. It allows another view of oneself and might
even be an oblique criticism of present masters while proposing a way to re-
store dignity to themembers of the community who recognized themselves
in the renewed cult. The claim encompasses the old-fashioned binding of
the land’s fortunes to its local divinity(-ies). In that sense, the text from
bKeth 100b quoted by Cataldo extolling the advantage of divine proxim-
ity for those living in the land of Israel is not extreme, as the author claims.
Local divine presence, singular or plural, had long been thought fundamen-
tal to survival, while simultaneously contemplating a broader,moremobile,
universal divinity à la Ezekiel and Isaiah.

The A. speaks of “discourses of resistance” as needed by “monotheistic
identity” (221). He only is thinking of resistance to the “larger social body,”
by which hemeans the community that was lef (“remaining?”) in Judah at
the time of the exile of the leadership and elite supporters. As far as I can
tell, in coming to the end of this book, he is so preoccupied by the way his
theory could play locally that he fails to go back to something he was quite
clear about at the beginning, which is the larger political issue of resisting
empires.

a remnant by the punishment of the exile, and had already returned. His explanation is
unecessarily convoluted. The arguments of Japhet, Oded, and others, that he finds “in-
triguing but not entirely convincing” could have been addressed much earlier in the text,
not in footnotes.

44. Ibid., 218–36.
45. As Cataldo himself discusses later, page 220, note 4, where he criticizes Smith, The

origins of Biblical monotheism, 165, for presenting the initial monotheism as a survival
mechanism rather than a play for authority (as C. does).
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On the “remnant” or golah identity: was some of their sense of being a
“saved remnant” based on their higher social origins, the more so because
they were treated as a conquered, enslavable, and corveeable people? How
could they make claims on their “closeness” or “nearness” to Yhwh? The
answer to that question may be their own intellectual transformation—
Exodus and Deuteronomy being the clear evidence of this change—, their
adoption of prophetic criticisms, i.e. their separation from the monarchy,
together with their sense of being the necessary link to Yhwh as habili-
tated o cers of the cult (this habilitationwas a strong basis because it didn’t
depend directly on palatial authorization). There was an accommodation
with the “elders,” i.e. the regional leadership.... Yet also an internal sense
of superiority or “election” based on their inherited social function, a hard-
ened holiness that allowed the reconstitution of a political landscape with-
out kings. By throwing their all af er Yhwh, by radicalizing faithfulness and
trust inYhwh, they couldmaintain a social andpolitical cohesion in subjec-
tion and abjection, while connectingwithYahwistswhohadnot been exiled
but shared their basic sense of loss. See the literature (aside from Cataldo,
Fried, Grabbe who is more general, Blenkinsopp, et al.).

Cataldo gives a broad interpretation of Neh 13:3.46 The context indi-
cates that this appeal byNehemiah concernsAmmonites andMoabites only
(Neh 13:1), which means that the law had a very narrow ambit. One can
guess that the social rank of people in this kind of marriage was low, as the
story of Ruth indicates so clearly. According to Cataldo, this is all ideo-
logical and a a mark of golah’s powerlessness.47 Cataldo concludes all too
quickly that Jerusalem as a cultic center had meaning only for the golah.
And he is misguided when he writes that “An exclusivist posture is at the
heart of any monotheistic identity.” The exclusivism is indeed part of it,
or becomes so, but it is not the original spark. I think the “monotheism of
truth” that Assmann and others write about is a component but not the
prime mover (as Assmann now recognizes, though instead of considering
competing tendencies, he prefers to look at delity and truth seriatim).

Friday, 23 June 2017

Rémi and Leslie went to help a friend and clean her house. She is a fourth-
year surgery resident who has been told she needs to do her fourth year over

46. Cataldo, Breaking monotheism, 205.
47. Ibid., 206.
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because she has not logged enough procedures during the year. She discov-
ered only too late that other residents were logging single operations as if
they involved more interventions.

Saturday, 24 June 2017

Saint Jean today. I used to send postcards to my father and to JF a few days
before. Their dates are a memory now, and a thin one at that, as I can only
share my regrets with A. My father, Yvon and JF, did they ever have a senti-
ment of ful llment? I don’t ask myself the question about our mother or
François. And I know that JF actually thought of his last months and days
as full. His permanent intensity may be regarded as a ful llment of sorts?
All of this a call to arms or action for me in my remaining time.

Breakfast at Sweet Lorraine’s this morning with D, G, G, and G! The
place is going out of business because the owners are retiring and keeping
only a couple other franchises. On the way back, I notice the imposing
church at Twelve Mile Avenue and Woodward. It is the church where Fa-
ther Loughlin did his preaching from the late twenties to the forties, when
he was nally silenced. So much antisemitism coming out of a “shrine” de-
voted to the “little ower” (Thérèse de Lisieux). There is a school attached
to the “Shrine.” A neighbor who advertised his voting for Trump, at the
corner of West Breckenridge and Livernois, has a sign saying he is a “Shrine
Knight.”

Tonight, longish breakdown of Callum who has a little scrape on his
knee and somehowkeeps crying and howling. Longish time out, and nally
a more composed discussion with parents. He is ready for bed early...

Sunday, 25 June 2017

Callum woke up at 7h30, went to the bathroom and then back to his bed.
He got up at 8am, Lucie kept talking to herself in bed.

On the father’s absence and the mother’s intimate knowledge and con-
trol of the home, see Fehribach (summary inmynotes onCana), andCarroll
she quotes.48On thewine: better wine vs watered downwinewhichwould
have been served to make it last. How does the “mother” notices the lack?
By listening to servants? Small signs? Presumably the master of ceremonies
also knew?

48. Carroll, Response to the end of history, 50.
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An article of theWashington Post argues that Trump is another Mac-
Carthy. His use of fear is matched by that of liberal media. The latter also
use fear to keep selling papers. What is needed is an analysis of whatwe have
to fear, the reasons for it.

Monday, 26 June 2017

Rémi lef at 6h20 or so this morning for a day of introduction for residents
in generalmedicine atHenryFordHospital. His residency starts thisThurs-
day. He tells me he’ll be paid about 57K/yr. Callum and Lucie woke up a
little earlier today, a bit before 7h30. We played a lot. I’m discovering I can
play puppets too: I activate Bunny Bleu andMichigan Bunny who are pas-
sengers on trains worked under the supervision of Chief Engineer Callum.
They have their tickets punched, take care of their luggage, go to the restau-
rant car where they have co fee (Bunny Bleu who is 6) or chocolate (for M
Bunny who is 2), and read their papers. They also take automatic trains to
go from station to station. And sometimes they go to Barcelona or Madrid
where they are a bit ustered by the new languages they don’t know. Bunny
Bleu speaks French, however. M Bunny has a very di cult time with for-
eign languages. For example, he pronounces “marteau” /mardo/ instead of
/marto/.

I agree with this introductory statement by Gauchet in his fourth vol-
ume on the advent of democracy:

[la démultiplication des moyens de l’autonomie] se traduit, en un
mot, par un recul de l’autonomie réelle dans le moment où l’auto-
nomie potentielle s’accroît. Jamais nos capacités d’auto-production
et d’autodétermination n’ont été aussi grandes, jamais nous n’avons
été aussi peu en mesure de les maîtriser. C’est en ce sens qu’il est per-
mis de parler de crise de la démocratie, dans l’acception la plus pleine
qu’il convient de prêter à ce terme— soit la mise en forme politique
de l’autonomie.49

As I say elsewhere, never has our interdepence been greater, in myriad of
ways, and especially in things that ensure our lives. What is called forth
is an autonomy, framed democratically, that enables everyone to respond
freely to the new conditions that the immensework of past and present gen-
erations have created for them. The mechanism of providence and divine

49. Gauchet, Le nouveau monde, 19.
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economyhas been replaced by an economywithout godbut notwithout in-
vocation of a hidden rationality that is praised, prized, and idolized by the
merchants of the temple, from the physiocrats orMandeville to us, without
forgetting Adam Smith, Galbraith or Friedman. It is still a theology. I won-
der how Gauchet addresses this question, a rationality completely embed-
ded in us, yet partial.

Tuesday, 27 June 2017

Callum gives me a hug and a kiss on the back porch as I get ready to go to
the library. I walk around the house and he is already behind a half-open
window in the front and asking, “What is the book you’re reading about?”
I say it is about how big people re ect upon their lives, how they try and
of en fail to share. Thequestion leads to a discussionof how thewayswe live
can change dramatically yet some things are shared by all peoples. I tell him
I imagine howOjibua peoplemay have hunted for food and collectedmaple
syrup in the forests that existed before the large trees looming now over our
houses. How their houses were di ferent, before piped water, electricity,
roads, carts and cars, trains, and many other things that came about in the
last century and a half.

Interesting response to an article by Brooks in theNYT that berates the
Republican politicians for being cruel:

Mr. Brooks is right inmuch that he says, but he needs to understand
one thing. Trump supporters, who are Fox viewers and Right-wing
radio listeners, want what Congress is doing to healthcare insurance.
They have theirs and they are “tired of helping others” as a Republi-
can friend toldme over theweekend. They view healthcare as a privi-
lege thoughmost of them I know are onMedicare. They think Social
Security should be privatized, but again, many of them collect their
check every month. They hated Barack Obama and still do, view-
ing him as un-American because he is black. The racism and bigotry
is deep and wide and carefully hidden below the surface with these
folks. Trump is their Mr. Hyde—saying and doing the cruel things
thatDr. Jekyll would like to do. TheGOPhas created amonster base
that they nowmust satisfy. This healthcare bill is one of the pieces of
rawmeat they’re tossing into the cage. And the beasts will be hungry
again tomorrow. (Meg Ulmes from Troy)
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Wednesday, 28 June 2017

BC sends me a short comment on Boubakeur, Mosquée de Paris, who is
accused by Le causeur of authorizing o cial web pages that are hostile to
all other religions. I answer:

Il y eut un temps où on insistait en chrétienté sur la triple liation
abrahamique, par exemple chez nous au pardon des Sept-Saints au
Vieux-Marché, où Massignon avait lié de vieilles légendes gréco-
chrétiennes que l’on retrouve aussi dans le judaïsme et en Islam à ce
site chalcolithique. Notre Jérusalem à nous ! C’est après l’exil, assez
tardivement (5-4ème siècles ?) qu’on a réécrit l’histoire d’Ismaël et
Isaac. Tous les deux sont sacri és par le père Abraham et s’en sortent
miraculeusement. Les auteurs de ces traditions bibliques sur Ismaël
et Isaac sont très au fait des rapports de proximité entre peuples dans
l’empire achéménide, et de leurs e forts pour survivre en concurrence
les uns avec les autres. Les Arabes de l’époque perse, y compris les
Nabatéens de l’époque hellénistique et romaine, n’y ont pas perdu
leur arabe, leur grec, ou même leur latin !

Gauchet’s fourth volume on the advent of democracy and his reading of
neo-liberalism’s resurgence in the US under Reagan et al reminds me of the
book by Frank.50 I couldn’t nd it in Ferndale’s public library yesterday,
so today I dropped by the jam-packed bookstore near the Java Co fee place
and got it for six dollars. “Time to resist,” says the lady who helps me with
the purchase.

Very interesting note 16, page 329, of Kiel. He quotes Crüsemann and
Ska about the role assigned to the gure of Moses in bringing together the
aspirations of di ferent groups, priestly and non-priestly, in the post-exilic
period.51 Why was this role unique to Moses? Clearly there was the com-
plex character of the gure, an in-between type. There is also the fact that it
disappears from the story or cannot be claimed directly by either the priest-
hood or other groups. See what Assmann makes of this gure. I wrote a
more complete note in my “notes”. What does Yamauchi have to say?52

50. Frank,What’s the matter with Kans ?
51. See Crusemann, The Torah: Theolo and Social History of Old Testament Law,

102–107; Ska, “Persian imperial authorization,” 177–78. Check.
52. Yamauchi, “Did Persian Zoroastrianism influence Judaism?”
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Thursday, 29 June 2017

Joshua Schwartz, not surprisingly, wrote a somewhat negative review of the
recent book on the Maccabees by Honigman.53 He is impressed by the
method, the thoroughness, the arguments even, but think that the author
has been too radical in eliminating the dimension of religious persecution
from the analysis and presenting only a political, social and economic study.
He doesn’t think one evacuates the other. It is her arguments regarding the
literary cycles that lead her to consider that 1 Macc 1–2 is ahistorical. He
mentions a detailed review by Bezalel Bar-Kokhba in Tarbiz.

Nous avons perdu nos repères en Europe, que nous tenions nos ori-
gines des conservateurs (retour à l’ancien régime) ou des révolutionnaires.
Inégalités statutaires, blocages des libertés (surtout de vote), ou emprise du
religieux, la carte du Tendre a disparu ou s’est élimée et nous nous retrou-
vons dans la situation des Américains, incapables de nous gurer où nous
sommes, puisque l’opposition à l’ancien régime, aux obstacles politiques, ou
à l’autorité religieuse ne peuvent plus servir de base de jeu. Comme le dit
Gauchet de multiples façons, nous avons perdu nos repères. Nous sommes
dé nitivement sortis non seulement de l’ancien régime mais encore de la
lutte pour un avenir meilleur qui sous-tendait les esprits jusqu’aux années
70–80. Si liberté et égalité perdent de leur allant, qu’en est-il de la fraternité ?

Gauchet me paraît faire la part trop belle au ressourcement que le néo-
libéralisme ferait aux origines libertaires du pays. Tom Frank dresse un tout
autre portrait dans sonWhat’s the matter with Kans ? (2004). Ou Bryan
Stevenson dans l’article du NYRB de cette semaine sur le racisme encore
virulent de la société américaine. Le virage à droite des deux grands partis
s’est fait des années 70 à la n des années 90. Rabotement continu du tra-
vail, des régulations nancières, de l’aide sociale, etc. Le virage à droite des
démocrates a mené à l’abandon de ce parti par les classes populaires. Bush II
gagne 80%des voix auKansas en 2000. Beaucoup de gens se sontmis à voter
pour des gens qui n’ont cessé de se retourner contre les intérêts de leurs élec-
teurs : pensions, santé, politique de salaires, liberté des syndicats, immigra-
tion... Pourquoi ces votes suicides ? Une des réponses est que des marques
nouvelles d’appartenance et de nouvelles dé nitions de la “culture” et de la
moralité—en gros des décisions individuelles qui ne coûtent rien ou si peu
au trésor public—sont devenues le masque privilégié des politiciens à la re-
cherche des su frages, notamment par le truchement des média de droite

53. Honigman, Tal of high priests and tax .
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payés par certaines grosses fortunes. Le processus s’est accéléré depuis avec
Trump. McDonnell, Ryan, etc. Mais je crois qu’il y a plus : une peur de se
voir être devenu autonome, ou du moins emporté sans retour par une ra-
tionalisation tous azimuths qui a défait silencieusement visions politiques
de fond, notions d’une mission ou avenir historiques, et raison d’être d’une
vie entièrement vécue comme un marché sans n (aux deux sens du mot).

Friday, 30 June 2017

Most interesting article by Ali M. Lati this morning in theNYT on Shi’a
Afghans who are being enrolled by Iran’s Revolutionary Guards to ght a
proxy war in Syria. It is strange that this informative piece, devoid of quick
and easy moral judgments was placed in the opinion page. This “paper of
record” has been cagey at best about Iran. It was very negative for over a year
until Obama’s administration struck a deal stalling the expansion of nuclear
weaponization in Iran. Reading this article should give pause to Pentagon’s
specialists of the Middle East and Southeast Asia.

The Shi’a are about 20% of all Muslims. The numbers are: 90 to 95% in
Iran; 83% in Iraq; 75-80% in Bahrein; 35 to 50% in Yemen and 15% of Saudi
Arabia, mostly in the East; 32% of Lebanon; smaller ratios in the United
ArabEmirates (15%), orQatar (10%), and in India (ca 30M, 10 to 15%ofMus-
lims). They have been struggling desperately to survive inAfghanistan, Pak-
istan, Lebanon, and now Iran, Iraq, and especially Syria. Their social and
class origins are usually lef unsaid: peasants, low-salaried workers in decon-
sidered occupations, so “uneducated, gullible, conservative...” The Shias of
Afghanistan have been scattered across the world. Millions took refuge in
Pakistan and now Iran: 3 million in this country, 2 undocumented. They
lef because of their poverty. In Bamyan province, two thirds of the pop-
ulation ive on 25$/month and so many young people especially seek me-
nial work in Iran. The religious aspects of this migration cannot be sepa-
rated from the economic and political issues. Pilgrimage, especially to sig-
ni cant sites like Karbala, is important. Legal status and better salaries are
o fered to those willing to defend shia shrines in Iraq or Syria. Iran uses for-
eign shia militias on a large scale in Iraq and Syria. Iranian leadership and
poor Afghan shias share a religious determination, especially regarding the
shrines and Israel. The parallel strategic calculation is access to theMediter-
ranean, preparation of defense against sunni encroachments, be they self-
organized groups or states. The support for Assad, an Alawite, is logical. It
also pays back a debt to Assad who supported Iran in its war against Iraq.
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The Fatemiyoun Division of Afghan trained refugees started in 2014
and counts between 8 and 14K soldiers. The Iranian support ofHazara Shia
Afghans forms a parallel with the Pakistani use of Pashtun Sunni Afghans
and their transformation into Talibans. The Afghans are used as front line
troops in all areas (Aleppo, for instance) underRevolutionaryGuards’ com-
mand. There have been many victims, perhaps 600 dead (est.), who have
been heroicized in Iran. Iranian victims are less fêted?

Tonight, I read three or four of Aesop’s fables to Callum. They don’t
have the sharp political andmoral edge of La Fontaine’s version. Af er that,
he wants me to read the story of Athena’s birth. He likes the character of
Hephaestus. Once the lights out, he asks me to write the Hebrew alphabet
on his back. He repeats each letter. Then theGreek alphabet, the American
alphabet, the French version.... Hewants towrite theHebrew letters onmy
back too and asks me about their shape. We draw a lot of shapes in the air.
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Saturday, 1 July 2017

The evening routine with Callum and Lucie who now share the room
downstairs is to read a couple of stories, brush teeth, read one more story,
switch o f the light, snuggle, perhaps do “X marks the spot...” Last night,
the last story was that of the birth of Athena from Zeus’ head. Later,
Callum asked me to trace the alphabet on his back. First he wanted the
Hebrew alphabet which I had to do twice in square letters. He repeated
each letter af er me. Then the Greek alphabet in capitals, also twice, and
the “American” alphabet. He asked for the Spanish alphabet but I couldn’t
deliver as I don’t know how to pronounce most of the letters. In turn,
he wanted to learn to trace the Hebrew letters on my back. No surprise
therefore to hear him in our bed this morning say that he wanted to learn
Arabic later. We learned a few salutations. Callum and Amy are speaking
about the English and French pronunciations of Bunny Bleu andMichigan
Bunny. Suddenly, Callum says in imitation of Bunnny Bleu, “Ça c’est un
marteau,” a real sentence that makes Amy and me look at each other in
recognition of this “ rst.”

Gauchet’s new book Le nouveau monde is about the crisis we are in
in Europe and the US. Europeans have lost their bearings. The struggle or
e fort that focussed so long on the solving of the three corollary issues of
hierarchical status, political representation, and freedom of thought (sepa-
ration of church and state) has spent itself. The US still seems able to hold
onto its historical sense of a unique political creation and keep reformulat-
ing it as the freedom of individual rights and the market in its conquering
neo-liberal forms. For how long? What is striking in Trump and cohorts is
the hostility to vision (the “vision thing,” in Bush I’s contemptuous phrase),
the absence of pretense that there is a universal march towards freedom led
byYankee doodles. It seems tome thatMacron’s en marche is trying to copy
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a song from the tattered US dream. I don’t see how he can set a tempo, for
very long at any rate, without a re-founding that cannot be either socialist
or religious, i.e. without any messianic core.

Americans are prompt to invoke freedom when discussing public poli-
cies. The most recent one is the discussion of health systems. Many peo-
ple want to repeal Obamacare—better called the A fordable Health Care
Act—because they think it encourages irresponsibility andmooching from
others (a common view among Republican voters). Lower taxes (no mat-
ter the fact that very high revenues would over-bene t) and lower spend-
ing (to bring the nation’s de cit under control, no matter the uncontrolled
spending for defense) are justi ed by the ideal of individual self-reliance.
This ideal takes two forms: the moral notion of free will, and the idea of
the free market where the desires of individuals turn to be a virtuous self-
correcting mechanism working to everyone’s bene t. So, instead of “Oba-
macare”, back to reliance on individual provisions (actually worked mas-
sively through large employers), and charity. On the horizon, no national
insurance of course, nomedicaid or very little of it, and eventually noMedi-
care. The preference is supposedly (40%? of the electorate?) for a voluntary
system inwhich the “human element”would be preserved, vs the coldmon-
ster that a national-scale system is or would be.

Two problems come into view: a) the catastrophic nature of many dis-
eases or accidents would be badly served by charity. the latter is fundamen-
tally organized around its own communities. Charity is usually limited by
a perception of who is same and other. It cannot be relied on as insurance
though this unreliability can be part of its appeal as a form of heroism and
impressive self-giving. b) the national tax and social systems of support,
however large and seemingly opposed to or without “individual power or
freedom,” push the notion of charity to its utter limits. As Maimonides
said, the ideal act of charity occurs in a relationship in which the helping
hand doesn’t knowwhom it helps—the power of patronage is removed)—
and the one helped doesn’t know where it came from—the dignity of the
person is preserved. The existence of grace and gif within large state admin-
istrations is still a need and a real possibility, verymuch as conversely charity
organizations can become awfully rigidmammoths (Red Cross USA for in-
stance?).
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Sunday, 2 July 2017

Everyone is up a bit before 8am. Lucie uses French words with me. She
of en starts with English and switches to French when I insist: une baleine,
un chien, oiseau... We go for a walk af er breakfast. She collects “bouts de
bâton” or “cailloux” and stops at owers. Back home, Rémi is playing his
clarinet, Callum is keeping a nice slow beat on Summertime, and Leslie is
taking her violin out. Lucie is upset she cannot do as she thinks is right with
the clarinet or the violin.

Tonight, af er a walk to the pool and dinner at home, Leslie and Rémi
put them to bed. Everything is quiet but around 21h15, Callum comes out
to use the bathroom. I turn the light on for him, but he asks me to give
him “privacy,” and that he wants to kiss good night to Bahbish andme. We
hear him drag the footstool to switch o f the light, then come out and give
each of us a kiss and a hug. He also wants me to trace more alphabets on his
back but I tell him that mama put him to bed tonight and that I’d do that
tomorrow. No struggle on that one.

Monday, 3 July 2017

To re ect on the di ference between exploitation and expropriation, it
makes sense to follow the ancient vocabulary across the landscape: dwell,
inhabit, settle, reside, nahalah, ḥazaqah...

Tuesday, 4 July 2017

Rémi came back late last night from his work at the hospital. He was in
good spirits as he felt he had a chance to make some good decisions under
supervision. He was in charge of a whole oor.

One article of interest in theNYT today, by Peter Wehner, a conserva-
tive Christianwho of en expresses his disgust with our present government.
His gripe today is about its chaos, unreliability, and unpredictability. Civil
society is busy thinking or worrying about the latest are-up. It feeds the
president’s ego instead of going about its business as it could be expected to
do if governmentwas runningwell. Order andpeace take long e forts, chaos
takes minutes. The Republican party, together with this hustler-president,
has become the party of chaos rather than order, while supporting the es-
tablishment more radically than ever.

Another word became a slogan not long ago: “ rst-generation” college
student. The six of us at Kervilgoch were rst-generation high-school stu-
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dents. This is potentially the majority of young people in the world since
the sixties... What is much more surprising to me is that we have made so
little progress in primary and high school education, and actually lost much
ground in states like California, thanks to the radical lowering of taxation
in the seventies and later.

Wednesday, 5 July 2017

A faires de famille: Blaise and Liz called from Berkeley yesterday. They are
staying at Holly’s and Hector’s and are apparently being much appreciated
and admired by their hosts. I worked the whole day (well, six hours) at the
local library. I learn when I’m back that Lucie is now able to climb out of
her bed and didn’t have a nap today (neither did Callum, or Bahbish, of
course).

Thursday, 6 July 2017

The wiki article on Zoroaster was hagiolatric. Enlightenment intellectuals
were interestd enrolled the gure to help retain deismwithout the problem-
atic dress of historical Christianity. Rameau wrote an opera by that name
in 1749. The Avesta was translated by Abraham Anquetil-Duperron in the
mid-eighteenth century also and thismarks the beginning ofWestern schol-
arship’s interest as well as the development of occultism. Yeats and wife are
said to have graphological contact with Zoroaster. Zarathustra is credited
with the authorship of Yasna Haptanghaiti and the gath . The wiki rec-
ognizes that

no strictly historical evidence can place him into a xed period, and
the historicisation surrounding him is part of a trend frombefore the
10th century that historicises legends and myths.

It looks like the Zarathustra traditionwas “creatively appropriated” not
only by the Achaemenids—or some of them at least—perhaps also by Ju-
daeans (Kiel), and by Greek platonic tradition (see Phillip Horky). Innova-
tive links betweenOldPersiandāta and “Torah”orAramaicdatwouldhave
been drawn by EN. This would have happened under the impact of Aves-
tan tradition because of its creative ideological re-use by the Achaemenids.
Short of an imperial authorization (not necessary), theAchaemenidswould
have facilitated “Avestan notions of divine revelation of the law and scrip-
tural unity linked to personal authority.” In other words, the Achaemenid
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use of Zarathustra was parallel to the meaning given to theMoses gure by
EN. I don’t see why the Achaemenids would have bothered to encourage
a parallel e fort to their own putative one. All that is needed is that they
simply recognized the Judaean priesthood’s authority, and “approved” (tol-
erated? be given assurances? there may have been a need for that given the
prerogatives of kings) the uni cation of Torah (at some degree: would they
have cared?) and its sacralization. It seems to me that the authority of the
Torah and those charged with it should have preceded any interest on the
part of the political authorities.

The bases for Kiel’s claim are the thematic parallel (“law?”), the his-
torical proximity, and the terminological a nity. These are resemblances
and do not carry the weight of a structural analysis. He may be right that
a broadening of the meaning of תוֹרה can be detected in the Bible: from
particular legal instruction to a legal structure, and nally to the whole of
the Pentateuch. But this evolution could have occurred in exilic and post-
exilic circumstances—the need to give authority to cultic and custom laws
in threatened communities—and doesn’t require an external source (espe-
cially from conquerers).

Among the several suppositions made by Kiel is this problematic one:
“The basic notion of divine revelation of the lawmediated through the g-
ure ofMoses emerges already in preexilic texts” (326) (according to his view:
theCovenantCode of Exod in E,Deut 12–26 inD, and the laws of the taber-
nacle and purity in P). But could this “basic notion” be expressed (andwrit-
ten!) in the monarchic period? Note 9, page 326, refers to the traditional
role of kings in providing the “law” (or chunks of it) as a divinely-enjoined
prerogative. Can we assume that things were di ferent in Israel and Judah
and that these regional kings were “disempowered” in pre-exilic times when
it came to a rming their role as law-givers? And if this Mosaic gure was
already a mediation in monarchic Israel, what need is there for an in uence
of Zoroastrism? As Bernard M. Levinson claims (or Jan Assmann), direct
divine revelation of the law in the Israelite mode was new in the Near East.
It seems overly speculative to propose that pre-exilic Israelite religion and
Zoroastrism were di ferent from other NE kingdoms. What is needed in
this regard, I repeat, is a structural analysis of the role of kings in controlling
the enforcement of cultic and criminal laws.1

Kiel claims that the innovation lies in “the literary use of the gure of
Moses” to achieve unity of the Pentateuchal law and give it its shine as Mo-

1. See LeFebvre who is followed by Kiel but criticized on this point.
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saic Torah. As I mentioned above, there are antecedent, practical reasons
why the gure of Moses could have been given great unifying authority by
priests and scribes. The main one is that substitute authority was needed,
such as could not be second-guessed and was not directly attached to the
priesthood—apolitical problem lurks here—, if only to re-inforce claims re-
garding Jerusalemand the land. Moses’mediationmade it also acceptable to
accept innovations in circumcision and sabbath.2 The enlargement of the
Mosaic gure is also bound to the question of prophecy and its subsump-
tion under this primordial, king-less, gure.3 The question to ask at this
juncture is: whywouldwritten law carry authority, already in themonarchy
and di ferently in post-exilic times? Again, with Anthonios, see the evolu-
tion of the use of writing in prophecy (and imagery of scroll-incorporating
in Jeremiah and Ezekiel). So, it is to be expected thatMoses was turned into
an inspired authority (revealing, consolidating, scripturalizing, and writ-
ing!), given the ruinous absence of the usual suspects, the kings. The pur-
suit of the consolidation of the law under Ezra should occasion no surprise
and is in no need of extraneous examples. “The law set down by Ahura
Mazda,” according to Xerxes’ royal inscription, is not a formula that per se
sets Achaemenid kings apart from other NE monarchies.4 And the expan-
siveness of the מוֹשה תוֹרת formula, as I argued above, need not be assigned
only to the ENperiod, rst, or assumed to be a creation under the in uence
of an Achaemenid remaniement of Zoroastrism, second.

If the “law of Zarathustra”, like “the torah of Moses,” indicates the
“totality of the Zoroastrian tradition” (340), how can we be sure that
this is very di ferent from the usual mod operandi of NE kings? In
any case, why is Zarathustra “completely absent from the Old Persian
inscriptions?”5 Kiel’s answer is that kings took it upon themselves to enact
the gure of Zarathustra in themselves. Possibly. But does that mean that
an Achaemenid king was “subordinate to the law revealed by AhuraMazda
to Zarathustra?”6 It may simply imply that royal power was everything
and that the law of cult and civil matters was to be understood as divinely
inspired and expected to shun competition or crass interpretations.
Nothing new under the (royal) sun here. But this was very di ferent from

2. Check scholarship regarding this need for Mosaic authority: Albertz?
3. See Anthonioz, Le prophétisme biblique: de l’idéal à la réalité .
4. This needs some arguing: how limited law corpora could be set between declarations

of divine inspiration.
5. Kiel, “Reinventing Mosaic Torah in Ezra-Nehemiah,” 343.
6. Ibid., 344.
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Mosaic law, as Levinson or Assmann and many others write. Mosaic law
was actually revolutionary in its political implications (though turning
necessity into virtue at some level, while not preventing abuses of power
in the long future), except that these political implications were narrowly
framed and in no way could threaten the imperious and jealous powers
that had conquered Israelites and Judaeans.

Gauchet fait une analyse sociologique des inégalités qui nous instruit
peut-être sur notre avenir.7 Les pages 129–44 sont sur les aspects religieux
de l’élimage du socialisme. L’état soviétique se trouve évidé de l’extérieur et
de l’intérieur, menant à une implosion où “la propriété collective” se trouve
accaparée en quelques mois par des “hommes forts.”

Nulbesoin aujourd’hui, auG-20 àHambourg, où se retrouvent les chefs
d’état du monde riche, d’imaginer des tractations secrètes Poutine-Trump.
Ils représentent lemême désir d’occuper un espace laissé vide par le retrait de
la vision, de la gouvernance au niveau de l’état, et son exil ou sûrement son
rétrécissement. Le premier souci de Trump n’est pas de gouverner (est de ne
pas gouverner ?) mais de détruire tout ce qui était e fort d’organisation, de
choix législatifs guidés par l’idée de bien collectif. C’est cette dernière idée
qui a longtemps été mise à mal, et pas seulement par le parti républicain.
Comment concevoir l’unanimité humaine :

un circuit formé d’attachements où chaque individu humain trouve-
rait intellectuellement et a fectivement sa plénitude dans la mesure
où il fait corps avec le système tout entier. (140, citant T. de Chardin,
L’avenir de l’homme (1950), 373)

Je revis certains aspects de ma vie de 1964 à 1973 en relisant Gauchet :8
mes intérêts désordonnés pour la philosophie—Sartre etRicœur sur Freud
pour le cours de l’abbé X ?, et Merleau-Ponty, Marcel, et une foultritude
d’autres lectures sauvages —, la théologie morale, la littérature, mais pas
l’écriture sainte, au Grand-Séminaire de Saint-Brieuc, et surtout le senti-
ment de ne pas pouvoir me situer dans une église désemparée, au milieu de
dèles perdus qui se raccrochaient aux lambeaux de la structure ou allaient à
la recherche des esprits. Ce sentiment de désemparement était aussi le mien,
surtout après mon retour de Palestine en 1968 et ma participation aux cours
de Villejean (Rennes) en 1969, la découverte de tous ces mouvements poli-
tiques qui me paraissaient autant de chapelles ou d’imitations théologiques

7. Gauchet, Le nouveau monde, 111.
8. Ibid., 167–79.
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auxquelles je ne pouvais pas faire con ance. Le monde intellectuel aussi me
paraissait peu digne de foi bien que je l’admire encore beaucoup.

Le poème : acte d’invocation qui permet aux lointains de se rendre in-
times, apprivoisement accepté dans les deux sens.

Friday, 7 July 2017

Frank:9 he explains his ownpolitical evolutionhalf-way through the book.
The personal account doesn’t contribute directly to the previous analysis.
It makes me aware, however, that Frank’s own view of politics is highly po-
larized and the examples he gives of conservative, manipulative, criminal
even, businessmen have to be taken with grain of salt. The most interest-
ing suggestion of his account so far is that the right has re-purposed the
playbook of the lef and turned itself into a complaining machine without
solutions (with many gradations). Its discourse assumes a minority status
and conveys the belief that it is hobbled, despised, or even persecuted by
a pervasive, relentless coast-to-coast liberalism that pushes its “issues” onto
a hard-working, honest, abused people: abortion, homosexuality, Holly-
woodmorality, media laxity, repression of Christian beliefs, ethnic rede ni-
tions andpride togetherwith contempt for the nation, ceaseless regulations,
encroachment by state and federal governments, laziness and abuse of social
services, etc. The reality is that a) this ceaseless shouting has a majority hold
on airwaves in many states; b) the Republican party dominates local and
federal governments most of the time (in the past twenty years or so) and
includes “moderates” who go along in public even though they disapprove
of this discourse. What Frank doesn’t explain is exactly who espouses the
discourse, and why. Is it related to their class status? Bartels, a sociologist
at Princeton, disagreed with him and showed that lower classes in US rural
areas were not more likely in 2008 to vote for conservatives:

It is true that American voters attach signi cantly more weight to
social issues than they did 20 years ago. It is also true that church
attendance has become a stronger predictor of voting behavior. But
both of those changes are concentrated primarily among people who
are a uent and well educated, not among the working class. (April
17, 2008)

The problem for me is this last word, “working class.” The recent mas-
sive vote for Trump and Republicans in Wichita may show that Bartels is

9. Frank,What’s the matter with Kans ?
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right (upper working class employed in aviation voted for Trump?), but
isn’t there a problem with our de nitions? What does it mean now? It has
changedmeaning all over the world and certainly in France as Gauchet says.
The question then becomes a matter of what a majority of lower and mid-
dle class people want. I see nothing in Frank’s book that tries to answer this
question. Abuse by semi-criminal conservatives and capitalist forms of me-
dia distribution, together with naïveté, do not explain the evolution. The
votes seem to me to express something much deeper and that must remain
hidden. I’ll see if Gauchet gets closer to any answer.

I read in a tls review of Primo Levi’s recently published collection of
writings that Mann, like Mendelssohn and others, defended Jews as the
founders of modern morality (Joseph und seine Bruder). This reminds me
of Con no’s disputable argument in A world without Jews (2014). I also
read with some relief that Levi disliked the use of the word “holocaust” for
the history of extermination (“it seems to me inappropriate, it seems to me
rhetorical, above all mistaken.”) because of its prevalent religious meaning.
Its errant usage since the sixteenth century for catastrophic burning is no
justi cation for its present use. It is shocking for Christians in the Greco-
Latin tradition, mostly old-fashioned Catholics. The special nature of the
word,makingpart of it unique (the one related to the genocide of Jews) con-
sists of its attachment to the Bible and Christian theology yet doesn’t really
pack more signi cance than “genocide” or “extermination camps” (pour
moi, s’entend).

“We are aware of the unpleasant fact that when the nation is at war, the
people do not su fer from unemployment, undernourishment, and bore-
dom.” (TS Eliot)

Saturday, 8 July 2017

Thoughts about recent political developments in theUS, including the elec-
tion of Trump but not limited to it. His election has been frightening for
good reason. This is a time in which the “ rst private individuals” of his-
tory have been emerging by themillions. To go fromvillage to city and from
traditional industry or service jobs to modern employment as so many are
doing now—not only in China or India but in the whole world, includ-
ing the industrial world—, is happening now beyond the usual framing of
any pre-existing forms or structures. Socialist, religious, or mixed liberalism
(in-between the other two) see their structures cracking and their goals dis-
solving. Publicly, socially, and psychologically enforced relationships and
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values a xed to them have become strange landscapes for present beings.
The sources of our life and aspirations are evidently located in an immense
continuum that reaches beyond the communities, state or civil organiza-
tions, churches, and national governments that were their horizon until
recently (Gauchet would say 1970). The enforced relationship disappears
to be replaced by what? Nothing. The freedom of choice becomes en-
tirely that of the individual to recognize one’s pre-existence in others. “Nou-
velle économie psychique?” Voilà pourquoi Trump est si dangereux. Pour
Trump, pas de “pardon à demander pour ses dettes (péchés ou manque-
ments)”.

Sunday, 9 July 2017

Games we play with Callum and Lucie: she likes to be read stories, loves
to run from one end of the house to the other, play construction or train.
The trampoline downstairs is another favorite. She likes to tease Callum
by using a piece from his wooden train and give him a look that never fails
to get a rise out of him. He likes to play with his imagination in a series
of games involving Michigan Bunny, California Bunny, and Bunny Bleu,
who speaks French. They are part of our video “presence” when we are
back in California. Here, one of themain games is to haveMichigan Bunny
and Bunny Bleu as passengers in di ferent trains. They use the wood trains
inside or the tricycles outside—oops, the various TGV or AGV trains—to
go to Paris, Madrid, or as regional trains. Imaginary lines are drawn along
the sidewalks, stations designed with very precise limits, and fuel sources
distributed along the way (soil picked with a little blue shovel and dumped
in the fuel cell compartment).

I am on the front porch, enjoying the towering oaks and maples that
shade the streets of all small cities in this part of Michigan. I try to imag-
ine life here more than two and a half centuries ago, without the imported
plants (geraniums, yews, cedars, boxwood, even oaks?). Here, the rumor of
tra c is faint. Last night, near midnight, by a magni cent full moon light-
ing the lush suburb of Pleasant Ridge, I was disturbed to hear the rumbling
of cars and trucks rushing the 696 channel three blocks away.

Rémi helped us decide about investments inVanguard and Fidelitymu-
tual funds. We turned the Vanguard funds into admiral funds (a couple
of them), and invested my IRA, about 280K now, into domestic stocks
(mostly, for 30%), international funds (10%), andbonds (60%). Wedon’t re-
ally need these funds in the near future, since we have cash in BFCU (about
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45) and WF (about 120). We do have other accounts in Fidelity and Van-
guard. How much will we need later in long-term care of either of us? I
foresee 250K but is this reasonable? This means we can help fund Roth
IRAs for Rémi’s and Blaise’s retirements. The maximum for each per year
is 11,450.00 per year per person. That would reduce our tax by essentially
giving (gif ing) the pro ts from our accounts.

Monday, 10 July 2017

L’élection de Trump et l’arrivée au pouvoir de tous les enthousiastes ou
cyniques qui le soutiennent nous engagent à ré échir à la sorte de société
où nous voudrions vivre. On n’ose dire que c’est une chance. Un des pôles
du choix est l’e fort de donner un sens à notre existence en acceptant de
la constituer comme quelque chose qui est à la fois déjà donné d’avance et
pourtant pris dans des réseaux in nis de relation où nous nous e forçons de
nous dégager de nos dettes le plus clairement et honnêtement possible tout
en acceptant qu’une part de grâce ou de don existe dans chaque élément
comptabilisé de notre vie. Il s’agit là de reconnaissance dans les trois sens du
mot qui me viennent à l’esprit : recherche ou approfondissement, nouveau-
té ou inattendu de l’ancien, et grâce rendue. L’autre extrême au contraire est
le refus et la prétention non seulement de ne rien devoir aux autres, mais
encore l’intention de les spolier et d’en vivre. L’avenir de la “civilisation oc-
cidentale”, nous a encore dit Trump, est en jeu : il ne croit pas si bien dire,
si on admet que l’occident de cette “civilisation” est partout et nulle part.

1. Nous savons tous que nous sommes indissolublement composés du
travail, de la pensée, de la société et des valeurs des autres, de la naissance à
la mort. Ceci a toujours été vrai pour les petites communautés de l’histoire,
depuis les villages jusqu’aux grandes unités politiques du passé. Ça l’est de-
venu plus que jamais grâce aux développements économiques de l’époque
moderne. Les moyens de reproduction de nos conditions et circonstances
actuelles—je ne veux pas dire simplement nos corps et esprits individuels
mais leurs extensions, par quoi je ne veux pas seulement dire nos enfants—
plongent leurs racines et rami cations à l’in ni. Parmi tous les éléments qui
composent notre vie, notre nourriture quotidienne nous permet de le voir
le plus clairement à tout instant d’une reconnaissance vite enfouie et cachée.
Le travail et l’e fort intégrés à chaque produit nécessaire à notre vie ont des
aspects universels dont nous ne pouvons pas espérer calculer de manière ex-
haustive tous les tenants et aboutissants.Mais les paravents ou écrans de soli-
darité qui jusque là avaient tenu parce qu’ils étaient des conventions sociales
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et morales imposables par les communautés se sont évanouis à gauche et à
droite. Est-ce la solution des autres dans nos êtres par lesmécanismes sociaux
et économiques qui a mené au délitement des structures religieuses et poli-
tiques connues jusqu’à présent et qui nous protégeaient de nous-mêmes,
même encore dans la période moderne ?

2. Dans le village, la production industrielle des dix-neuvième et
vingtième siècles, ou dans le travail urbain, il y avait encore des cadres
sociaux, une morale du travail, une structuration des genres. La naissance
dans ces milieux—que ce fût un village rural ou même encore une banlieue
ouvrière—nous faisait entrer dans un monde vectorisé moralement dont
il fallait accepter les lignes de force et la carte morale. Ceci représentait
une force d’inertie double : a) il y avait le rappel et l’obligation renouvelée
d’être dèle à une origine déterminée par le statut ou la classe sociale ou de
composer avec elle, de se rebeller même ; b) on semoulait dans une position
d’attente ou un espoir car chacun pouvait ressentir dans son corps ce qui en
faisait une source de vie et ce qui y était pris par la force instituée.

3. Notre situation est celle d’un plus grand éventail de choix—je n’ai pas
dit de liberté—car nous sommes sortis des schèmes de reproduction tradi-
tionnels qui nous liaient les uns aux autres par nos origines de classe aussi
bien que par un commun avenir—le ciel ou les lendemains qui chantent—
etnous forçaient à une solidarité, ctive ounon.Beaucoupplus d’entre nous
sentent que les structures actuelles,même vécues à unniveaumodeste, n’ont
pas dans leur nature de nous imposer une exigence visible de vivre une res-
ponsabilité morale. Il y a eu un grand changement dans l’idée et la pratique
du devoir de réciprocité ou d’entraide tel qu’il existait et était encouragé pu-
bliquement dans toutes les sociétés traditionnelles oumêmemodernes, que
cela fût encore le fait de la visionmoderne des nations et classes depuis le sei-
zième siècle et surtout les révolutions démocratiques, ou que ce fût imposé
par les religions même après les séparations modernes du séculier et du reli-
gieux. La responsabilité morale est devenue facultative, une dialectique qui
se joue au fond des âmes ou des esprits.10 Je ne prétends pas que ce soit une
situation entièrement nouvelle dans son principe mais qu’elle est nouvelle
par son extension générale, universelle même.11 La possibilité de découvrir

10. Voir Lévinas.
11. Ne pas oublier que les valeurs traditionnelles et leur force d’inertie chez ceux qui

croient ou croyaient aux anciennes institutions qui les cultivaient est une précieuse ressource
pour le capitalisme qui naturellement détruit ces institutions et n’a aucune vocation à res-
taurer les blocages qu’elles impliquaient. Cette ressource est temporaire. Il suffit de penser
à l’importance de l’idée de travail bien fait ou à la notion de fidélité au groupe dont pro-
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que la valeur morale était au-delà des entérinements ou des soutiens reli-
gieux ou sociaux donnés par les institutions existait dans tous les systèmes
traditionnels. Elle demandait beaucoup de courage et pouvait entraîner de
graves conséquences. Elle est maintenant à portée de tout individu.12

4. Trump et alii représentent la voie (la voix ?) du refus et nous
permettent d’imaginer non seulement la laideur morale et esthétique
de l’égoïsme mais encore l’horreur potentielle de ses conséquences. Ils
proclament urbi et orbi qu’ils sont prêts à ne pas reconnaître leurs dettes
ou celles de l’état. Pas de demande de pardon pour Trump, ou pour le
capitalisme global, sinon un pardon renégociable et re-capitalisable.13
De par ses origines et ses aspirations—du moins celles qu’il partage
publiquement—aucune solidarité ne se voit exprimée ou vécue, sinon le
suivisme de la famille. Mais justement, ceci est un retour au monde d’avant,
un monde d’autorité, un retour qu’il souhaite à un monde où compassion
ne peut se vivre que comme élément de négociation dans une société dont
la grandeur passée se mesure à l’aune de la force.

Importe-t-il que ce soit lui plutôt qu’un autre qui nous permette de po-
ser le problème des valeurs et de la liberté ? Nous avons l’entière liberté de
choisir (Deut 31) et de nous sentir faiseurs d’un monde donné plutôt que
victimes de choix faits pour nous.

Trumpet alii nous o frent unmonde sans reconnaissance de dettes. L’ac-
cusation de “liberalism” aux Etats-Unis ou de distortion des faits ne trouve
qu’une cible extérieure et ne peut se considérer comme en faisant partie. Le
libéralisme est partout en ce sens que la liberté est vécue comme le détache-
ment de soi et d autr par l multitud , vécu quotidiennement et à la
secondemême. Nous sommes des millions d’individus privés qui naissent à
la responsabilité morale sans formes ou structures préconçues. La liberté est
plus sélective. Le choix qui se présente : la reconnaissance de la grâce, sinon
de ses obligations, et l’élargissement du cœur, l’entrée dans la dialectique du

fitent en partie bien des institutions industrielles ou bancaires qui par ailleurs se doivent de
réduire les obstacles qui leur sont posés par la fidélité vécue en communautés ou la qualité
qui serait en contradiction avec la nécessité du remplacement constant et de la satisfaction
de désirs reconstitués, flattés et entretenus sans arrêt.

12. Quelles formes peut-elle prendre ? Au-delà des systèmes modernes d’imposition et de
soutien social qui permettent au plus grand nombre de vivre les valeurs morales d’entraide
et de don de manière idéale, c’est-à-dire sans reconnaissance de type patron-client ou phi-
lanthropique. Cf. l’évangile de Luc.

13. Je pense à la récession de 2008, le soutien donné par le trésor public aux banques, et
la réévaluation des risques.
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don et du pardon.
The enforced relationships of the past disappear from history, even in

the US. To be replace by what? Nothing. Or rather the freedom of choice
becomes entirely that of the individual to recognize one’s pre-existence in
others.

Claims to simplicity of Thoreau discussed today in theNYT. Social jus-
tice from the capacity (and willingness?) to recognize the pain or su fering
of others that is hidden in plain sight. Possessions and the possession of
more material goods prevent the rich—but not only them—from seeing
the lack (poverty, misery) and the fullness (dignity) of others. Cf. the story
of the Samaritan (and again I don’t write, the Good Samaritan).

Poem sent by Rob Elmore today:

Sometimes af er 2a.m.
Late-at-night, early-in-the-morning,
I will feel new Northern breaths of air
Slide in thru the window.

Cooler air,
So I pull on the other blanket
And settle into my
Newly-warm bed-cocoon.

Sometimes a little later
I will notice little cool capsules
Of fresh air
Passing thru my nostrils.

I feel as if I can detect
Molecules of Oxygen
Fresh fromMonterey Bay
Passing into me.

Sometimes I can place that air
In time
Right now,
Right here.

Sometimes I can connect this time
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With past times
In the long history of
Life on Earth.

Sometimes I can go back
10 Billion years
To the Supernova explosions
That made that Oxygen.

Sometimes I am right back
At the Big Bang, the Great Expansion
That started that air
On its way to me.

Tuesday, 11 July 2017

Language: sentence seen in theNYT today that “[they] have a clear path
to prosecute their strong belief that birth.... etc.” The verb “prosecute”
has two main meanings, to pursue and sue. The direct object noun follow-
ing “prosecute” with the meaning of “pursuing” looks odd. What they are
meaning to pursue consists of goals andmethods, not somuch the belief???
I would see “apply” or “implement.”

A sentence also stops me, for very di ferent reasons, in my reading of
Gauchet’s idea about the entirely newdevelopments he observes in themod-
ern expansion and restructuration of human autonomy:

Nous savons à quoi nous avons a faire : nous sommes en présence
d’une étape supplémentaire de la sortie de la religion, à réinscrire dans
la longue durée de la révolution moderne, dont elle représente une
étape décisive. (Gauchet, Le nouveau monde, 205)

Elle me ramène à la petite scène de ce matin où nous avons entendu Callum
utiliser une expressionqu’il avait probablement entenduehier ou avant-hier
et qu’il essayait “sur mesure,” sans penser à mal, car comment pourrait-il
prendre ses distances et peser ses mots ou penser à quatre ans ? On a réagi
à la phrase innocente (“I’ll kill you”), d’abord gentiment (en expliquant)
puis plus sévèrement et même de manière dramatique. De quoi s’agissait-
il ? Pourquoi insister que l’enfant n’utilise pas certains mots ou certaines ex-
pressions ? Il n’y va pas simplement de la bienséance future de l’individu
en situations sociales qui exigeront de lui qu’il sache la di férence et puisse
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l’incarner demanière appropriée. Il y va de quelque chose de plus important
et qui nous est obscur : nous explorons (ou plutôt nous ne savonsmême pas
que nous explorons) un nouveau monde comme le dit Gauchet. Les incar-
tades et mouvements aux limites que les enfants font depuis des éternités
sont maintenant perçus comme engageant des valeurs absolues qui il n’y
a pas si longtemps étaient accommodées ou apprivoisées (replacées) dans
une éducation dont les tenants et aboutissants cachés étaient ou religieux
(avec origine dumonde, sacri ce fondateur, et ciel au bout, donc un présent
construit comme un passage incertain et constamment retrouvé du passé au
futur), ou non-religieux, mais avec une carte de la moralité démarquée de la
structure religieuse (avec origine du monde aussi, sacri ces, et avenir plus
radieux ou juste). On n’est plus dans cette structure mentale. L’autonomie
du sujet est radicale. Mais comment alors être parent et éduquer les enfants
sans hétéronomie religieuse ou non-religieuse, sans autorité d’un principe
qui nous est externe ?

Rémi gets back from the hospital at 11pm and goes back tomorrow
morning at 6am. But at least he was able to speak to his supervisor and ask
about days o f. He will have an extra day this Friday, just in time for his
birthday.

Wednesday, 12 July 2017

C andLup a bit before 8am. I go to the library at around 9H30 af er helping
with breakfast and cleanup. Outside, the remnants of last night storm, ev-
erything wet and sticky. Most of the small plastic US ags put by real estate
companies on everyone’s lawn are still up. Made in China.

Thursday, 13 July 2017

Trump à Paris pour participer à la fête de la Bastille. Il n’est pas surpre-
nant qu’il ait accepté d’y aller, quoiqu’en aient pensé ses conseillers, mais
l’ironie d’avoir un homme qui imite le luxe des rois du dix-huitième siècle à
la commémoration de leur rejet n’est pas perdue pour tout le monde.

Friday, 14 July 2017

Je lis les pages de Gauchet où il parle de la radicalisation de la modernité
et de la victoire du politique sous sa forme d’état-nation.14 Il pense que ce

14. Gauchet, Le nouveau monde, 234–91.
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changement qui consiste fondamentalement en la déliquescence nale de
la forme religieuse (après l’abandon justi é et musclé du contenu de la reli-
gion) s’est nalement réalisé à la n du vingtième siècle, primordialement et
fondamentalement en Europe. Ce changement serait aussi important que le
passage à la domination politico-religieuse que l’on trouve dans les premiers
états il y a plus de cinq mille ans.

On pourrait parler encore à son propos de recouvrement du poli-
tique par le religieux. l’extériorité radicale du fondement surnaturel,
conçu sous l’aspect des origines mythiques et de l’ancestralité législa-
trice, a pour e fet de réduire les expressions du politique à leur simple
attestation symbolique (mais non de les abolir) et de suspendre inté-
gralement l’institution de l’être-ensemble à cette altérité religieuse.
(Gauchet, Le nouveau monde, 240)

Il me semble que politique et religion ne pouvaient être séparées sous le très
ancien régime. Il a fallu entrer dans ce qu’on appelle la période moderne
pour qu’on apprenne à voir le religieux comme quelque chose de séparé de
la politique. Les fonctions ou buts de l’instituant politique que je reconnais
dans les anciens états consistaient d’abord à assurer l’existence de la commu-
nauté (production et guerre) et à la gouverner (justice ou plutôt ordre). Cela
ne pouvait se faire sans enmême temps proposer une approche du lointain,
donc représenter les volontés transcendentes des dieux (et d’abord assurer le
culte) par contigüité et espérer se voir auto-con rmé comme la clé de voûte
d’une représentation générale qui comprenait d’autres formes de rapport
médiatisé et censément non contrôlés au religieux : proximité physique du
temple, songes, prêtres, prophètes, scribes spécialisés dans la littérature sa-
crée.... Les manières de se dé nir et de se justi er pouvaient varier mais la
domination du palais sur les temples me semble évidente.

Lorsque Gauchet dit que “le lointain est devenu proche” et que
“l’extérieur est à l’intérieur” (240), il décrit un phénomène historique qui
s’est passé sous nos yeux ces dernières décennies. Je lis di féremment ces
paires de mots, je veux dire, comme l’évocation d’un mouvement dialec-
tique nécessaire entre proche et lointain ou projet et trajet, dont les deux
termes sont constitués comme tels par tout homme et toute communauté.
La structuration de la distance et de la proximité à nous-mêmes que
nous constituons techniquement (transports, biblio- ou média-thèques,
agriculture industrielle, système santé, communications), nancièrement,
socialement, théoriquement ou littérairement, n’est pas nouvelle. Elle fait
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partie du phénomène humain, même si les apparences nous paraissent si
di férentes au premier abord.

L’économique lui paraît surestimé et le politique au contraire
sous-estimé. Le développement universel de l’état-nation depuis le dix-
neuvième siècle et surtout depuis la n du second con it mondial, avec
ses conséquences de la déliquescence des empires territoriaux européens,
l’indépendance de nombreux états de par le monde, et le renforcement
paradoxal des états en Europe de par la création de son union. L’empire
russe qui a été rémanent pendant soixante-dix ans sous l’idéologie commu-
niste est bien condamné malgré les convulsions qui le secouent encore en
Géorgie, Crimée, et surtout Ukraine.

Je note cependant que les conséquences qu’il tire de son analyse de
l’idéologie européenne sont moins évidentes que son style ouvert et décidé
ne le laisse entendre. Premièrement, s’il est évident que l’empire russe est
en train de disparaître comme objet pensable et praticable, il n’est pas facile
de parier pour la démocratie en fédération russe et au contraire aisé de
parier que tout peut aller au pire. Deuxièmement, il est encore plus di cile
d’accepter le jugement que les États-Unis ne sont pas un empire et que
les nombreuses bases qu’ils gardent sur terre, sur mer et dans l’espace, ne
forment pas un corset militaire qui peut bien passer pour quelque chose
d’entièrement nouveau mais représente tout de même un usage de la force
dont les “maîtres” ne sont pas faciles à nommer mais existent en forme de
réseau bancaire, technologique, et idéologique. C’est un empire de type
particulier, mais il me semble di cile d’imaginer que le monde écono-
mique puisse aller sans convulsions imprévisibles s’il n’y avait pas cette
domination militaire américaine. Nous sommes en train de découvrir avec
Trump et les partis au pouvoir combien la démocratie la plus importante
du monde est fragile. Bien des choses à dire sur les liens entre l’économie,
l’usage de la force (y compris le nucléaire), et la démocratie que Gauchet
voit comme étant l’horizon universel. C’est également mon espoir mais les
exceptions et les paravents me paraissent trop importants pour être passés
sous silence. En n, troisièmement, que penser de l’évolution de la Chine
en e fet ? Est-ce que l’idée de son recentrage, si ancienne, qu’elle a su et pu
réaliser (en partie grâce au rôle de la répression dans la reconstruction du
pays ?) depuis les années 70 su ra à conjurer les démons du capitalisme ?

Les conséquences qu’il en tire pour la guerre et la démocratie commeho-
rizons me semblent prématurées. Puisse-t-il être entendu des dieux quand
il voit la guerre (la grande, la der des der) comme dorénavant impossible.

Ferndale hosts a large group of barbecue, beer, and whiskey a ciona-
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dos this weekend. It reminds me of the Pommerit kermesses without the
religious framework.

Saturday, 15 July 2017

Birthdays of both Rémi and Dale. We went out early with C and L while
Rémi is at thehospital until tomorrowmorning. We celebratedDale’s birth-
day at his house: C and L were well behaved and charmed all the visitors
(Lindsay and John, Gail and George...).

Sunday, 16 July 2017

We discover that C. (sister of G.) spent a few days in Kentucky visiting two
“young earth” creationistmuseums, the CreationMuseum and theArk En-
counter. Large groups of people visit these places. According to a Gallup
poll, about 40% of Americans hold that humans were divinely created in
their present form about 6,000 years ago.

HW discusses “The future of utopia in history” inHistorein 7 (2007),
11–19. His thesis is

thatmodernutopian thinking and its various versions of both theory
and practice are of a piece with the rise of the idea of history as a dis-
tinctively humanmode of being in the world such that wemust con-
sider the possibility that what we mean by “utopian” thinking must
be viewed as characterized by a resistance to accepting “history” as
de ning a speci cally human kind of being in the world [etc...] (18)

Hayden’s inverted view of history as utopia’s Other doesn’t seem cast far
from the Johannine notion of the light that came into the world. Utopia
would be history’s Other not only inasmuch as it “repudiates that past and
the temporal process” but also because it can be the memory of a repressed
desire for a reimagined future, This made me understand better Larkin’s
poem on daily things and the strange reciprocity that presides over the cir-
cumstances we cause and record as a history.

Other thought on utopia and ideology: it is striking that utopias are
concomitantwith the rise of history as a discipline: themodern period from
sometime in the f een-sixteenth centuries... Luther and wars of religion.

In the ancient world, all of political power was thought to be undis-
tinguishable from religion, that is, all of politics was construed as appli-
cation of divine will. The transcendental ideologies used by ancient kings
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to consolidate their power beyond kin groups—from ancestor cults to di-
vine pantheons—could not become utopias it seems. Or rather they were
utopias in reverse, that is, projections in a sacred, mythical ur-history of a
golden age that could not easily remain pure and submitted to various de-
grees of deterioration and regeneration. Why was that? Clearly as part of
the need to justify the repressive politics of the past. The rejection of the
traditional view is represented by the re-elaborated Hebrew prophece and
above all the exodus story—a story of salvation, trekking through night and
desert, revelation of divine law, dissension, promise of a land discerned on
the horizon. Theydo the reverse and can serve as utopias, precisely because a
seemingly ineluctable concatenation of events has brought the ruin of their
political and religious ideologies and revealed them forwhat they are, a poor
justi cation for political and military violences.

Monday, 17 July 2017

About utopia. Pre-Christian monarchies were all propped up and struc-
tured by religious ideologies that primarily consisted of managing proper
access to divine cult so that the gods’ benevolence would not fail. They au-
thorized the sacred use of force against internal and external enemies, main-
tenance of the cult by control of temples andwriting, kings’ prerogative and
control over law. Utopia was impossible because it was posited as being at
the origin of a political realm that was thoroughly religious. Any attempt to
frame the inherited (enforced?) ideology into a utopia, in the sense of plan-
ning or acting upon a di ferent future was an attack on authorities. Claims
to a utopia actually existed about a past, golden age, and all of politics con-
sisted in at least keeping the world from slipping further, at best to go back
to a golden age. Even Plato’sRepublic still structures its world with statuses
of gold, silver, bronze, and iron.

What should be described as a revolutionary event and a utopia is what
happened in Israel and Judah, at the borders of empires, af er the fall of
the reigning houses and the attached temples. Prophets, priests, and others
imagined that one could escape the iron law of ancientmonarchies and that
it was possible to be politically saved without kings, have direct access to di-
vine will revealed in a covenant, and think of oneself not as coming from a
land de ning how one is to belong but as going to a conditionally promised
land where divine law would reign. Exodus and Ezekiel for instance. Kings
and empires repeated the exploitative past, while the new political life inau-
gurated a life to come in the already now. This utopia, however, doesn’t dis-
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turb the Persian empire, Greek kingdoms (or so little), and Roman power.
With Jesus: in an imperial situation, the utopianquestion is that ofmes-

sianism. A king, now or in the future. Torah now, with all its maximal de-
mands, rather than a managed messianism, the taming of a political hope.

Then an impossible return to ancient politics ofmonarchy, with the dif-
cult versions of Christ Pantocrator as well as redeemer through a unique
self-sacri ce. Subjects or later citizens of two worlds. Nameless utopia in-
side each faithful. Then the modern state, i.e. separation of religious ide-
ology from state, while keeping religious transcendental structure as basic
ground still.

Finallymodern states, still under the shadow of religion re. the justi ca-
tion of power. More utopias... Twentieth century: communes, intentional
communities...

Friday, 21 July 2017

I’ve been reading Michael Walzer’s re ections on the absence of political
debate and theorizing in the Bible. He asks interesting questions although
his reliance on traditional views of the book’s historicity prevent him,
in my opinion, from seeing the deeper, more complex reality of politics
behind the theological underpinnings of the text. So for instance, it is
clear all through the Bible that descent—that is genealogical and biological
determinations—and consent—expressed by the notions of covenant,
faith, and delity—de ne Israelites in a continuously uneasy struggle that
knows no rest.15 Knowledge acquired by all members of the whole people
and freely given consent are the heart of the matter. Consent may be given
because there is knowledge of the law and no use of force (no kings, but
doesn’t God’s theophany and threats of punishment qualify?). Yet, this
consent is of en framed as that of the fathers. Then, if there is such an
inheritance, why is there a need to re-covenant oneself?

Why are there three law codes in the Bible, vs a single one either through
dropping two of them or harmonizing the three into a single one?16Nopri-
ority is given to any of these codes. It made it impossible to claim power
over the divine word by identifying the originators, in contradistinction to
kings. A surprising aspect of those biblical texts is that nowhere is the peo-

15. Walzer, In God’s shadow: politics in the Hebrew Bible.
16. Ibid., 16ff.
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ple invited or required to act politically.17 The surprise, for me, is that the
historicist point of view adopted by Walzer, even if so lightly, allows him
to eliminate the political context of the biblical texts he surveys. They are
shaped by authors who are living under imperial powers, af er the fall of the
kings and the temple(s), and their narrowlyde nedpolitical views cannotbe
separated from their theology. The reality of the seventh to f h centuries
bce is that there was no room for any independent political development.
The conditions of authority under the Achaemenids did not allow for any
claim to political freedom. So, I’m not surprised that the covenant treats
people as a collective, “but they don’t appear to act collectively.”18 Every-
one is born to their o ce, except prophets who are called.

There is no unauthorized criticism. Prophecy would be “hard to imag-
ine without the covenant.” I would say, “without a king-dispensed law.”
Interesting question indeed. I think of prophecy as we have it as being part
of the movement(s) to explain the failure of the god-given polity. There
must have been failures on the part of the kings, and they couldn’t all be
just cultic or bound to the duty of war. The prophets are portrayed as re-
minding kings of their obligations, but this surely is an adaptation of the
prophetic tradition af er the fall of the kings. The prophets are framed in
the Mosaic mode.

Sectarianism arose “in the absence of any actual practice of politics.”19
Another example of strange historicism: “More than a thousand years pass
between Moses and Mattathias”: rather six hundred years at most, if one
takes the stories presumably told regarding Moses in the Israelite kingdom
of the eighth century as departure point—with only liberation story at the
core then. There is a moment of political mobilization, although its reli-
gious frame obscures for us the event, and that is Josiah’s inchoative reform.
The numbers themselves are not important. Their meaning is: a Moses
whose story as a pre-king mediator between the deity and its chosen people
was enlarged in the seventh and sixth centuries by elites is a revolutionary
gure. It allowed the trans guration of their radical loss into a story of sal-
vation and continued political existence without the requisite power.

Very good question about the bringing together the di ferent traditions
and the absence of harmonization. The respective origins of these tradi-
tions can be explained with a reworked document hypothesis. One divinity

17. Walzer, In God’s shadow: politics in the Hebrew Bible, 11.
18. Ibid., 12.
19. Ibid., 15.
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and theological di ferences that are added rather than reworked, without
one taking over (whether of royal, elite, or priestly origin). No authori-
ties are named, except the divinity. See the contradiction found in Deut
4:2: Deuteronomy 4:2 נּוּ מִמֶּ֑ תִגְרְע֖וּ א ֹ֥ וְל ם אֶתְכֶ֔ מְצַוֶּ֣ה אָנֹכִי֙ ר אֲשֶׁ֤ עַל־הַדָּבָר֙ פוּ תֹסִ֗ א ֹ֣ ל
ם׃ אֶתְכֶֽ ה מְצַוֶּ֥ י אָנֹכִ֖ ר אֲשֶׁ֥ ם אֱלֹֽהֵיכֶ֔ יְהוָ֣ה אֶת־מִצְוֹת֙ ר .לִשְׁמֹ֗ Perhaps the Deuteron-
omy was a conscious attempt to provide a new text of the earlier law? This
iswhere politicswas played. The crucial event tomymind is the endof kings
and priests (though the latter nd themselves put forward as irreplaceable),
and their recomposition in a new political unit. Divergence, and also iden-
tity, names, social location, are “camou aged.”20 “God’s monopoly works
against the consolidation of interpretive power in Israelite society.” Indeed.
Rabbis later did establish a kind of monopoly, but by insisting that the law
is in human possession, “not in heaven” (Deut 30:12Deuteronomy 30:12).
They completely changed the meaning of the explanation which was easy
to decipher: the point of the author of the Deuteronomy was a critique of
royal prerogatives. The point of the rabbis who acknowledged of course
that the law is divine is that it needs to be decrypted and that this process is
di cult.

Saturday, 22 July 2017

On wealth: bShabbat 25b reports that possession of a toilet near one’s tri-
clinium or table quali es a man as being rich: יוסי רבי עשיר... איזה רבנן תנו
לשולחנו סמוך הכסא בית לו שיש כל אומר

Sunday, 23 July 2017

Wharf to wharf run today. I hear the drumming from here.

Friday, 28 July 2017

More fromandonWalzer.21Hewrites that political regime amongGreeks
lied far into the future.22 This could be so only if one believes that the legal
structure of Israelite community was laid out somewhat theoretically in the
book of the Exodus much before the time of kings. It was not so. The the-
ological outlook of law giving was actually nearly contemporary with the

20. Ibid., 18.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid., 54.
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advent of democracy in Greek cities. It happened at almost the same time
but for very di ferent reasons. The fall of the monarchies in Israel, Judah,
and neighboring nations, didn’t come out of an internal struggle, though
that too went on, He speaks of the kingdom of God as being a regime with-
out archives.23 On the contrary, it has a massive archive of sorts, written
af er the demise of the kingdoms.

Thursday, 03 August 2017

FN called. Her mother is exhausted because she is taking care of her hus-
band Andy who does need more care and even supervision. Two things
happened to him this week: the cutting of the tip of two of his ngers with
a power saw—He insists on doing a lot of tasks himself—and the loss of his
expensive hearing aid. Neither Andy nor F’smother wants to live in assisted
living. “I’d rather be dead,” says A.

Monday, 31 July 2017

From Kirk about Karen Yamashita’s Letters to memory and the way she
addresses “Homer” in re ecting on the di ference between history and c-
tion:

For you, the problem is to separate the ction from the fact of living,
to excavate the origins of our attachments to meaning, the material
forensics of human systems, the fork in the roadwherewe could have
taken another path. This is the work of history.

Homer is a recomposition of the discussions I had with her in a couple café
impromptu conversations and dinners at her house with Roshni Rustomji,
Jim Cli ford, and Boreth Ly.24

23. Walzer, In God’s shadow: politics in the Hebrew Bible, 59.
24. Yamashita, Letters to memory.
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Tuesday, 1 August 2017

Blaise called last night and was clearly happy about the turns life was taking
for him and Liz. Many things are going his way: a good salary that gives
them exibility in their choices of housing (they’ll have to leaveGayne’s and
Tony’s house before April), a hospital system where he feels he is learning a
lot, many friends in the cycling community.

Sunday, I nished themarriage certi cate for Sonia andChris. My hand
doesn’t shake too much and proper equipment such as an architect’s table
would help in steadying the hand, but I was fairly happy with the results.

Two recent comments on politics I agreed with:

The real cause [for the rise of Trump] was the Great Recession, the
massive job loss, savings loss, hope loss. Ironically, Obama had noth-
ing to do with this recession, and everything to do with stopping its
momentum. But the momentum was enough to create a mass of
Americans willing to blame Obama. We should be blaming the -
nanciers, deregulation, predatory lending, CEO bonuses, and dog-
eat-dog capitalism. Also ironic, Trump embodies all the sins that led
to the Great Recession.

And I particularly agree with the sentiment expressed below that
Trump is a symptom of a much deeper and broader problem:

Looking back, the events of 2000-2003 did more to undermine
democracy in America than anything Donald has done so far.
A reminder–in 2000, the sitting governor of Florida (Jeb Bush)
undoubtedly pulled some shenanigans to insure that the GOP
nominee for president (who happened to be his older brother,
George W. Bush) won the electoral votes of the state. Watching
this happen from their respective presidential palaces in Havana &
Caracas, I’m sure Fidel Castro & Hugo Chavez shook their heads in
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disbelief and realized that their anti-American propagandists would
no longer need to write ction. What happened in real life in Florida
was appalling enough.
Then, of course, American democracy went on to more or less fail
the test of withstanding the impact of a devastating terrorist attack
in 2001. The Patriot Act got passed, far too many Democratic politi-
cians (JohnKerry,HillaryClinton, Joe Biden, Charles Schumer, John
Edwards, etc.) gave GeorgeW. Bush the bene t of the doubt by vot-
ing in favor of the Iraq resolution in October 2002, and from 2003
the U.S. proceeded to squander untold trillions of dollars on a fu-
tile e fort to turn Iraq into a docile, Israel-tolerating, pro-American
Arab client state a la Saudi Arabia (democratization was never the
objective).
Trillions of dollars, gone. No nation can a ford that.

Remarks onWalzer. Question: was monotheism’s exclusivity impelled
by the scarcity? The simple answer is that scarcity and the search for security
of access to land and labor (as well as to trade routes) were part of the hopes
and calculations made by ancient agrarian societies at any given time in the
past, but that there is no direct line from this situation to the shape given to
transcendental “will”.

It seems true that the worshipping of a particular god or gods had the
e fect of shaping ethnic groups and justify to themselves and those outside
their “boundaries” their claim to “property” or “inheritance” of the land
(the tness or propriety of it). See the story of Abraham and his claim to
land mediated by the acquisition of land for his family graves.

There was no cosmological transformation of Israelite kings.1 That is
indeed the way the Bible is shaped and makes us think.2 The writers of the
stories that lled the holes in the annals they had access to were working
from the idea that with monotheism, kingship could not adopt cosmolog-
ical justi cation of their power and status. Yet, there are traces of it in the
bible and scraps of awareness that intimate itwas a basic issue: the episode of
the golden calf; and especially Jeremiah’s and Ezekiel’s vituperations. Also,
another possible sign that needs to be interpreted: the absence of criticism
of the monarchy as an institution by prophets.

Walzer concludes his chapter on kingship by saying that it arose in Israel
“as an entirely practical response to the dangers of theocratic (charismatic)

1. Walzer, In God’s shadow: politics in the Hebrew Bible, 50?
2. See Carr, The formation of the Hebrew Bible on the shaping of this tradition; also

Leuchter and Lamb, The historical writings: introducing Israel’s historical literature.
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rule.”3 That is indeed how it is presented by post-monarchy thinkers who
had plenty of painful experience. The real origin of kingship in Israel, how-
ever, may have been entirely in line with what was practiced elsewhere, i.e.
A justi cation by divine proximity of one’s power over sal populi.

Concerning Rabbi Eliezer’s singular dispute with all the others rabbis:
what need is there to argue when you can summon miracles and punish-
ments? This is adding a modern layer to an ancient concern, which was the
direct claim to authority over the people (anchored in a transcendentalwill).
I note that the story of Rabbi Eliezer mentions his “reasoning”, his “logic”,
as superior also. It is not simply a matter of direct claim of access to divine
will. But the problem, whether with pure logic or divine access, is the same:
no need for communities (the problem doesn’t give rise to an argument or
discussion.

A quote, but from what book? The new volume on pillar gurines,
I believe:

To summarize, inMesopotamian texts gurines with a consistent set
of attributes are used to exorcize evil, including sickness, and to guard
the home. The connectionwith sickness and protection is reinforced
by the fact that the rite takes place in the home itself. Archaeological
deposition rules out other potential uses for the Jerusalem gurines,
such as dedicated votives or main cult objects in household shrines.
The fact that they regularly occur indomestic spaces, thoughwithout
specialized deposition, could be explained by their association with
semi-divine beings used in rituals of healing and protection, which
must have taken place in the domestic unit.

Walzer makes an historical assumption that follows from the fact
that prophets appear together with kings.4 This conjoining of kings and
prophets does not happen in the case of Moses, who is presented by the
Exodus authors as preceding kings and prophets in time and proximity
to the divinity, and in whose case there is a hidden message that the Levi
family and Israel are hidden royals, rather than the pharaoh. The two,
king and prophet, would replace the single gure of the judge, in Walzer’s
estimation. That is how the Bible presents it, but what did actually
happen? Post-monarchy thinkers, especially priests, introduced “judges” as
a form of transition from the legendary Moses to the historical kings, but
what gave them the idea? Rhetorical necessity of a stage of development

3. Walzer, In God’s shadow: politics in the Hebrew Bible, 71.
4. Ibid., 75.
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without kings? Note that judges are warriors rst and last. Thought: the
division between kings and prophets so elaborately framed in the rst book
of Samuel in the stories of Saul and David needed an ancestry perhaps?
The judges-warriors were endowed with the charisma that was refused to
kings, except Saul who is precisely an exemplary gure because of his direct,
mad therefore, access to the divinity. This “charisma” is perhaps a necessary
line, from Moses, through Judges, to the prophets, and “later” for those
in exile who cannot claim this kind of authority but are imagining how it
owed before the historical catastrophes they su fered: a divine connection
without royal o ce—against all ancient practice—was still needed and
separated from politics as usual. This separation required justi cation
and is given another ideological function than simply its support of the
monarchy.

Regarding the prophets.5 It is hard to believe that all prophets were
not subject to royal control. Their utterances, for that reason, needed to
be ambiguous. Compare the prophets’ situation in Assyria, Greece, Rome.
Walzer assumes the pre-existence of “the national covenant.” “The kings
wanted favourable forecasts...” but “true.” See Balaam. The prophet’s
unique voice was taken to be a sign, as was failure. Moral admonition was
(or rather became) a remarkable part of the prophetic message. It took
courage, and omens. How can one be certain that they spoke truth to
power in their assumed times rather than in the memories of subsequent
writers and followers? Was the poetry of the prophetic books really used
to speak to the people? Walzer concedes the existence of the process of
addition and revision but eventually defends the contemporaneousness of
prophetic books as we have them with kings.

“We don’t know precisely when the prophets lef the royal court and
moved into the public spaces of Israel’s cities and towns.”6 We know that
Isaiah and Jeremiahhad close relationshipswith kings but also addressed the
whole people (likeMoses?) in the streets and towns as well as in the temple
courtyard.7 The public spaces cannot be separate, however, from “religious
spaces.” No political call (cf. Weber). What wasmost subversive was for the
prophets to speak up to power from a position of weakness, or rather with
a claim to divine power in the eyes of their followers, that discrepancy be-
tween a hidden power and the weakness before the monarchy being a sign.

5. Walzer, In God’s shadow: politics in the Hebrew Bible, 76.
6. Ibid., 80.
7. Anthonioz
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See Amos 7:10–13Amos 7:10–13 for a realistic view of kings, temples, and
prophets. My question: why couldn’t kings actually claim direct access to
divine presence and authority. The problem was that the dynastic family
and circles, with all too obvious interests to defend, needed as unsuspected
a source of authority as they couldmuster. Hence the proximity to temples,
rituals con rming their analogous status to the most powerful gods, claims
they had dreams, and authority over prophets as intermediaries.

In a recent book, Sheridan points out that the gospel of John persuades
and shapes its “implied reader” “by distributing knowledge between char-
acters and readers unevenly.”.8 This is an idea worth thinking about: the
characters’ limited knowledge is noted, be it the mother’s, the servants’, the
disciples’, the invisible groom’s, themaster of ceremonies’, and of course the
crowd’s. I argue that the constructionof gaps in the knowledge ofwine’s ori-
gin invite the readers or listeners to think of a larger gap, having to do with
the origin of the power to change conditions of life. I agree withMoloney’s
point in the same book that the gospel ends at chapter 20 but “signals” an
opening and a request from Johannine disciples to come. As for time, I re-
main puzzled by the restructuring of time in the story of Cana’s miracle.
I think that the story doesn’t invite the readers to turn back to an original
pure time, an hyper-agedwinemiraculously preserved as amemory ormark
of a mythological golden age, and regret or lament the turning to vinegar of
presentwine(s), on the contrary. It invites us to imagine a future “old”wine
that is already here and can be discovered by those who accept to believe.
Something somehow old yet new, without any intermediary steps.

Wednesday, 2 August 2017

On video call with Leslie, Callum, and Lucie, we talk about the percussion-
ist we saw today in rehearsal at the Civic for the Cabrillo Music Festival.
Amy hesitates on the name, Evelyn...? Callum gives the name instantly:
Glennie.

Thursday, 3 August 2017

Book by Porten on the Elephantine papyri in English has more than 620
pages. I had it bought by UCSC library (advertised cost is $80 dollars). I

8. Estes and Sheridan,How John works: Storytelling in the Fourth Gospel, 215.
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haven’t kept track of the number of books I had the library buy this past
year. It must be several dozens by now.

Strange titles for NYT articles these days: Trump cannot save Christ-
ianity, according to a piece by Dreher, who is a conservative thinker. More
serious is the aunting by many politicians of racist and greedy thoughts
in the name of respect and even “compassion” for American workers. The
article bemoans the fact that Christianity is declining in the United States.
Where is Berger the sociologist? The catastrophewould be to see trust, gen-
erosity, compassion, awill to share one’s good fortune, etc., decline. Perhaps
they are, but howdoes onemeasure this kind of change? The language used
by thisNYT article about the change in churches goes along with Genesis:
a “falling away from the church...” To cast aspersions on today’s generations
by saying they are beholden to “Moralistic TherapeuticDeism” is not going
to be e fective.

For my notes: think about Achaemenid Persia and the meaning of the
ostraca, in no particular order, now that we have access to Porten-Yardeni’s
corpus in four volumes (soon to be complete), and to numerous studies of
their economic, social (ethnic), and religious aspects:

1. Entries were systematically and brie y recorded on ostraca, in Ara-
maic, then presumably entered in ledgers of papyrus or leather. Who
had access to these ledgers af er they were lled? Were they copied
and sent, or simply sent to the local governor (in Ramat Raḥel)?9
It was a tax collection system,mostly in kind. Was there some formof
surveillance of entries to ensure that there were no paybacks or secret
commissions to o cials of the local forti ed store? Did some super-
vision extend to the local threshing oors where the harvest was pre-
sumably done communally and couldn’t be hidden? What was the
role of large kin groups? How were they held responsible? Or: what
was the relationship of the tax collectors to the local population?

2. The ostraca list mostly entries of wheat and barley. Taxes are also
recorded, for instance on trade, including trade of slaves, and corvée
laborers.

3. Can the tribute or rent be quanti ed? In his article on the economy
of southern Palestine in the Persian period, Lemaire roams wide in
making comparisons of agrarian “rents”.10

9. Lipschits et al., “Palace and village, paradise and oblivion: Unraveling the riddles of
Ramat Rahel.”

10. Lemaire, “Taxes et impôts dans le sud de la Palestine (IVe s. av. J.-C.).” For compar-
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4. The question of access to silver money remains vexing. Where were
the coins minted? How did the local population get access to it? Via
payments to soldiers (among whommercenaries?). See studies of sil-
vermoney in the f h and fourth centuries. Briant shows that Persian
commanders indeed usedmercenaries but that the Greek authors ex-
aggerated their role and the decrepitude of Persian military capaci-
ties.11

Friday, 04 August 2017

Nothing much to say, today. Menozioù ebet. Worked a bit on the alpha-
bet book for Callum and Lucie. I read too many technical reports, I mean
discussions of archaeological sites and nds.

Sunday, 6 August 2017

Schmoozers yesterday morning. We talked about politicians, the hidden
logic of life, loyalty and trust, whether the Trump thing is an episode in a
long moral and political decline, or such a catastrophy that something pos-
itive will come out of it. An awakening? Long conversation today with
an older couple, probably retired. The license plate of their BMW reads
or sings DDDDAH! He started the conversation by asking me what I was
reading, whichwas a recent book on the gospel of Luke and its invocation of
resistance and resilience within a highly strati ed society. We talk eventually
about the origin of morals...

Monday, 07 August 2017

Symbiosis and contentionwere the two poles of the relationship priests had
with kings and elites. Which authority was higher: king or divinity? To
ask the question is to answer it: both, in a forever unsettled fashion. Kings
needed to show their deference as well as restore their authority (or capacity
to authorize) by that samemeans, while conducting war and being the well-
provided arbiter in the con icts between the elites.

ison, see Jursa,Aspects of the economic history of Babylonia in the first millennium BC ;
Jursa, “Taxation and service obligations in Babylonia from Nebuchadnezzar to Darius
and the evidence for Darius’ tax reform.”

11. Briant,Histoire de l’Empire perse, 802–20, 1012–15, 1061–65.
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Note on the ideological, public a rmation of kings’ closeness to the
gods or even their belonging to the world of the gods, at various degrees.12
The crowning and separation of kings was likely to be less questioned or
resented if it was cast as participation in the implementation of divine will.
This granted, that would suppose that one’s idea of the gods was recogniz-
able in the “public transcript” proposed by the “indigenous” king or by the
conquerors of the land. Was the writer of Isaiah 44–45 Isaiah 44–45 really
fooled by the Persian authorities, and willing to serve them? The question
goes for Josephus too: his subservience seems obvious on every page but the
hidden message of his Deuteronomistic outlook—with its divine punish-
ment of the failing and sinful Israelites—implies that the great conquering
Romans he celebrates were only the last invaders for whom past prophets
had choice words. Their success was fraudulent, at least for anyone familiar
with biblical views. Were the peoples of the Hellenistic east, af er their con-
quest by the Romans, more likely to accept Roman domination because of
the face-saving procured by the religious framing of the victors? Perhaps.
It seems to be a “moving target.” The worship introduced a new problem
since the divinization of power was meant to be popularized and thereby
could be reclaimed or interpreted by local elites and non-elites in their own
way.

About the story of the Samaritan of Luke 10Luke 10, or a Samaritan vs
Jewish authorities... It suggests a negative view of Judaism on the part of
the author in a context of tense ethnic division. Is the story imaginable in
reverse, with a Judaean trader nding himself called upon to help a man in
need near Garizim, whereas Samaritan authorities would not? As dramatic,
but not perceived as such because the centering e fect of the Jerusalem tem-
ple and the Torah, assumed behind the presence of the priest and levite,
cannot be felt. Is this why Santner and others lef this striking story out
of their ruminations on the notion of neighbor in Leviticus, Aristotle, and
Freud?13

Miller mentions the importance of rumor reporting in Roman poli-
tics.14 This necessary evil of ancient politics features in the nativity story
and its portrayal ofHerod. The king wants to knowwhat is going on in the
heads. The messianic hopes are revolutionary. We can guess he is a cynic

12. Upon reading Miller, Rumors of resistance. On the related topic of the complexity
of myth, see Jerphagnon, L dieux ne sont jama loin.

13. Žizek, Santner, andReinhard,The neighbor: three inquiri in political theolo .
14. Miller, Rumors of resistance.
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about it, in his own “trading” or graf ing of Davidic aura unto his own at-
tempt to justify and preserve power.

(Af er Walzer and Miller) Prophets of the eighth to fourth centuries in
Israel and Judah, either by trade or because theywere “called,” could choose
to be the public voice of a hidden hope and judgment. The hidden judg-
ment couldusually be expressed only as an ambiguousmessage, words invit-
ing insider interpretation. One good example of it outside of the Bible is
the Balaam oracles and what was made of this tradition by the writers of
Numbers. The Biblical prophecies are framed as unambiguous calls, but it
is hard to believe they were framed that way under the kings. Under weak
kings perhaps, when competing interests could surface (Jeremiah)?

The unfolding of Christianity carried the image of a new social order
while adapting to evolving forms of power. Problem: the notion of a dual
belonging or citizenship, with themost important one being invisible, a be-
longing to oneself inasmuch as there is an e fort to reduce the distance be-
tween the then and now, the there and here.

Tuesday, 8 August 2017

The discussion of “hidden transcripts” and especially the development of
an alternative subversive folk culture like Brer Rabbit doesn’t inspire much
con dence. It can also be seen as the taming of the raw, hostile forces, and
work to keeppeople in their place of subservience. Compare theworld of fa-
bles when reframed by La Fontaine, both in literary form and ideas. Clearly
a public transcript, yet carried forward bymany a schooled boy and girl and
turned into a long-lasting source of wisdom, passive resistance, and even
action.

“Le loup et l’agneau” peels away and destroys the pretense power has
to be just, rational and reasonable, and reveals the nature of political power
as consisting of preying on the weak. Did this old realization, reframed in
an elegant song-like shape, have any e fect on the way political resistance
unfolded in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries? Miller wrongly sug-
gests that Brer Rabbit and Jesus share something of the same trickster g-
ure. Jesus’ death, however, is in direct relation with his going public and
not playing tricks, just like the lamb of the fable is carried away by the wolf
for just being a lamb.15 I agree though that “songs, legends, plays, prayers,
and poems” carry the hope of reversal or at least the masking of a critical

15. Ibid., 54.
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distance that can turn into a taming of the feeling of injustice or a call to its
dismantling. Then what?

I also agree with critics, quoted page 55 in Miller, that saturnalia were a
way to disarm social tensions. Yet scholars exhibit a strong tendency to sep-
arate material from spiritual interpretations of the gospel of Luke in order
to defang the riskier alternatives proposed by a non-polar reading. One ex-
ample is the reading of ἄφεσις as debt and/or sin. The perceived ambiguity
was the onlyway one hoped to “lastingly” changeminds and circumstances.

On MarkMark 12:13–17 12:13–17, the story of the denarius and Caesar,
many scholars misunderstand the form of the entrapment: the Pharisees
were the “liberal party” in modern approximation. The implied reader of
the time of the gospel already gured the Pharisees in away bound to be dif-
ferent from the unreachable reality of Jesus’ time. They stood for no taxes,
or for the messianic expectation of a better “time” (spelling it “kingdom,”
even “kingdom of God” was dangerous), a liberation from foreign yoke.
The Herodians (who could they be by 80 ad?) represent the glori ed tax
farmers who helped collect silver money for Rome and at the same time,
for that political and economic reason, kept transforming the temple into a
tool of tax-farming.16

About the scene in the Nazareth synagogue and the conclusion af er
the reading of Isaiah: the σήμερον is a call to decision, a call-up, the once
and now accomplishment of a long-di fered promise. The Isaianic tradition
frames the promise of a glorious, peaceful future that Jesus calls in or “cashes
in.” Did the impression that he was hurrying, ushering in the Lord’s year
of liberation receive a favorable reading? Yes, says the text, as long as it was
meant for a narrowly-de ned nation. His extending it to gentiles may have
been a later development of the earliest communities, leading to a need to
explain the agonistic situation of Judaeans, Jews, and Gentiles.

According to an article published today in Physics Today a majority of
students of physics prefer print textbooks to e-books. Main reasons: print
books are easier to navigate, annotate, ip through.

Poem received from Rob:

Today. Tonight.

16. See Herzog as summarized by Miller, Rumors of resistance, 60–61

http://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/PT.3.3657
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by Rob Elmore, August 2017

Today I put back to sleep
my rst grandchild
For the rst time.

She had wakened a bit
When her mother, our rst child,
Put her into my arms.

So I looked at her, smiled at her,
And started to sof ly sing “Summertime”
Just as I had to her mommore than three decades ago.

Soon she quieted, making sweet little baby-sleep-sounds,
And she placed her little curled hand
Up to her baby-sof -cheek in comfort.

Tonight in bed, I placed my old-man’s-hand
Up to my roughly-bearded-cheek
In comfort.

Thursday, 10 August 2017

Kill the chicken to scare the monkey: see the short lmwith this title by Jens
Assur (2011).

Re ection about Manent 2010: The great reversal that Paul and the
gospels celebrate keeps at bay the contempt for the kingship of Christ, born
of a poor woman and killed on the cross.

Friday, 11 August 2017

I agree with this review of Dietrich’s second volume of his commentary on
1 Samuel:

One might argue, contrariwise, that nding layers behind theHöfis-
che Erzähler’s work creates a false problem. Whether one can pen-
etrate to the historical David or even his reputation before the end
of the eighth century BCE remains contestable. Dietrich thinks so,
and he makes a good case for his position, but it depends to some
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degree on the con dence one has in nding narrative strands behind
the work of the courtly narrator. (Hamilton, RBLAugust 2017)

Miller once or twice speaks of aworld of limited good. Shedoesn’tmake
clear that the cooptation of local elites, with the competition that is implied,
had a purpose, or at least used a powerful psychological tool, I mean the
subjection and shaming of those local elites because of their use as instru-
ments of distant powers.17 The elites expected bene ts from imperial poli-
cies and in counterpart accepted servility. Imperial worship, though, was
multifaceted.18 I think the public cult could be a demonstration of good
faith in both directions. It was meant indeed to foster communal loyalty.
Christians refused to be drawn into the politics of it.

Miller misreads the elites’ contempt for physical labor.19 The problem
was the perception of subservience to others’ will. She gathers the Lucan
texts on wealth: 12:13–21; 14:7–24; 16:1–31; 18:18–30; Acts 2:43–47; 4:32–37.
On the poor, see Longenecker.20 The elites, she writes af er Kautsky,
“learned the correct level of taxation that allowed peasant survival andmax-
imum production, but also maximum pro t for themselves.21” This is the
heart of the matter and needs to be commented upon and speci ed.

The nature of Lucan charity is not congruent with Greco-Roman phi-
lanthropy. Indeed, see the book by Gary Anderson and now by Downs.22

Magni cat: lord vs Lord. Miller doesn’t discuss the way in which the
two faiths or trusts are composed. The recomposition of trust is hidden
in the nativity story. A new version of honor can also see the light of day.
Miller has a good passage on the meaning of the Magni cat in the sweep
of the gospel. It is part of a program of radical change in Luke: 1–2, 4:16–
30 (Gentiles), 6:20–49 (community), 14:7–24 (banquet). And all of this is
started by a young woman on the margins of society. As she says, “Jesus
shatters contemporary notions of how one goes about being a ruler and a

17. Miller, Rumors of resistance, 69–71.
18. ibid., 73. See Kelly,The Roman Empire : a very short introduction, 28; and Rives,

Religion in the Roman Empire.
19. Miller, Rumors of resistance, 81.
20. Longenecker, Remember the poor.
21. See Kautsky, The politics of aristocratic empir , 105–6.
22. Anderson, Charity; Downs, Alms: charity, reward, and atonement in early

Christianity, who is taken to task by his RBL reviewer for his failure to acknowledge the
importance of the idea of spiritual salvation behind the Biblical concept, at least in late
centuries, and for failing to see its relation to Christology in Christianity. On charity and
evergetism, see Riches, The world of Jes . First–century Judaism in cris ?
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king.”23
Nazareth is at the center of the proclamation in Luke 4.24 It continues

the infancy story of revelation to a socially weak woman in an unknown
village. Jerusalem and the temple are incorporated in the story but not at
the center of the action.25 Two things of importance therefore: 1) the open-
ness and inclusion of foreigners (“nations”), and 2) the decentering from
Jerusalem, temple, not Torah? Nazareth becomes amediator between Zion
and the nations. See Isaiah 61:1–2; 58:6.

On ἀφέσις in Luke 4 and Acts 10 (Cornelius the centurion o cer),
Miller suggests that themore encompassingmeaning seen in the quotations
of Isaiah in the Nazareth episode is narrowed down to the forgiveness of
sins in the rest of the Gospel and in Acts to avoid confronting Roman
institutions in the open.26

The image of the yoke is used by prophets like Isaiah or Jeremiah ,מוֹטה)
a pole or bar).

Saturday, 12 August 2017

Reminder this morning at our schmooze of King Lear’s moan: “How
sharper than a serpent’s tooth it is to have a thankless child!” On another,
smaller matter: when signing on a private website, I am presented with
security questions that I of en cannot answer. For instance, in accessing
my PAMF new site, I discover I can give a clear answer only to one of the
ten questions: What was the last name of my rst grade teacher. The nine
other questions cause hesitation or cannot be answered: What is the food
you least liked as a child (lard?)? What was your favorite place to visit as
a child (Port-Blanc? Le Royau? Perros?)? What is the name of your rst
stu fed animal (none? nounours? did I have a stu fed animal? Did we share
one?)? Name of street on which your best friend lived (Kergwenn hamlet?
no best friend as a child, only in teen age years). Etc. A set of questions
appropriate for my sociological set would be: what kind of tree did you
climb in your childhood? What animal did you fear most? Favorite drink
of your father or mother? Name of barber? What day of the week did you
go to confession? An incommensurable Joycean world.

23. Miller, Rumors of resistance, 124.
24. Ibid., 134.
25. Bovon, L’évangile selon saint Luc (1,1–9,50), 151
26. Miller, Rumors of resistance, 188–89.
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Tuesday, 15 August 2017

Three things of note today. First, I began reading Derrida’sMal d’archive,
which encouraged me to think about the development of the archaic and
Mosaic as palatial monument and a function and cause of authority claims
in ancient Israel or Judah. Second, I went to Los Gatos to get a new mac
computer which I then spent a few hours setting up as I use LaTeX, home-
brew, etc. for my installations. Writing my journal long hand this morn-
ing, with my old Japanese pen, reminded me how futile my quest is for a
similar feeling of continuity when I typeset, even though I use tools that de-
mand skill and continuous tinkering of the kind one meets when using pa-
per and pen or pencil. Third event: wewent to a party atHelen’s, in a beau-
tiful, Japanese-tiled-roof house we have long admired. The get-together
was organized by Faye to celebrate Helen’s 82nd birthday. Amy put on
her newMycenaean-like dress—trèsmoulante—a simple black gilet and her
medium-heel sandals. Towalk the three blocks to the sea alongwith herwas
a Ulyssean joy! Many people we knew at the party: Jack Michaelsen and
Hannah, Michael and Lynn Wolcott, Mark, Alan Christy and Alice Yang,
and many more.

Wednesday, 16 August 2017

Everyday, Trump’s angry or moody face on the rst page of the paper, of-
ten with his right hand extended, his thumb and index nger pinched as
if an idea has been grasped, with the wild hope of showing authority. No
ideas there except the occasional smartness and smarting of a poorly trained
political ghter. A few members of his CEO council and American Man-
ufacturers have announced their resignation from these cuddly bodies, be-
ginning with Frazier, the single black CEO of a large company, Mercks (sp?
pharmaceutical company).

Thursday, 17 August 2017

Quotation today byCharles Blowof JohnEhrlichman’s 1994 interviewwith
Dan Baum regarding the southern strategy in Nixon days and ever since:

TheNixon campaign in 1968, and theNixonWhiteHouse af er that,
had two enemies: the antiwar lef and black people. You understand
what I’m saying? We knew we couldn’t make it illegal to be either
against the war or blacks, but by getting the public to associate the
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hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin, and then criminal-
izing both heavily, we could disrupt those communities. We could
arrest their leaders, raid their homes, break up their meetings and vil-
ify them night af er night on the evening news. Did we know we
were lying about the drugs? Of course we did.

The drug “war” was waged for entirely politic reasons: to disenfranchise
poor and especially black people, streamline and scare the middle class into
stupe ed silence or concern, and ensure that the right decisions about capi-
tal and manufacturing be made by the “right” entrenched political party.
The moral or even health concern were cover for a much nastier goal of
maintaining power to ensure the continued, expansive, extraction of riches
from labor. Many in the democratic party participated. It continues to-
day with Sessions’ policy as well as the sophisticated redistricting and gerry-
mandering that “big data” presently allows. The present quiet and speedy
removal of southern confederacy monuments triggered by the scandals of
alt-right demonstrations at Charlottesville and Trump’s bigoted comments
is part of amuch larger struggle to allow all to reclaim the right of disposal of
labor and body in dignity and not have them stolen and vili ed by capitalist
institutions whose visage (or at least one of its faces) is Trump’s.

Iwasmoved to respond to anotherNYT article by a certain JuliusKrein
who has decided to abandon his active support of Trump because of the
chaos and especially because of his failure to condemn thewhite supremacist
movement:

The end of this article explains its beginning, that is, the temporary
trust put in Trump. The author says he is not ready to give up on
trade policies, foreign policy, health care planning, infrastructure
work (privatized?), and what he calls “entitlements” (Social Security
vouchers?). He was willing to bet on Trump and ride on the back of
this chaos of a man to get more right-wing policies enacted as he says
at the beginning of his article. Now he sees that he and like-minded
peers may lose their temporary advantage. He dresses this loss as a
moral tale. No matter the lipstick, it’s still a pig.

Reading Mal d’archive by Derrida27 leads me to re ect on the be-
ginning of monarchic rule in the Iron Age Levant. Why were the eleventh
century bce spear points found in Bethlehem and elsewhere inscribed with
names? Aside from the practical need of retrieving these metal spearheads

27. Derrida, “Archive fever: a Freudian impression.”
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and returning them to their “rightful owner,” are inscribed names that in-
voke liation early signals of the transformation of property rights and the
beginning of a heroic age soon transformed into a scattering of kingdoms?
I obviously need more information, more traces...

In relation to this notion of archeion, archive, archè as origin or begin-
ning and power principle, what is the Science Library debacle a sign or mo-
ment of? We (the users? the public? This “we” claims a bitmuch) hadwhat
we thought to be long-lasting libraries, collections, and archives. Does this
notion of archive call into question the “to-come” of the future, how we’ll
dwell in it, or how our children will dwell in it? Less theoretically: what is
at stake in the notion of past and future assumed by the various parties?

Was the revelation of the Sinai enabled as a divinewritten narrative (sev-
eral claims here: divine, writing, part of a story—not just an arranged code)
because of the archival developments inherited from royal power? There
was a royal archive, uni ed by its location (the palace rather than the tem-
ple, against the story in 2 Kings 24) or presented as such, including what
exactly? Annals of the kings and their feats in succinct form, lineages, songs
of glori cation, perhaps other traditions about ancestors, and a law corpus
restricted to certain topics (cult, basic principles about property and jus-
tice)? At stake here, as Assmann recognizes, is the repeatability proclaimed
by ancient royal ideologies of power and its opposition to the uniqueness of
the contracted promise of salvation, beyond kings (before and af er them).

Would there be “no future without repetition?”28 Repetition is neces-
sary but of what exactly? Of the constantly reasserted belief in the openness
of the future, and countering the royal ideologies that promised repeated re-
turns to a golden age or at least an approximation of it. By œdipal violence,
then, isn’t one to understand the rebellion, the rising against the founding
or kind of foundation claimed to be built by kings and fathers, the necessary
rejection, and its repression (Verträngung)? [So, Freud not so wrong af er
all?]

Derrida comments at length on Freud’s analysis of Wilhelm Jensen’s
Gradiva. He quotes Freud passage on the anamnesic quality of modern
archaeological work, in which the scholar,

Together with them [the inhabitants, “perhaps semi-barbaric peo-
ple”] he may start upon the ruins, clear away the rubbish, and, be-
ginning from the visible remains, uncover what is buried.29

28. Derrida, “Archive fever: a Freudian impression,” 52.
29. ibid., 59
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Tomymind, the “rubbish” needs to be conceptualized. It is everything that
has been piled up, forgotten, and deemed to be the dross or waste of what
has been elected to be resurrected as ab origine. What has not been con-
sidered worthy of a look and attention (“history”) is rubbish. There is the
power of the archeion in archaeology. The selection of beginnings (a sort
of circumcision or baptism), as foundations, is the basis for the erection of
strata of cultures and the elimination of others as “cabanes.” And the delu-
sion of saxa loquuntur. Behind the principle of the archive, as Derrida says,
there is the rise and justi cation for authorities-in-becoming to discourse,
institute, legislate, declare proper(ty), and a liate.30 So, in light of this dis-
cussion and what I think I understand of it, I re ect on ancient Phoenician
city-states, Aramaean kings, Hebrew,Moabite, Ammonite, Philistine king-
doms. Were their laws collected and which? What sort of institutions came
to light: archives for contracts, war decisions and prophetic corpus, techni-
cal aspects of the cult, justice? What was the relationship between palace
and temple(s), between royal family and priests? How was the transmis-
sion of power guaranteed, and the liation principle actually transformed
religiously?

The origin of antisemitism, according to Freud, selonDerrida, was or is
“the jealousy with regard to a people which presented itself, he says, as the
favored eldest son of God.” So, inMos , the isolation of the people, their
circumcision (castration), could lead to this separation and story of envy
patterned af er that of Cain and Abel. Though in reverse order, necessarily,
as Abel is the younger brother. The jealousy takes on a new depth, I think,
with Christianity and goes much beyond ancient xenophobia. It is now the
privileged tool of something lodged deeper in many Christians’ souls: a re-
peated inability to “follow Christ” and change the world, a proud though
secret refusal of salvation, and a dark, shaming sense of treason regarding
one’s true nature.

When did Jews begin to sign documents or books with dates reckoned
from creation? I couldn’t get a de nite answer to this question. Mai-
monides used multiple eras, and apparently no single system had been
universally accepted yet by the thirteenth century. I need to check what
was the practice in letters and contracts in Mediaeval Egypt.

The scene in John 19:34John 19:34 is part of a large inclusion looking
back to the Canamiracle story, as many have seen. Twomain aspects of this
inclusion haven’t been seen by exegetes, that I’m aware of. The rst one

30. Ibid.
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is about the scene at the cross. I argue in my notes that there is a strong
textual tradition that has ἄνοιξεν, “opened”, supported by Syriac and Latin.
Thepossiblemeaningwould con rmmy interpretation of theCanamiracle
and would suggest the opening of a fountain or wine cask. Whereas with
“piercing,” the idea is not only more reserved or timid but other. Why the
change or the existence of two traditions, then? The rst idea is to check
the Septuagint’s textual tradition (psalm 69?) and see if a change occurred
because the initial meaning of the text was misunderstood and a substitute
was found. But why?

The second aspect of this scene at the foot of the cross is the presence of
the mother. In the Cana miracle, she is in the role of concerned provider.
As I argue elsewhere, she is totally in character when she notices the run-
ning out of wine: either from conversations of servants, concerned looks of
people not daring to speak up about something potentially shameful, or her
own sense of things formed by years of worry about reserves at home. Be-
cause of their role in milling, cooking, providing, women were most likely
to be extremely aware of the state of reserves in their household, and most
concerned about it. Men too would be interested in this but they were not
directly a fected in the day-to-day situation. So, her noticing of the running
out of wine, her remark to her son, his reply and cryptic note on “his hour,”
bindmother and son in a dramatic story of providential, miraculous supply
that needs to be made right later somehow, as they both know. She cannot
help noticing the lack, bringing it to the attention of Jesus, as he cannot
help responding to the need. His “hour” here brings up a question: what
was the notion of timeliness of things in ancient agrarian societies? If mir-
acles could be hoped for, was there a price to pay, and how? Michaels and
other commentators cannot see any of this, as the appearance of wine and
its volume cloud their judgment. They’d rather think of it as a humorous
situation andnot think about thematerial conditions underwhich both the
“miracle” and the death are bound together.

Friday, 18 August 2017

News: BruceMalina died yesterday, surrounded by his family (Diane Jacobs
Malina is his wife). De mortu nil nisi bonum. Via Eric Stewart, Doug sent
a nice message to the list to which I answered:

Thank you for your message that I received via Eric. I’ve been think-
ing about Bruce and the Context group since I received news of his
passing. I agree with you about his book on the New Testament
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World and his Christian origins. They are on my shelf and I’ve of en
gone to them to rethink critically our modern ideas of the ancient
world. He has had great in uence and helped many of us rethink
our ethnographic approach to ancient texts. Our views of Mediter-
ranean societies, application of group and grid ideas, notion of lim-
ited good, or our decrypting of our own social ideas, may take many
turns, thanks to Bruce who helped us develop ethnographic and so-
ciological questions. His writing also reminds me how important it
is to think of students and lay people as readers and thinkers, not
simply of other scholars.

Bannon, the main adviser for Trump since last summer and until a few
weeks ago, has quit the White House. Did he resign, was he red? These
words have no meaning in this period of continuous negotiations between
vested interests. CEOs of large companies and someRepublican representa-
tives or senators could show somemoral ber à peu de fra . Is Trump next
on the list of people to be booted out? By whom? Jerry Neu fears martial
law, generals mutiny, then Pence...

Note on Luke 16:16: καὶ πᾶς εἰς αὐτὴν βιάζεται, which the NRSV trans-
lates: and everyone tri to enter it by force. Miller notes that many com-
mentators want to see in the puzzling expression a positive note, a strong
urging.31 As Miller says, this e fort to put a positive note and conceive of
salvation as a somewhat narrowed passage cannot be easily reconciled with
the deponent form of the verb and a clear denotation of violence the word
normally carries. Miller proposes to retain the note of violence and trans-
lates: “And everyone is using violence against it [the reign of God].” How-
ever, shemetaphorises this violence also as an attempt by di ferent groups to
fashion their own idea of the kingdomofGod and pervert it. I have another
idea or metaphorical interpretation of violence based on my interpretation
of the parable of the dishonest steward. This story is really about a whole
class of people, represented by the steward—that is, in charge of the a fairs
of a distant lord—, who mismanage the “domain” to their own advantage,
hide behind the distant superior authority, andwho, when caught, trick the
lord into forgiving debts to hide their ownmisdeeds. This class ofmanagers
uses force, there is violence done to the law of contracts, a kind of thef . I
assume therefore that verse 16 of this chapter 16 is meant to introduce the
parable.

This “spiritual” problem has no solution of continuity with materiali-

31. Miller, Rumors of resistance, 231.
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ties (salaries, fooddistribution, violence in enforcing contracts, use of shame
and honor, etc.). It is entirely political. What kind of distribution should
a just society incorporate in its daily doings? The parable of Lazarus and
the rich man introduces the widest social discrepancy, while that of the dis-
honest manager calls forth a more complicated image with many presumed
actors. The complexities of distribution of labor, capital and consumption
are the topic of this second parable. The whole chapter hangs together and
needs to be conceptualized as a unit. What was the context for the telling
of these stories in Luke 16? I assume that the temple of Jerusalem has been
lost by that time. Romandomination continued andwas taking otherman-
agers than the priestly families that were part of the temple’s authoritative
supervision over spirit and matter (including taxes). Pharisees, however,
were nowprominent as leading “managers” of the properway to come close
to the Lord, the proper way to live in tension under the post-messianic (or
hidden) hope that there would be a Coming.32 “Managers,” therefore, in-
cluded not only Pharisees in the author’s and audience’s perceptions, but
others too, perhaps including authorities within the early Christian com-
munities. This interpretation is not far from that of Miller. It pushes fur-
ther the notion of abuse of subsidiary authority than she does. It under-
stands the author ofLuke tobewarning all communities that ostentatiously
protective behaviors can be tricks.

Fair summary of the parable of the dishonest steward in Miller.33
She uses a magical combination of letters and numbers to estimate the
social and economic status implicit to the stories in the gospel of Luke,
af er Steven Friesen and others.34 This attempt to quantify seems too
super cial a rhetorical ploy that goes little beyond more discursive markers
of social ranking. The parables of chapter 16 invite a broader look, with a
basic separation between elite landowners and those dependent on them
(hence, even lowly army o cers), people at subsistence level or just below.
The important question, not raised in the depth it requires byMiller’s very
good book, is of structure. She mentions “downward mobility” as being
common in the Roman empire, whereas “upward mobility” was di cult.
These modern terms—scale of poverty or revenue, “hidden transcripts,”
or “social mobility”—risk masking the need for more thoroughgoing,

32. As we learn from Josephus in his “following” Pharisee teachings and portraying
himself as a potential one, as well as his descriptions in BJ,AJ, and the Vita.

33. Miller, Rumors of resistance, 234.
34. Ibid., 76–77.
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structural explanations.
How was the distribution of labor and consumption enforced by the

economics, politics, religion, and culture of the time? How did it practi-
cally work that a very few, helped by retainers or knights type elites, had the
continuous power to extract enormous wealth from so many? It doesn’t
seem to add to a more mundane language of comparison (very few vs some
vs most) to say that the top elites constituted 3% of the society. One may
even wonder what desire is entertained by quanti ed estimations in the de-
scription of past history. As for the second tier of elites, there was the large
problem of local power... 7% according to Friesen’s scale. The total for the
“exploiters”was therefore a suspiciously round 10%, vs the 90% (=most) liv-
ing right above subsistence level with little security, at that level (subsistence
de ned by whom?), and below subsistence.35

Luke’s text makes an arc from the birth narrative to the dispersion of
disciples in the book of Acts. The divine revelation to a young woman in
insigni cant Nazareth rather than Jerusalem is meant to show that divine
powers (of change) are not to be found only in JerusalemorRome. This de-
velops an older theme found in Ezekiel and elsewhere. Still, the story keeps
Jerusalem, Rome and many other places (a whole new geography) in ten-
sion with each other.

Saturday, 19 August 2017

As I’m revising JF’s book on Blyenbergh, I realize I have to make certain
changes that go beyond the cosmetic or stylistic, while keeping the force and
clarity of his arguments. Where I don’t understand either because I don’t
know Spinoza or because JF’s argument is not su ciently developed, I leave
it open and have to indicate it is an open question, a kind of path JF would
have followed if time and leisure had been granted him.

About archives: I am retracing the meanings given to Greek words. Ar-
chontes control the arkheion and have the arkhè built in them or on their
side, or so they claim. They advertised the singularity of their access to the
origins, which was at the same time a claim to leadership. How did Bronze
Age groups go from ancestral transmission of cult and presumed absence
of private property to a narrower liation, transmission of private prop-
erty, and cult of more distant divinities? Speaking of distant divinities: was

35. Friesen’s design of an income scale is criticized by Oakes, “Constructing poverty
scales for Graeco-Roman society.”
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the power attributed to them a function both of their putative distance
and a fantasy of intimacy or proximity created by festivals, sacri ces, and
other rites? Did priests (and prophets) appear to provide a somehow neu-
tral means of approach to these redesigned divinities (or “enlarged” divini-
ties)?

A strange question came up: Has there been any attempt to do a dic-
tionary of Biblical Hebrew based onmodern dating of books as it presently
stands? Even though it might be premature, it would help to understand
better the evolution of the language.

Note on scholars: reading lastweek’sTLS, I’m surprised to discover that
Moses Finley’s previous family name was Finkelstein. I knew he was Jewish
but didn’t realize he had changed his name.

Sunday, 20 August 2017

Rémy Chapelain let me know today about France-Culture’s broadcast of
the mass celebrated on the occasion of the feast of Saint Loup (of Sens) in
Guingamp. The mass was introduced in Breton and was mostly in Breton
(hymns and readings, including chapter of the letter to the Romans by a
child). Many people spend their vacation right now in Brittany. A famous
competition of Breton dances and choirs also occurs on the same date. The
use of Breton for this mass looks like a large PR operation: howmany peo-
ple could participate, and even more importantly, who spoke Breton once
outside the basilic? No matter, I still appreciate the use of Breton by the
celebrant (St Brieuc’s curé, Loïc LeQuellec) and especially the readers. The
homely was in French and the priest did recognize at its beginning the lim-
its of the use of Breton. Looking at the dé lé of the Saint Loup made me
imagine Anabaptists who would dance and play Celtic music.

Monday, 21 August 2017

RBL just reviewed a new textbook inGerman on the history of early Christ-
ianity: Tiwald.36 The book is in Stanford libraries, not in the UC system.
It questions the notion of “parting of the ways” between Judaism and early
Christianity and reintroduces more complexity and plurality.37 The politi-

36. Tiwald,D Frühjudentum und die Anfänge d Christentums: ein Studienbuch.
37. See ibid., 257–94. According to the 2017RBL review byWitetschek, this has already

been taken into account by other scholars, for instance Becker and Reed, The ways that
never parted: Jews and Christians in late antiquity and the early Middle Ag ; and by
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cal and economic networks of Jewish groups (Judaean mostly?) in the sec-
ond to rst centuries bce are analyzed in a separate chapter.38 Contrary to
many interpreters, Tiwald doesn’t detect an economic crisis in the Palestine
of Jesus’ time. His f h chapter focuses on the competing interpretations
and practices surrounding Torah and temple,39

Tuesday, 22 August 2017

About the origins of monetized relationships:

La monnaie représente les morts ; c’est-à-dire que la clef de voûte des
relations horizontales qu’entretiennent les vivants les uns avec les
autres se trouve dans la relation verticale qui les rattache aux morts.
(Scubla, Logiqu de la réciprocité, 38)

In his article on the origins of coinage andmoney, Théret is right to say that
it is di cult to accept the notion that humankind had a notion of tran-
scendence only with the appearance of the great universalist religions.40 I
agree with his argument and that of Héna f that humans have long felt that
their manipulation of nature was an encroachment on the powers of “cos-
mic divinities” and implied an indebtedness toward them.41 In fact, all hu-
mans, even before the neolithic revolution, had this capacity. It is tempt-
ing to think of the debt between social partners as “horizontal” but it had
a “vertical” aspect also. Matrimonial exchanges—the most visible form of
exchange—cannot be dissociated from liation, which is its raison d’être.
There is no measurable way to free oneself from that vertical debt except
through death or revolution, while “horizontal” private debts can be paid
in a lifetime.

Wednesday, 23 August 2017

George Mitchell’s interview by NPR this morning showed how di cult it
will be to bring any kind of solution to the Palestinian-Israeli con ict. The
major long-term issue is that of the settlements. Mitchell made clear that

Nicklas, Jews and Christians?
38. Tiwald,D Frühjudentum und die Anfänge d Christentums: ein Studienbuch,

237–56.
39. Ibid., 257–310.
40. Theret, “Monnaie et dettes de vie,” 165.
41. Henaff, Le prix de la vérité. Le don, l’argent, la philosophie, 301.
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both center-lef and right-wing governments have allowed or actively pur-
sued a settlement policy and that the US position for f y years has always
been that all implantations were illegal. He was asked also about the per-
sonalities presently in charge and whether they made things more di cult.
His realism showed: this is what you have to deal with.

Thursday, 24 August 2017

Amy went to Emeline street this morning. She is volunteering for hepatitis
A vaccination and reaches out to people who spend their days and nights
in the streets, parks, parkings, and other semi-public places. I am at the li-
brary. I came instrumented: glasses (a new pair), the computer in my back-
pack, notebooks and pens, imagination red by reading Joyce’s The Dead
(in Dubliners), should I list the library proper—now a summering castle
fallen silent, food at the beckoning, trust in imsy images of past political
gures I can pass along to the cashier if I don’t use electrons to convey my
faithfulness and credit-worthiness, and most of all the feeling—an instru-
ment also—thatwemight be entering a new formof fascismwithout know-
ing it, the feeling that I’m standing on the upper ledge of a very tall building
and that my job, so equipped, is to peer into the far horizon and look for
the Lilys of the past.

I received a disturbing email fromRémyChapelain regarding the pope’s
message on migrant labor. Rémy thinks that he is threatening the cultural
fabric of the European nations:

C’était l’époque où l’Eglise défendait nos cultures. Les temps ont
changé. As-tu lu les 21 propositions de Bergoglio pour les migrants.
Il met les Européens dans le pétrin et à mon avis il signe l’arrêt de
mort du catholicisme en France... Rémy

The pope calls all believers to re ect on, and practice, two basic texts regard-
ing the support of strangers and weaker members of any society: Lev 19:34
and Matt 25:35–43. I don’t see how our “cultures” are threatened by this
more systematic sharing of our countries and ways of living. And why use
this language of “culture” in French? it used to mean degree of learning. It
has become a synonym ofGesellschaft?

Trump got a hearty welcome two days ago in Phoenix from an audience
that had been selected among his most fervent supporters. It was a strange
campaign event, with the president fanning hate of the elites, news media
(whom he seeks for broadcasting), duly elected Republicans, and above all

https://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/messages/migration /documents/papa-francesco_20170815_world-migrants-day-2018.pdf
https://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/messages/migration /documents/papa-francesco_20170815_world-migrants-day-2018.pdf
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immigrants. Build a wall, a transparent one, a see-through wall! Two po-
litical representatives were on hand. Trump wanted to have them on stage.
One got up, shook hands, while the other remained seated for a while then
got up, awkwardly. Worried about shaking hands with someone who can
turn against them, worried about the 2018 elections? Whom do they repre-
sent? Many middle-class people retire in Phoenix. The city has a big share
of expansive suburbs, apartment complexes, retirement homes, entertain-
ment venues. Howmany retirees in this audience? They are not threatened
by emigrants, at least economically. If anything, they are served by them.
Yet, they choose to be led by feelings of hate rather than thought and, gasp,
reason. Trump has been using the fascist playbook all during his campaign
and resorts to it every time he needs consolidation of his “base.” He tried
it with the boy-scouts and got some results. The appeal to the gut works.
Are we on our way to a new form of fascism? I would like to safely believe
that the passion of a football-like event will die soon enough and cannot
compete with the draw of sofas and Foxwatching. And yet, I also know full
bellies and guts can rage when the heart and head are empty.

The refusal of mercenary knowledge is the title of the introduction to
part one of Hénaff,42 onmercenary gures. Diderot or Rousseau reacted
negatively to the idea that especially wisdom could be monetarized.

Back to the question of the rise of sovereign states in the Levant. It is
in part a practical question: how did a family become a main player in poli-
tics, military decisions, property acquisition, and religious a fairs, in such a
way that it was accepted by unrelated people and even considered sacred by
them? It supposes that large kin groups relinquished (or lost?) power and
smaller parts of a kin group took over.

About the development of money in the early sixth century bce: Rider
examines the phenomenon closely, including the metallic composition of
coinage and its nominal value, and concludes that a main reason for its sud-
den appearancewas the need ofLydian kings and others to raise taxes.43Was
this taxation system enabled by a more frequent separation of social and
economic family-based units? The development of the concept of property
required a development of the notion of person (which was not the equiva-
lent of themodern individual, as the person in “charge” of the household as
we see in Mesopotamian texts and presumably in the Levant), The chang-
ing relationships implied by these smaller units whose economic and social

42. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 23.
43. Le Rider, La naissance de la monnaie; pratiqu monétair de l’Orient ancien.
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horizons were not only the clan, village, or even city, required new repre-
sentations of this broader political unit in accounting units (unités compt-
ables). General idea about currency: its value doesn’t originate with its use
for exchange but with the bonds of the social unit. Currency represents the
community (or aspects of it), not debt.

Idea to be pursued therefore: does the development of the notion of
foreigner and resident happen on a new basis, beyond clans withwhomone
cannot marry (cf. Druzes to this day), in parallel with the development of
more expansive forms of accounting (eighth and seventh centuries accord-
ing to the documentation). Does the more formal and expansive alienation
bring about a more thorough doing away with reciprocal, barter economy?
Practically speaking: in the transition from LB to IA, is it possible to trace
a development of economic exchanges in parallel with that of enmity, and
the move toward a form of state?44 How can one explain the birth (or re-
birth) of a separate political order, the royal house, empowered to direct
and regulate. What allowed this resurgence in an agrarian society (here are
to be sought marks of di ferentiation in the twelf h and eleventh centuries,
and this can only be done by the interpretation of archaeological discov-
eries). One can theorize a withdrawal on the part of the “people,” a self-
disciplining, a negation of its freedom in the short term (or in certain areas),
in exchange for a greater “rayon d’action.” How? Traces of this?

Friday, 25 August 2017

For the third time this week, I biked up to campus and walked to the li-
brary from Cowell. Ideas and half-baked notions pass through the mind
and are soon gone, like dew. Thoughts about death (could it happen tomor-
row and shouldn’t I do themaximumwriting now?), probably triggered by
yesterday’s reading of Joyce’s The dead. A story à la Jeanne Hamel or à la
Yvon, at the same level of intensity. In fact, a story whose charge framed
our childhood. Thoughts about “mercenary knowledge,” a phrase I read in
Héna f’sLe prix de la vérité (2002) and that points to an immense chain of
contracts in which something like our modern version of the original sin is
lurking. Moderns think they have lef that concept behind and can escape
judgment, an in nitely remote judgment, or rather they think the notion
became deliquescent. And nally, among this train of thoughts that winds
its way under the sequoias and quickly dissipates, a re-imagined preface to

44. This requires that state be defined: see my paper on monotheism.
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my essay: in what sense is it an essay? What problems came to mind and
why? Challenges: the historical and literary interpretation of the Bible, its
enormous importance and i ness... Second challenge; the interpretation
of archaeological discoveries.

Useful article on sabbatical year and the jubilee by Barrientos-
Parra.45 While reading it, I think again about the reasons for the
development of debt as much as the need to curb it: a) the weakening
and eventual absence of social protection by kins, paralleled by the rise of
social di ferentiation based on access to land and labor; b) the existence or
rise of competition: this is tied to both irregularity of yields, di culty of
predictions, weakening of social kinship system; c) di culty of calculations
and need for spreading of risk; d) religious transformation, from cult of
ancestors (near transcendence) to more distant, protective gods.

A panorama of forms of labor will be needed. What was the role of
debt in bringing or shaping subjection?46 Was there exclusion of lineage in
case of failure to honor a debt contract, or in establishing a debt? Would
this lead to new a liations? Religious framework (religious is not the right
word here: divinely enforced?)—especially Exodus’ insistence on faith and
community of believers—had a limiting e fect (mitigating but also reshap-
ing). The evidence is in Exod 22–23, Deut 15, and Lev 25. Compare Greek
Solonic laws, at about the same time as Exodus and other priestly shaping of
the Torah af er the fall of kings. Compare also Roman nex , in which cit-
izenship contradicted and marked servitude for debt as a paradox. In Israel
and Judah, the same kind of political di cultymay have risen in the eighth-
seventh centuries, then was taken up by exilic communities and given a
larger, more important place.47

The situation described inNehemiah 5:1–11 re ects that of Late Roman
Antiquity in which freedom and citizenship lost their reference values. It
makesme understand better why, in contradistinction, the social role of the
Exodus story, its socio-revolutionary role anchored in a divine, unquestion-

45. Barrientos-Parra, “La notion de jubilé comme principe applicable dans la réso-
lution du surendettement dans l’Antiquité.”

46. For Egypt, see Garcia, “L’organisation sociale de l’agriculture pharaonique: quel-
ques cas d´étude”; for Babylonia, many authors given in my Notes on debt.

47. See Harper, Slavery in the Late Roman world, AD 275–425 . For evidence of
the role of debt in Egyptian domestic agriculture, see Garcia, “L’organisation sociale de
l’agriculture pharaonique: quelques cas d´étude,” 53. It was a major mechanism in increas-
ing social differentiation, acquiring land, animals, and labor. Philanthropic actions are
sometimes advertised but one suspects that it needs to be set in the context of patronage.
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able authority, was so important in the post-exilic period. Furthermore, it
helps explain why it could be adopted in Samaria.48 So, I theorize that debt
slavery increased in the Persian period, when the local equivalent of “citi-
zenship” (see the vocabulary of land, citizenry, people in classical Hebrew,
beginning with Neh 5:1) and lineage did not play as important a role as un-
der kings. Did political-religious de nition of Israelite and Judaean have an
impact and provided new protections on the basis of faith? I am beginning
to understand how Exodus, Nehemiah, and Ruth are part of a response to
political and military changes. The book of Ruth is particularly clear on
what is at issue. Moabites were—rhetorically speaking—not “brothers” (in
the Deut or EN view), not kin either, especially since they shared language,
customs, techniques, social and even political systems. They are the exem-
plar of peoplewhodonot and cannot reciprocate. The story ofRuthmakes
clear that another form of sociability can be built on faith (faithfulness and
risky trust in this case)—like in Exodus—, as well as a devotion that has an
economic aspect, namely the extraordinary giving of labor without expecta-
tion of reciprocity: pure gif . The Exodus story and Ruth frame the notion
of debt exploitation as unjust and in need of divinely approved, near per-
manent or blanket remissions. Contrariwise, new forms of socio-religious
markings that authorized indebtedness, servitude, and exploitative labor,
needed to be invented (interpreted) from within the community of believ-
ers, for instancebydeveloping thenotionof “people of the land”whodidn’t
exhibit the proper faith.

Note on eyesight: as I’m sitting on the fourth oor of the McHenry
library at UCSC, I realize that if I look through the large window at my
right without moving, my view of the world outside is blocked by the small
dark dots covering the outside pane of the window (a 1/4” grid or nearly so).
If I move, however, the landscape becomes clear.

Reading Koschorke, I’m struck by this passage:

Amenacing vacuum emanates fromMein Kampf—a license for ad-
herents to react to oppositionwith a “Just youwait” that bristleswith
lustful sadism. (Koschorke,OnHitler’s Mein Kampf: the poetics
of national socialism, 50)

There is joy in seeking a language freed from the demands of truth and trust,
creating pandemonium, claiming authority, showing the weakness of rea-

48. Annequin’s note on subjection makes me think about this: Annequin, “Formes et
raison des modes de sujétion,” 13–144.
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son, and smashing “elites”... Anti-immigrant claims are an excuse for some-
thing much darker.

Saturday, 26 August 2017

Schmooze got stuck in politics and philosophy of law this morning. Great
dinner at N & S: coho salmon, potatoes in the Irish fashion with a little
celeri, kale, cooked carrot sticks, salad, and a cabernet sauvignon blanc. In
between, a walk, talk with Todd at Ivéta about blue birds and the book he
is reading,Why write poetry?

Sunday, 27 August 2017

Petitmot àBrunodont les deuxderniersmessagesm’ontparu à la fois confus
et brillants:

Je travaille à mon projet : la corne de brume de la pointe et les aboie-
ments des lions de mer que j’entends de la maison m’y engagent. Je
lis un livre deMarcel Héna f (2002, trad anglaise de 2010),Le prix de
la vérité, sur le don, le sacri ce et la vengeance.
Ce matin, balade sur les pentes au-dessus de Santa Cruz. Nous nous
arrêtons au terrain de sport que tu connais qui surplombe la ville.
Conversation avec unhongrois qui parle allemand, russe, français, es-
pagnol, italien, unpeude japonais, et bien sûr anglais et hongrois.On
en vient aux émigrés : on a droit à une déferlante, comment l’Europe
(la France surtout) devrait les mettre en camps, expulser, etc. Com-
ment ils aiment la saleté et s’y vautrent, la paresse, etc. Amy passe aux
aspects concrets : vaccination pour l’hépatite A qui est endémique
chez les gens à la rue (elle est volontaire), le lavage des mains (donc
l’installationde fontaines publiques), quant aux camps, quel en serait
le coût, que nos impôts sont déjà assez élevés, etc... Ils sont assez d’ac-
cord. Voilà, c’était notre première conversation avec des trumpistes
de la plus belle eau !

Reading and re ecting upon vindicatory justice, the rise of individ-
ualized vengeance, and the possibility of forgiveness with Hénaff.49 In
kinship-based societies, vengeance was highly structured before central
states came of age. It is an exchange very much like gif . It is group
based—however one de nes “group”—vs other groups. Inside the group,
vengeance is prohibited. Discipline and penalties are expected to correct

49. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 215–16, 230–31.
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imbalances (of en tied to a cosmological view). Between groups both
alliance and vengeance systems develop. The obligation is felt as a matter
of honor. No guilt is involved, it is a matter of order (and honor: the Latin
etymology is not clear, but the meaning of kavod is clear). The group
performs this vengeance, it is not an individual matter. So, inside the group
and outside the group—with neighboring groups that alliances can be
formed with, vengeance is a matter of reciprocity. War, on the contrary,
doesn’t pursue reciprocity as a goal. But what of ancient heroic war or
agonistics?

So, in non-centralized kinship systems, three positions exist in regard to
the distribution of gif (s) and vengeance:

1. solidarity within the group and use of punishments as control;
2. alliance or agression with neighboring groups, with vengeance possi-
ble;

3. war or peace with enemies, i.e. with groups deemed to be beyond
those one may contract alliances with;

Themiddle positionwas excisedwhen central power developed (or: central-
ization occurred against and beyond level 2, fusing groups in a new, larger
group: how does one explain this?). Only two positions with a kingdom:
solidarity inside the group(s) and hostility outside. So, vengeance came un-
der the control of the central authority (divine in part?) and arbitrational
justice developed as a consequence. Stories in Joshua, Judges, Samuel and
Kings illustrate this?

What justi cations were brought to bear (religiousmatter)? What were
the technological and social conditions? Demographic development, more
investment in local agriculture, hence development of property towards
individual households and weakening of clanic identity? Level two was
clearly dangerous for supra-group leaders. In other words, the boundary
insider/outsider was displaced. Gods and temples must have been an
important part of this development.

In politically centralized units (kingdoms), the weight of groups and
their alliances was wearily watched (I presume: that is one essential part of
ancient politics, and the engine of religious evolution as well as exploita-
tion?). Did kingdoms interferewith and seek to restrict “clanic” vengeance?
Can one detect changes in this structuring of vengeance in the texts that
clearly come af er the swallowing up of small kingdoms into larger political
and military units of Assyria, Babylonia, and Persia? Or did the restructur-
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ing of divine laws of judgment af er the fall of monarchies and states con-
tinue and expand what monarchies were doing, rather than revert to inter-
tribal “vindicatory system”? In this reconstruction, delayed historical and
otherworldly punishment would play a large role?50

Are there traces of this in theHebrewBible? One possibility is to follow
Lemos’ analysis ofmarriage alliances. Can a real evolution be detected in the
texts?

Is the absence of a discussion of forgiveness signi cant? It doesn’t ap-
pear in the index, though “fraternity” does, in a discussion of Weber.

On another matter, the politics of our country, this message to Susan
in response to a paper she sent along about the security danger Trump rep-
resents:

Thank you for drawing my attention to this text. He is a security
threat in all kinds of ways, I agree. I do fault Bush 2, however, for
initiating the kind of abyssal (and abysmal!) foreign policy that
becomes an excuse for continuous adventurism and the eradica-
tion/privatization of social programs. Don’t you feel Trump is
the chaotic continuation of what was introduced by Bush? Even
Obama was torn by the demands made by the militarization of our
society and made an honest e fort to begin the absolutely needed
draw down of our forces (not simply from Afghan. and Irak and
Persian Gulf, but from the hundred bases we keep throughout the
world). He couldn’t go very far, probably for all kinds of prudential
and economic reasons. Trump’s business-based message during his
campaign was that the military was a waste, but his sta f and present
foreign policy decisions are another matter.
I just reread a passage of Rabelais’ Panurge on debt. Trump strikes
me as a perpetually andmassively in-debt corporationwho like banks
in 2008 claimed/claims that he is toobig to fail. He iswilling to spend
everything that his creditors—those who trust him to “deliver”—
spent onhim, psychologically speaking, because he knows theywon’t
do anything about it. No return for them, they are too deeply in-
vested. His show at Phoenix made me realize he is really dangerous.

50. On this vindicatory system, seeLemaire andVerdier,Vengeance, pouvoirs et idéolo-
gi dans quelqu civilisations de l’Antiquité .
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Monday, 28 August 2017

There are few stories of interpersonal forgiveness in the Hebrew Bible,
according to Reimer.51 The Joseph saga, Hosea’s rst three chapters,
Malachi 3:24 (reconciliation of parents and children), etc. What of the
story of Jonah: an ironic twist on divine forgiveness? And what of debt
forgiveness? Ah, list of calls for revenge (neqama, pp. 86–89): Jeremiah’s
laments? Micah 7:8–10? The author doesn’t re ect upon what constitutes
forgiveness until page 89 where he discusses forgiveness between people
and between groups. He misunderstands, af er Gregory Jones, the point
of the book of Jonah, which is about the question of a mechanism for
restoration of peace for Israel.

I nd it interesting that the author frames interpersonal forgiveness
against inter-group forgiveness without asking himself if something like an
individual (assumed to be the center of the universe in modernity) could
be a moral agent separate from his or her group in antiquity. Ruth perhaps
would be a symbol of this, and it is a late book.

Forgiveness is almost entirely framed in vertical terms in the Bible: the
divinity and Israel. Does this focus explain the lack ofmentions of interper-
sonal forgiveness? I don’t think so: something else is at work that Héna f
and other ethnographers or anthropologists are trying to understand. For-
giveness needs to be understood as part of a social structure, or arising from
it, at a certain stage, rather than supposed to exist of all eternity and then
found here and there in texts that are reputed to be foundational for Chris-
tians or a post-christian world.

As for basing human inter-individual forgiveness on divine forgiveness,
this needs to be explained di ferently: why was forgiveness framed that way
in ancient societies? We are still in need of an ampler philosophical view
than what is available at the moment.52 Reimer ends with what I see as
the rst question: “repairing fractured human relationships requires divine
participation.” It requires something that looks precisely impossible to a
rational mind and self, that is, going beyond the accounting of causes and
e fects, but does that mean invoking the “divine” rather than a broader no-
tion of reason? Or is “divine” a way to denote this capacity that all humans
actually have in them?

“Ceremonial gif exchange is not the sharing of a good”.53 It is not the

51. Reimer, “Interpersonal forgiveness and the Hebrew prophets,” 81.
52. See Derrida and Vattimo, Religion?
53. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 133.
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world of contracts and its separation of spirit and matter. I take this to
be true in the mind of the author and readers of the story of Cana. The
qualms of some commentators regarding the amount and quality of the
wine conveniently mask the real risk and public, festive, glorious demands
of ancient nuptial arrangements. A remark by Héna f about alliance and
liation makes me think that both are at stake in the Cana wedding story.

Tuesday, 29 August 2017

Houston examines what he calls “an almost universally held assumption in
the study of ancient society” that its social system opposed rural exploited
peasantry and an “unproductive urbanbourgeoisie.”54 Since at least the sev-
enties, I’ve been under a di ferent impression, namely that there was also
“exploitation” within towns and cities (walled), that land-control and pri-
orities in access to labor could be in the hands of rural “gentry,” and that the
words “bourgeoisie” or “ancient capitalism” do not point to any reality in
the ancient world but are lazy uses of analogy. One may readily agree that
farmers and rural labor were not stripped of their entire surplus (p. 102;
though what is meant by surplus here, since we don’t know the extent of
needs?). In any case, the moralistic aspect of many studies is not helpful.

Houston follows Faust 2005 in analyzing the social situation in cities
and villages. Walled cities exhibit social strata and economic specialization.
Villages did have some defensive position too (and walls), but no means to
withstand a siege. The quality of houses in villages was better than hereto-
fore expected: fairly large, meant for an extended family or household (115
to 130 m2), with a second story. No evidence of drastic social strati cation,
though some di ferences of wealth (exactly what I would expect). Commu-
nal wall, storage, and press installations (I would add threshing oors, but I
need evidence). Houston mentions the storage capacity, af er Faust: what
quantities exactly? Villages would have specialized for markets, according
to Faust andWeiss 2005.

Cities were characterized by generally smaller houses (again no surprise!
animals? size of household?). Size ofHazor VI: usually about 70m2, only a
couple larger houses (2x). A third series: small, poor structures built with-
out discernible pattern. For nuclear families? This kind of variation was
clear in all cities. Houston mentions de Vaux when describing the social

54. Houston, “Exit the oppressed peasant?,” 101.
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strati cation in cities.55 By the eighth century, one had: ruling elite with ex-
tended family structure (large kinship system: I would add this is basic to
the social structure); what Houston calls a “middle class” of lower o cials,
shopkeepers, service workers, farmers (“as the cities all had land attached
to them”: this needs to be unpacked!), and “the poor” which he describes
as having been “unable to nd a secure foothold in the system.”56 Their
poverty was characterized by their need to hire themselves (I would say it
is precisely this absence of property or access to land (hired) that needs to
be explained, together with the debt-slavery. I would strictly connect both
aspects, and add that it would be the interest of the king to protect these
classes, at least to some degree, hence the deror declarations, even if irregu-
lar originally).

Houston does not analyze the systemic aspect of class strati cation, de-
velopment of cities and states, relative wealth of the “hinterland”:

This intervention [sci. of the state] appears to have normally led to
a very rapid breakdown in the traditional social structure, as a tra-
ditional rule by the ‘elders’, or heads of the extended families, was
replaced by state control, and state o cials settled with their fami-
lies, while poorer elements flooded in to take advantage of the wealth
andopportunities providedby thenew foundation. The co-operative
ethos of village societywouldhave generally enabled the farming fam-
ilies to withstand the shock of hard times, and not require recourse
to themoneylender, or at least to discharge their debtswithout disas-
ter. But the new conditions of the cities gave rise to a more individ-
ualistic ethos and thus exposed everyone in humble circumstances,
including the original farming population, to far greater risk of debt
and exploitation. (Houston, “Exit the oppressed peasant?,” 105,
my emphasis)

Many things in this substantial quote need to be analyzed and reframed.
Intervention: the modern language of “intervention” and “state control”
assumes all too quickly the similarity of ancient and modern states. As for
the rule by the elders, also an assumption, it would be critical to analyze
what this could mean. Poorer elements: how does one explain that they
became poor or does one assume they simply were so by nature? Part of
this problem would be indeed the changes in the co-operative ethos: I think
the path is to see how systems of “reciprocal recognition”, to borrow from

55. Vaux,Ancient Israel: its life and institutions, 68–79, esp. 72–74.
56. Houston, “Exit the oppressed peasant?,” 104–5.
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Héna f, were weakened by the move toward rule by a single group, and
the move from a three-fold structure (kin-group, alliances between some
of these groups, uid boundaries with outside groups) to a two-fold system
(kin groups, outsiders as enemy). Moneylender and debt have to be seen
as a major reason for the changes, except that the expressionmoneylender is
anachronistic. The creditors were the leaders ofmajor groups. The individ-
ualistic ethos did not exist, the society remained organized in kinship groups
in which individuals could not be separated from the group to which they
belonged. A plausible explanation is that the competition between groups
wonby the king’s group led to theweakeningof groups because of the threat
they individually or especially in alliances posed for theprincely house. That
evolution does not imply individualism however.

Houston does a better job of questioning the analysis made of village
structures by Holladay or Faust (105). Size and quality of buildings go only
so far. Storage facilities are not direct guides on yield and surplus produc-
tion. Rapid changes could occur, say in the eighth century, and not be visi-
ble in the archaeological record. Urban and rural societies cannot be treated
separately as Faust does (106). The inegalities were greater in cities than in
villages.

Houston assumes that Isaiah 1–12, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Amos, Micah 1–
3, and Zephaniah “are of monarchical date.” He analyzes them brie y in
the rest of his article. About Amos rst: the author thinks that the crown
controlled a sizable share of the corn via city markets—he speaks of crown
monopoly.57Amos 3:9 doesmention the “heaping” ושׁד) חמס (האוֹצרים of vi-
olence and devastation and connects it directly with the looting by Assyria.
It implies an unjust system of collection (markets, says Houston, but one
could imagine a complicated system of rents > granaries > selling > silver
> distribution to army and o cers > war > looting). On granaries, see my
bibliography.58 Control of the most important crops, starting with grain, I
presume, meant surveillance by many interested actors of crops, threshing
oors (public and sacred places), transportation, granaries in farms, villages,

57. Ibid., 108.
58. Currid, “The beehive granaries of ancient Palestine”; Greenberg and Paz, “The

granary at Tel Beth Yeraḥ—new assessments”; Ilan, “The socioeconomic implications of
grain storage in early Iron Age Canaan”; for Assyria: Fales, “Grain reserves, daily rations,
and the size of the Assyrian army”; Ugarit: Heltzer, “On tithe paid in grain in Ugarit”;
Hellenistic period: Rathbone, “The grain trade and grain shortages in the Hellenistic
East”; Rome: Erdkamp, The grain market in the Roman Empire: A social, political and
economic study; for a more general outlook: Dolce and Zaccagnini, Il pane del re.
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and towns, market, etc. The exploiters who tamper withmeasures for grain
and silver could be in the towns as well as the capital (Samaria in Amos’
case). How they got to the grain (lif ed it from threshing oors) remains to
be described.

Then Isaiah: 5:8–10 (grabbing of land); 1:21–26 (justice); 10:1–4
(widows and orphans and grabbing of land); 3:13–15. Homelessness (ch.
58, post-exilic text) points to Jerusalem. As for Micah 2:1–5, the setting
is clearly Jerusalem. One important question is that of the property
system in the eighth century: larger landowners in Jerusalem near king’s
palace and temple for political and military reasons, I presume. How do
they acquire more property? Thef , says Micah: via debt? Numerous
isolated farmsteads around Jerusalem at the time? (Faust 2003; 2005).
Do these farmsteads re ect “the penetration of the countryside by the
managerial arm of the city-based administration?”59 I doubt this was a
“more e cient mode of exploitation of the land” bymore “individualistic”
Jerusalem-based people.60

Wednesday, 30 August 2017

Another visit of the so-called deutero-Isaiah (= pseudo-Isaiah) under the
guidance of Clifford.61 Page 267: Yahweh and Israel would be here in “an
on-going relationship that is laden with struggle yet deeply redemptive:”
What on earth can this sort of mythic use of language mean? Page 268:
“Yahweh the creator God is the foundational belief that guides the theol-
ogy ofDeuteron-Isaiah.” Howdid this notion of creator arise and develop?
I think that it is initially a logical continuation of the notion of a divinity
that moves all of history and yet is not bound by time.62 It may also have
a political, even revolutionary aspect, inasmuch as it is de ned as a divinity
that is not part of the world, even at its most elementary level, as are the
Mesopotamian divinities. Assmann doesn’t su ciently see that this aspect
of a creator god is as important as his notion of a god intervening in his-
tory. And indeed, Cli ford notes the claims of 40:13–14 that Yahweh is in
no need of being surrounded by a council like Marduk is. I think Cli ford
is wrong to see Marduk as a creator god: he is presented as a ghter who

59. Hopkins, “Farmsteads.”
60. Houston, “Exit the oppressed peasant?”
61. Clifford, “Deutero-Isaiah and monotheism.”
62. Cf. L’Hour, Genèse 1–2,4a. Commentaire, 20–23, 222–28. Note that L’Hour

doesn’t address at all the political aspect of this new concept.
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brings order and powerful, incontrovertible leadership, to a chaotic world.
That world preexists. Is the notion of creation essential and particular to
monotheism? Cli ford hesitates but says that Isaiah 45:18–19 for instance
points in that direction. Indeed it does, and clearly separates the notion of
post-chaos divine arrangers of the cosmos from a creator outside of this cos-
mos and involved in its history not only as a redeemer but more generally
in a way that questions all monarchic and oligarchic political projections.
No theomachy indeed either. Cli ford doesn’t see this political aspect or,
at the very least, doesn’t su ciently underlines it. Still, he says page 269:
“The claim that Yahweh is the creator God goes hand in hand with Yahweh
as sovereign.”

Important aspect of Yahweh creator and sovereign: that he makes his
will known through prophetic voices.63 It looks like something that ows
naturally out of his sovereignty. The “telling” and the “proclaiming” clearly
are anchored into the Exodus traditionby the time of thewriting of this part
of Isaiah 40–48. And there is a radical novelty about them (Isaiah 48:5–
7), not the perpetual return to a golden age and mythical renewal age that
served traditional political systems. I do agree with Cli ford’s summary:

Chapters 40–48 provide a climactic dismantling of the supremacy of
imperial Babylon and its gods (44:24–47:13; ch. 48 summarizes chs.
40–48), whose pantheon head was Marduk. (272)

I would add that this kind of critical move had already been done in a less
discursive, yet radical way, in Ezekiel’s visions. Question: how does the au-
thor know that “no image of Yahweh had been removed from Jerusalem’s
Temple, as was the practice in war, so Yahweh had never been visibly de-
feated.”64 I’m less sure about all of this. I think the possibility exists that
this author, like Ezekiel before him, is being more radical and goes beyond
the notion of images not because therewas no image of Yahweh but because
the response to this removal had already been prepared by the events that
happened to Israel under Assyria.

It is possible that the notion of monotheism was also encouraged by
external factors such as the squabbles between Nabonidus-led devotees of
Sin, the lunar god, and defenders of the traditional cult of Marduk.65

63. Clifford, “Deutero-Isaiah and monotheism,” 271.
64. Ibid., 272.
65. SoMachinist, “Mesopotamian imperialism and Israelite religion,” 244–45, quoted

in note by Clifford.
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Date:66 are the derisive passages on idols from a later author in the his-
tory of the formation of Dt-Isaiah? So, they would not be simply explain-
able by exilic sentiment regarding Babylonia, but bymuch later writers con-
tinuing to re ect on the engine of history?

About exclusivity claims: are they as absolute as thought to be bymany
scholars such as Assmann (my question: he is not mentioned by Cli ford)?
The formulas of incomparability could still be accommodating a measure
of relativity... Re-read Assmann and correct his view of a truth claim of
monotheism vs a faith claim. Attached to this question: in the theology
of the Dt-Isaiah, is there any room made for a council of gods, El, etc.?67
Monolatry rather than monotheism? Answer: it looks like El and Elohim
have become more generic appellations (=god). Divine council scenes are
de-dei ed.68

Implications of monotheism: toward violence or justice?69 The latter
of course, since it is freedom from oppression that is being sought. Was
monotheism closed to “others” and intolerant? My present notion is that
the modern question had little meaning then. What was meaningful at the
timewas the rede nition of ethnic communities on the basis of faith in their
gods rather than on a biological, inheritance basis. That is a very clear no-
tion in Exodus and it is pursued, I think, in Dt-Isaiah. It is enlarged to its
radical consequence: openness to all believers in Yahweh alone. It remains
to be explained what this could mean in terms of social and economic ar-
rangements.

66. Clifford, “Deutero-Isaiah and monotheism,” 274.
67. Ibid., 276.
68. Ibid., 277.
69. Ibid., 277ff.
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Friday, 1 September 2017

For his book on the role of the New Testament in fostering anti-Judaism,
Donaldson gives a clear summary of important views held by Jules Isaac,
Gregory Baum, Rosemary Ruether, and James Parkes, among others. He
gives their main ideas at the beginning of the book and returns to them in
his chapter on the gospel of John.1 In spite of the contradictions involved
in setting “the Jews” as foil from inside the ethnos, does the real parallelism
made by the gospel between “the world” and “the Jews” help to understand
the author’s purpose? Does it somehow alleviate the tone? The universal-
ization of “the Jews” would, so goes the argument, have both a positive and
negative e fect. It would not be a simple matter of demonization. Not con-
vincing or, rather, a costly exercise if seen from the Jewish point of view...

I am not proposing to analyze the relationship between the religion of
ancient Israel—be they called religious “aspects,” or “religious structures”—
and the social structures of ancient Israel. Social analysis does not provide
a reductionist background for “other” realities that are believed by many
to be atemporal and preternatural. Yet it is not enough to realize that the
concept of “religion” is limiting andmisguided.2 Religion was not a sphere
of human activities somehow separated from the rest (neither structurally
nor neurologically). What is needed is a theory of mediation and we have
it with Gagnepain’s (pace Bergson: there are no donné immédiat de la
conscience).

1. Donaldson, Jews and anti-Judaism in the New Testament, 81–85.
2. See Barton and Boyarin, Imagine no religion. How modern abstractions hide an-

cient realiti .
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Saturday, 2 September 2017

Yesterday and today, we had very high temperatures: 40 °C along the coast,
up to 46 °C in the hills, Watsonville, etc. I called Françoise-Thérèse this
morning: Aziliz is pregnant (due Dec 20), which is great news. I told her
about a thought expressed by Callum: he would like to learn French so he
can talk with his cousins in France! The house “au bas du pont” will be
ready by the end ofOctober andAziliz, Paco, andAlanawill be able tomove
in before the birth. Françoise-Thérèse also toldme that she worked hard on
theRunan little house (painting, tiles, etc.), andwas able to receive vacation-
ers fromMarseille who love the place and its old-world feel. Finally, she will
be able to get an implant for a tooth that got broken in a little accident not
long ago.

Sunday, 3 September 2017

“History, Stephen said, is a nightmare from which I’m trying to awake,” to
which Deasy answers, “All history moves towards one great goal, the mani-
festation of God.”

Monday, 4 September 2017

We heard today’s rst drops fall on the dust-cushioned skylight as we sat for
our kibbutz breakfast: red and orange tomatoes, cucumbers, spicy onions,
avocado and a small blanket of an omelette. Yogurt? We ate as the last lines
ofUlyss , its Andalusian rose and perfume reverberated and echoed a long,
cramp-inducing yes. The rain didn’t come and hush the crows’ caws.

The reviewer of a collection of essays in honor of JacobMilgrom signs,
“MarkA. Awabdy, Arabian Peninsula.” Did hemean to be discrete and not
compel the authorities of the country where he resides to interfere, because
he is writing on Judaism as a very ancient phenomenon?

Tuesday, 5 September 2017

Long, warmday. ReadingMarkusTiwald and not too happywith his chap-
ter on the economy and society. Useful nonetheless as a foil.

President Trump thumped his chest and meekly kicked the dossier on
DACA to his extreme-right sou fre-douleur, Sessions, the attorney-general
of theUS.DACA isDeferred Action for Childhood Arrivals. It was started
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in 2012 byObama, in the absence ofCongress decision on immigration. Ses-
sions in turn pretended to pass it along to Congress for a decision in the
coming sixmonths. In themeantime, tens of thousandof young childrenof
immigrantswho camehere as babies or childrenwill live in fear that their sta-
tus will never be clear and worse, that the information in the government’s
possession might be used, illegally, to go af er them. Amy and I went to
Noreen and Susan’s house. We walked to the Town’s Clock, joined a group
of about f y ormoremarchers, andwaved signs protesting the recent cruel
decision by the “government” (the word does need to be put in brackets).
Many drivers honked in approval. Amy had a wonderful idea: make a sign
that said “tsedaca ve-hesed.”

Before that, we conference-called with Rémi, Callum, and Lucie. Leslie
was at a teacher-parent conference at the Bloom eld French school where
Callum is going to be this year. He seemed happy so far. Even Lucie men-
tioned soccer (I corrected to “foot”).

Wednesday, 6 September 2017

Very pleasant lunch at Bargetto’s with Miriam and Elliot.

Sunday, 10 September 2017

About the hurricane due to arrive in Florida this evening: the papers are
full of pictures and alarming stories, while nothing is said, at least in the
rst pages, about the earthquake that hit Mexico this week, the terrible
storms in India, etc. Caribbean islands andCuba arementioned as a kind of
propaedeutics on the path of Irma, though little interest is shown in them,
particularly Cuba. The rhetoric used in the media makes it di cult to
appreciate the extent of the damage and the nature of the feelings. “It’s like
waiting for a monster,” one person is quoted to say, something that makes
sense in a story world of fanciful creatures. What is taken by instinct to
be the mundane, orderly, and civilized world is opposed to a natural event
described as “savage” and “wild” or even “vicious.” Prayers are said that
reduce a god of וחסד צדקה to itsWettergott roots. I think of roadways, high
towers, large houses with swimming pools, telecommunication systems,
pleasure harbors, enormous cruise ships, the devotion to the pleasures of
sunning oneself, drinking, sport shing, and gambling as the height of
disorder and “wildness.”
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Anniversary

As we bike down the slopes of the great meadow,
her love words spread and scatter in the rushing wind.
Zillions of molecules of her breath rush by and nd home
among the running ground squirrels, dry grass, sequoias,
quizzical deer, berry-bearing bushes,
gliding eagle, and her favorite animals, humans.
An in nite number of elements for a second or two
in a story of 1,450,656,000 seconds or so...
The few atoms that brushed by my ears lef a tiny mark,
enough to begin telling the story sof ly.

Wednesday, 13 September 2017

Lunch at Gabriella’s with Bruce, Peter, Forrest, Alan, who is just back from
Japan (mostly Okinawa).

A few thoughts on the meaning of ancient sacri ces follow. With pas-
toral and agrarian activities, even in LB IA I, multiple pantheons emerged,
or so I imagine because of the strength of the information from the Lev-
ant itself.3 The remoteness of the deities and the structure of pantheons
re ected ( gured) a hoped-for regulation of social relationships, while pro-
jecting the gods as the only reliable anchors for a life in which technical ma-
nipulations of plants and animals, the remaking of social groups on a new
basis, and normative values were considered necessary investments inmain-
taining and expanding life. The new forms of control of nature were per-
ceived as a disruption of it—a change in cosmic order to be compensated—,
but also the letting go of a uid relationshipwith themilieu, for a risky, new
form of more mediated social structure. Elites and kings have been able to
emerge in these new di ferentiated societies and claimmanagement roles in
the new social and religious dynamics.

Strangely enough, the deities too became sedentary and in charge of so-
ciety, rather than in an uneasy equal relationship of kin alliance as it was for
hunter gatherer societies.

Sacri ce establishes the gods and places them in a distant position
of superiority as it renders communication with them possible and

3. See Elayi on Phoenicia, Mouton on Hittites or Hurrites, Dion, Sager, Lepinski, and
others on Aramaeans.
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allocates them a position of reciprocity. (187)

In other words: the distance “allocated” the gods in the pantheons of
agrarian societies gured the (lesser) distance that was embedded into the
technology of plant and animal growth, preservation, sharing, labor attri-
butions, capitalization (herding and access to arable land and labor). All
mediations evolved at the same time.4

Whydid sacri ces fade away inmodern times?5He argues that themain
causewas the autonomyof the technologicalmastery of theworld. Then, as
he says, why not more sacri ces rather than less? And why no conceptual-
ization of Christ, the notion of divine sacri ce, and development of the Eu-
charist? Was sacri ce rather directed at the cosmos than the soci ?6 I think
both aspects cannot be separated and no priority of the one over the other
can be established, although this doesn’t mean that one adopts the view-
points of Girard and others regarding “renunciation” and “victimization”
as being at the origin of all cultures (see my notes on this elsewhere). I agree
with Héna f’s formulation a little later, however, that

sacri ce makes it possible to adjust those relations within societies
that have begun an active process of transforming nature and con-
trolling living things. (197)

However, the following paragraph on the same page required some expla-
nation:

Sacri ce acknowledges the gift of the civilized arts that the deity be-
stowed on humans. It returns the bene ts of civilization to the deity
in order to preserve them. (my emphasis)

Sacri ce frames it as a bestowing by more narrowly defined, more distant
projections of the capacity humans have to suspend or negate the asperities
of theworldpresented to them, restructure their approachof it, and reinvest
it as being “natural.”

4. It will be necessary to develop this point in detail: in which way exactly did grain
growing, its transformation, and animal domestication, become part of a vast technologi-
cal system in which both places and times were reconfigured as partly concepts and images?

5. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 197–201.
6. Ibid., 197.
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Friday, 15 September 2017

Conversation yesterday af ernoon at GaryMiles’ with John Lynch. We talk
about classics, the “mésaventures” of hiring... Lavarout e reont diñ eo bet
tamalled da DS gant unan bennak e oa bet kopïet tammoù eus e levr diwar
ur yezhadur all...

Today, at Ivéta where I’mworking upstairs, I meet a youngNZwoman
who asks me for the password to the local network. As we talk a bit, I re-
alize that we share a number of views on the world but have little language
in common. She doesn’t know the basic lineaments of the Exodus story
and she has to ask me what the words “agrarian” or “polytheistic” mean. It
gives me the idea that it would be a good idea to develop a sharing vocabu-
lary and concept tool for beginning students—say in history classes—that
would help everyone acquire some basic common language for description
and inquiry.

Monday, 18 September 2017

I’m reading about “the idea of a at ontology” in Barrett.7 It would be
the source of a new understanding of archaeology in which biological and
mineralogical transformations of “ruins” (does the word still make sense?)
would not give any priority to possible human uses and intentions behind
those uses. “New materialisms” is the name of this new way of approach-
ing “the past”. No past, anymore, just changes. This view stems from a
partly justi ed criticism, namely that there is no “past” yonder that would
shine because of its humanness and claim to exception, particularly in its
claim of power over nature and ways of seeing (epistemic view of things =
domination). See Meillassoux, Latour, etc. Reality would be the “equable
interplay of things.” I’m sympathetic to this imaginary Martian point of
view that things of the “past” don’t bear their signi cance in consequence
of a/contradictory human interpretation(s). Yet, isn’t it a new antiquari-
anism that these “new materialisms” are o fering? The problem is: what
ontology of the depths or “depth ontology” shall we awake? The answer is
that there is a kind of multi-dimensionality and depth to chemical systems,
the concatenation of biological systems that follow, emergence of life, in-
cluding that of human animals and their quirks in the environments they
maintain and degrade. There would be some depth to their existence and

7. Barrett, “The new antiquarianism?,” 1682.
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consequently the possibility of a multi-dimensional reconstruction and in-
terpretation of their lives. In Barrett’s words:

It was slaveswho built theHadrianic aqueduct that servedCorinth, a
‘raw physicality’ that seems to be forgotten when we read that: “The
Hadrianic Aqueduct would be non-existent without the raw physi-
cality of mortar, brick, and stone, combined with geometry, survey
labor, and craf experience” (Olsen et al. 2012: 120). (Barrett, “The
new antiquarianism?,” 1685)

Video conversation with Callum and Lucie. Callum answers a clear
“Bonsoir” to my salutation. I get the impression that both are hearing a lot
of French coming from their “petits camarades” and teacher. Bunny bleu
will have to work hard these coming weeks.

Tuesday, 19 September 2017

“In a system where most look at this place as a way to pro tize o f those
looking to build a future you can make a di ference.” Gra to? or found
in a Harvard report of Sep 15? The coining of the “pro tize” neologism is
meant to mock and ruin the ethical pretense of “privatize” which is a battle
cry on the right. Both greedy verbs.

The collection of texts and analyses by Donaldson on the views of uni-
versalism in ancient Judaism is very useful and balanced.8 Both his work
and Stern’s three volumes onGreek and Latin authors on Jews and Judaism
provide a complex view of a dynamic (changing) and varied interaction be-
tween Jews and their neighbors (real and imaginary). Donaldson’s second
part presents an analysis of the texts quoted and commented in the rst part
(pages 15–466, the bulk of the work), according to the followingmain crite-
ria: sympathization, conversion, ethical monotheism, and participation in
eschatological salvation.

I looked at his short chapter on “ethical monotheism.”9 The analysis is
solid, as far as I can judge, especially regarding the reasons for the adoption
of certain positions by Hellenistic Jewish intellectuals. There is little social
analysis, for instance regarding Philo and the possibility of a strong correla-
tion between elite status and wisdom of theological choices. Yet, I’m going
a bit too far perhaps. Donaldson does recognize that Philo is thinking of
philosophers mostly. There is no mention either of the role played inside

8. Donaldson, Judaism and the Gentil : Jewish patterns of universalism (to 135 CE) .
9. Ibid., 493–98.
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Judaism by the notion and belief in a god creator standing outside of the
space- and time-continuums of creation. So: Jewish thoughts about their
monotheism—I add the possessive for good reason—, asDonaldson argues,
could be generous in not only granting its possibility or some equivalence
among Gentiles (Highest God = Zeus, etc.), but also in not requiring their
sympathizers to adopt Jewish cultic and ethnic demands. So, everyone in
this view might have access to a similar natural theology. But how did that
theology align withMosaic law? Much gymnastics at that level (Philo: cult
= philosophical askesis; Aristeas, Philo, or Josephus: superiority of Jewish
law). Donaldson thinks that the views of these Jewish elites is that both Ju-
daism and philosophy are two paths to the same destination. René Bloch
would question this last opinion and say that Jewish elites like Philo did
use Greek philosophy and literary evocations but placed Biblical Judaism
higher.

Still, what of the practice of the law (divinely enjoined!)? One way is to
look at rational explanations, or allegorize: Ariste 130–71; Philo. Another
is to downplay it or even ignore the di culty completely under a bland “vir-
tuous living.”10 Donaldson makes much of the apparent equation of Zeus
and the biblical deity (most high, etc.: a profusion of names since images
are in short supply!).11 I suspect that the willingness of Gentile authors
to “translate” divinities has more to do with political necessities than real
theological developments.12 Donaldson questions this “strain of generous
ethical monotheism.”13 What was the role of Scripture in encouraging or
allowing it? The example of the wisdom literature? Yet, forces at work in
the surrounding Hellenistic environment probably counted more. So, sec-
ondly, was this hesitating openness caused by internal questions regarding
the philosophical (and I add, social) status of Jewish cult within the Greco-
Roman environment? A need for reassurance? For instance, why deem
Ptolemy an ethical monotheist, as did the letter of Aristeas?

Donaldson uses the phrase “ethical monotheism:” there is no index of
subjects, so I can’t nd the origin of its use, if he gives it. It makes me think
ofMendelssohn’s take on the enlightenment and Judaism and his successful

10. Donaldson gives examples from Sybilline Oracl 3: 548–50; 624–29; 733; 740; 763.
Or the Testament of Joseph.

11. Letter of Ariste 16 and Aristobulus, frag. 4 = Eusebius PE 13.12.6–7.
12. I think of Smith, Assmann, and their translatio deorum: equivalences of divinities

in various conquered territories, from Greece to Gaul and Britain.
13. Donaldson, Judaism and the Gentil : Jewish patterns of universalism (to 135 CE),

496.
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attempt to put Judaism “in conversation” (the big word used on all radios
and in universities these days) with a post-Christian, “ethical” enlighten-
ment.14 The basic view of traditional Judaism that it is enough for Gentiles
to stick to Noachide laws has always struck me as narrow, naïve and crude,
yet perfectly understandable as a view from behind the old parapets.

Message atteur de BC ce matin:

Très cher Gildas,
certains furent l’homme des révolutions mais toi tu l’es des révéla-
tions : de Jérusalem and around au plus loin du temps antique tu t’es
posé près de Silicone Valley d’où nous arrose la nouvelle superstition
de l’Algorithme (mot arabe !!!) qui nous enrobe dans ses big data au
sein de cloud pareils au brouillard du matin qui cachait le Sinaï aux
yeux des Hébreux. On inventa alors une colonne de feu pour mettre
40 ans d’obscurité pour parvenir au mont Nébo ! Aaron

DavidBrooks at it again in today’sNYT : “Most religions andmoral systems
have aimed for self-quieting...” Tell that to Pietists perhaps, but to Jesus,
Gandhi, MLK, Quakers, Shakers? Follows it up with two straw candidates
for the best story about self-actualization (thank god my computer didn’t
explode typing that last word).

Wednesday, 20 September 2017

I keep going back to psalm 23, pronouncing the words under the sequoias
and thinking itmight still be a prayer that reaches beyond the Yahweh of the
rst line. I raise a full cup and summon the “ at ontology” I half believe in:

ר׃ אֶחְסָֽ א ֹ֣ ל י עִ֗ רֹ֝ ה יְהוָ֥ ד לְדָוִ֑ מִזְמ֥וֹר
נִי׃ יְנַהֲלֵֽ מְנֻח֣וֹת י עַל־מֵ֖ נִי יַרְבִּיצֵ֑ שֶׁא דֶּ֭ בִּנְא֣וֹת 2
שְׁמֽוֹ׃ עַן לְמַ֣ דֶק בְמַעְגְּלֵי־צֶ֗ נִי נְחֵ֥ יַֽ ב יְשׁוֹבֵ֑ י נַפְשִׁ֥ 3

נִי׃ חֲמֻֽ יְנַֽ מָּה הֵ֣ ךָ וּ֝מִשְׁעַנְתֶּ֗ שִׁבְטְךָ֥ י עִמָּדִ֑ ה כִּי־אַתָּ֥ ע רָ֗ א ירָ֤ לאֹ־אִ֘ וֶת צַלְמָ֡ בְּגֵי֪א ךְ י־אֵלֵ֨ כִּֽ גַּ֤ם 4
רְוָיָֽה׃ י כּוֹסִ֥ י אשִׁ֗ ֹ֝ ר מֶן בַשֶּׁ֥ נְתָּ דִּשַּׁ֖ י צרְֹרָ֑  גֶד נֶ֥ ן שֻׁלְחָ֗ ׀ י לְפָנַ֨ ךְ תַּעֲרֹ֬ 5

ים׃ יָמִֽ רֶךְ לְאֹ֣ ה הוָ֗ בְּבֵית־יְ֝ י וְשַׁבְתִּ֥ חַיָּי֑ י כָּל־יְמֵ֣ יִ֭רְדְּפוּנִי סֶד וָחֶ֣ ט֤וֹב ׀ ךְ אַ֤ 6

14. See Lods, Nikiprowetsky, et al. This ethical monotheism is the outcome of the
prophetic currents, not of the Mosaic revelation per se. Modern view therefore, in con-
tradisctinction to the older stance exemplified by the liturgy which does the opposite, giv-
ing the Torah pride of place, and the Neviim as haftarot. See Mendelssohn’s Jerusalem.
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Thursday, 21 September 2017

Picture of Callum this morning ( g. 9.1) reading the Torah with his nger
right under the word “the Lord.” “Look!, there’s Hebrew!”

Figure . – Callum reading the name...

Friday, 22 September 2017

This morning, I sent the following message to Senator McCain:

Dear Senator McCain, Please vote NO on the Graham/Cassidy bill.
In giving more freedom and nancial power to states, a seemingly
worthwhile goal, this bill will actually allow health companies driven
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by pro t motives to game the system even more than before adop-
tion of the ACA. The states’ freedom in deciding Medicaid matters,
prior conditions, andweakening the individualmandate, will end up
costing families throughout the nation. I dare add that yourNOvote
on this fourth incarnation of themisguided attempt to do awaywith
ACA rather than x it is not in contradiction with your friendship
and political ties with Senator Graham and Governor Ducey. They
and we need you to lead the way in demanding that the higher in-
terests of the nation be rationally examined and not simply be aban-
doned to a market that is anything but a free market, given the ur-
gency of decisions in health matters. I thank you for your previous
NO vote of July 27. Please, say NO again to the present attempt to
skip full rational analysis of costs and outcomes.

I learned he did announce his intention to vote no on the measure by noon
today.

Our present government is not populist but slouching toward fascism.
In appearance, it is proto-fascist, as presidential “executive orders” are not
dictatorial orders. These orders cannot quite mask and do away yet with
the rule of law. The situation is evolving day by day. We are in a struggle
that is a world-wide expansion of the con ict between elites and workers.
It has been going on for over a century and a half now. Demagogic, racist,
antisemitic appeals to middle and lower-middle class have long been used
to counter socialist mass movements. For a while, particularly in the af er-
math of world wars in which armies were made of global levies of whole
nations, economically stressed workers could appeal to social democratic
elites and demand that the most negative e fects of the capitalist system be
blunted. Rule of law, basic nancial protections, regulated pensions, free
or cheap public education systems, universal health-care systems were de-
vised in such a way that the privatization of pro ts and socialization of risks
could still proceed, in the main. These protections and more generally a
sense of shared social obligations have been erased since the late seventies.
Cooperative and socializing movements have been systematically marginal-
ized. To unionize has been disparaged, attacked, radically weakened. The
result is that many employees and workers today see little alternative to ex-
ploitation and insecurity, except brutal, racist, nationalistic fascism. Trump
et al oblige.
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Saturday, 23 September 2017

Hayden writes us this morning that he went to emergency care (blood in
bladder). Both he and Elliot have had multiple infections recently.

Notes af er readingHéna f on debt and grace. To set a price in a market
place amounts to setting a world under a kind of control that is measured
and rationed without external agencies or divine grace-givers. A cogito has
come by and changed the landscape. A secondary aspect of this develop-
ment for historians is that it makes no sense to apply the modern notion of
market to and ancient world still shaped by the idea of ontological debt.

On grace: MHsees grace as an openingmade necessary by the age of sac-
ri ce, which was characterized by a perpetually renewed debt that resulted
from the expanding mastery over nature. Even where sacri ce appeared as
ritual, renewed debt remained. Grace then could be a di ferent relationship
to the Ur-gif ? Grace comes into view when kinship systems were replaced
by city-states and the civic bond needed to be “secured in a new way.”15 I
would have to show that the same happened with small monarchies in the
Levant, though this political systemwas less of a departure fromkinship sys-
tems. Needed: to trace the meaning of “grace” and “gif ” both in Hebrew
and Phoenician (with reference in comparison to Akkadian). I wonder if
the history of grace has been done by others than Héna f?

MH thinks that the monotheistic belief of Israel “emerged in very an-
cient times.”16 In fact, it was a recent development that created conditions
similar to those created in Greek or Phoenician city-states, though with a
very di ferent vocabulary because of its di ferent political origins. Mono-
theism emerged only af er the fall of a monarchy in which a movement to-
ward a larger political unit subject to kings could not go very far beyond
the bonds created by a hodge-podge of kin relationships rife with tensions.
Af er 600 bce, in a long development, the previously wrecked social bonds
got secured by the belief that a gif had beenmade to all and was recognized
and accepted by all (Exodus delity and trust).

Sunday, 24 September 2017

Wewent toKensington Park, walked on a beautiful trail, played and bathed
at a lake’s beach. Hot day: 93 ºF, hottest recorded heat at this date since 1891.

15. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 243.
16. Ibid.
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Monday, 25 September 2017

Wonderful party for Lucie’s second birthday with Grandpa, Gigi, David,
us... Cake! Chocolate! Callum was quite excited by this idea. Main menu
was burritos, which is Lucie’s favorite dish.

Tuesday, 26 September 2017

A new book argues that the idea of resurrection of the body is a late devel-
opment of Christianity, picking on something already there in Greek antiq-
uity, whereas, Hebrew Bible and later Judaism believed in the resurrection
of the soul.17 See Festugière and many others who argue otherwise. Finney
argues that Plato was not all there was in Greek antiquity. Many thought
that at least some heroes were entitled to an embodied af erlife, No pure
belief in the continuation of an immortal soul, at least among the “masses.”
Was “the conviction that immortalitymust include the eternal unionof soul
andbody” as strong as the author claims?18As a reviewer notes, such convic-
tions are hard to defend, as they are based on texts and art (the translation
of Heracles). Inscriptions lead to a di ferent evaluation regarding the im-
portance of the belief in the af erlife of the soul (separate from the body).19

The second chapter on Biblical views of death and resurrection is also
misguided. The texts from Isaiah, Ezekiel 37, and even Daniel 12 do not
support Finney’s view that the souls continue in the “shades” of the sheol.
Corpses and souls (or shades and sheol) are not separated, contrary to what
the author implies.20 Finney interprets passages that imply bodily resurrec-
tion as concerning national restoration (as itmaywell be, but this argument
does not pre-empt the notionof bodily resurrectionor continuation). Simi-
larly, the notion of bodily resurrection cannot bewished away, as the author
does, from second-temple Jewish texts. Against all evidence (DSS 4Q521
and the old ‘amidah) the author proclaims there is no allusion to resurrec-
tion in these texts. Even his use of more recent texts (Pesiqta Rabbati) is

17. Finney, Resurrection, hell and the afterlife: body and soul in antiquity, Judaism
and early Christianity; just came out also on the same topic: Elledge, Resurrection of the
dead.

18. Finney, Resurrection, hell and the afterlife: body and soul in antiquity, Judaism
and early Christianity, 17.

19. See John Granger Cook’s review.
20. Levenson,Resurrection and the restoration of Israel: the ultimate victory of the God

of life, 186.

http://enochseminar.org/review/12675
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slanted in his rejection of the idea, clearly found in the text, that the resur-
rection of the dead is in view (without limiting it to souls).

Pace Finney, Paul has much to say about the body (note: such a study
should examine the notion of glory). His commentary on 1 Thess 4:17 mis-
reads what the text says clearly in an un-platonic way: “We who are living...
will be seized...” Interesting note of the reviewer concerning the absence of
psychè from Paul’s vocabulary in regard to af erlife.21 Finney interprets the
σῶμα of 1 Cor 15 as meaning “new life,” “new creation,” “new entity,” in-
stead of plain “body.” It seems to be the height of despair to torture Paul’s
views of the body into a radically binary esh and Platonic soul.

In chapter six, the authormisreads the passion narratives of the gospels.
Chapter seven recognizes the overwhelming weight of belief in resurrection
of the body but with characteristic interpretations and misprisions, for in-
stance of Clement or Alexandria.

I’m still reading Héna f on grace and the role of Seneca in developing a
new conceptionof graceful giving that tries to escape the all too obvious lack
of generosity and over-calculation of all of traditional giving (traditional,
meaning, that of large political agrarian systems). Later on he brings up
Jesus’ story, the gospels and especially Paul, for whom the gif is framed as
making it impossible to expect a return. See Anderson on charity.

What is at stake in the conjunction of religious Reform and birth of
capitalism is the notion of charity or gif -giving as “the primary condition
of the social bond.”22 A turn has occurred in the notion of the social bond.
It is radicalized by Calvin who insists we need to act righteously purely ad
majorem dei gloriam. But how did grace become this nal act of divine
judgment? Grace was expected to bring the world and God closer, yet here
grace makes it radically distant.

Wednesday, 27 September 2017

Div pe deir eurvezh diñ epad mard eo aet Amy hag ar vugale ti G. ha D.
araok ober ur valeadenn e zoo. Oberataet e vo L. hirie: soñjal a rae dezhi eo
re vras he bronnoù ha c’hoant he deus bet d’ober se aboe pell, marteze evit
bezañ gouest da redek ha neuïal e redadegoù ha koñkourioù.

Pages 279–81, Héna f gives a summary of his theory in three stages: gif
giving (societies based on recognition of the other in kinship system), grace

21. Quoting Bremmer, The rise and fall of the afterlife, 3.
22. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 272.
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and faith with some gif giving that doesn’t constitute the society (ancient
agrarianmonarchies, city states, and empires), and radicalization of grace as
purely divine (at di ferent degrees in the Christian world, from the Catholic
church to the Reform and its heirs). His words:

We have considered three di ferent types of gif -giving relationships:
(1) the system of ceremonial reciprocal gif exchange found in tra-
ditional societies, the main purpose of which is recognition of the
partners and the development of a network of communal bonds;
(2) unilateral giving on the part of a deity, ruler, or city, various ver-
sions of which are provided by theGreek khar and the Biblical hén;
this is what is called grace—a favor generously granted regardless of
the merit of the recipient; and (3) individual giving of a moral type,
which is based on a free decision on the part of the giver and may
or may not be reciprocated but involves, above all, generosity and
compassion; this is the gesture that Aristotle considers a virtue and
that Seneca advocates for all to practice. This is probably the level
at which what Weber calls “the religious ethic of fraternity” can be
situated. (279)

I think Héna f’s stages of development make sense, especially the sec-
ond one, which is a shif from traditional forms of ritually enforced bonds
to a more centralized system in which both ceremonial gif exchange and
vindicatory justice su fer a wide transformation. These new political sys-
temswith a center of onekindor another—monarchieswithdominantpan-
theons or city states—required a transformation of the bonds of trust be-
tween people: this meant the development of divine “grace” and in parallel
acts of individual philia. I would think this may account to some degree for
the transformation of belief system under the Israelite and Judaean kings,
and the radicalization of “grace” af er their removal.

Think about Israelite counterparts of the Antigone and Creon story:
she is representative of clanic interests, he is a “state modernizer” who seeks
to move beyond kinship systems.

Thursday, 28 September 2017

Busy morning: we got Callum and Lucie ready for school by 7:45 and went
to west Bloom eld where they attend a kindergarten French school. Ten
little guys in Callum’s class, about the same in Lucie’s. She goes Thursday
andFridaymornings, Callumgoes everyday,mornings only. It takes twenty-
ve minutes to get there (696 and 10), which is long for everyone, but it is
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Figure . –Merenn el levraoueg skol-veur

wonderful to see Callum andLucie learn French. I’ve been speaking itmore
continuously with them, and they take it in stride. The accents are perfect.
Lucie gets angry at her maman when she can’t go à l’école.

During the three free hours we had ahead of us af er dropping the chil-
dren at school, we visited the Cranbrook schools, library (extraordinary as
far as I’m concerned), the gardens, and peaked at the art museum which
was closed because of a private visit. We also visited the summer house of
the Scripps-Booths, which is used by the school’s administration. The art
school is famous for its imaginative, open programs that feature artists in
residence and groups of ten to sixteen students who do not attend courses
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but work on their own project for the whole duration of theirM.A. The art
school was originally directed by Eliel Saarinen who also designed much of
the campus, with the help in time of Alfred Kahn, in the ArtDeco andArts
and Craf s style. It has been most in uent in American design, especially
architecture. Amy and I loved the sculptures, especially the Jonah and the
whale fountainbyCarlMilles, whichhemade in 1931 uponbeing called tobe
the rst director of the Cranbrook school), and Marshall Fredericks whom
Milles invited to join him. Driving around the Bloom eld suburbs and see-
ing this extraordinary place in the elite Anglican preparatory school style of
England made me think how much some very rich people treasured edu-
cation. I doubt most of the present wealthy families of Bloom eld, whose
houses look like glori ed farms from the old country, care that much about
education proper. They probably think programs, names, reputation, i.e. a
game of mirrors.

Héna f, continued. (1) Christian charity to neighborswas patterned “af-
ter” that of God, i.e. gratious and without calculation. No usury, but re-
turning more as token of gratitude encouraged! Rather than contract and
justice, commutative or distributive (tied to social orders of the past). The
loans remainedwithin the sphere of social bonds and subject to them,which
meant that plenty of abuse could be integrated in these relationships. So,
as in ancient societies, a de facto economy without (modern global) eco-
nomic aim, i.e. without rationality of investments geared to pro ts and
further investment, but still stuck in sacra auri fam . (2) The relationship
of grace supplied protections and guarantees, but there was no speci c legal
process (i.e. contractual, based on notion of strict justice). Patronage was
its norm (from kings or popes down to local imitators of saints, patrons
they also...). Grace is re ned into predestination in the Reform, especially
calvinism, whereas it was charity, favors, family-like relationships, “elegant”
reciprocity or gratitude, and beauty of the gesture (the three main mean-
ings of the name) in the classical world as well as in late Judaism and early
Christianity (I’m adding to Héna f).

Why the di ferent paths in northern Europe and Roman territories
(with exceptions galore, beginning with northern Italy and its relationship
to early capitalism). A few times, H. repeats af er Weber that “the Protes-
tant ethic turned out to be in concordance with the business world and
emergent capitalism.”23 It is not enough to contrast urban, progressive
North, and agrarian, traditional South... Early capitalism started in north-

23. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 288.
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ern Italian republics. Or business centers in eastern France and in Flanders?
One obvious answer is that they are geographically and demographically
rich areas, yet Roman in spirit. Héna f doesn’t address the take o f of
agriculture and industry in the twelf h to f eenth centuries, including the
important role of monastic movements and theology in bringing logic and
reason to the worldly world while raising the dignity of work.

The theology of grace got radicalized. Weber didn’t realize that the
theology of grace was a major restructuring of the doctrine of unilateral
giving.24 Sociologically speaking, the question of grace concerns three
elements:

1. it emerged in response to the critical passage fromkinship-basedmul-
tilateral reciprocity (exchange would be a better word but it gives the
idea of an economy that would lead to ours in a smooth, unprob-
lematic line) to centralized authority—with singular gif from above.
General debt or obligation was generated for all at this stage.

2. the second aspect is the authority of truthfulness that is associated
with the idea of a single giver who is the source of the law—whether
in city-states (republics) or monarchies. A form of state is in charge
(with laws goingbeyond traditional in-group customs), and represen-
tative of the god(s), It goes with attempts to enforce trust or loyalty
as being “true.”

3. With Luther and especially Calvin, divine grace wasmade so absolute
and pristine—beyond the reach and contact of all intermediaries—
that human responses became futile. This radical departure elimi-
nated all mediations and remediations by political and religious au-
thorities, andmooted their claim to contact by imitation or closeness
with divine power. No theologically shaped economy, I would add,
so, no charity as imitation or part of a symbolic triangle.25 No salva-
tion that could be object of a calculation, but rationality and attested
trust on the contrary had to be applied in worldly matters, while be-
ing severed from theological attempts to make the world habitable
(hospitable?). Pascal’s view, says Héna f a couple of times. But some-
thing else is at work: the possibility of social organization beyond the
received religious ethics of enforced control (no envy, no luxus, etc.).

24. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 289, summary.
25. see Anderson,Charity on this triangle formed by the giver, poor recipient, and the

god.
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At a later point, Héna f says that “The theological history of grace is the
history of a disgrace.26” I see exactly the opposite, namely the possible ex-
tension of grace to the whole world whereas it was reserved before to excep-
tional individuals and moments. Unconditional generosity (< from gen )
became part of our most public life, i.e. taxation, systems of health, pen-
sion systems. “Giving” seems to have lost all grace, all visibility that makes
it “generous” (well born), both in the paying and in the receiving. Notice,
however, that humiliation (the humility of graciousMary and all of this dy-
namics) becomes problematic. Can grace be maintained, and how? Héna f
is inclined to say no. So, the order of justice only? However, justice through-
out the centuries inclined to וחסד .צדקה Is this smoothing of hard edges over
and are we to live forever in the perspectives opened by cold reason?

Friday, 29 September 2017

Away from Héna f and back to the idea of marketable knowledge that
would replace the notion of common good. The problem presented by
money and market as the measures of all things is that they tend to mask
real long-term costs and bene ts as they can only be applied to “visible”
things. The systematicity and cybernetic aspects of money and market are
limited.

New article on the Magni cat by Balch.27 It came out soon af er
the publication of a full analysis of the whole Luke infancy narrative by
Miller.28 He doesn’t mention her work. Let’s see. Balch reviews the
political and religious interpretations of major commentators: Nolland
(middle of the road), Brown and Fitzmyer (spiritualization, including the
pious poor or ‘anawim), Horsley (political reading), Mittmann-Richert
(political also). No mention of Schreiber.29 My own take is that the
vocabulary of humility and humiliation should be studied together with
the vocabulary of grace and gif , and the role of mediators, if any, carefully
analyzed. In the infancy narrative, what is paramount and unfortunately
not su ciently insisted upon by commentators is that the divine agent
shows itself to a poor woman (or at least not rich and entitled), in an
unknown village far away socially and religiously from Jerusalem. This
is against all rules of a society built on the notion of divine gif , debt and

26. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 290.
27. Balch, “Mary’s Magnificat (Luke 1:46b–55) and the price of corn in Mexico.”
28. Miller, Rumors of resistance.
29. Schreiber,Weihnachtspolitik. Luk 1–2 und d Goldene Zeitalter.
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sacri ce, and unilateral grace(s) shaping the landscape into an ordered
society. I see Mary as an anti-Moses in that sense that power doesn’t rest
anymore with pharaoh- or king-like gures but with a young woman who
hasn’t yet been accepted in the social and ethic networks of her society.30

Saturday, 30 September 2017

Callum drew a complex picture at his school sometime this past week ( g.
9.4). It shows his name in a small cartouche at the top lef , saying “cal” and
right under it four dots that he said was Braille. Other parts of the drawing
are a house (with a large chimney, always on the right side, spewing generous
billows), a train on its track, a large tree, another house where he used to live
“two hundred billion years ago”.

While singing au clair de la lune toLucie, on an eveningwalk, I stop be-
fore the last word of every line and am surprised to discover she can provide
it, including Dieu at the end!

Regarding the evaluation of the background of the infancy narrative as
an either/or, a two-step dance between an ersatz Judaism and an ersatz Hel-
lenism (note the -isms), Balch is right to demur and question “this binary,”
which he nds “unrealistic.”31 He thinks that the story told by Dionysius
of Halicarnassus regarding the early con ict between the Roman senatorial
class and plebeian peasantry closely parallels the Lucan narrative, especially
the language of hunger vs wealth (abundance), and haughtiness vs hum-
bleness: πενία πρὸς πλοῦτον ἐστασίασε καὶ ταπεινότης πρὸς ἐπιφάνειαν His
framing of this patrician-plebeian con ict in terms of an urban vs rural op-
position can be misleading, however, as “urban” needs to be quali ed. The
con ict evoked in the Magni cat de nitely parallels the Roman one, but
with some signi cant di ferences. A major one is that the plebeians were
needed as soldiers in the raiding of neighbors or their own system of de-
fense. Conquest of enemies and distribution of spoils was considered basic.
The dispute concerns the order and magnitude of the distribution. More
importantly: I don’t think that this kind of story circulated in rst-century

30. Note that the secular worshipping of Mary in the Catholic church and her glori-
fication in art have transformed the figure for the male theologians and priests in charge
of education and liturgy, not necessarily for women who are much more likely to see the
revolutionary elements of the story. Other commentators simply do not see the religious
aspect of ancient kingship. Celsus’ attacks provide a solid entry into the concerns of the
ancients when presented with the kind of claims made by the Lucan narrative.

31. Balch, “Mary’s Magnificat (Luke 1:46b–55) and the price of corn in Mexico,” 657.
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Figure . – Callum’s drawing of a house in the tub

Greco-Roman cities with the purpose of decreasing exploitation and injus-
tice. Its concern seems to be order.

Balch accepts the notion that the diversion of land by rich landown-
ers toward speculative crops (olive orchards and vineyards mostly?) caused
hunger. This would need to be proved and probably could be contem-
plated, given the progress of modern archaeological research.
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Figure . –Dessin de Callum
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Sunday, 1 October 2017

Onmyway to the RedHook, a father is sitting on the cement by his young
son, perhaps four. He is playing with tractors. I just lef Cal, Lucie, Amy,
and Leslie in the rumble dome (downstairs) and think how much fun it
might be to play with the little neighbor. All relations have become so in-
dividualized and monetized that it takes a special e fort to simply play with
or meet your neighbor.

Here is an intelligent comment about Ross Douthat’s raging, self-
indulgent column af er Hugh Hefner’s death (Hefner of Playboy fame):

I could quibble with a couple of small points in this essay, but
I won’t. The important point is that Mr. Douthat succumbs to
the manipulation he condemns by imagining that the vulgarity &
the sel shness of our culture are the e fects of a moral relativism
originating on the lef . In fact abortion rights, gay rights and most
of the other things Douthat hates are not attacks on traditional
morality & standards, but expansions & re nements.
Of course thosewho exploit the lef for pro t are nobetter than those
who exploit the right for pro t. The former tend to be entertainers,
the latter tend to be right wing “journalists.” But it is the Right, and
only the Right, that has relentlessly & explicitly campaigned to sur-
render all standards to the marketplace. It is the Right that keeps
electing unquali ed entertainers as leaders. And it is the right that
would replace all values with the narcissism of the mindless & ma-
nipulated consumer, whether of pornography & fossil fuels, or of
Fox & Republican politics. (nyt today)

Héna f addresses the nature of money in his last three chapters. Most
economists, and even anthropologists, tend to think of tokens of exchange
found in many traditional societies as part of an exchange system that de-
veloped in a straight line toward its achievement, modernmoney and econ-
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omy. Mauss himself actually wavered and did not completely jettison the
evolutionary view concerning money. He saw clearly however that “ prim-
itive money” was not about acquiring consumer goods but about prestige
and recognition. Yet, he seemed to accept that this money had both eco-
nomic and symbolic value: it involved forms of exchange that have no place
in the modern economy, yet its apparent capacity to be an objective, re-
usable, neutral reference made it a primitive form of later economy and
rationality.1 In passing, I note the remark about the so-called “bride pay-
ment.”2 Héna f argues that “ceremonial money” and “commercial money”
must be kept completely separate.

How did the second one emerge? In the classical city, according to Aris-
totle, money is a sign or pledge to each other, as citizen to citizen. See his
NE 1133a, 11 (translation Bekker):
δεῖ ἄρα ἑνί τινι πάντα μετρεῖ- It is therefore necessary that all commodities
σθαι, ὥσπερ ἐλέχθη πρότερον. shall be measured by some one standard, as
τοῦτο δʼ ἐστὶ τῇ μὲν ἀληθείᾳ ἡ was said before. And this standard is in real-
χρεία, ἣ πάντα συνέχει: εἰ γὰρ ity demand, which is what holds everything
μηθὲν δέοιντο ἢ μὴ ὁμοίως, ἢ together, since if men cease to have wants or if
οὐκ ἔσται ἀλλαγὴ ἢ οὐχ ἡ αὐτή: theirwants alter, exchangewill go onno longer,
οἷον δʼ ὑπάλλαγμα τῆς χρείας τὸ or will be on di ferent lines. But demand
νόμισμα γέγονε κατὰ συνθήκην: has come to be conventionally represented by
καὶ διὰ τοῦτο τοὔνομα ἔχει νόμ- money; this is why money is called nomisma
ισμα, ὅτι οὐ φύσει ἀλλὰ νόμῳ (customary currency), because it does not exist
ἐστί, καὶ ἐφʼ ἡμῖν μεταβαλεῖν by nature but by custom (nomos), and can be
καὶ ποιῆσαι ἄχρηστον. ἔσται altered and rendered useless at will. There will
δὴ ἀντιπεπονθός, ὅταν ἰσασθῇ, therefore be reciprocal proportion when the
ὥστε ὅπερ γεωργὸς πρὸς σκυτο- products have been equated, so that as farmer
τόμον, τὸ ἔργον τὸ τοῦ σκυτο- is to shoemaker, so may the shoemaker’s prod-
τόμου πρὸς τὸ τοῦ γεωργοῦ. uct be to the farmer’s product.

My questions regarding Judah, Israel, and other Levantine nations: 1) did
money penetrate them early? See evidence inMeshorer et al. Was it weighed
silver—not coined? 2) did it become necessary because of professional dif-
ferentiation, or kings’ and elites’ exclusive needs?

1. Mauss, The gift, 100.
2. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 305.
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Monday, 2 October 2017

Amy and I tookCal to his school, thenwent to a café in Franklin, the closest
placewe could nd. Large homes rise abovehuge, well-kept lawns. Medium
income is $450,000, according to the lady in the café. I try to imagine what
people do with their and our lives: automobile execs, lawyers, nancial of-
cers, doctors (what kind?), advisers? I hear the small groups lef in the café
talk about professional dreams, what path to take... No thought given to
helping people.

Aristotle: “Between knowledge and money there is no common mea-
sure” (Eudimian Ethics 7.10.1243b). Gif -exchange relationship instead?
But this relationship is characteristic of clan systems without centers (I un-
derstand by this: a center beyond their own...) and it cannot de ne the re-
lationship of justice in the city. In the city or any ordered society, quid pro
quo, vindicatory justice became unjust because it didn’t take into account
the hidden aspects of life that political lifemade possible. Or in an extension
of the logic preventing vindication within traditional groups, the collection
of citizens couldn’t tolerate it inside their group. Traditional reciprocity
(ἀντιπεπονθός, to be reciprocally proportional, from πάσχω) does not work.
Think about this in regard to Johannine “hour” or “season” in Cana story.

From theNational Catholic Reporter, Sept 23, 2017, this gem of histor-
ical information: “References to the evil eye appear in the Bible and Sume-
rian texts, making the concept at least 5,000 years old.” The word “Bible”
appears before the word “Sumerian,” which makes the rst at least as old
as the second. How early was the rst reference to the evil eye in the Sume-
rian corpus? The oldermentions in the Bible come fromProverbs, it seems:
about 2300 years ago? The explanation for the phenomenon seems to come
from the Context Group: “It is based on the notion of a limited amount of
good in the world, and the idea that one person’s envy can deduct from an-
other’s fortune.” The article doesn’t bother to quote Matthew 20:15: οὐκ
ἔξεστίν μοι ὃ θέλω ποιῆσαι ἐν τοῖς ἐμοῖς; ἢ ὁ ὀφθαλμός σου πονηρός ἐστιν ὅτι
ἐγὼ ἀγαθός εἰμι; This verse gives a better commentary on the evil eye than
does the newspaper. “Are you envious of my kindness?” says the master.
“Be my guest, take it over!”

TheolderBiblical passage on the evil eye donot come fromProverbs, ex-
cept tangentially, but from , a text dating to the beginning of the second cen-
tury bce. Greek text: “μνήσθητι ὅτι κακὸν ὀφθαλμὸς πονηρός. πονηρότερον
ὀφθαλμοῦ τί ἔκτισται; διὰ τοῦτο ἀπὸ παντὸς προσώπου δακρύει.” Nrsv trans-
lation:
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Remember that a greedy eye is a bad thing.
What has been created more greedy than the eye?
Therefore it sheds tears for any reason.3

While I’mon this subject, here is the shaky translationbyPorter andAbbegg
of Ben Sira 31:13 in BL Or. 5518, B IV Recto. Mid-verse spaces are indicated
by double square brackets, marginal emendations by angular brackets.

4r:3 <Know> Remember that greed is evil.
4r:4 God hates the greedy eye [[ ]] and there is no creature more evil
than it is.
4r:5 For this reason: the eye shif s about < its around> because of
everything else [[ ]] and weeps tears <causes tears to go astray> from
the face.
4r:6 Evil that comes from the eye <Evil that comes form the eye is
God’s portion> is not God’s portion [[ ]] therefore because <there-
fore all from before> uid ees from everything.

Hebrew text from the same web page:

רעה: עין רעה כי >דע< זכור [[]] 4r3
ברא: לא ממנו ורע [[]] אל שונא עין רע 4r4

>תסיע<: תדמע דמעה ומפנים [[]] עין >תזיע< תזוע דבר כל מפני זה כי 4r5
כל מלפני< כל >על מפני כן על [[]] אל< חלק מ׳ >רע אל חלק לא מעין רע 4r6
לחה: נס

Tuesday, 3 October 2017

Nobel prizes inmedicine and physics went to US scientists (Brandeis, MIT,
CalTech, etc.). And f y-nine people were killed, ve hundred wounded,
by a sixty-four year-old individual in Las Vegas two evenings ago. He shot
at a large crowd of concert goers from a suite he rented at a nearby hotel.
No sensible weapon laws, no universal public health plan. Banks and big
companies are doing well, professional servants and scientists also.

Aristotle sees need as composed of demand for goods and of interde-
pendence of citizens. Price and exchange values are set in proportion to this
dependence. I ask myself: the more dependent one was, the less possible it
was to set price? Everyonemayhave been free in the city but somewere freer
than others and could therefore drive a hard bargain? How did interdepen-
dence (socially and politically determined) and demand for goods (real need

3. Note that the tearing of the eye, or yawning, are considered today tomean a “tamed”
evil eye.

http://bensira.org/images/Manuscripts/B/B_IV_Rec to.jpg
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for subsistence) work? I note that Aristotle didn’t speak of work (like Ri-
cardo and Smith) or number of hours (like Marx) and primary materials as
being the real units built into relational prices.

NB Kings and elites rede ned dependence as existing only in regard to
the gods. Their privileged access to them (by contiguity, shaping of temple
and law, maintenance of cult and justice, conquest) justi ed taxation and
other levies. They used the latter for more war equipment (guards and sol-
diers), buildings (temples and palaces), feasts (religious naturally), servants
and especially o cers of the administration.

It is clear that pure need for goods did not drive ancient economic rela-
tionships. The ideology of kingdoms and city states managed over and over
to transform the religious sense of ultimate values (life of group, includ-
ing ascendents and descendants) into claims for the priority of their own
“needs” by framing them as the cost of serving the gods. In theNicomachan
Ethics, Aristotle describes a stage in which some notion of corrective justice
was reached and applied via laws andmoney (nomoi and nomismata). This
stage was still glued (other word?) to social values that hadn’t been recon-
sidered. The same transformation can be seen in the late kingdom of Judah
and the exilic discussions and texts. Aristotle sees that money “establishes
equality between disparate goods,”4 but isn’t the question also that it re-
inforces inequities between disparate citizens? Héna f explains why mer-
chants are not mentioned by Aristotle in relation to money: they didn’t t
in his view of the city (some ormanywere slaves even). Aristotle sticks to an
ideal of interdependence and recognition (kléos!), with grateful (and grace-
ful?) recognition thrown in?

There was no market in the modern sense in the classical city.5 Still,
therewas supply and demand,movement of prices, investments.6 But there
was no autonomousmarket place inwhich thingsmove inways that are un-
willed or unknown by the agents (ormost of them). Aristotle’s horizonwas
the oikos and the city. The economy couldn’t be in charge, neither could
the old gif -exchange economy.

Héna f discusses money and autonomy pages 331–44, quoting for in-
stance a passage fromPère Goriot onRastignac’s exhilaration and feeling of
unbound future possibilities upon receiving a little money.

In regard to knowledge and money, Aristotle can serve as introduction

4. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 327.
5. Ibid., 328.
6. Hénaff refers to Bresson, La cité marchande, 263–308.
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to the modern question of mercenary knowledge. He thought that “Be-
tween knowledge and money there is no common measure.” The reason
was presumably because knowledge cannot be easily divided into units, like
houses or shoes. Philosophy can only be the object of gif -giving, “as with
our parents or with the gods.”

Wednesday, 4 October 2017

Last chapter of Héna f on the price of truth: af er Jaeger et al, he rehabili-
tates the sophists as a phenomenon that re ected the passage from an aristo-
cratic, restricted ideal of arétè or virt to a broader conception of education
(via alphabetization) and professional knowledge, and was necessary to the
emergence of Socrates and Plato themselves, pace their criticisms.7 About
alphabetization, the absence of a powerful priesthood, and the intellectu-
alization of the society, he follows Havelock and Goody,8 His (and their)
argument holds even if alphabetization is understood to be a sophisticated
development of reading and writing, which does require a much more sig-
ni cant amount of time thanwhat is sometimes implied by references to its
revolutionary nature.9 As Sini shows, there was a de nite progress in the
conception of consonants (voiceless and voiced) and vowels, over the more
syllabic approach of alphabetic writing in Semitic languages.10 I would add
that this development was caused in great part by the nature of the Greek
language when its rst writers used Phoenician alphabetic writing as start-
ing point.

Legitimation of the merchant in Montesquieu is described by Héna f
358–63: commerce as factor of civilization. Practiced “asceticism in the
world,” focusing on useful exchange rather than luxuries, brings peace, etc.
Substitutions of interests to passions? Montesquieu and Héna f seem too
quick here, when passions such as envy are going to be seen as cybernetically
self-correcting, with no end in sight.

Finally, a few pages on the emergence of a market place of knowledge:
Héna f 364–73. The book and its multiple copies raises an interesting ques-
tion: what is the di ference between the object as commodity (so replica-

7. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 352–56.
8. Havelock,Origins of western literacy; Goody, The logic of writing and the organi-

zation of society.
9. See Rollston,Writing and literacy in the world of ancient Israel, 92–93.
10. Sini, Ethics of writing, 23–25.
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ble) and the work of the author (which is more like a singular painting)?11
They couldn’t be pro table as objects before the technical change. No com-
mon measure between knowledge and money. Think of the present prob-
lem: ease of duplication, falling prices therefore, yet rental systems... Rise
of copyright style of ownership claims with Diderot, Kant, etc. Notion of
property of the author but problem: need to separate between personal
law (intellectual property) and real law (publishing rights, which could be
ceded, perhaps temporarily). But I note that in parallel with this, enlighten-
ment gures fought for dissemination and notion of universal knowledge,
leading to national repositories and libraries. Call to dignity at the end,
pages 402-3, and indeed, beyond all commercial exchanges that we like to
think rational (i.e. exactly and justly distributive), we know better. We still
stick to the decet, the decent, the decorum, even though we know the range
of this gesture is limited. I like Héna f’s last words on this idea of dignity:
a promise, a space where we may meet and feel the honor of existing. This
is followed by the story about the role played by Miss Amelia’s café in the
dreary depression town of Carson McCullers’ The ballad of the sad café:
“There, for a few hours at least, the deep bitter knowing that they are not
worth much in this world could be laid low.” I read this with great sad-
ness, as I imagine the despair, anguish, anger, outside these few minutes of
possible self-respect at this ctional café. As I read with sadness also the
quote from Primo Levi about Lorenzo, “someone still pure and whole, not
corrupt, not savage, extraneous to hatred and terror, something di cult to
de ne, a remote possibility of good, but forwhich itwasworth surviving.”12

Thursday, 5 October 2017

I’m led to think di ferently about certain parts of my own research by a few
aspects of Héna f’s book, but I’m less enthused by others. The most inter-
esting and valuable parts were his discussion of grace and money. He did
clarify the structural aspects of gif exchange, af er Mauss, of political so-
cieties and city states af er Seneca and Aristotle, and of radical grace and
capitalism, af er Weber. Two aspects of the book were disconcerting. The
rst was the absence of discussion of the passages from one structure to an-
other, for instance from the apparent equilibrium apparently achieved by
traditional kinship societies to politically centered societies. The other one

11. Henaff, The price of truth. Gift, money, and philosophy, 365.
12. Levi, Survival in Auschwitz, 121.
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was the choice of philosophers and theoreticians chosen for what in the end
struck me as a history of social forms. Aside from those just quoted, there
were pages on the sophists, Montesquieu, Diderot, Kant, Simmel, Lévinas.
No real discussion of monotheism (super cial and wrong in this case), of
the gospels and their huge in uence, and no explanation of their absence,
though their in uence in the shape of mediaeval theology was felt in the
background.

Thismorning, I saw a text byAndréMarkowicz sent byRémyAllain to
Bruno. I agree with many of the sentiments. The question of the present
states’ ability to foster more democracy is in dispute. Why couldn’t regions
like Catalonia become states within Europe? But the more fundamental
issue of social justice and equality of chances doesn’t seem raised by these
cultural movements. Wouldn’t they be swallowed whole by global capital-
ist institutions? The other thing I don’t quite understand is the notion that
Denezwas the leader ofBreton independentists and adirect continuationof
Roparz Hemon. I thought Denez himself was more complicated than that
and the situation rather tangled. The problem arose out of a bitter intellec-
tual, political, and personal dispute between Françoise Morvan (Markow-
icz’s partner in life) and Per Denez.

Désastres, oui. Ce qui se passe en cemoment, là, à côté, en Catalogne,
est une suite de désastres, de toutes les façons.
Désastre de cette èvre de l’indépendance. Je ne comprends pas ce
que la Catalogne pourrait gagner à être indépendante : est-ce que
Madrid l’opprime tant que ça, aujourd’hui ? — Je ne parle pas de ce
qui se passait sous Franco. Non, —maintenant ? En quoi est-ce que
Madrid est un frein au développement de la Catalogne ou, je ne sais
pas, de la langue, ou de la culture, catalane ? Est-ce qu’il s’agit seule-
ment pour la Région Catalogne de ne plus payer sa quote part au
budget national, — c’est-à-dire, pour une des régions les plus riches
d’Espagne, d’aider au nancement le développement des régions les
plus pauvres ? Et donc que gagnerait laCatalogne autonome à être in-
dépendante ?— En dehors du fait de ruiner l’Espagne tout entière...
Tout le monde le fait remarquer, si elle devient indépendante, elle
sera, de facto, en dehors de l’Union Européenne, puisque non signa-
taire d’aucun accord… Et, là encore, c’est l’évidence, comment la Ca-
talogne pourrait-elle intégrer l’Union européenne, puisqu’il faudra
pour l’accepter l’unanimité de ses membres, et que pas un seul Etat
d’Europe n’a dit qu’il l’aiderait — sans parler même de l’Espagne, ex-
sangue, dont personne ne voit comment elle ne mettra pas son veto
à une telle demande ?—Et, de toute façon, ça prendra des années—
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des années essentielles pendant lesquelles, au lieu de s’unir, ce ne sera
que polémiques, frontières, douanes, régressions de toutes sortes.
Désastres de la fragmentation. Comme si ce spectre nouveau qui
erre aujourd’hui sur l’Europe pour remplacer celui du prolétariat,
le spectre de l’identité, pourra aider à régler les problèmes sociaux.
Pas seulement le chômage, mais la nouvelle conception du travail,
fragmenté, lui aussi, miséreux, celui du CDD accordé comme une
grâce. Comme si c’était de cela que nous avions besoin, à l’heure
où toutes les — déjà si faibles — sécurités du monde du travail
sont anéanties, dans toute l’Europe, — à l’heure où il ne reste
rien que la loi du plus fort, et où plus un seul Etat ne cherche
même à protéger un tant soit peu ses citoyens. Et c’est là que des
millions de personnes, dans un élan qui, — faut-il s’en étonner ? —
unit la droite et la gauche, découvrent qu’ils sont Catalans et pas
Espagnols, qu’il y a une impossibilité entre les deux « identités »,
une impossibilité qui n’avait trop gêné personne depuis le XVème
siècle.— Je suis bien incapable de refaire l’historique dumouvement
indépendantiste catalan, mais je me souviens de ce que nous disait le
chef des indépendantistes bretons, héritier spirituel et politique de
Roparz Hemon, Per Denez qui venait d’être décoré de la plus haute
distinction catalane par son ami Jordi Pujol, — les Catalans, ce sont
les vrais modèles, parce qu’ils ont réuni le patronat et les employés
dans un même combat. — Et ça, c’est une conversation qui remonte
bien à 25 ans.
Désastre que de perdre son temps à ça, aujourd’hui, alors que rien,
personne, ne menace le catalan, la culture catalane, le peuple catalan
(notions à dé nir, mais, aujourd’hui, laissons).
Désastre de ces millions de gens qui votent pour ça… parce que, na-
lement, pour quoi votent-ils ? Pour une Catalogne indépendante ou
contre un gouvernement de droite à Madrid, lequel gouvernement
n’est lui-même que l’expression locale d’une politique européenne,
ou, pour mieux dire, mondiale — politique que ne feront qu’appli-
quer les autorités catalanes au cas, peuprobable, où elles niraient par
être admises par Bruxelles ? Une politique que les gens qui votent re-
fusent, dans presque toute l’Europe, j’ai l’impression, et qui continue
imperturbablement, plus oumoinsdur, parcequ’il n’est du ressort de
personne de la changer. Et comment dire que le peuple a voté, quand
il n’y a que 42% des gens qui ont voté ou pu voter — et comment
ne pas le dire, puisqu’il y a bien eu un vote, dans des circonstances
déplorables ?
Parce que c’est un désastre, aussi, et tout autant, de voir la façon dont
le gouvernement espagnol à répondu à la situation. Désastre de ceux
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qui n’ont pas pris au sérieux la détermination des hommes au pou-
voir aujourd’hui en Catalogne, alors qu’ils ont été amenés au parle-
ment de Barcelone sur ce programme de l’indépendance — et qui,
donc, ne sont pas allés voter, ou, puisque le référendum était objec-
tivement illégal, ont donné des consignes d’abstention. Du coup, les
seuls à aller voter ont été les partisans du « oui ».
Désastre de la répression policière du gouvernement de Madrid, qui
est tombé dans le piège médiatique tendu par les leaders nationa-
listes : évidemment que le vote était illégal, et évidemment qu’il fal-
lait laisser voter, parce qu’une urne con squée vue à la télé devient
dix urnes indépendantistes. Du coup, le référendum est devenu un
plébiscite. Désastres de ces centaines de blessés.
Désastres de cette haine qui monte, des deux côtés… Désastre qu’il
y ait, de facto, deux côtés. Désastre de voir aussi réapparaître un vo-
cabulaire franquiste dans les contre-manifestations deMadrid, certes
pas encoremajoritaire, et de loin—mais bien présent. Avec cette joie
fragile, pour l’instant, qu’il n’y a eu pas de morts. Mais on sait bien
que quand les politiques jouent avec le feu, ils nissent toujours par
faire tuer.
Je ne suis pas du tout certain que l’indépendantisme en Catalogne
est le courant majoritaire. Mais la machine est lancée — de part et
d’autre. Cette machine, je ne sais pas qui peut l’arrêter, je ne sais pas
où elle pourra s’arrêter. Et, bien sûr, pas qu’en Catalogne.

Friday, 6 October 2017

Dream: I amat a conference andhavingbreakfastwithmiddle-agedwomen.
I talk to a young female scholar who has written an exceptional book and I
urge her to follow up on her intuitions. I mention her to my older women
colleagues. I have arranged to meet with a well-known, whimsical intellec-
tual whom I’ll be seeing for the rst time. It is time to go and see the secre-
tive, eccentric gure. It may have required crossing Paris. Now I am in a
kind of attic. His back is turned tome, he speaks sof ly, I don’t know about
what. Another shadowy gure is there, young, I don’t know who it is. A
paper bag of presents has been prepared for me. I’m surprised, “for me?” I
leave the attic andwalk through the streets (perhaps) while taking each item
out of the bag and admiring it. There are several cards, sometimes folded,
of di ferent sizes, with collages, writing, and painting. There is also a book-
let that may contain the same but I don’t open it. I’m content to walk and
enjoy the beautiful things in the bag.
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Comment. I recognize two sources. One is a concern that has surfaced
fairly recently about nishing and closing my projects in ction, biography,
and ancient history. This vague worry has aesthetic and ethical dimensions
that are hard to dissociate: is my writing true, such that its structure and
discourse call no attention to themselves? Is it neededorwhat is its purpose?
The other origin is simply Callum’s writing and drawing, that is, his profuse
throwing of life and signs at theworld and his long-to-come in-gathering. It
was wrong to think of two roots or themes. There was but one, a question
about the tness and dignity of my life.

As I step out of the house, raincoat and umbrella on, the majestic oaks
and maples above the grid of streets trigger a musing, perhaps a thought,
about my walking, thinking, writing, teaching. Does it ease the breathing
of students and readers, such that they may think of being in the world as
an exhilarating adventure, as an in nite canvas for creation?

Reading the nyrb on labor and economic issues, I see that Tillie Olsen
is mentioned in an aside of a piece by Diane Johnson onGrace Paley, “Post-
modern Mom.” In his review of a book by Van Parijs and Vanderborght
(Basic income: a radical proposal for a free society and a sane economy
Harvard, 2017), BenjaminM. Friedman starts ominously:

The loss of jobs in a high-technology society—and, more than that,
the downgrading of skills required and therefore of the wages paid
for many of the jobs that remain—are likely to be the primary eco-
nomic and social challenges facing theUnited States over the coming
generation.

The problem is not the absence of jobs or tasks, but that they will be low
skilled, low paid in regard to most expectations, and I would add, low dig-
nity or even indignity that no amount of modern ethics (attempts to show
respect to everyone) or evenmoney can compensate for, In industry, “only 8
percent of the country’s labor forceworks inmanufacturing.” High skill lev-
els will still mean higher salaries, whether for steel workers (photo 10.1 taken
today) or surgeons. The skill level of truck drivers at FedEx or UPS will be
the same as that ofMcDonald’s workers or Callum’s at four: to carry packets
up to the front door, then press an image to con rm delivery. So, driving,
retail trade (where 15 million employees are still working), nancial opera-
tions, will be automated. Only a few highly skilled employees and workers
are needed and therefore, for a while at least, more highly compensated.

In the past two centuries, new technologies introduced new goods
that were in demand or came in demand and were “naturalized”. These
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Figure . – Steel framing, W Nine Mile and Planavon, Ferndale, MI

past technologies required skilled workers and employees. Friedman is
optimistic: “Over time some version of this process will presumably play
out again.” Granted, complex new tasks are being created, but aren’t they
all replicable? What is striking is that an enormous part of human work
cannot easily be duplicated or algorithmed out, in spite of e forts to do
so: infant care, education of children, care of people who are ill, weak,
or in need of comfort and support... The needs do not t the objectives
of modern economics and yet have become the clear goal of any human
economyworth its name. “The one job that everyone believes will multiply
in the years ahead is nursing home attendant.”

What to do? More education? That looks like a losing proposition,
given the high labor o fer and the low demand. Income transfer program?
The economic and political di culties of a universal plan are too daunting
at the moment, especially in the US.
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Sunday, 8 October 2017

Beautiful novel by the 2017Nobel prize in literature, Ishiguro: The remains
of the day. I was particularly interested in the discussion of the notion of
dignity, something Stevens summarizes in his discussion with the doctor at
the end of the book as not undressing oneself in public. More seriously, it is
marked by the freedom to de ne and control one’s behavior and thoughts,
even those that otherswould rush to describe as undigni ed or slavish. Both
Lord Darlington, even when turned into a tool of Nazi propaganda, and
Stevens remain digni ed, no matter the broken or unful lled end. The
most tragic part of the story for me, then, was this barely acknowledged,
systematic grinding of labor at its best and trust at itsmost devoted for polit-
ically fraught enterprises. It even encompassed the sacri ce of one’s feelings
and personal life for one’s master, the acceptance of sadness and lack of ful-
llment for the expansion of regal and imperial authority. Yet, this case of
the lord and butler is not an either or, as Darlington shows how sensitive he
can be when he sees his butler slighted by guests. There is a recognition of
each other’s worth. There remains the matter ofMrs Benn orMiss Kinton:
what prevents Stevens the butler from declaring his love: his overwhelm-
ing formality and sense of propriety? His overriding ambition? His fanatic
sense of obligation to the Darlington house?

Monday, 9 October 2017

Large demonstration in Catalonia yesterday, perhaps 350,000 people, dou-
ble or treble that number according to some participants. The images are
extraordinary: hundreds of thousands of people reached for the Spanish
ag as symbol of unity, while being well aware of its fraught history. An-
other demonstration inMadrid called for dialogue and cooperation: its ag
was white. On which side would Casals be today? Or Per Denez? The
present prime minister of Spain is a right winger who has long showed but
contempt for autonomy and independent aspirations. Hate and scorn are
now increasing on all sides. What will happen if, as is still possible, the
parliament of Catalonia declares independence tomorrow (Tue) and starts
moving toward the formation of a new state? Does Catalonia’s government
immediately follow with an application for membership in the EU? Not
surprisingly, The German chancellor supports the primeminister of Spain.
She calls for the dialogue that has been missing all along but declares she is
against the independence of Catalonia, which means that the rst item of a
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real dialogue on independence is o f the table. Her call also implies that Cat-
alonia’s application to EUmembership is doomed from the start. O ces of
several banks and large companies might move out of Catalonia. No dis-
cussion in the papers I read this morning of the economic pressures that
global interests put on national states and their constituencies. Could Cata-
lans in an independent Catalonia stay the global logic of labor exploitation,
automation, and inequities better thanMadrid and Brussels—which is not
saying much—, or would their independence accelerate the logic at work?
What is going to happen?

Reading Josephus’ AJ 4.226–27, I’m reminded that the concept of
timeliness (in season, in time, etc.) was paramount, especially regarding
trees (olives, grapes, etc., in this passage):

for when nature has a force put upon her at an unseasonable time,
the fruit is not proper for God, nor for the master’s use; but let the
owner gather all that is grown on the fourth car, for then it is in its
proper season. And let him that has gathered it carry it to the holy
city, and spend that, together with the tithe of his other fruits, in
feasting with his friends, with the orphans, and the widows. (Whis-
ton’s translation)

This inquiry started because a Hebrew College grad student wrote to ask
what I think about the absence of the “foreigner” in Josephus’ paraphrases
of Deut 14:28–29 and 26:12–15. Here is the text ofAJ 4:227:

καὶ συναγαγὼν εἰς τὴν ἱερὰν πόλιν κομιζέτω, καὶ σὺν τῇ δεκάτῃ τοῦ ἄλ-
λου καρποῦ μετὰ τῶν φίλων εὐωχούμενος ἀναλισκέτω καὶ μετ᾽ ὀρφανῶν
καὶ χηρευουσῶν γυναικῶν. πέμπτου δὲ ἔτους κύριος ἔστω τὰ φυτὰ καρ-
ποῦσθαι. (Niese)

And here is the text ofAJ 4:240:
Ταῖς δὲ δεκάταις ταῖς δυσίν, ἃς ἔτους ἑκάστου προεῖπον τελεῖν, τὴν μὲν
τοῖς Λευίταις, τὴν δ᾽ ἑτέραν πρὸς τὰς εὐωχίας, τρίτην πρὸς αὐταῖς κατὰ τὸ
ἔτος τρίτον συμφέρειν εἰς διανέμησιν τῶν σπανιζόντων γυναιξί τε χήραις
καὶ παισὶν ὀρφανοῖς:

True, “friends” here seems to avoid the issue. One possible reason is that
Hebrew גר had long been translated by προσήλυτος in the LXX. Why
would they need support? Possible answer in examining where the word
for stranger appears in Josephus?

This morning, Callum and Lucie stayed in their room talking and play-
ing until about 8am. Later on during the day, they played a lot together,
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for instance with plastic tokens they put on trucks and unloaded in turn, or
building “eggs” or “houses” on the sofa. Lucie’s language is developing and
she imitates Cal in all kinds of ways.

Tuesday, 10 October 2017

This is regarding Josephus’ views of the Torah laws regarding the stranger.
He doesn’t seem to use the terms πάροικος, a common LXX translation of
,גר or προσήλυτος as far as I can tell af er checking Niese’s text of AJ on
Perseus. He does mention strangers in an earlier passage of AJ 4.234 on
gleaning laws but uses ξένοι, not πάροικοι or προσήλυτοι. I wonder if Feld-
man or Goodman can be helpful.13 It is tempting to look for a political
explanation, namely that when he writes hisAntiquiti af er the war, “res-
idents” and “foreigners” are suspect and can be safely lef out. To show that
Josephus had his own reasons not tomention “strangers” would require ex-
amininghis attitude to foreigners in the entireAJ. I suspect the resultwould
be that Josephushad an ambiguous attitude thatmuchdependedon theun-
derstanding he had of his readership. Yet it may well be that the omission is
simply a mistake. Af er all, he switches the order of the rest of the text (or-
phan andwidow), and doesn’t mention Levites. Themore I think about it,
the more complex the problem seems to be.

So, what were Josephus’ reasons for not mentioning “strangers,” if it
was not simply forgetfulness? In regard to this aspect—Josephus’ occa-
sional carelessness—Naomi Cohen has written on his interpretation and
paraphrase of the bible. She concluded that he is rather like a story-teller
until book 6 ofAJ, but follows the text fairly closely from that point on.14
So, it would be more likely that a contemporary “outlook” would have
slipped in Josephus’ paraphrases in the rst 6 books ofAJ.

As for the attitude of other Jews regarding foreigners (whether these
Jewswere Judaeans, Galileans, lived in cities ofRomanPalestine, or in other
cities of theMediterranean Sea), I would venture that they were both tense
and subdued, as Judaea had been conquered again. Messianic ideas went
through a period of tense revisions, I would think. The strength of the feel-
ings is obvious since it took another war, even more violent—with more
Roman military power needed to put it down—to repress the Bar Kokhba
revolt. That war did dampen the political aspect of messianic aspirations

13. Feldman, Joseph ’s interpretation of the Bible; Goodman,Mission and conversion.
14. Cohen, “Josephus and scripture.”
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and forced them to take new turns.
An argument by Theissen is that Galilee, like other regions, was taking

o f economically, and that this development triggered a crisis of values.15
The kingdom ofGod, based on the divine promises inshrined in the Torah,
was invoked by Jesus and others as a reality in themaking that stood against
the politics of the day and their demands for a perpetual patient wait for
the promise. The kingdom of God is not a futuristic, eschatological event.
Now, thinking about this basic issue with the gospel of John in mind, I’m
struck how political and historical the author of the GJ is, in the sense that
the concept of the “hour” is o fering the same view as that found in the syn-
optics regarding the timeliness and urgency of the kingdom of God. Not a
utopia, of the kind that a stern, critical history eventually demolishes (Mum-
ford). But an immanent history in the making that steadfastly refuses to be
drawn into political arguments on transcendence and the proper conditions
of its contemplation or even its realization.

Wednesday, 11 October 2017

Thismorning, I heardCal andLucie getting up around 7am, talking quietly
with each other for about f een minutes. Rémi was up but Callum was
reluctant to let him go to work. Our return to California was also on his
mind as he asked me if we were leaving today. Soon he was in bed again
with Amy, talking and writing. He writes words like bunny, door, go, in
capital letters (the branches of the n are inverted, though).

Thursday, 12 October 2017

For the second time of its history, the US stomps out of the UNESCO. It
was quickly followed by Israel. The recent semi-secret vote on Hebron as
world heritage site, and the present vote on the directorship, which is likely
to go to a Qatari, were the super cial triggers. More consequential: the
US are withdrawing in chaotic fashion from their position in the world as
undisputed power and hardening their military positions, or resolving to
do so. Still a retreat.

15. Tiwald,D Frühjudentum und die Anfänge d Christentums: ein Studienbuch,
245, commenting on Theissen,Die Jesusbewegung: Sozialgeschichte einer Revolution der
Werte.
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Friday, 13 October 2017

An eclectic attempt to defend the historicity of the exodus, its traditional
dating, and an early date of the Biblical book (earlier than Achaemenid pe-
riod) appears in a new collection of essays.16 What to do in the absence
of Egyptian records from the f eenth or thirteenth centuries (dates calcu-
lated retroversely)? The authors of the book of essays believe thatmemories
of such events can be trusted. The arguments can be linguistic (borrow-
ings from Egyptian), but how to avoid the possibility of earlier or later bor-
rowings? About the long-discussed name of Moses: problem of the Egyp-
tian sibilant “s”, raised by Kenneth Kitchen. Richard Hess prefers a West-
Semitic origin. I agreewithPieter deVries, the reviewer (RBL 10/2017), who
says that wordplay must also be considered. But when he defends an earlier
date for the event—the f eenth century—based on calculations of details
given in the bible, for instance 1 Kgs 6:1, about the starting of the construc-
tion of the temple 480 years af er the exodus, I cannot follow him. The
number itself is used rhetorically, and there are several reasons that point to
the legendary aspect of the story of Solomon.

Another linguistic argument is brought up by Joshua Berman: the
“mighty hand” or “outstretched arm” of Yahweh could be in uenced
by New Kingdom’s vocabulary. Rendsburg argues in his essay that the
account of the plagues in Exod 11–14 bene ts from a wholistic reading
rather than from the usual source analysis. De Vries concludes that the
potential unity of this passage would support the historicity of the event.
I don’t see how literary unity or lack of it does any such thing. Smooth
arrangements of memory are usually taken to be inventions.

K. Lawson Younger Jr argues that the reconstruction of the origins of
the Aramaeans in the same zone provides a model for reconstructing the
origin of Israel and its relationship with Canaan. Invasion, migration, and
symbiosis (?) are not exclusive. So, no contradiction in the biblical account.
I note thenumber of jumps (comparisonbetweenhistory and story, absence
of contradiction taken to be su cient to accept the story—Iwouldn’t trust
him as a lawyer).

Finally, an argument about the use of the hifil of ,יצא which is taken to
be a mark of the exilic or post-exilic nature of the whole book. The com-
parandum is the use of the hifil of עלה by the “historical” prophets: Amos,

16. Hoffmeier, Millard, and Rendsburg, “Did I not bring Israel out of E pt?”:
Biblical, archaeological, and e ptological perspectiv on the Exod narrativ .
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Hosea, Micah. De Vries accepts the speculative solution byHwang to what
they see as a problem, namely that Hosea’s use of wouldעלה be polemical.

This evening, as Callum happened to play with Amy’s phone af er she
videotaped him, he discovered a newprogram called “memories” thatmixes
pictures and provides music. Af er seeing pictures of himself at age 3, he
began to cry and wanted to go back to this time. They were pictures of a
family outing taken at a park and river one year ago (he had a chance to go
back to the same place this year, on October 18, see page 295). I’m not sure
what picture triggered the emotion, and I can only speculate about the role
of music and the particular choice of photos made by the algorithm. As I
was near him, I was very surprised to see his face suddenly go sad. He didn’t
want to grow up. The crying lasted a good amount of time, interrupted by
moments of peace. At bedtime, af er a bath and quite a bit of bantering and
excitement, he went back to this memory and cried again. Quiet nally, at
almost 9pm...

Saturday, 14 October 2017

This morning, I heard Lucie wake up at 5 or so and went immediately to
her room as I was concerned she would be bothering Callum. I found her
behind the door. She didn’t objectwhen I suggested to her to goback to bed
with tadkozh. She resisted a bit but soon askedme to do “Xmarks the spot”
again. I fell asleep. Later, I discovered that Callum actually got up at 6 and
joined Bahbish in bed. Quiet breakfast and play at 8am. We are thinking
about going to the park before it begins to rain, but Leslie thinks the grass
needs to be cut, as it would be the last time it is done before the winter. We
all work outside. A bit before 10, time to get ready to go to the last meeting
of little footballers! Cal doesn’t want to go, stomps his feet, ends up with
time out, cries and shouts some more. They go, Amy and I take a walk. It
begins to rain. Later, as it is still raining, the gang comes back from soccer.
Cal has dropped all his clothes—all!—andwe learn he had a very good time
at the eld. Mood up: Yeah! We take a puddle walk all together. Lucie
likes to go ic oc in the flaqu d’eau or throw petits cailloux in them. Back
home, we enjoy a wonderful lunch (potatoes, sausages, avocado, omelette
à la Rémi). Time comes to take a nap. Callum is very sad to see us and
especially Bahbish return to California. Surprise however: he’ll be able to
go af er his nap and use themoney Bahbish leaves with Leslie to get the rake
and broom he saw at the children’s store on our walk and that we couldn’t
buy then as we had no money. And there is a secret reserve of Southwest
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peanuts for af erwards too. Further, there is a calendarwith our return dates
shown inbright colors. Still, it’s hard to say goodbye. No crisis however, just
moments of deep sadness.

Very good piece by Sudemann (?) in the NYT today on the internal
dissolution of the Republican party. Its acme came under the presidency
of Bush II who ended up creating a foreign and domestic policy mess that
nobody wanted to own. The process, however, strengthened the Repub-
lican administration in thinking they were unmovable. The answer to this
for the Republican hardcore voters was to go for the wackiest possible rep-
resentatives and president.

Monday, 16 October 2017

Dream. I meet Amy somewhere in the US. She is guiding Donald Nicholl
who is near blind. A big guy, an ex-student of his from Michigan (no de-
tails on the exact university: U of M?) is begging him to give him a pass for
a course he took long ago. Donald asks for my advice. Follows a muddled
conversationwith the ex-student about the seriousness of plagiarism or fak-
ing one’s name. Very soon af erwards, when I’m again alone, I meet Peter
Kirkup,whodoesn’t know thatDonald is back. I don’t tell him andwonder
how to handle the situation. I encourage Peter to get a co fee for both of us,
he goes and stands in a long line. Meanwhile, I intend to call Amy to ask for
suggestions about the situation. Peter is still in the long, busy line, waiting
for his turn. I nd myself moving along and noticing someone dressed in
white who is trying to get a bus to go back to the area where I met Donald
and Amy. He runs af er a vehicle and misses it. I nd myself in a throng of
people, looking for my nexus phone and nding in my pockets two pieces
of radio equipment—a two-way radio for instance—but no phone. This is
how far I got. I don’t get back to Donald and Amy in the dream.

Today: re-draf the Cana paper, at long last? In the hot af ernoon, I be-
gan cleaning the siding of the house, sand rough spots and aking paint,
bead up or spackle holes, and prime. Painting tomorrow.

Tuesday, 17 October 2017

Lako f and others have worked on the metaphor of the body as container.
The body as a corpus, not the negative of mind and soul, but the container
of mind, soul, words, emotions, thoughts... perhaps also blood (life) and
water? What is inside it is wondrous, as in Alcibiades’ image regarding
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Socrates. Its skin is breachable, as pots are, though perhaps not stone jars?
The Cana story then suggests that the body-container contains life beyond
one’s expectations. One can draw an e fervescent liquid from it.

Skeptic Hugh Trevor-Roper, master of Peterhouse at Cambridge, kept
the Aeneid in his prayer book and used it for sermons. This tidbit about
a highly selective culture, not inhibited by self-doubt, makes me think of
Chanoine le Fell and his quoting of “le poète”, by which he meant Homer,
in his short introductions to out morning meditations at the seminary.

George Saunders got the Booker Prize for hisLincoln in the Bardo. His
stories in Tenth of December have colored my views of Ferndale and other
Michigan places. I was surprised to hear that Paul Auster’s 4321 made the
short list. John Berger’s speech upon receiving the price forG was scathing
of its origins—the Bookers started a sugar company in Guyana that used
slaves. He donated the money.

I learn aboutRuskin’s early education in theTLS of September 29. One
of my earliest memories that will serve as counterpart of his life in nature
and early traveling with his father andmother was the gathering of the eggs
laid by independent-minded hens on the tal behind the house, whichwas
covered with primroses in the spring. There were also the intricate hedges
and halliers, meadows, and themythic little stream that was our wilderness,
at the bottom of impeccable elds.

In his new large biography, Philippe Denan’s thrust is that the life of
Montaigne and even his Essays were dominated or framed rather by his
deeply anchored e fort to ensure his place in the aristocratic world of poli-
tics, perhaps in his case as a substitute for the lack of sons (one daughter of
six survived). The reviewer doesn’t dispute the idea. He simply juxtaposes
the sheer complexity ofMontaigne’sworld and re ections. I’m struck by his
account of his critics: his possible ignorance should be no crime. As for his
reasonings, he “can scarcely vouch for them” to himself and is not satis ed
by them.

Thursday, 19 October 2017

Conference at theDigital Art Research Center on our computerized world,
arti cial intelligence, an ecology of the mind, and more. Discussion about
the network nature of the mind, its already being part of a much larger mi-
lieu andnot this superb self that classical philosophy seemed to entertain for
such a long time. I’m surprised to hear that Gregory Bateson is back in fa-
vor with hisEcolo of the mind. The political aspect of the discussion had
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two sides as far as I could tell. One was on the narrowing down of human
functions that the ubiquitous use of computers and smart phones seems to
encourage, the self-tooling of humans, the farming of individualminds and
selves for pro t. This farming—by yoking email and search engine to each
other—can go quite far in collecting bits of everyone’s life and organizing
or shaping them in pro table ways in the long distant future (prediction
engines teamed with memory of past searches). The question of pro t for
what was not asked. Or why the legal shape of corporations should endure
since the early nineteenth century. The other side of the political discussion
was about cooperation, ways to resurrect it, the di culties of our recent his-
tory (socialism a dirty word).

Lunch at Eda B.’s place today, with neighbors and friends. Eda asked
me about my project. I found it di cult to explain its nature to a small
company with little background on the topic.

Friday, 20 October 2017

I nished putting the rst coat of paint on the southern side of the house.
Amy has begun sorting the boxes in the garage. We are planning to put a
staircase in the garage and nish a room above it, with access to a bath room
and the attic. We also plan to nish the attic (plaster board), and perhaps
put a oor above the back room.

Reading Kippenberg17 regarding the political organization of ancient
Israel: the texts do not justifyWeber’s view that ancient Judaism arose from
a pact between “pariah” groups (nomads, artisans, merchants, and priests)
and warrior groups. Israel was not founded like the Roman republic as a
society and state of landowners but was based on two principles: tribal af-
liation and belief. The compact was not between landowners and landless
peasantry but an alliance of all Israelites (promised a land for all) in con-
tradistinction with the Canaanite lords (landlords). The essential question
for a proper history of the whole exilic period is the role played by the story
of Exodus—the reshaping of the people through a narrative of hope—in
resisting the elite centrifugal currents that will become so important under
the Ptolemies and Seleucids. Kippenberg’s ideas are very helpful in analyz-
ing the evolution of the situation.

17. Kippenberg, Religion und Klassenbildung im antiken Judäa, 11.
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Saturday, 21 October 2017

I put the second coat on the southern side of the house in about two hours,
as Terra Nova volunteers were setting the Whitleys’ garden with new soil
and plants. It looks very good now. There was a wonderful block party
(more like half a block), with young and old mixing it, and simple picnic
food.

We got a picture of Callum ( g. 10.2) who went today to the park and
river where he had such a good time last year and that an infamous “mem-
ory” by Apple transformed in an unsurpassable, overpowering souvenir!

Monday, 23 October 2017

Yesterday af ernoon, I went to Dorothea’s place to look at the books lef
by Gary Lease who passed away ten years ago. She gave me as many books I
could take away, all inGerman: a complete edition ofWeber, letters or jour-
nals by Jacob Burckhardt, V. Klemperer, Rosenzweig, Scholem, Schalom
Ben-Chorin, many books on the history of German Jews, and a recent en-
cyclopaedia of gnosticism. There are larger parts of his library, however,
which should be in the hands of specialists of Schoeps (many papers and
books), of the history of modern Germany, or canon law experts. Perhaps
to be placed in university departments interested in that sort of things, but
not at UCSC.

About the already-always book on the history of ancient Israel (a por-
trait...) by Dever, Ziony Zevit writes:

Beyond the Texts is the most signi cant, original synthesis of archae-
ological and biblical data relevant for understanding Israelite history
produced in decades. Dever’s devastating critique of mistaken and
misleading assertions by some scholars and his evaluations of what
is and is not relevant for advancing scholarly discourses establishes
this book as a bedrock that will make yet-to-be-written twenty- rst-
century histories of ancient Israel possible.18

I’m working at ful lling that last wish and don’t nd Dever’s old recrimi-
nations helpful. His critique of the so-calledminimalists doesn’t secure any
solidity for his own historical views, on the contrary. The title of the book
alone is misleading. What is to be found “beyond the texts?” And do we
need another portrait, another frozen, idealized picture?

18. Dever, Beyond the texts.
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Figure . – Callum, 18 October 2017

I’ve been readingVictor Klemperer’s journal (Tagebücher 1933–1941 and
Tagebücher 1942–45). It has many philological discussions on the evolution
of German that were the basis for his LTI: lingua tertii imperii (1947).19
As Camus said in Poésie 44 (1944): “mal nommer un objet, c’est ajouter

19. I don’t have Jean-Pierre Faye’s L langag totalitair at hand (1973; 2d ed. 2004):
does he mention Klemperer?
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au malheur de ce monde.” American English is evolving under the kind of
political pressures that existed under the nazis. Fortunately, no economic
fears of the kind that existed in Germany in the twenties and thirties. Yet,
our president speaks of “great victories to come” asHitler did. Hitler talked
about “meine Soldaten” while Trumpmentions “his generals.” Cracks and
shif s in our language—nothing surprising in itself—worrisome, though,
when they reveal it to be a dried, thin shell that can let us fall at any given
moment into the lava ow.

Wednesday, 25 October 2017

It took a few hours yesterday to clean the eastern side of the house, scraping
the aking paint, caulk, etc. Today, about six hours painting the windows
and trim (a lot of it). The “bone” color should go faster tomorrow.

To the divine function of the king (savior, benevolent, divine),
Kippenberg adds a philosophical justi cation: middle Platonism and
neo-Pythagoreanism that promote the king as divine image.20 I would
add for the notion of order the idea of return to a golden age, or to an
approximation of it. A look backwards therefore as a political justi cation
that was rather opposed to the biblical notion of promise of a future
dispensation. See the Hellenistic view of ages of humanity. About some of
this in theHellenistic period, compare the ponderous book by Bazzana.21
I see the apocalyptic visions as projections of another possible order, with
proximity built in (and negotiated). So, against the Hellenistic political
view of authority, the Biblical or Jewish resistance insists on return to
the ancestral law. The notions of fair treatment and brotherhood are
based on these developed notions of the Persian period. I agree that “Die
beschwörung der väterlichen Gesetze wurde zum revolutionären Akt.”22

What of the messianic response? It comes to a head in 66–73, in two
main groups, Zealots and Sicarii. Kippenberg notes that the rst action of
the Sicarii was to burn the debt archives (why were they kept in the tem-
ple?), while the Zealots sought rst of all to reestablish the purity of the
cult. Two sorts of people were behind those groups: the lower clergy and
the indebted peasantry. An old story was being repeated, since Nehemiah,
the Maccabees, and under Herod the Great.

20. Kippenberg, Religion und Klassenbildung im antiken Judäa, 134.
21. Bazzana,Kingdom and bureaucracy.
22. Kippenberg, Religion und Klassenbildung im antiken Judäa, 135.
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Thursday, 26 October 2017

Cleaning of northern side of the housewith brush andwater, scraping, then
took Amy to the 17 bus. She texted me about an hour later, from Palo Alto
where she was waiting for Gayne to come and pick her up. Tomorrow: n-
ish the eastern side, more scraping on the northern and western sides, and
begin painting these walls also.

Brooks (nyt): “The profound equality of every individual was an idea
that owed directly from the Hebrew Bible.” Hard to prove. Brooks fol-
lows Jonathan Sacks and is presumably thinking that the Sinai covenant
treated people at the bottom of the mountain as if they were not only uni-
versal citizens but also classless. It would take indirect paths, including the
graf ing of the Jesus story and Greek philosophy, to get us there. Brooks is
looking for a new Moses, like Hardt at UCSC (“Where have all the leaders
gone?” was the title of his conference).

Saturday, 28 October 2017

I nished painting the eastern and northern sides of the house. We are in
Palo Alto where Blaise took us to a party organized by his cycling friends
at a luxurious home in Menlo Park. I brought a couple breads I bought
this morning at Compagnon in Santa Cruz. Blaise had made a salad and a
pork dish (boiled the Dutch way?). Tonight we met with Aviva and Israel
who just came from Israel tomeet their new granddaughterMaya. The par-
ents, engineers at Google, live in Mountain View. We spent some time at a
very noisy pastry, then took a leisurely walk around an eerily quiet, moonlit
Mountain View.

Monday, 30 October 2017

Miller’s recent contrarian book on baths, stone vessels and purity debates
concerning RomanGalilee has been reviewed byRBL (Matthew J. Grey). I
quote a passage of the review:23

Chapter 5 (153–83) considers the origins, functions, and interpreta-
tion of stone vessels, which rst appeared in theHerodianperiod and
remained in use well af er 70 (even if they gradually became fewer in
number). Miller again argues that we should not impose rabbinic

23. Miller,At the intersection of texts and material finds: stepped pools, stone vessels,
and ritual purity among the Jews of Roman Galilee.
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literature onto our understanding of these vessels and that, contrary
to the traditional assumption, their origins may have had nothing to
dowith ritual purity concerns. Instead,Miller suggests that their ini-
tial popularity was in uenced by stylistic tastes attending Herodian
construction projects and that (as with stepped pools) their later rit-
ual uses in rabbinic circles grew out of their more common usage.

And further about Miller’s view that stone vessels were a by-product of
Herodian temple-building activities and that I found skewed already in his
article on the subject:24

These include his suggestions that stone vessels should not be viewed
as a Jewish identity marker but were originally a stylistic by-product
of Herodian construction (In that case, why do we not nd them in
comparable quantities at contemporary non-Jewish sites?);

On stepped pools, see also Miller.25 What Miller is right to emphasize is
that the practices of rabbis in the fourth or f h centuries ad should not be
blindly applied to situations, objects, texts from the rst century. Secondly,
the role of priests already before the fall of the temple but certainly af er 70
ce should be viewed as not necessarily as prominent as is usually the case in
the scholarship, though Miller goes too far in this case. Finally, one has to
be careful in using archaeological items in raising ethnographic and political
issues. One should try to nd some kind of measure between the all too
clearly de ned “sects” (Neusner) and a more centrally de ned and shared
Judaism (Sanders).

Tuesday, 31 October 2017

ReadingGauchet again.26 Challenging and thoughtful, also repetitive. One
feels the ideas could be expounded in a more compact way.

24. Miller, “Some observations on stone vessel finds and ritual purity in light of Tal-
mudic sources.”

25. Miller, “Stepped pools and the non-existent monolithic “Miqveh”.”
26. Gauchet, Le nouveau monde.
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Thursday, 2 November 2017

I edited my lectures on early Christianity because Nathaniel D. is thinking
of teaching the course—an important course in the rst-year curriculum of
history students (or should be)—and asked me about sharing syllabus and
other ideas.

At John’s, with Gary and Barry, I listened to a strange discussion on
the historicity of Jesus’ resurrection between an evangelical professor and
“l’agnostique de service”, Bart Ehrman, who was sharp yet managed to
remain benevolent. The talk was on Christian Radio and the moderator
was one-sided. The main argument of the evangelical professor was that
there was a core of facts on whose existence all scholars agreed, and that the
gospels’ or Pauline letters’ passages on the resurrection were therefore to
be believed by rational minds, in spite of the di ferences in the accounts,
di ferences that didn’t bother him and could be chalked up to “elasticity,”
a concept he repeatedly used. He had three facts, he said, that were
accepted by everyone: one, that Jesus died on the cross. Two, Paul in his
1 Corinthians 15 reported on the “fact” of Jesus’ death and resurrection.
Three, there were a number of testimonies and visions reported in the
gospels and Acts. Ehrman was quick to correct him in two ways. One, the
facticity of Jesus’ death didn’t translate to that of the resurrection. Two,
the account by Paul in 1 Cor and the other reports of visions were one single
argument, namely that the tradition early on reported these stories.

Sunday, 5 November 2017

I was interviewed by Avery Weinman of the LeviathanUCSC paper about
my recollections of the June war between Israel and neighboring nations.
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Monday, 6 November 2017

Note from 2008 (?) on forgiveness according to Jankélévitch: it is a dated
event; a gracious gif ; a relationship marked by passion. These three things
remain invisible outside, except through the absence of tension or war. I
would add the appearance of irrationality, as the mounting passion invokes
codes of conduct, the law, reasonnarrowly de ned. Forgiveness leaves traces
that are hidden. It transforms in depth the people involved and their rela-
tions to each other, without advertising itself. It creat some room for oth-
ers to breathe and create or expand because it destroys or at least relaxes the
bonds and calculations of history and nature.

Tuesday, 7 November 2017

Long conversation with N. Deutsch this morning at the Abbey café on the
importance of the history of early Christianity andways of approaching this
topic, broader views of human history. He inclines to a macro-view of his-
tory that would subsume and de ect the narrow, “presentist” approach of
our humanities. Christianity is perceived to be a European phenomenon
that caused what are considered to be the worst horrors of history. Modern
states, colonization, exclusive and domineering scienti c developments, en-
vironmental degradation, past and present injustices, resort to extreme vio-
lence, all of these andmore are blamed on thewhiteman. Everyone is devel-
oping their own ethnic, fractured, view of the world. Tome, the task or so-
lution to the presentist narrowness is not so much to locate the whole span
of Judaism andChristianity as a brief development in the history of agrarian
societies since the neolithic period—though that too is of interest to me—,
but rather to have a deeper understanding ofChristianity andwhat itmeans
to live in a post-Christian world. It is striking that many ethical claims re-
garding society or environment are presented as if they had no background
or origin whatsoever and oated down to modern, miraculously enlight-
ened people. They have a history, including our attempt to do away with it.
I tell him a bit about my view of the evolution of labor, logic, technological
development: we course through ancient, mediaeval, and early modern pe-
riods. He thinks that is the book I should write. It makes me think that my
history of labor and gods needs substantial introduction and conclusion or
af erwords.
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Saturday, 11 November 2017

We’re getting ready to go to Baltimore, Boston, and Detroit. Video call
with Callum and Lucie: Callum wants me to teach French to California
Bunny. I oblige and imitate a horrible American accent when imperson-
nating bunny, then shake my head in despair, which sends Callum in ts of
laughter that Lucie imitates. We use Bunny Bleu to help, or I ask Callum
to give the correct pronunciation, but nothing doing. Peals of laughter. We
set to write the Hebrew, Greek, and “English” alphabets, or at least the cap-
itals. I have Bunny draw each letter with amarker on a small pad, show it to
Callum, who sometimes doesn’t wait and shouts, “I got it!”

Wednesday, 15 November 2017

In the public library of Catonsville, south of Bayle an ti Mhoir (my spelling
of the Irish is suspect). Gayne was waiting for us at the airport and had
prepared a very tasty late dinner of shrimps and salad. We had a chocolate
mousse cake (smallish slice), even, against our rm resolution not to have
desserts while travelling. It took about 35 minutes this morning to come to
Catonsville. I saw some grand houses on the way, good roads, little pub-
lic transportation, except on memory plaques. Downtown Catonsville: a
couple cafes, law o ces, investment and tax o ces, four or ve churches
(Baptist, Methodist, Lutheran, Messianic, etc.), hair salons, some specialty
stores. No hardware store, large food market, clothing..., All done by in-
ternet, I presume: delivery trucks are ubiquitous. I nd a bagel place that
seems Jewish in tone, at least on the outside, and am served by a Korean
young man. Many of the small markets and cafes in the area are managed
and owned by Korean Americans. Baltimore’s crime statistics are dismal:
344 murder victims this year.

Thursday, 16 November 2017

At Atwater’s, an old-fashion café. I’m upstairs and look out over the main
street of Catonsville to a bright cloudy sky. Today’sWashington Post car-
ries stories about tomorrow’s opening of the newMuseum of the Bible lo-
cated not far from the Washington Mall. Its location alone near the heart
of political and military power is enough to dismiss its claim to biblical in-
errancy. What museumwould Jesus have advised the Green family to build
with their Hobby Lobby money? Would he have said something like: “In-
vite politicians and wealthy people at 2,500$ a pop and have a party tonight
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in my memory?” The inerrancy the museum claims for the Bible is code
for the exercise of power over minds and bodies, a rearguard action that ac-
tually reinforces the view that the modern American world has of Christ-
ianity as one of its cultures. By making a claim on US minds at the center
of its political world, its e fort to repeat a master narrative becomes a sorry
demonstration of scienti c and modern impotence. The reasoning behind
the museum is entirely based on the notion of origin and priority of a cer-
tain kind of “antiquity” instead of principle in its logical, critical, scienti c
sense. By dint of location and timing, it is trapped into amodern version of
the Exodus story. In this story, it is not Moses who leads the people into a
risky acceptance of a covenant without kings, On the contrarry, it is Trump
who acts like a pharaoh and who calls for a return to the mythic golden age
of divinized kingship. Do the supporters of this new museum realize what
they are doing? Don’t they see that they are parting the Red Sea in order to
return to the country of esh pots?

Friday, 17 November 2017

On our way to Boston. Politics of the day: a tax package that deepens
the de cit by lowering taxes on corporations and rich individuals made it
through the house more quickly than expected. Many economists doubt
that companies’ access to more cash will create more jobs.

Yesterday evening, at the SF airport, Blaise and Liz learned that their
ight to Wisconsin was cancelled. They were very disappointed and called
us as they thought we could get together. The company simply reimbursed
them, no other compensation.

Tonight, we just learned from Blaise that Liz got a job o fer fromUdac-
ity and decided to go visit her parents for a few days next week. We may
meet in Michigan later on this coming week.

Saturday, 18 November 2017

The session on poverty in the biblical world this morning was excellent.
Douglas Knight, the rst speaker, went through some of the themes he has
so clearly laid out in his book on law:1 di ference between urban and rural,
rich and poor, in terms of law (written rhetorical legal tradition vs custom
traditions of more rural areas), marriage, property, slavery, poverty. He re-

1. Knight, Law, power, and justice in ancient Israel.
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ferred to the so-called “humanitarian laws” of Deut 15. Note: these texts
would have a di ferent import if/when they were issued by kings (in this
form or another). Kings pursued their interest in tamping down social in-
equities, at least to some degree, and the credit or trust they received from
people they “protected” (or “saved” in imitation of the gods?) presumably
translated into services to the monarchy, Changes in the military and polit-
ical context brought about changes in the religious framework and in par-
ticular the so-called “humanitarian laws.”

SamAdams gave the next paper, on the ambiguous nature of sapiential
and apocalyptic literature. Yet, they are valuable sources regarding ancient
thinking about economic matters. How does one explain the interest in
af erlife and the notion of judgment? What were the social locations of the
authors and did that drive an agenda? Marginal or central? Can apocalyptic
literature be considered revolutionary, af er Weber (check), or was it a new
ideological tool to calm and dissipate people’s impatience? Regarding some
of these sapiential texts, Adams’ view is that there is some candor, vs Boer
who thinks it was a manipulation by elites. I think (with Boer but di ferent
model) that all of this literature and its concerns should be replaced in a
structural model of the ancient economy. About the mention of poverty
in 4QInstruction, what vocabulary is used? What kind of poverty was this?
Immortality claimed in these DSS documents: pursue that idea. Must we
return to the ideas of Paul Hanson about the apocalyptics? See Dan 7–12
and 1 Enoch to get a sense once again of the stakes.

My main thought about this paper is that the situation under empires
may have accelerated the social di ferenciation that was kept within bounds
by the indigenous kings. The central administration of the Achaemenids
and Ptolemies (di ferently) of course needed local elites, and didn’t need to
feel fear from their greater wealth accumulation. It was not a danger for
them at all, whereas they needed to control their own ethnic elite families.

Kelly gave an analysis of Revelation and the historical framework given
by visions. Last paper was by Dick Horsley, who once more insisted that
the Jesus movement was inscribed in a long history of resistance focussed
on collective action aiming at independence, with basic HB stories such as
exodus esp. in the memory of people. I would add: transformed and re-
hearsed as well as reinforced by liturgy and calendar, as well as the modest
use of speci c markers in food, family life, funeral customs, etc. On this
background, Dick builds the portrait of a Jesus who catalyzed resistance via
theMosaic renewal theme and its declaration of salvation. It was a political
and economic movement. The moral economy of Galilean peasantry was
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centered on making the communities viable (pressure of debt at all levels).
The gospel tradition makes it clear that the needs of neighbors came rst (I
would frame it more broadly). The goal is restoration, fertility and abun-
dance, yet through persecutions. It is the renewal of Israel’s storied hope of
liberation, already in evidence in prophetic literature (Jeremiah). As for the
temple episode, Horsley doesn’t see it as a cleaning but a condemnation of
its role in economic exploitation.

The questions by K. Murphy (Santa Clara) were illuminating. For
Knight: why does the Hebrew Bible not carry stories of revolts? Were
the Hebrew Bible authors in the elite? Even so, is it prudent to suppose
a dichotomy between elites and the poor here? Isn’t it possible that even
an ideological production of rhetorical law has an indirect connection to
the real problems of the people (even though they had their own “parallel”
customs and ways). The ideologically-driven texts would still try to say
something about real conditions. Weren’t kings’ interests sometimes
aligned with those of the poor (indeed)?

To Adams: what was the location of the writers of sapiential literature?
Sincewe observe a deepening social and economic di ferentiationunder em-
pires, isn’t it possible that elites (priests and scribes?) developed a theological
argument to resist the social developments?

To Horsley: if Jesus’ movement was revolutionary, why was Jesus the
only one arrested? Why tax collectors in the movement? A critique: the
temple was and remained at the center of people’s piousness. The story of
thewidow and themite shows this clearly. I would add the fact of James and
the saints being centered on the temple. Also, there is no reference in the
gospels to covenant law (?). Isn’t a hybrid viewpossible (betweenprotecting
interests and promoting independence and salvation)? About Jesus’ times:
weren’t they fairly calm (twenties and thirties)?

At the same time as this session, there was a discussion of the concept of
class in the Social Scienti c Criticism of the NT session presided by Sarah
Rollens.2 James Crossley re ected upon the urbanization of Galilee: was
there a change in the material standard of living under Antipas? Rightly to
my mind, Crossley asks about the notions of perception and the range of

2. See Rollens, Framing social criticism in the Jes movement: the ideological project in
the Sayings Gospel Q; short account in Rollens, “Conceptualizing justice in Q: narrative
and context”; and also in her reviews of Fiensy and Hawkins, The Galilean economy in
the time of Jes . See further her review of Joseph, Jes , Q, and the Dead Sea Scrolls: A
Judaic approach to Q.
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reactions, from reactionary to utopian, and a critique of “pre-existing rela-
tionships of exploitation.” Anthony Keddie examines the concept of class
via the mortuary practices described or alluded to in Matthew: Gadarene
demoniac, critique of scribes and pharisees, and Jesus’ burial.

In the af ernoon, a more theoretical paper on theorizing (re-theorizing)
premodern exchangeby JosephManning. Henotes that trust-creating insti-
tutions would have had a very important role in ancient exchange. Seems to
mix everything at both ends, meaning the concepts that may have operated
in ancientmarkets, as well as the collection ofmodern economic theories he
wishes to bring to bear on the ancient situation.

Later on in the af ernoon, Iwent to the session devoted to the newbook
on christianity as an ideological enabler of ancient exploitation. It would
do that through land tenure (exploitation of land via debt?), colonization
(city dominating chôra), and slavery. As Murphy commented later on, of
course any surplus was “produced” bymaximizing debt and labor exploita-
tion (slavery, esp. in cities?). I found her much less incisive than this morn-
ing in the session with Knight et al, and much more accommodating here.
We don’t seem to have lef Kautsky behind yet, in spite of the new clothing
(regulation theory). Why would slave trade be central to the development
of markets? Importance of animals in a proper picture of agriculture: of
course!

A little before 11am, I went by theOUP stand to see if SteveWiggins, an
editor, would be there. I had texted him in the (unlikely) event he would
have some time for discussingmy project this weekend. I didn’t see him but
saw a young dqominican when I was on my way to a co fee in the back of
the exhibition hall. I said “bonjour,” and discovered they were, or at least
one was, from the École Biblique. They had a stand for Études Bibliques
and Peeters. I explained who I was andmy double connection to the school
as auditeur libre in 1966–68 and as being from the same Breton village as
Jean-Jacques Pérennès. The assistant director (I didn’t catch his name) took
a picture of my name tag and face as I didn’t have a card... The author of a
recent book onOsée and the use of metaphors in the ancient world toldme
JJ lost his brother to cancer and his father Jean also passed away. Hismother
is still among us (Anne as we called her, Madame Pérennès for us children).

In the af ernoon, there was a paper on Jeremiah and Judah by Carly
Crouch that Imissed. It argues that the concept of Judah evolves in Jeremiah
in reaction to the destruction of Judah’s institutions in 586 bce and follow-
ing “the identity implications of colonial domination and internal displace-
ment” (language from the abstract of the paper).
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I also miss an important paper by Pakkala on the post-monarchic com-
position of theDeuteronomy. The book’s success answered the concerns of
a templeless, stateless, and kingless society, while indicating new possibili-
ties. He presented the main arguments for this dating as well as the coun-
terarguments and alternative theories, already presented in part in a 2009
article.3

Sunday, 19 November 2017

Af er meeting with the Dominicans from St-Etienne at Peeters’ stand, I de-
cided to write directly to Jean-Jacques who answered this morning:

Gildas,
Quelle surprise de te lire en ce dimanche matin à Jérusalem !
Nos routes se sont passablement éloignées et voilà qu’elles se
recroisent. Je te savais aux USA. SI je comprends bien, tu enseignes
toujours. Moi, j’ai repris du service comme directeur de l’Ecole
biblique, poste très inattendu pour moi, qui m’a probablement été
con é en raison de ce que j’ai fait avant : 15 ans de responsabilité à la
tête de l’IDEO (Institut dominicain d’études orientales) du Caire.
Je n’ai guère de plaisir à vivre dans ce pays si peu heureux, contraire-
ment à l’Egypte plus pauvre, mais chaleureuse. En revanche, l’Ecole
biblique est un lieu passionnant et les 3 membres de l’EBAF qui sont
à la SBL t’en donneront une idée. Si tu viens en Israël l’an prochain,
ce sera une joie de te revoir.
amitiés

Our meeting (the group on poverty and the Hebrew Bible? Is that its
name?) went very well. Wemet at le Bar Boulud, a paradoxical choice, cho-
sen for its convenience. The price was actually the same as at the conven-
tion center, I realized. My fellowmembers wereMatthew Coomber, Diana
Swancutt, and Crystal Hall.

Newmarxist view of early christianity by Boer and Petterson.4 The
language of régulation and régime replaces that of mode of production.
Two initial reactions af er skimming the book. The rst one is about the
role of debt in tenure regime (?). Three structural features would explain
its universal existence and nature. a) it forces people to work (I would add:

3. Pakkala, “The date of the oldest edition of Deuteronomy.”
4. Boer and Petterson,Time of troubl . A new economic framework for early Christ-

ianity.
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very hard and with little supervision, hence low transactional costs, because
their own share, usually, is at stake); 2) it guarantees the direction of the ow
of goods toward the center (city, central elites, top administration); 3) it cre-
ates hierarchies (in other words, it is the main reason for the establishment
of social order and status). I realize that the setting of rates and size of hold-
ings in tenancy is guided rst of all by military power (conquest mostly),
and status (attached to the rst and developed as justi cation).

At the animal in the Bible session. First paper by Haskell (?) on fauna
distribution: exploitation of animals started early, of course. Gadot (?)
spoke about correspondence analysis and how it enables identi cation and
relations between taxa. Then histograms (density graphs of taxa).5 Take
away: southern Levant subsistence pattern is quite di ferent from Meso-
potamia’s in the MB and EB. In passing I note sacri ce of an ass, donkey:
evolution of this?

Next paper byKen Stone, excellent. Torah canonization correlates with
use of parchment instead of paper. Summarizes Donna Haraway’s view of
companion species. Without goats and sheep, no JudaismorChristianity of
the kind we know... He also shows that animals are objecti ed in the same
way as women, children, foreigners.

From this sessionon animals, I goback to the convention center to listen
to a paper by J. Middlemas on the images of Yahweh and other gods.6 Exod
20,Deut 4–5,Hosea, Ezekiel, showa change in thinking about the images of
Yahweh. Exod 20 is not yet radically against images of Yahweh as the other
texts are.

I then run to the nal paper of a session on class, given by Diana Swan-
cutt whom Imet this morning. It is about Paul’s rhetoric of adoption. Paul
framed the new dispensation as God o fering to non-Judeans and Israelites
alike the possibility of becoming children by adoption and therefore heirs.
Even slaves could become sons in that new covenant. Paul envisages a new
koinonia through the adoption of conquered peoples and slaves. The God
of Israel could become abba to everyone. Paradoxically, the fact that Jesus
was son and heir did not preclude this universal possibility of adoption. It
was a continuation of the promise to Abraham. I note the continuity here,
at least in terms of spirit, with Exodus and the liberation and opening to the

5. Note tomyself: wonderful presentation of animal taxa, but it seems to assume that we
are talking about a patriarchal period that presumably is the one associated with Genesis.

6. See alreadyMiddlemas, “Exclusively Yahweh: aniconism and anthropomorphism in
Ezekiel.”
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broader kinship it entailed for Judaeans and Israelites in the exilic period.7
As for class, it is di cult to t slaves and free people in that category. Phil
Esler insisted on the need to use modern sociological models and advocated
the macroview. He thinks “class” speaks to something fundamental in an
ancient society such as Rome and is not to be abandoned. Regarding Di-
ana’s paper, he dithers on the adoption “within Israel” as a category (he is
more inclined to see its limits).

Monday, 20 November 2017

Two papers this morning before ying to Detroit via Baltimore. The rst,
by Paula Fredriksen, is an insistent look at Paul and Romans 9:3–5 as call-
ing non-Jews (and non-Judaeans) to become part of a new community that
remains de ned as ethnically Jewish. She notes that the markers of ethnic
identity in the ancient world were biological descent, i.e. “blood” or more
broadly kinship (but I note: what of the clear exceptions to this principle in
theHebrewBible? Exceptions con rming the rule?), land (and I note again:
Jewswere dispersed in all lands of antiquity), with gods bound to a territory
(note: Jerusalem and Israel-Judah for Yahweh, but what of the decentering
and problematization of this in Exodus and Ezekiel?), language (note: what
of the use of Greek and numerous other languages?), and ethnic customs
(which I would suppose include customs in production and consumption,
clothing, housing, education, etc.).8 Paul, she says, requires only two things
frompagans: belief in the single god of Israel (who perforce is “Jewish”, says
Fredriksen, though ancient Israelites and Judaeans would never say it that
way, since it would be cutting the divinity down to size: compare the eth-
nicization of gods of Graeco-Roman antiquity), and complete rejection of
idolworship. She interprets the call to become adopted childrenofGod and
the brotherhood it entails more narrowly than Diana Swancutt yesterday.
Where the latter saw a radical move that was not conceptually necessary,
since Christ was son and heir and no other sonship was needed, Fredriksen
seems to see an expansion of Israel and Judaism on a new basis. In this old
pulling of Paul between his Jewish accreditation and his going to the Gen-
tiles, why is there need to further the arguments of Sanders and push back
against Taubes, Badiou, etc., at least at this point? Her remark at the begin-

7. After reading Assmann and others.
8. She refers inter alia toHerodotus and his definition of ethnè as characterized by blood,

language, sanctuaries, and customs.
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ning on being on the Jewish side of the Judaean-Jewish debate made clear
that she is concerned about the dilution or erasure of ancient Judaism that
has been going on in recent scholarship and that is part of a broader political
reassessment of modern Judaism and its avatars.9 Though I agree entirely
on the expansive view of Judaism that Fredriksen projects, I remain con-
vinced that Paul is creating something new out of the old in Romans. He
is reaching beyond the nomoi of the gentiles, as well as beyond the torah he
inherited, while maintaining the latter as divine revealed truth. He had to
use what was available to him to make his case, which meant that he had to
modulate and reshape the milieu’s Greek-speaking Judaism, including even
the Aramaic Abba of chapter 15.

Thoughts on Paul: his call to Gentiles implies and develops a call or
invitation to displace (deterritorialize?) their own belief in what still were
territorial gods, a broadening of kinship now based on brotherly trust or
membership in Christ’s blood gif , a new look at languages and their power
tomark belonging andpower (I think of the fast process bywhich languages
lacking in mundane glory became capable of sacrality: not just Greek and
Latin but Aramaic-Syriac as before, Coptic, Armenian, etc.), as well as a rel-
ativization or demotion of ethnic customs. In other words, a new thinking
that enabled the potential for trust on a much larger scale though still an-
chored in a seeming paradox, that of an ethnic god aboutwhomunicity and
universality were claimed at the same time.

The second paper, by René Bloch, looked at Philo’s considerations on
myth and uses of it. Wolfson, who clearly separated reality from myth—
along with many scholars of his generation—, thought that Philo could
only dismiss myth as incapable of leading to philosophical truths.10 Bloch
shows that Philo actually took paganmyths seriously and found themwor-
thy of sustained allegorical interpretation. He also considered some Bibli-
cal stories as myths that needed to be similarly interpreted, even though he
placed the Torah stories on a higher level than the Greek myths.11

9. I’m thinking of Mason, who is a subtle commentator on this question, but especially
of the context people, likeMalina and evenEsler in a very differentway, and a host of others
who are simply following ethnic studies’ pronouncements in thinking that it is a category
mistake to confuse Judaeans and Jews, because Jews and Judaism, in their opinion, would
be modern constructs (which they are not. The reality is that they have evolved).

10. Wolfson, Philo: Foundations of religio philosophy in Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam, 1:86,133.

11. Bloch,Mos und der Mythos.
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Tuesday, 21 November 2017

We are awake at around 5am. We hear Callum talk. He comes out, sees us,
and says, “Finally!” We switch beds, he with Babish, me in his. At 7h30am,
Lucie comes to touch my face and wake me up. She is the quiet riser.

About Paul: Fredriksen’s insistance on the Jewishness of every aspect of
his call to the gentiles (God, core customs, land, language, sonship) avoids
seeing how much Judaism itself was transformed by Paul. In opening up
thismoving target, Judaism, he is continuing a long, controversial tradition.
The non-negotiable is the unicity, exclusiveness, and universalism of God,
and the belonging to it via Christ (hence the brotherhood). Everything else
is negotiable: the links of God to land, the language that conveys glory and
sacrality (not onlyHebrew,Aramaic, orGreek andLatin?), the customs one
is to adopt.

Wednesday, 22 November 2017

Is democracy in deep trouble and moving in a direction opposite to the
secular movement elaborately described and defended byMarcel Gauchet?
Brexit, the rise of substantial right wing populist movements, the conun-
drum posed by Catalonians’ demand for independence, and now the po-
litical di culties of Germany don’t seem to be just growing pains. They
are unsettling, as is the seeming impossibility for our large parties, de ned
by each other’s presence, to present a substantial agenda of reforms, af er
pretending for so long to di fer from each other in nearly costless cultural
issues.

Scholars are debating the value of new vs older tools in learning, mean-
ing the use of electronic input, memory, and screens, vs the use of printed
books and hand-written notes. I put it that way as “digital learning” for
me means that any kind of “learning,” be it ergological, sociological, axi-
ological, or logological,—I’m following my understanding of the theory of
mediation by JeanGagnepain—involves the neurological dialectical basis of
our approach to the phenomenal.12

The book in which Wierzbicka had applied her theory of universals to
the gospels andparables ismentionedby Jean-Yves. It had escapedmy atten-
tion.13 I found a review of it by Eric Ganz (UCLA?) in his blog Chronicl
of love and resentment. Not surprisingly, Ganz mentions the parable as be-

12. Urien,Une lecture de Jean Gagnepain – Du signe.
13. Wierzbicka,What did Jes mean?
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ing that of the Good Samaritan, a quali er set in motion by the story itself
and the attached belief in its radical bond with Jesus’ thought and life. The
text focusses on the question of the neighbor, not on the goodness of the
Samaritan. It doesn’t explain his action in the story by an essential good-
ness he would possess, though this is what is assumed by the long line of
commentaries since.

I didn’t know that California is requiring all textbooks for college to be
available in digital form by 2020. See The Conversation. However, digital
reading is not necessarily a good support for learning in comparison with
books. Scrolling appears to be a problem. Iwould add lengthof lines, which
many people don’t seem to realize, a fects the speed and comfort of read-
ing. Plus, the di ferent levels of comprehension have been little tested. The
results of tests conducting by authors of the article report that students pre-
ferred reading online, read screen faster than printed page, rated their un-
derstanding higher for digital, though it was tested to be inferior for speci c
questions. In otherwords, the general idea is acquired faster online... Better
understanding (engaged reading) is better if one uses print. Slow, dedicated
readers of digital content, however, showed better understanding (reten-
tion?).

Aparté: I don’t understand the NRSV translation of Judges 5:7, Judges
5:7 which has:

The peasantry prospered in Israel,
they grew fat on plunder,
because you arose, Deborah,
arose as a mother in Israel.

According to Gottwald in his review of Chaney’s life of scholarship, this
translation is directly in uenced by Chaney’s work on Judges (his Harvard
dissertation). The context doesn’t t, nor does the plain sense of the sen-
tence, even if one grants the rarity of the word translated by “peasants” or
“villagers,” open-country dwellers .(פרזון) The preceding verse keeps the
usual meaning of ,חדל stop or cease, which also ts verse 7, and the con-
junction “until” (rather than because). The whole thing seems forced and
dependent on two notions: an early dating of the book or at least of the
song, and the assumption of a social reversal against strong men, or the re-
volt of peasants in early Iron Age I.

The otherNRSVverse translated underChaney’s in uence, still accord-
ing to Gottwald, is 1 Sam 2:5, the song ofHannah. The translation ts right
into the context:

https://theconversation.com/the-enduring-power-of-print-for-l earning-in-a-digital-world-84352
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Those who were full have hired themselves out for bread,
but those who were hungry are fat with spoil.
The barren has borne seven,
but she who has many children is forlorn.

“Fat with spoil” for חדל here ts the context of sharp reversal and has been
applied to Deborah’s canticle, it seems. I need to check Chaney’s book on
Judges.

Stephen Russell, who is preparing a book on land tenure under a sen-
sible model of interlocking rights to land developed by the anthropologist
Max Gluckman wrote to me that he’ll send me his SBL 2017 paper in Jan-
uary or February. How is one to explain Yahweh’s ownership of all of Is-
rael (Lev 25:2, 23), David’s purchase (2 Sam 24), or the limited land access
of cultic personnel (Joshua 21)? Land rights could be multiple, “nested in a
hierarchy” (with administrative estates’ rights as well as productive rights),
and presupposing responsibilities.

In the same 2017 SBL sessionon land tenure, Knauth examinesLev 25;23
in the context of divinely or royally assigned land rights. Ownership would
never be transferred, only use rights. She notes also that land cannot be
returned automatically by divine decree on the Jubilee. The right of re-
demption must involve present landholder and representative of the orig-
inal right-holder. And it had little meaning without cancellation of debts
and resumption of “clean slate.” She studies Lev 25:14–17 (land) and 25:50–
52 (slaves). Leviticus 25:14–17 The creditor’s interests seem safeguarded, as
the approach of the Jubilee year is integrated in the calculations of indebted-
ness, and labor vouched by the household farming family can continue on
the plot of land. To me, it looks little di ferent from how debt functioned
in the wide Near East or in Graeco-Roman antiquity.

Same session: Matthew Coomber focuses on the prohibition regarding
sale of arable lands (permanent alienation). What happened af er the eighth
and seventh centuries? Coomber argues that Jubilee land regulations of Lev
25:23–28 could be used as ethnicmarkers and protections. The Jubilee ethos
proceeded from a larger spirit and o fered some stability as well as an ethnic
contrast with their patrons/invaders as well as neighbors. [My note: I think
that in this approach one can glimpse the remains of a previous royal regime
of debt and forgiveness similar to the one found in all ancient Near Eastern
kingdoms and its transformation into a “regime” of delity and trust guar-
anteed by an ampli ed divinity. The Exodus andDeuteronomy books bear
important traces of this rethinking (show). It was not only the intellectual
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leadership—priests mostly—but also a whole people who managed to re-
main faithful to old ways by switching to an interpersonal trust resting on
temple and divinely revealed law. Even if the priests and elites under Per-
sian authorities were caught between their religious or social compacts and
their service to the foreign court, it remains that they developed a way to
create a remarkable identity (new) and to keep to some form of extra-clanic
solidarity.]

The di cult text of Lev 25:23–28: רֶץ הָאָ֑ י כִּי־לִ֖ ת לִצְמִתֻ֔ תִמָּכֵר֙ א ֹ֤ ל רֶץ וְהָאָ֗ 23

י־יָמ֣וּךְ כִּֽ 25 ס רֶץ׃ לָאָֽ תִּתְּנ֥וּ ה גְּאֻלָּ֖ ם אֲחֻזַּתְכֶ֑ רֶץ אֶ֣ ל וּבְכֹ֖ 24 י׃ עִמָּדִֽ ם אַתֶּ֖ ים וְתוֹשָׁבִ֛ ים י־גֵרִ֧ כִּֽ
הְיֶה־לּ֖וֹ יִֽ א ֹ֥ ל י כִּ֛ ישׁ וְאִ֕ 26 יו׃ אָחִֽ ר מִמְכַּ֥ ת אֵ֖ ל וְגָאַ֕ יו אֵלָ֔ ב הַקָּרֹ֣ אֲלוֹ֙ גֹֽ א וּבָ֤ מֵאֲחֻזָּת֑וֹ ר וּמָכַ֖ יךָ אָחִ֔
ר אֲשֶׁ֣ ישׁ לָאִ֖ ף עדֵֹ֔ אֶת־הָ֣ וְהֵשִׁיב֙ מִמְכָּר֔וֹ אֶת־שְׁנֵי֣ וְחִשַּׁב֙ 27 גְאֻלָּתֽוֹ׃ י כְּדֵ֥ א וּמָצָ֖ יָד֔וֹ יגָה וְהִשִּׂ֣ ל גֹּאֵ֑
ד עַ֖ אֹת֔וֹ הַקּנֶֹ֣ה בְּיַד֙ מִמְכָּר֗וֹ וְהָיָה֣ לוֹ֒ יב הָשִׁ֣ דֵּי֮ יָד֗וֹ ה צְאָ֜ א־מָֽ ֹֽ ל ם וְאִ֨ 28 לַאֲחֻזָּתֽוֹ׃ ב וְשָׁ֖ כַר־ל֑וֹ מָֽ
לַאֲחֻזָּתֽוֹ׃ ב וְשָׁ֖ ל בַּיּבֵֹ֔ וְיָצָא֙ ל הַיּוֹבֵ֑ שְׁנַ֣ת

Jared Saltz’s paper was on the famous phrase ofHecataeus regarding the
ostensible impossibility for Jewish private citizens to alienate their land. His
remark would be rather directed at his own society in which demographic
and land pressure exacerbated inequities in land distribution, and could be
in the spirit of having the land in common à la Plato.

Thursday, 23 November 2017

We were lucky to nd a children’s book on the times of Jesus that is well
made: much on the society, its agrarian nature, the divisions between peo-
ple, including status and economic divisions, the Roman army (mistake
however: no Roman soldiers yet in the time of Jesus), and much about the
natural milieu. Almost nothing about the dialectics of the situation and
the causes of Jesus’ death. Another book we got, a book on dragons, while
well illustrated, was awful. It seems to be the brainchild of misguided psy-
chologists who assume that all children eventually see dragons everywhere,
that it’s okay, theymean no harm, etc. Great way to scare children by telling
them there is no reason to be scared!

We had Thanksgiving dinner at Grandpa’s and Gigi’s, but without
Rémi or Lindsay and John. Rémi is de garde today from 3pm to the early
morning, and Lindsay and John could not come from Chicago. Le torchon
brûle?

Phrases of Callum this af ernoon as we were in the “Rumble Dome”, at
work and at play: “I was hoping you could help me by holding this cable
over the train...” He was talking about a dozen markers stuck end to end
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and forming a line (a “cable”), to be held above boxes made of magnetic
plastic pieces and representing a TGV train, with pantograph on top.

Friday, 24 November 2017

Balade le long de la belle rivière Clinton au nord de Troy. De la route
qui y mène, je vois d’énormes banlieues aux maisons presqu’identiques,
entourées de verdure et d’arbres. Deux niveaux de salaire, ce me semble, à la
grandeur desmaisons et au nombre de portes de garage, ainsi qu’à la surface
du lotissement. Ici et là, j’ai un aperçu du régime au-dessus, par exemple de
vastes demeures au bord de lacs, ou du régime au-dessous, généralement
des parcs de maisons tractées (comment le dire en français : mobilhom ?)
ou des maisons très modestes qui ont précédé ces nouvelles banlieues
construites depuis les années soixante-dix et quatre-vingt. Di cile de
m’imaginer y vivre : où aller à pied y rencontrer d’autres, ou se faire des amis
sinon dans les malls ou peut-être les lieux à thèmes religieux ponctuant
cet espace énorme depuis le dixième mille au moins jusqu’au quinzième
ou seizième. Aller au travail, à l’école, aux magasins, tout est devenu
transport au dehors de soi. Plus de “home” où on a le sens de demeurer,
de transformer ce qu’on a en ce qu’on peut être, de s’approprier paysage
et construction comme étant de soi, au moins partiellement. On est de
plus en plus intensément projeté en deça et au-delà d’un soi introuvable
par les outils de communication qui aux services de recherche (Google)
ou de “rapprochement” (Facebook) ajoutent ra nement sur ra nement
de désirs de présence qu’ils vendent aux plus o frants. La valeur en bourse
de ces tra quants, transporteurs et fomenteurs de désirs, d’après ce que
j’ai lu récemment, était d’environ deux mille milliards de dollars, soit un
peu plus de la moitié du budget annuel des États-Unis, ou environ 10%
de l’économie du pays (il s’agit de trois grandes compagnies de messagerie
et deux d’électronique : Apple, Microsof , Amazon, Alphabet-Google,
Facebook). fomenter

Saturday, 25 November 2017

Lecture du commentaire de Jean-Yves sur le premier tomede JG. Je com-
mence à mieux comprendre les trois éléments de base de l’analyse que JG
détecte sur la base de la clinique : les deux axes de la segmentation (et... et)
et la di férentiation (choix), les deux faces du signe, et la paire grammaire
/ rhétorique. Par curiosité, je regarde les dé nitions du couple de concepts
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“di férenciation / segmentation” dans unmoteur de recherche. Il donne des
dé nitions qui sont inutiles telles que la segmentation du marché et la dif-
férenciation des produits.

A rst forLucie: in thehot tub at the grand-parents, shemakes it known
that she wants to do poopoo and waits until she is taken to a potty right
near....

Sunday, 26 November 2017

We drove to Ann Arbor and went to the Argo park on the banks of the
Huron river, where Pat, Mike, and Liz eventually caught up with us. We
walked on the right bank of the river, continued up to Zingerman’s where
we had planned to have lunch but hesitated as there was a long line and a
wait of twentyminutes before ordering. Some of us walked up to the co-op
near the market, Pat and Amy stayed in line. It was a short and wonderful
3–4 hours together, with many on-going, parallel conversations. Liz told
me that Blaise had been playing the cello again: what joy to hear that!

Later on in the evening, Callum had a little fever and wanted to rest
early. It’s almost 10pm and he has migrated to the sofa where I’m writing.
I o fered to tell him a story about a little sea otter but he told me that he
“preferred to think about things.”

Political news: Roy Moore, the right-wing judge running for the US
Senate’s Republican seat in northern Alabama has been accused of actively
chasing af er teenage girls forty years ago when he was a thirty-something
assistant attorney general for the state. In the US, this is tantamount to
child abuse even though the scenes may have been bars and shady spots
rather than churches. The old-guard Republican party is afraid of the con-
sequences. If Moore is elected, they fear that in the midterm campaign of
2018 they will be associated with supporters of child abusers and lose their
advantage in the Senate (af er being unable to accomplish anything so far,
while dominating the three branches of government). If Moore loses to
Jones, a democrat, the senate Republicans will retain a marginal advantage
of one. They nd Trump infuriating because he hasn’t been helping them
for his own reasons, themain being that his “base” wouldn’t be kind to him
if he abandoned the vulgar, sexist, and paradoxically anti-establishment ap-
proach they think he represents. So, we may get an awful, irrational tax
bill that favors billionaires and large companies, while the whole political
world is being dragged in the mud. Or rather, mud has invaded all areas
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of decision-making and makes it impossible even to plan for more e cient
forms of capitalism, let alone for a better and just society.

Through it all, democrats have been all too quiet. I mean by this that
they don’t dare and don’t seem able to propose a social and economic vi-
sion that wouldmake it not only impossible for a Trump to appear and sur-
vive, but would take us in a clear, progressive direction. They don’t agree
on anything either, or rather they go for the smallest common denomina-
tor and even if they dominate the next cycle of elections, it is likely that the
fundamental decisions will remain as askew as those of Republicans: no
real reform in economic policy, taxation, banking reform, education, mili-
tary functions, health system. Con rmation tonight: Pelosi, the minority
leader of the house, goes to Trump’s level where it’s not obvious that points
can be made without serious losses elsewhere. She asserted today that it
was not the revelations aboutWeinstein (a big supporter of “liberal causes”)
that prompted the ood of claims about sexual harassment but those about
Trump.

Monday, 27 November 2017

David Shulman has a critical review of Shimon Peres’ short autobiography,
No room for small dreams in the latest nyrb. He nds it all too self-
glorifying. The truth is that Peres had both great accomplishments (atomic
power seems “passée sous silence”, however, as usual, whereas the Entebbe
raid occupies the main chapter) and failures. Shulman thinks that the
main source for misjudgments was the long-acquired and understandable
emotion of feeling on the edge. Peres, says Shulman in passing when
discussing Entebbe, portrays Rabin “as hesitant and supine” in contrast
with his own glorious role. At the heart of things: it was one thing for early
Zionists to think a state was the solution for their misery, dispersion, and
threatening situation in Europe.

It is another thing to claim, as voices both inside and outside the Is-
raeli government do frequently, that the Zionist enterprise necessar-
ily involved the subjugation, disenfranchisement, and potential ex-
pulsion of that other people still living on the lands to the West of
the Jordan River.

Peres, fortunately, didn’t share the latter view. Yet he lived inside that bub-
ble of crisis mode. Shulman gives gures that are new to me. In Area C
(about 60% of theWest Bank), over half of the land has been or is being set-
tled, “for all eternity” (Netanyahu). Israel is going to become an apartheid
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regime, as Carter ominouslywarned a few years ago andwas vili ed for it, or
“a single state with a Palestinian majority.” In either case, it will be the end
of an independent, democratic, Jewish state. Some of the rst Israeli settle-
mentswere created byRabin andPeres, in 1975. Peres did negotiatewith the
original Gush Emunim at Sebastia, against Rabin’s will. We now have hun-
dreds of settlements, all illegal under international law. Peres even planted
a tree at Ofra! He was a hawk, the new settlements were, he said, “the roots
and the eyes of Israel.” Yet, in 1982, he joined the Shalom Achshav move-
ment, af er the Sabra and Shatila massacre and became in 1992 one of the
architects of the Oslo agreement. He tried and failed to negotiate a promis-
ing settlement with King Hussein in London in 1987.

In 1996, he lost by 30,000 votes to Netanyahu. Shulman doesn’t see,
once more like so many Israelis, that no image of the politically successful
killing of Rabin was used in the campaign. Why? Out of spite between the
Rabins andPereses? Shulmanmore generally thinks that Peres lacked vision
because of his super cial optimism and hyperkinetic nature. Nice take: the
raison d’être of Israel is to have “normal” relationships with its subjugated
part... Shulman is more sanguine about Israel’s military and technological
success than Peres (the usual rhetoric), and more hopeful because of the
idealism and talents of young generations. I learn that about ve hundred
people are on constant call to drive Gaza inhabitants to hospitals when they
get permits... Yet, Israel is also one of the last colonial regimes of the world,
its people are of en racist, the leaders are sel sh, unjust, and corrupt, the
army doing police work... We are moving towards an anti-apartheid and
civil rights movement in one bi-national state.

Tuesday, 28 November 2017

Callum became himself again in the early af ernoon, playing and talking as
usual. Rémi is working at 11pm at the hospital.

Wednesday, 29 November 2017

Article by Matt Taibbi on US students’ catastrophic debt in Nov. 16, 2017
issue of Rolling Stone. First the numbers: a) 1.3 trillion dollars of student
debt has accumulated. b) The cost of education is skyrocketing, even at
public institutions. I just looked up the advertised cost at UCSC: in-state
students pay $14,028 in tuition and fees, non-state $28,014. With other ex-
penses, most students must nd $35K/yr. The cost of an average room is
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reported by the UCSC housing o ce to be $923, that of a studio $1202.
Rent is going up by approximately 5% per year. c) Federal student lending
is on a shoe-string, forever threatened.

In many situations (how many?), many defaults on loans lead to “re-
habilitation” programs in which the debtors nd themselves consolidating
a debt on which they then pay interest for ever and no principal. This is
getting worse as the predators are everywhere in government (I think they
were there before but in sheep’s clothing, i.e. they included trusted, bona
fide, democratswilling to support predatory debt structures by banks). The
most striking things regarding education debt for me are: the high inter-
ests (federal loans for undergrad 4.5%, 6 for grads), the absence of federal
guarantees and controls (the state or federal programs are serviced by pri-
vate companies, Navient et al), the predatory practices of for-pro t schools,
the runaway costs of non pro t university education shouldered by under-
grads, the participation of public universities in raising costs and amassing
huge cash reserves, and the low quality of education in the vast majority of
programs (but this continues a broader problemwhich is the abysmal qual-
ity of public secondary education).

Taibbi argues that the education industry is a con. There are two sepa-
rate issues here, I feel. One is that the nancing of education is a racket or
has become a byzantine labyrinth that allows scamming, but the other one
is the vision of what constitutes education and the quality of the product.
I do agree that education has now become part of a redistribution scheme
in the capitalist system, very much like health care, the military, real estate,
publicity (“communication”), and banking on top of it.

Is the pitch regarding the economic bene ts of a university education
believable? What is the basis for the numbers given by Georgetown uni-
versity and the Census Bureau? What good jobs are or will there be for the
millions of students with diplomas? Going to university is now a defense
against the worse fate awaiting those who will be condemned to the worse
jobs. One hopes it prevents erosion of earning power. An anguished avoid-
ance of a gloomy fate. This means a glut of students that colleges can tax
as greater levels of administration and a non-stop need for scienti c infras-
tructure drive costs.

There was a corrective: the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program,
set up under Bush 2. It didn’t reach many and is on the block.

The discussions of Ezra-Nehemiamiss the dialectics that was necessarily
part of the situation. The focus on the divergences that became instituted
(the “ethnic demands”) ought not to be separated from the processus of
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convergence that transcends them without cease. I think that the story of
Ruth is part of a larger cultural dynamics in precisely the same measure as
the ethnically narrow genealogical decisions re ected by EN. And not only
Ruth but even more importantly the broadening of the concept of people
and brotherhood in Exodus and Deuteronomy. In that sense, Assmann’s
reconstruction of the agenda of Exodus doesn’t have to be separated from
what we perceive to be the narrowness of EN according to ourmodern con-
ceptions of global tolerance.

Thursday, 30 November 2017

The silence that writing allows is a form of the leisure principle associated
with all technological transformations of the world (ergology in JG’s the-
ory).14 This passage where JYU explains more fully the four planes of JG’s
epistemological refounding of the humanities leads me to think with Der-
rida of the notion of archives and their connection to power as well as their
capacity to invoke “beginnings.”15 Writing can carry the “voice” further and
longer, a technology that was desirable for kings and elites in speci c situa-
tions (in short: accompanying the projection of power in space and time).
This dialectics of silence and < increased voice? loudness? > was applied by
the heirs of the monarchy to the divinity of Exodus and other texts.

14. Urien,Une lecture de Jean Gagnepain – Du signe, 50.
15. See page 228.
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Friday, 1 December 2017

Lucie and I used only French this morning. Very quickly, as we are looking
at street-cleaning equipment from the living room window, she is saying,
“un autre camion, tadkozh...”, or “C’est un tigre!” when we are reading
books. She doesn’t use verbs uidly as she does in English (to see, eat, get,
etc.), but is beginning to (“manger”).

Message just sent to McCain regarding his declared support for the tax
bill:

Please reverse your decision to support the tax bill. It will increase
the de cit without obvious economic bene ts for the nation. Many
corporations have accumulated enormous capital that they are not
willing to invest. They should not be rewarded for removing it from
the reach of taxation. Furthermore, adding more capital to this ca-
pacity by lowering their tax rate will increase dangerous speculation.
The economy isworkingwithout it, in part because social net protec-
tions havebeendangerously eroded andprovidemuch cheaper labor.
PLEASE, do not provide your party with the excuse of a budget that
this tax bill will soon put even more deeply in the red, an excuse that
will likely be used to try and erode even further the social protections
needed for a free, productive society.

See Espak on Enki in Sumerian mythology and comparisons with Gene-
sis 1–11 in chapter 8.1 The review by Michael Moore for RBL suggests that
priesthood struggles might have happened, pace Espak (af er Kramer). He
also suggests engagementwithmore social analysis, such asWeber, Liverani,
Cross, etc.

My view on traditional theological interpretattion of the book of Exo-
dus is that a critical examination of the real Sitz im Leben of the author(s)

1. Espak, The god Enki in Sumerian royal ideolo and mytholo .
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provides insight in their hopes, choices, and failures. One of the potential
bene ts of a “colder” kind of history is a more realistic view of our own
environment and a more clear-sighted social and economic policy. As Gar-
rett says in his recent conservative commentary on Exodus, this book is the
heart of the Bible. This realization (or faith), however, can be understood
as completely undercutting the theological grand scheme of conservative in-
terpreters.

Tonight, Rémi calls from the hospital where he is working one of those
horrendously long shif s (about thirty hours). He is exhausted and cries a
bit while talking to Leslie, Amy, and the children, before being paged again.

Saturday, 2 December 2017

The Senate voted for the tax bill, 51 to 49. Trump or not Trump, this was
a top priority. It weakens government and leads to greater worries, frustra-
tions, and social tensions.

A few reactions to the paper Matthew Coomber presented at the SBL
this past November. He starts with a large, worthwhile question: why do
“some people attack the idea of the common good?” My immediate reac-
tion is that this question is entangledwith that of private property andmore
generally with the notion of the dialectics any individual nds himself or
herself in the midst of in his/her e forts to surmount (negatively) the gre-
garity instinct and accede to the status of person, including “property,” a
status that is part performance, part “instance” (in JG’s theory).

Is the desire for wealth and power the fundamental cause for poverty,
“with little or no concern for their neighbor?” I think that defense of inter-
ests rose at the level of the group—clanic group, I mean—rather than the
individual or family. In other words, the conception of the neighbor was
very narrow when looked at from the vantage of much broader systems of
distributed trust and power.2 These interests included a perceived need to
maximize access to land and labor throughmarital alliances, force, andother
means. The perceived need rested partly on the insecurity built in ancient
agrarian conditions, which included the impossibility to predict outcomes.
That the accumulation of wealth led to the hardening of feelings, willful

2. This is why Exodus and Deuteronomy, as well as the prophets, are such important
marks of a sea change in the way to conceive of society in ancient Israel. The attempt to
define person in relation to a transcendental savior brings about something potentially
much broader.
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ignorance, or even hostility toward the poor is an interesting psychological
aspect of the question.

About Lev 25 and the Jubilee: why defend land access and promote the
common good? What might have scribes thought about the matter un-
der Persian rule? Rather than a “cause” or “intention” hidden within the
ancient scribes’ hearts, Coomber presents what he calls a “heuristic exper-
iment.” They may have followed their own interests (more complicated
question than this short paper intimates), while defending a certain delity
to the past, delity to a presently humiliated, dispersed people they wished
to gather in a renewed people, and taking advantage of the Achaemenids’
acceptance or use of local “constitutions.”

Sunday, 3 December 2017

Hayden sent us a long, descriptive email regarding the schmoozers’ recent
di culties to make it and meet on Saturdays:

Dear Marc and Schmoozers: Of course, you are quite right, Marc: I
should have at least written to explain my absences.  But the truth is
that every week since I last got out of hospital, I have thought that I
would be able to make the next meeting. But some condition always
comes up that precludesmy attending. Either I dont have the energy,
cannot imagine sitting for the entire session, or am so hoarse (from
themeds, I think) that I could not participate. In a word, since I con-
tracted pneumonia last April, I have had a series of heart failures, in-
terlarded with infections (bacterial), each of which was treated with
anti-biotics–which must have hit my immune system because every
time I come out of hospital, I get a new infection. One of which was
treated with prednisone, way too much, which lef me beref of will
and energy.  During the last sevenweeks, since the end ofmy 4th visit
to the hospital, I lost 20 pounds. I simply could not eat anything
without extreme nausea. I sank into a kind of depression, became
morose and anti-social, unable to go out to even movies; Part of this
was a consequence of my spinal stenosis, which was exacerbated by
loss of weight, energy,etc.), and so this meant that gradually I lost
the capacity to walk 50 yards without extreme pain. I have contin-
ued to try to exercise with my trainer and go on walks, to try to get
back to where I was before the onset of the pneumonia. In short, I
have been trying to regain enough strength and energy to spendmore
than a half-hour talking, which is as debilitating as the exercises. Dur-
ing all this, I have had a constant change of meds and it appears that
in addition to a failed kidney, heart failure, and so on, the infection
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has spread to my lungs, which means another set of meds that are
as debilitating as the previous set. And these bacteria are tough little
critters, treatment of which is 18months of antibiotics–a recommen-
dation that I rejected.
I am really working on these problems, but remember, I am 89, and
most if not all of the organs in my body are throttling down. You
will recall that I have volunteered a few times during the last seven
weeks to bring something to the meeting and once even to have the
meeting at my house. But when the time came, I just could not do
it. No one thinks that I am close to dying, but at one point, my doc-
tors were overheard by my wife talking about whether or not they
should contact Hospice. This was when they thought I had a heart-
lung problem, rather than a series of bacterial infections that they
treated by laying on larger and longer doses of anti-biotics. Now they
think that I have a heart-kidney problem with complications in the
lungs.
I realize that I have not invited visitors or even phone calls, but this
was because I did not have the energy even for a short conversation;
forwas toohoarse to communicate, and reallywas given to a lassitude
that is quite uncharacteristic of me. I keep thinking that if I con-
centrate on exercise, regaining some weight, and eating from time to
time that I will be alrightwithin a couple ofweeks. So far this has not
been the case. Every so of en I have a air up of my heart condition,
and this sets me back, even thoughwithmy pacemaker, my heart has
returned to normal every time this happens. But not without paying
a price: turns out that the body needs blood circulating easily in the
system.
I apologize for my neglect of my friends. You guys are very precious
to me, and it pains me to see what I have seen in the last seven weeks:
no quora, cancelled meetings, and searches for a suitable restaurant
for ameeting. Meeting another day of theweek isOKwithme. But I
would be against cutting the times of themeeting lower than 12.30. It
is possible that our institution has simply grown too old. People have
obligations these days that they did not have in earlier times. Jerry
andGildas have been great in providing venues for themeetings, but
I think that all the members should take their turns regularly. We
have discussed this before.
Aboutnewmembers,wedoneed at least a couple. JonBeechermight
be a good candidate, but I feel quite certain that James Cli ford is not
interested. Does anyone here know Bernard Hilberman, a doctor,
Temple member, and an amiable guy. I dont know him very well,
but the few times I have run into him were pleasant.
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That’s about it. I hope to make the next meeting. I will do my best.
And of course-, anyone who wants to call me should do so. I am not
such a carmudgeon as to cut myself o f from you guys.
hayden

Monday, 4 December 2017

Cal au jardin d’enfants ce matin (pré-primaire ?) et Lucie à sa classe de
foot. Je vais à la bibliothèque municipale. Hier soir, j’ai la petite surprise
d’entendre Lucie me dire “en français” alors que je lui demandais quel livre
elle voulait lire avecmoi. Autre pensée alors que j’utilise la bibliothèquemu-
nicipale de Ferndale : les impôts de cette petite ville de la banlieue deDetroit
sont élevés. L’impôt foncier pour Leslie et Rémi s’élève à 7,000$ au moins,
je crois. Il n’est pas de l’intérêt des capitalistes en bout de parcours de conti-
nuer le partage social limité des ressources et des capacités. Le plaisir du par-
tage ne fait pas partie du programme. Livres et lms ? que chacun les achète
pour soi, ou plutôt les loue individuellement de façon à ce que les revenus
soient maximisés.

A negative reaction to the tax bill project came from UCSC chief o -
cers: Hughey, Miller, Lee, Padgett. Jody Greene also spoke up against the
bill in an article for the SF Chronicle. All good profs in an institution that
is part of a top-down structure (UCOP)where a central administration and
the board of regents supporting it (naming it!) have proceeded to privatize
the university (with in the news recently, the negativeMoreno report about
a state audit that was manipulated by UCOP). The tax bill has not yet be-
come law, i.e. “reconciled” in the two houses, and signed by the president.
The UCSC o cers draw on the worries and anger of students and families
to signal thatmore state help is needed in education. They recommend that
students make their opposition known to house representatives, since the
house bill version is extremely unfavorable to graduate students. It plans to
tax the tuition that is “waived”, for instance 19K in theUC system. But why
is this tuition so large? And if this tuition money is practically never seen
by students, what is it for? They argue that “universities are already grad-
uating too few students to keep our economy healthy,” and that costs are
a major cause of this. First of all: whose economy is this, “ours?” What of
automation in the future? What kind of socialmobility is achievable in a so-
ciety that universities themselves tend to rend into classes and statuses? The
real problem is what kind of university, what for, and at what cost? Here,
cost seems to determine everything, it would only be a matter of nding
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the money. No questions need to be asked regarding quality, justi cations
for salaries and ballooning management.... The House tax bill is a catastro-
phe, granted, but the way tuition has been increased by public universities
is another.

En lisant Urien:3 “L’écrit est « silencieux » alors même qu’il permet
un accès au langage.” Silence et loisir sont des propriétés de la graphie qui
approfondissent la notion de transcendence divine. La répétition du texte
sacré, parlé (clamé) ou pas, interprété ou pas, exige et renforce cette trans-
cendence.

Tuesday, 5 December 2017

I need to remind myself of the notion that Gagnepain had of the divinity:
“Loin de se nier, l’homme s’achève dans une conversion transcendantale qui
fait à Dieu l’hommage de ses propres dons.” His own capacities to form the
Word, create, become a person, and shape laws.

Thursday, 7 December 2017

Que dire sur la décision de laMaison Blanche (di cile de l’appeler gou-
vernement) de reconnaître o ciellement Jérusalem comme capitale de l’état
d’Israël ? JYU a répondu à mon message sur les Nephilim (voir la page que
j’ai écrite là-dessus) :

P.S. Trump est un pyromane. Que dis-je ? Un des Nephilim ! Il est
prêt à mettre le feu au Moyen-Orient pour sa réélection avec l’ap-
pui des évangélistes blancs. Et une partie de la communauté juive ?
Je note quand même que la reconnaissance par les USA de l’occu-
pation et de l’annexion de la totalité de Jérusalem a été votée par le
Congrès il y a plusieurs années. Cela pose un problème de fond sur la
démocratie américaine et sur son attitude vis à vis de la colonisation,
où qu’elle soit. L’esclavage n’est plus normal, la colonialisme le reste.
(Vu de France).
40% de la population de Jérusalem n’est pas juive, (95% dans la vieille
ville). Cette part est tenue pour nulle.
En plus caricatural : Les USA sont-ils devenus une colonie israé-
lienne ? Ou bien Israël est-il devenu un nouvel état américain ? Fais
la part de la caricature. Mais je trouve qu’il y a là une instrumen-

3. Urien,Une lecture de Jean Gagnepain – Du signe, 50.
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talisation réciproque qui est criminelle, car il y a des morts et de la
misère au bout.

On another note: while re-reading a short commentary I made on the
story of David and Bathsheba, I’m surprised to realize that the invocation
and begging of God in Psalm 51 is one answer to the complexi cation of
society such as described in the story in 2 Samuel. In this tale, many people
are involved by David’s moral failure (which starts as exacerbated desire),
both at the time of the crime and af erwards, in long chains of elements
summarized by the dozen “sendings” noted by 2 Sam 11. There cannot be
any direct repair because the events have a logic all their own. That is, other
desires and moral failures come to compose themselves and sti fen or jell in
the wake ofDavid’s. As in Leviticus’ idea of puri cation of the divine house
(seeMilgromon this), the aura ofDavid’s crime spreadswithout anyhopeof
repair. The only possible reparation is both the historical payback (sacri ce
of many), and the self-giving of one’s own capacities in a gesture that props
up a transcendental divinity in which everything can be reconciled. All of
this re ection, it must be added, was certainly not contemporary with the
king or even anymember of the Judaeanmonarchy. It is a re ection in both
senses of the word of the post-monarchic period.

Friday, 8 December 2017

Many pieces of writing to commit... First, a message from an old student,
NathanWalker:

Hi! I took your introductory Latin courses 15 years ago (2002-2003).
I have fond memories of the classes, and recently I took out my old
Wheelock book, and started studying it again. I’m about 3/4 of the
way through it now, and am really enjoying it! It’s a fun challenge,
and the book is full of interesting tidbits. I just wanted to write to
thank you again for a great course, and wish you all the best!

Reading JY’s paper on peace and war: the pax hominib bonae volun-
tat has been separated from its transcendental anchor. We live in a form
of easy-going irenic morality. By “we,” I mean those of us who live in eco-
nomic and cultural comforts. Trump advertises himself as a pure, ideal ne-
gotiator. Neg-otium, i.e. the business of exchanging territories marked by
pegs, or even negotiating these pegs and pagi themselves, forever. There is
no justice in this or even attempt to be just, simply otiose movement and
quanti cation. No pax or peace can come out of those movable pegs. All
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is an a fair of forced arbitration, relation of power. How not to pay and
yet get peace (pax > pacare). If pax is the respite and trust one may put in
the goal-posts and pegs ormarkers of previous engagementswith each other
(playouts), war is the way to shif them.

Jerusalem, the zones ABC of the Oslo accords, the markers on the
grounds that settlements, roads to them, telecommunications, power lines,
and especially the wall and the check-points, the attacks on civilians, all of
this is a long list of uncertain accords and war acts. Palestine and Israel:
how to learn to renounce (self-rationing), and expiate (price to pay)?

Other item of re ection: salute, salvation, salve. Versus war which is
(etymological invocation) a disorder, principally. Chaos. No Ithaca in this
semantic, sociological, and axiological drif ing.

On forgiveness: I am followingMauss and even more Héna f, in seeing
that giving and counter-giving are acts of recognition of the other.

Saturday, 9 December 2017

Rémi went to the hospital at 6am. He’ll be back tomorrow around noon...
The White House and Republican Congress continue to make catas-

trophic decisions. Not that the December 6 recognition of Jerusalem as the
capital of Israel was unexpected, but it came with absolutely no semblance
of couterpart for the Palestinians or at least some Israeli gesture. I’m not
sure there’ll be hell to pay for all of this, except by Palestinians today. But
theworld is beginning to organize itself in the recognition that theUS, even
with the strongest armed forces and military budget in the world by far, is
somehow weakening and other forces are appearing.

Iran and Turkey have common interests that have been made even
clearer since the recognition by the US of Jerusalem as capital of modern
Israel. Iran is going de nitely to be favored as a sort of real defender of
Islam and modernity, in comparison with a kowtowing Saudi Arabia.
China and especially Russia may gain much more power in the region,
following the egregious choices made by the US. All of this has long been
in the making. The US recognition of Jerusalem as capital was expressed
by a law passed near-unanimously by Congress in October 1995 (a month
before Rabin’s murder: 93 to 5 in the Senate, 374 to 37 in the House) and
rati ed by Trump this past week to satisfy what is expected of him by
his core base, the “bad boys” in the yard. Not surprisingly, however, the
decision to move the US embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem will have
to wait another six months, though still without any counterpart for the
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Palestinians. Where will it be built: Talpiot? And a kind of silver lining
that may take some time to unfold: thanks to their success, the Israeli
colons whose politico-religious fever had replaced a dying zionism that was
de ned by its distance from its religious basis may themselves lose their
ideals.

Sunday, 10 December 2017

In a very short article for BAR, Faust uses archaeological data and Biblical
texts to show that the east was the cosmologically favored direction, as for
many other peoples in antiquity, while north and south were e fectively
rarely used.4 West was associated with “behind” (aḥorah), with the sea
(yamah), or unmentioned. Building openings are not found on the west
façades. He could have used Genesis’ story about Benjamin, the son of
the south (right side) or southerner, based on a main eastern direction,
for another textual argument. As for the eastern wind of Exodus, I’m
less convinced its appearance follows this pattern and is invoked by the
author because of its divine character. The most striking aspect of this
article is that it con rms the absence of the western direction because of
its probable negative connotations as being “behind,” or “seaward” as in
Abraham’s story. I’ve long been puzzled by the absence of mention of
the western direction in Genesis 12, except as that of the sea. Yam is the
force of chaos in the local Canaanite myths and could be imagined to be
in the background here, if one trusts the relationship of Canaan’s mythic
imagination to Ugaritic texts. Yet, is east all positive and does its cosmic
signi cance override the tragic and punitive aspects of the direction of
exile? It seems to be the direction of the expulsion in the story of Genesis.
The text mentions the east or “front” as being marked by the Keruvim:
ר לִשְׁמֹ֕ כֶת הַמִּתְהַפֶּ֔ רֶב֙ הַחֶ֙ הַט לַ֤ ת וְאֵ֨ ים אֶת־הַכְּרֻבִ֗ דֶן לְגַן־עֵ֜ דֶם מִקֶּ֨ וַיַּשְׁכֵּן֩ ם אָדָ֑ אֶת־הָֽ  רֶשׁ וַיְגָ֖
ים׃ חַיִּֽ הַֽ ץ עֵ֥ רֶךְ אֶת־דֶּ֖ The word מקדם means both “east of” and “in front of,
facing,” here, as the LXX has it also (ἀπέναντι)? It makes sense for a writer
thinking of the structure of the temple as well as any habitation. The start
of the day and work, as well as larger historical happenings, were done
facing the east, sunrise. In Gen 4:16, “Cain went away from the presence of
the Lord, and settled in the land of Nod, east of Eden,” (di ferent Hebrew
here, ,קדמת־עדן and Greek κατέναντι Εδεμ). The ambivalent meaning of
this eastward direction (with movement or not?) is con rmed by its use in

4. Faust, “Archaeology, Israelite cosmology and the Bible.”
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the story of the tower of Babel in Gen 11:2: “And as they migrated from
the east,” or “migrated eastward,” as the nrsv has it in note: Hebrew י  יְהִ֖ וַֽ
דֶם מִקֶּ֑ ם בְּנָסְעָ֣ and Greek ἀπὸ ἀνατολῶν. The Greek version of Hebrew מקדם
is quite unstable.

Note that these directions are fully reprised in Gen 12:8, where Abram
goes into the mountain, then to the east (or facing) Bethel (which is “sea-
wards”) and invokes Yahweh: qאָהֳלֹ֑ה וַיֵּט֣ ל ית־אֵ֖ לְבֵֽ דֶם מִקֶּ֛ רָה הָהָ֗ ם מִשָּׁ֜ ק וַיַּעְתֵּ֨
ה׃ יְהוָֽ ם בְּשֵׁ֥ א וַיִּקְרָ֖ ה יהוָ֔ לַֽ חַ֙ מִזְבֵּ֙ ם בֶן־שָׁ֤ וַיִּֽ דֶם מִקֶּ֔ י וְהָעַ֣ מִיָּם֙ ל ית־אֵ֤ בֵּֽ Are we to under-
stand then that the direction associatedwithBethel is to be read as a negative
comment, and the choice made by Abraham, under the guidance of Yah-
weh, the geographical sensible and honorable one? Or rather is something
new being suggested by the author, something a-directional? The Septu-
agint translates לבית־אל מקדם as κατ᾽ἀνατολὰς Βαιθηλ. The Vulgate has con-
tra orientem Bethel and translates “seaward” and “east” as ab occidente and
ab oriente. Ezekiel might have the answer as to the meaning given to those
directions. His visions imply that the divinity doesn’t follow territorial con-
nes. No direction is given in 2 Kings 25:21: ה בְּרִבְלָ֖ ם וַיְמִיתֵ֛ ל בָּבֶ֧ לֶךְ מֶ֨ אֹתָם֩ וַיַּ֣ ךְ

אַדְמָתֽוֹ׃ ל מֵעַ֥ ה יְהוּדָ֖  גֶל וַיִּ֥ ת חֲמָ֑ רֶץ .בְּאֶ֣ Note the switch from erets to adamah:
“Judah was exiled from its land.”

The territorial aspect of gods needs to be examined more closely. Does
it arise from the material need for propitious weather, order, trust between
neighbors, need to consolidate a sense of belonging (but to what? It may
have changed quite a bit, even when delity to this or that power was
claimed).5 On the territoriality of divinities, there are several passages
whose irony depends on the fact that it was a broadly shared concept.
See for instance 1 Kings 20:23 where the “servants of the king of Aram
[drunken Ben-hadad] said to him, ‘Their gods are gods of the hills, and so
they were stronger than we; but let us ght against them in the plain...’.”
That theory is immediately put to the test the following spring and found
wanting, naturally. The most fascinating story in this regard is that of
Naaman, the commander of the army of the king of Aram, who, when
cured of his leprosy (by reluctantly bathing in the liminal Jordan river),
wishes to worship only the Lord but thinks that he needs “twomule-loads
of earth,” a very large synecdoche, tomake his burnt-o ferings and sacri ces
to this new god Yahweh e cient, as he assumed, with all of the cultures of
the Levant, that all gods cared above all and perhaps exclusively about their

5. Regarding Israel and the broad sense of its ethnic composition, see Faust, “An all-
Israelite identity: historical reality or Biblical myth?”
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home territory (2 Kings 5:15–19).6 See also the all-important chapter 17 of
2 Kings, which among other things presents the new people transferred by
the conveniently unnamed Assyrian king as not knowing “the law of the
god of the land.”

Monday, 11 December 2017

Sundry re ections by Callum and Lucie: about twelve days ago, Lucie
salutes Cal with, “Bonjour Callum.” She switches to the little French she
has when addressing me. Last night, while looking at a video on farm
machinery, and speci cally at an old xed thresher (a Marshall?), Callum
remembers something I told him about old machines and tells me, “When
you were little, this is what you had...”

Snow today, perhaps two inches. Last night, a wonderful moment af-
ter dinner, with much music. Rémi is silly and sings schmaltzy yiddish
tunes מאמא) ידישע .(מיינע Callum is on drums, Lucie switches from gui-
tar to recorder, Leslie and Amy are singing. Rémi has had several weeks of
more than 80 hours of work recently, hopefully the last ones for a while.

On the weaknesses of capitalism: it looked impregnable for a few years
in the nineties and early third millenium. Badious confessed it had won
and resistance had to take new forms. Even af er the 2008 crisis, given the
choices made by China and India af er Japan and South Korea, it seemed
to roll with the punches. The government of the US used to be perceived
as a fairly intelligent defender of capitalist interests, especially since the lines
of contact didn’t seem too crudely direct. And now, all of sudden (but is
there such a thing in history?), money managers and thieves are in charge,
not economists (though such a claim can bemade forGaryCohn) or experi-
enced advisers (experienced in drawing the complexities of state and private
interests).... lawyers andmercenaries, or people who havemade fortunes on
morally questionable schemes (deVos, Pruitt,Mnuchin, theTrumps...). So,
the truth of GE, GM, Apple, et al suddenly revealed, or a strange wart on
the healthy capitalist body?

Does thequiet powerofwriting, resting in its silence aswell as its replica-
bility across space and time increase royal political power andhelpproject di-
vine unity of will further. The logic of this technical structure also explains

6. Mr. l’abbé le Parc, recteur of Pommerit-Jaudy in the late sixties and seventies, only
requested a handful from me when I went to the “holy land” in 1971. He planned to use
some of it for his ninety-plus mother’s burial and the rest for his own.
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the spread of writing as well as the sacralization of part of it, rather than the
reverse logic, of writing somehow explaining the gestation of a more com-
plex administration, viz. kingdoms.

Snow has fallen heavily tonight and provided the sort of quiet balm
I need, given the political events and shakiness of institutions. Alabama
is voting tomorrow to replace a right-wing senator, Je f Sessions, who is
the US Attorney General. The person more likely to win, by a small mar-
gin, is Roy Moore, an extreme right-winger who was twice removed from
the state supreme court because of his attempts to circumvent the consti-
tutional separation of state and religion. The accusations of sexual abuse
recently hurled at the character did some damage to his reputation at the
beginning (a month ago) but are taken to be outside interference even by
those who don’t care too much for his brand of politics. The heads of the
Republican party once threatened to evict him from the senate if he got
elected, but even this has died down and shows how weak the institutions
are.

Tuesday, 12 December 2017

When Callum and Lucie woke up a bit af er 7am this morning, they started
singing a homemade Hanukkah song. Callum seemed to be making up the
words. This went on for about f een minutes, before their coming to our
bed, and getting ready for school (Callum). Lunch at Cafe Muse in Royal
Oak with Gigi, Grandpa, and Lucie who has a cold and is not quite at her
best. Tonight, playing with dreidels, talking about Hanukkah (with some
critical distance), small presents...

Wednesday, 13 December 2017

In the plane to San Jose via Dallas. Callum and even Lucie slept in. She still
has her cold andCallum is probably coming downwith one in turn, because
he complained about an ear this morning. He came to Amy and me in the
kitchen and asked for a hug. He now can talk about his sadness to see us
go, while thinking ahead about his or our next trip. And of course, Bunny
doesn’t get to travel!

Thoughts about ancient Judaism, from the exilic period on: it becomes
a sort of political regime within other, older, authoritarian structures. La
République est d’abord une forme de régime. Elle ne désigne pas un an-
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crage culturel ou historique. La nation, elle, est l’adhésion à un ensemble de
valeurs et rien d’autre. Ce n’est pas le sang, pas le sol, pas la race.

Conversation in the plane about Jesus and religion. Amy’s neighbor is
willing to grant some historical reality to Jesus, but sees no reason why he
would have been the origin of a movement if not for his transformation by
followers (arguably deceived or deceivers) into a messiah and god. She sees
Jesus as a charitable person, but not out of the ordinary on this account. Lef
unsaid is that the kindof “charity” doneby Jesus is not a philanthropy. Luke
and others are still clear on this, even f y years later. They require a real re-
distribution of earning capacities. Charity, for many moderns who are not
so di ferent in that from Greco-Roman societies, is a painless, ethically ob-
vious behavior. Modern media made much of Mother Theresa. However,
pointed criticisms of injustice, now like then, would not be accepted even
by “liberal” political systems.

Two other aspects are lef out also: one, the political and cosmic dimen-
sions of the temple onwhich Jesus clearly had important things to say. How
di ferentwas his attitude from that of other groups or individuals whowere
also critical of the authorities? Two, the very early testimonies about Jesus,
lef by those who re ected on Jesus’ life and death very soon af erwards. We
don’t have J’s ipsissima verba, of course, not those of those early followers.
We do have early testimonies in the shape of Paul’s letters, however, which
were produced af er a lengthy stay in early “Christian” communities, and
we have Q or stages of it. These texts indicate a willingness to be faithful to
something that they already saw in his life but didn’t quite understand, as
the later gospels still say, but with another goal in mind, namely to justify
the messiahship and divinity of Jesus.

Friday, 15 December 2017

We biked up to the university and visited the Science library to see if
there has been any change. The place looks empty of books except on
the ground oor where about half (a little less) of the shelves are still full
of books (mostly Lick collection and other important journals?). The
rst oor has tables and chairs. A poster at the entrance features a poor
excuse for the transformation project: “leveraging new technologies to
meet evolving needs.” I thought that the opposite direction was more to
the point: leveraging narrowly perceived needs to meet capitalist demands.
The university projects the cost of the transformation of the library to be
circa 40 million dollars. Who will be the donors? Tech companies? Will
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acquisition of knowledge be tacked on to students’ bills as a rental fee,
in one fashion or another? Will the head librarian be rewarded for her
agressive move with a position in one of these companies?

Apollinaire:

Te souviens-tu du long orphelinat des gares
Nous traversâmes des villes qui tout le jour tournaient
Et vomissaient la nuit le soleil des journées

The tide of books on Paul doesn’t let up since antiquity. In reading
a review of a book on Galatians, I realize now, af er listening to Swancutt
and Fredriksen, that there actually has been quite a discussion in the recent
literature on Paul’s use of the language of adoption and sonship.7 The fun-
damental Pauline text at issue is Gal 4:1–7, which says:

1 Λέγω δέ, ἐφʼ ὅσον χρόνον ὁ κληρονόμος νήπιός ἐστιν, οὐδὲν διαφέρει
δούλου κύριος πάντων ὤν, 2 ἀλλὰ ὑπὸ ἐπιτρόπους ἐστὶ καὶ οἰκονόμους
ἄχρι τῆς προθεσμίας τοῦ πατρός. 3 οὕτως καὶ ἡμεῖς, ὅτε ἦμεν νήπιοι, ὑπὸ
τὰ στοιχεῖα τοῦ κόσμου ἤμεθα δεδουλωμένοι· 4 ὅτε δὲ ἦλθεν τὸ πλήρωμα
τοῦ χρόνου, ἐξαπέστειλεν ὁ θεὸς τὸν υἱὸν αὐτοῦ, γενόμενον ἐκ γυναικός,
γενόμενον ὑπὸ νόμον, 5 ἵνα τοὺς ὑπὸ νόμον ἐξαγοράσῃ, ἵνα τὴν υἱοθεσίαν
ἀπολάβωμεν. 6 ὅτι δέ ἐστε υἱοί, ἐξαπέστειλεν ὁ θεὸς τὸ πνεῦμα τοῦ υἱοῦ
αὐτοῦ εἰς τὰς καρδίας ἡμῶν κρᾶζον· Αββα ὁ πατήρ. 7 ὥστε οὐκέτι εἶ
δοῦλος ἀλλὰ υἱός· εἰ δὲ υἱός, καὶ κληρονόμος διὰ θεοῦ.

This text reminds me of the parables scattered in the later literature that
use sonship, guardian, and absent father’s authority to spell out an ideol-
ogy of patience and ful lment in time. These remaining parables are but
scraps from a much larger store of them that explored the issues of author-
ity, delayed empowerment, nature of sonship (as in Paul). The language of
guardianship and fatherhood is the same as in Paul:

Parable. [The thing is similar to] a king who had many possessions,
who had a little son [minor], and who had to go out to a coastal city-
state. He said [to himself]: “If I place my possessions into my son’s
hand [undermy son’s authority], he stands towaste them[he is likely
to waste them]. But here I’ll appoint a guardian [Heb. from Greek
ἐπίτροπος] until he grows up.” From the time that this son grew up

7. See Das, Paul and the stori of Israel. The Dec. 2017 RBL review refers to Scott,
Adoption sons of God and Keesmaat, Paul and h story:(re) interpreting the Exod
tradition.
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[legal majoritas?], he told him, to the guardian: “Give me the sil-
ver and the gold that Father [abba] placed for me into your hand.”
He stood and gave him from his own in su ciency for his upkeep.
Then the son began to feel upset. He told him: “Is this all the silver
and gold that Father placed in your hand?” He told him: “All that I
gave you, I gave you exclusively from my own, but what your father
placed[in trust] for you, behold, it is set up for you.” So did Moses
speak to Israel: The Lord your God will add unto you.8

I note in the book by Jean L’Hour on Genesis that the ancient Meso-
potamian myth Enuma Elish posits a return to origins as shaped by Mar-
duk, vs a return to chaos (also at the origin, even older). L’Hour shows how
radical Genesis 1–2 was, but skips the political dimensions of this view. He
prefers to stay with theological and cosmological aspects that would have
guided the authors, af er the history of religions school.

Sunday, 17 December 2017

Very interesting piece in Salon on Jerusalem and the failure of Netanyahu
to understand the European states’ position, as well as the common front
of opposition from Palestinians, Turkey, Iran, and others (but not Saudi
Arabia). The most useful part for me is to see the changes that are just oc-
curring, week by week if not day by day: 1) moves made by Turkey and Iran
(who have much in common regarding Kurdistan especially, but also Syria
and Irak), both countries needed byUS though treated as enemy (Iran) and
rogue (Turkey). 2) the role of Russia in Syria, and as getting much more
chummy with Iran and Turkey. 3) the unanimous rejection by European
states of the US position, and in parallel the move by many Arabs to go
with the idea of East Jerusalem as capital of Palestine. 4) Not discussed in
the article is the role of China. I suspect it is only economic in the whole
area, so far, but very important (especially regarding Iran). I have the sense
that the US is in retreat in the Indian Ocean—a good thing—by sheer in-
competence. Obama tried to initiate a kind of orderly, partial, withdrawal,
thoughhe accepted todeliver a hugemilitarypackage to Israel over ten years.
Under Trump, thewithdrawal is accelerating thoughwith no order one can
perceive. One would expect the military budget to decrease, yet no chance
of that.

8. Sifrei Dt, pisqa 11, end (Finkelstein, p. 19, lines 4–11. See p. 16, pisqa 8, for a parable
similar to that of the talents)
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Tuesday, 19 December 2017

On the phone yesterday, Callum asks Amy, “How is your shoulder feeling,
Babish?”

Il advint donc que le peuple de la Bible se trouva pris dans la noo-
sphère hellénistique et romaine, puis se détacha de lui le rameau chré-
tien— et c’est ainsi que la pensée grecque, arrachée à la prudence sé-
culaire de la raison, se vit entraînée à parler d’un dieu qui n’était pas
le sien.9

A little reading on empire.10 New evaluations of empires started afresh in
the nineties, with Hardt-Negri (Empire, 2000). Empires have not always
been structures (or gures?) of tyranny and exploitation as a whole genera-
tion agreed to think, af er Gramsci and others. See also Kumar’s new book
on world empires, which purports to show that empires have taken many
di ferent shapes. This was certainly true of Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, Per-
sia, etc. According to Burbank and Cooper, “empire” has been the most
in uential political form of the past two thousand years. The time would
have come, they argue, to reexamine imperial political structures and in u-
ences without straight-jacketing them as a series of steps culminating with
colonizing European nation-states. B andC propose that while con ict and
war were a major aspect of imperial political development, there was also
a locally produced (!) “transcendent” aspect to this historical form. The
focus on war and exploitation shouldn’t mask the “networking” aspects of
empires. I wonder if this is or was a good thing: Seneca would be a great
examplar. The main preoccupation of these large syntheses is to avoid a
teleological view of the development. The latter is bound to bounce back
with some force, given the map of modern empires since the eighteenth or
even the sixteenth centuries. Still, it is good to be reminded that nation-
states owe more to cross-fertilization by empires than they care to admit,
especially now, with immigration.

Wednesday, 20 December 2017

I sent a number of letters and cards today. Writing by hand helped me to
imagine the presence of those I was writing to and think with more inten-

9. Jerphagnon,D dieux et d mots : histoire de la pensée antique et médiévale, 286–87.
10. A review by Leonard for “Net Online” of Burbank and Cooper, Empir in world

history: power and the politics of difference.
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sity about what I would say if I were near them. In the af ernoon, work in
the garden, cleaning irises, gathering the wood lef from the trimming, and
weeding. I replaced the valve in our toilet (“Toto”). No intellectual work
unless all of this passes for it.

Thursday, 21 December 2017

Preparing for the family’s arrival: blue skies af er a little frost last night. We
are far from theWhiteHouse reincarnation ofHerod the Great. Françoise-
Thérèse sent me a few pictures of I g from which I chose the one of I g
with beaming Alana ( g. 12.1).

Figure . –Alana et Ifig, 13 décembre

Today, most of theUNnations, includingGermany, surprisingly, repu-
diated the unnegotiatedUS decision to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of
the state of Israel without any consideration of the Palestinian perceptions
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and desires to see East Jerusalem as their capital. Part of that decision has
been to make noises about transferring the US embassy from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem but it is unlikely to occur soon. The US, via its ambassador Ha-
ley, had threatened to take retaliatory measures against the countries that
would vote No. The need to announce retaliation seemed principally to be
cessation of the US payments to the UN, which has happened before.

Friday, 22 December 2017

The article in theNew Yorker on the profoundly human chararcter of vio-
lence and abuse rather than on its “animalness” reminds me of old Catholic
beliefs regarding souls and the dialectics thatmark our capacity for good and
evil. It would not be so much dehumanization as the capacity to exert ter-
rifying power over others. And further: it is punishing another person for
lacking the humanity that has lef us in the selfsame situation and deprived
us. No surprise then that one could imagine a transcendental devil.

I occasionally nd interesting questions in conservative histories of an-
cient Israel, even if it is only af er setting their arguments on their head.11
Sicker dismisses source or historical criticism and elects to follow the theol-
ogy of the Biblical authors as history.

Nowhere else in world literature, [...], can we nd a basis for con-
structing a continuous and plausible narrative history of the origins
of a nation, its early stages, and the progressive development of its
political institutions [...] success [...] decline [...]12

It is indeed a history of sorts, but the story of its origins, initial success
(Moses and Joshua?), and decline (kings), is a late theological explanation,
as well as a story of resistance,

Monday, 25 December 2017

Lucie covers Louarn the foxwith a “blankie.” We all are looking formissing
Russian dolls...

Tuesday, 26 December 2017

Callum and Lucie have kept us busy. Lucie has quite a personality and is de-
veloping language at an astonishing speed. She attaches French to me even

11. Sicker, The rise and fall of the ancient Israelite stat .
12. Ibid., 3.
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though I’m not systematic at all and mix both languages. Both play with
the French and US accents. Here are a few examples of language switches
byLucie. At thebreakfast table, she suddenly says, “le soleil, tadkozh”, look-
ing at the bright copper sun image on the ceiling. “Un petit soleil, Lucie?”
“Oui,” says Callum, “petit.” “Non, un grand soleil,” says Lucie. They get
into a verbal match about it. Yesterday, I take a long walk with Lucie and
use French at all times. At one point, near the ocean, which I alternately
call “la mer” and “l’océan,” she says, “en anglais ocean...” Their French vo-
cabulary is quite developed but only small sentences appear, for instance,
“c’est quoi ça?” At the corner of Delaware and Almar, she points out the
“palmier” and follows with “an owl” which I can’t see. I repeat the word in
English and she insists, “une chouette!”

Wemade cards yesterday and again this morning. Callum likes to make
books and to write secret messages in both capitals and what he calls cursive
or “fancy writing.” I had thick bond paper (Arches 90?) which I cut in 41/4
by 6 cards. Lucie likes to press the brush onto the paper and exclaims every
time, “un chapeau!” Callum writes his name in capitals ( g. 12.2), other
(secret?) letters, and uses the full array of colors, tending to ll the whole
space in splashes. I use these cards when writing to friends...

Figure . – Last page of five-page booklet by Callum

Our president seems completely absent from the pages of the NYT,
thanked be the lord. I haven’t told the story of the birth narrative to the
children yet. When they are a little older, I can remind them of Herod the
Great’s side of history. I’ve begun to talk about history and chronology to
Callum who became interested because of Lior, our eleven-year old neigh-
bor. He and his sister Aolani of en come to visit and play. He likes to read
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my Tintin or Astérix albums, either in English, French, or Latin: the lan-
guage doesn’t matter. So, Callum askedme to read Astérix to him or, tomy
surprise, any of the nine Histoire de Bretagne illustrée albums by Secher
and Honzec. I realized immediately that there was a problem with both
the imaginary (“funny”) and purportedly historical approaches. Much of
it is based on violence, conquest, resistance to conquest, in other words,
“grabbing” and “being pushed back.” It is not simply a matter of explain-
ing ghts andwar as grabbing and pushing, however, since tools and re ned
social and technical capacities are brought to bear in a way that fascinates
minds. The gender aspect, especially forAstérix, is also awful. I bypass it for
the moment to avoid getting drawn in explaining away the sexualization of
youngwomen. All the possible jokes inAstérix are based onhigh school pat
phrases and their repetition in what is supposed to constitute the basic edu-
cationof Frenchboys. Tintin is another problem,more complicated, except
for the racistTintin en Amérique orTintin au Congo, and even chunks of
Le lot bleu. In this latter case, thepig-like face of the Japanese evil character
cannot be excused by knowing about the horrible “Nankin rape.” Both an-
imals and humans get skewed in the readers’ imagination. Nor can one tell
the story of the Chinese resistance without explaining the slanted feeling of
white or European superiority that super-smart Tintin and his little Milou
necessarily evoke, even though there are a few evil (American!) characters.
As for the albums by Secher, history is a long story of wars fought to con-
solidate orweaken kings’ thrones. There are occasional vignettes on agricul-
ture, food production, art, and even social exploitation, but usually not at
any length and not giving any clue about the radically di ferent, quiet side
of history that aims at life and is made of trust, friendship, generosity, even
self-sacri ce (pace the post-moderns) and stubborness (long-su fering?).

Wednesday, 27 December 2017

L’Hour’s summary of his conclusions on 1:26–27 in chapter 11 is a profound
prologue to thinking about the torah as a whole..13 I realize more than ever
that the nal Pwriter ofGen 1–2:4a, and the redactor ofGen 1–11 havemuch
if not all of at least the books of Exodus and Leviticus in mind (or before
them) as parts of a theological, radical view of the history of Israel. In line
with so-called functional interpretations of Gen 1:26–27, rather than the
ontological and relational ones, which are either rejected or not followed,

13. L’Hour,Genèse 1–2,4a. Commentaire, 178–80.
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he makes the following points:

1. The adam is not divine, he (generic) is a creature and an image of the
divinity.

2. The adam is image of God, not an image of an image (or statue).
3. One cannot see a di ference of quality between image and resem-
blance; the second word is not a correction or an addition. I am not
so sure, as ,צלם used polemically, could perhaps still be confusing in
the world of images and kings of the NE even if here it is applied in a
radical way to the cult of idols.

4. There is no need to seek what would be more particularly acceptable
in human beings as an image of God. Their whole being is meant by
the author as part of this image.

5. No polarity of sexes in the creating divinity. The adam’s male and fe-
male aspects are an integral part of the divine image. My own impres-
sion, upon reading this precise commentary it that this rst chapter
insists on gathering and integration.

6. The whole humanity is proclaimed as image of God, and this funda-
mental choice doesn’t change even af er the ood and more appro-
priately throughout the vicissitudes that Israel and Judah underwent
before P wrote. No story of fault in spite of Gen 6:11–13 (evil present
in the world for P).

7. Image and likeness do not de ne the ontological status of humanity
but the representation and revelation of God. Humanity, not the
kings alone, reveals God on earth.14 I would say, it reveals the dialec-
tics of good and evil while stretching the divinity both as radically
invisible and astonishingly close since the “functional image” carries
in each and everyone something of the grand aspirations of all.

8. (speculative) the adam created af er the temple for divine glori ca-
tion? Think of the priestly dynamics in the sanctuary.

9. The divineword dominates (and recomposes the tatbericht). His im-
age too? but it remains silent in this prologue.

Thursday, 28 December 2017

Last night and again tonight, Lucie comes to seeme in the studywhen she is
ready forbed. She sits onmy lap andwe look at a videoofMarie-ClaireAlain

14. Schmidt,Die Schöpfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift: zur Überlieferungsgeschichte
von Genes 1, 1-2, 4a und 2, 4b-3, 24 , 144.
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playing her brother Jehan’s Litani . When the title rolls, Lucie exclaims,

Figure . – Callum et Lucie à leurs pinceaux, mardi 26 décembre 2017

“M!” and points to the beginning of Marie-Claire Alain’s name. She likes
to see Alain’s feet working on the pédalier, “avec les pieds.” When I draw
her attention to the keyboards and speak of piano, she volunteers, “Dada
au piano.” All through the lm, about twelve minutes, she doesn’t wiggle
at all and looks intently at the movements of the ngers.

Friday, 29 December 2017

Quiet tiptoeing of minuscule feet this morning at the usual time, 7:15.
Amy raises the issue of training in Title IX that the university ad-

ministrators think should be required from all mentors, no matter how
voluntary and tenuous the nature of their relationship to the university.
The putatively ethical demand can hardly mask the failure of years of
digital courses to change behavior. It seems that the methods should be
re-examined and the automaticity expected from faceless education should
be replaced by something more human, more courageous and relational.
Are statistics kept since 1972 (Title IX) on cases of misuse of power in work
and gender relationships?
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When were the twin stories of creation written and why is this impor-
tant (idea to be pursued of negative, open theology)? Warner’s recent dis-
cussion of this topic, in regard to the background of Gen 2:24, is not help-
ful.15 He doesn’t discuss Otto, Blenkinsopp, Schüle, and others who are
mentioned by L’Hour and who argue that the second story is more recent
than the P and presumed PR story of Gen 1-2:4a.16 Warner is far less explicit
than L’Hour about the di ferences between the two stories, di ferences that
are important in guring out the original thoughts of the ancient writers
and audiences. L’Hour shows that the rst story of creation presents a self-
contained, integrated result of the divine word and activity, a wholesome
worldwithout need for relationship—the human being is silent—while the
second story is one of relationshipwith things apparentlymissing or in need
of being completed. Still, Warner may be right to show through the vocab-
ulary that the text of 2:24 takes its distances from standard family and so-
cial relationships or at least questions them, in continuation with the anti-
idolatrous and anti-monarchic broadening in 1:16–17 of the adam in the im-
age of the divinity.

Saturday, 30 December 2017

Blaise and Liz arrived today as Judith was leaving to catch the plane to go
back to Portland. Tonight, we have an adult dinner while Cal and Lucie are
in the bath and selling co fee or other drinks to passers-by. We talked about
old movies by Godard, Tati, Bergman, and others. Once out of the bath,
Lucie doesn’t feel hungry. Only too late do we realize that she is sick: it all
gushes out, forcing a thorough clean-up of the kitchen...

Sunday, 31 December 2017

At the neighboring park this morning with Callum, Lucie, Lior andAolani
(our neighbors). The last day of the year is grey and not very cold. I read
about Stephen Greenblatt’s latest book on Adam and Eve in the TLS. He
notes the importance of the story for Judaism, Christianity and Islam but
sees in it a negative frame of mind until the modern revolution prepared

15. Warner, “Marriage and intermarriage in Genesis 2:24,” 273. He starts from
Tosato, “On Genesis 2:24,” who dates this verse to the post-exilic period.

16. L’Hour, Genèse 1–2,4a. Commentaire, 186, n87; Otto, “Die Paradieserzählung
Genesis 2-3”; Blenkinsopp, Creation, un-creation, re-creation; Schule, Der Prolog der
hebräischen Bibel. Rendtorff? Clines?
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Figure . – Callum snu ling with Blaise and Liz

byMilton and others. No re ection on the anti-mythological thrust of the
story or realization of its political impact already in antiquity, apparently.

Tonight, we went to see the local SC Felton train depart from the
Boardwalk. It was festooned with lights, many children were aboard, the
blows of the horn made Lucie cover her ears, we waved at the engineer
and the passengers. We walked along the wharf and admired the sea lions
sleeping on the lower docks. Back at home at about 18H30, a meal of
mutton cutlets, potatoes diced and mixed with ham and parmesan, salad,
and beans had been prepared by Uncle Blaise, the table was set. Callum
helpedmemake a re. NowLiz andBlaise have been elected by the children
to read to them and are doing so ( g. 12.5)...

Story written under Callum’s dictation:

Cal is in the train cabin. The signals are all clear.
There is fog in Paris. That means it’s a crash. The TGV
does not derail. It is very stable. Everybody is safe and
happy. CAL

How to incorporate Genesis 2:5 in a re ection on work and the tension
between transcendence and immanence? ה אֲדָמָֽ אֶת־הָֽ עֲבדֹ לַֽ אַיִן Theוְאָדָם rst
chapter of Genesis gives the overall impression of a world of fullness, teem-
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Figure . – Blaise, Callum, Liz, and Lucie

ing matter, fecundity of life, with everything in place. There is of course
the work of creation and doing, yet it appears to be e fortless and the magic
fruit of the divine, authoritative word that wraps and radicalizes an older
story of real making (Schmidt’s Tatbericht). The shabbat of 2:1–4a is not a
rest earned by an exhausted or task-oriented divinity, but the suspension in
which not only the direct blessing but the consecration and glori cation of
all humanity made in the divine image can completely unfold itself, with-
out the abusive, illusory mediation by kings and other authorities.17 The

17. I’m reacting to L’Hour.
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vision of the priestly author of Gen 1–2:4a is part of a larger structure that
incorporates the book of Exodus and especially its reshaping of the founda-
tion of the temple model at the end. The only work in this vision is cultic
and an image of the divine making or doing: festivals, sacral year, sacri -
cial rites, hymns, consecrated times and spaces are a trans guration of daily
work and necessities. This vision is radically di ferent from that of Near
Eastern political ideology in which kings were prominent and could be the
only claimants to be imagin aut simulacra deorum. But it doesn’t elim-
inate the possibility of abuse by priestly elites of claims to divine power by
proximity and by specialized knowledge, in the absence of kings or even if
future kings are thought of as mythic messiahs to come. Or at least it is pos-
sible to read Gen 1 more negatively than L’Hour, that is, more in line with
the interests of the priesthood af er the fall of the kingdom of Judah, and
not let oneself be subjugated by what looks like a universal reframing of the
meaning and goal of humanity.

The second story of creation returns to this question of politics. In a
story of lack, absence, misconstruals, disparate and subtly transformed in-
tentions, hierarchy is reintroduced, especially in regard to the work neces-
sary for survival and continuity of the group. Did this text as we have it
precede the redaction of the rst chapter or follow it as a sort of necessary,
realistic correction of an Isaiah-like utopia? By what group, what authorial
and authorized hand?
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